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The Black Panther Party existed
period
force

for a very short

of time, but within this period

it became a central

in the Afrikan American human rights/civil rights

movements.
Over

the past twenty years the history of the Black

Panther Party has been conspicuously missing
on

the 1960's.

Particularly,

material concerning

there

is

from material

an absence of

the rank-and-file grassroots

activities .
In documenting
Panther Party,
organizing

the grassroots efforts of the Black

this study emphasizes the community

of the Party

in a manner which encourages the

student/reader to analyze the effectiveness and

relevance

of grassroots organizing as a means of developing social
change and

achieving Afrikan American self-determination.
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PART ONE:

BACKGROUND

CHAPTER 1
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The mid

1960s marked

the beginning

of a period

which various groups militantly challenged
and

authority of

States

important

society.

Los Angeles,

Newark,

and Detroit vented

rage by attacking

their

frustration

the European American businessman

the police department.

Afrikan Americans

in cities such as

the most visible symbols of their

oppressive conditions,
and

the legitimacy

institutions within United

Many angry young Afrikan Americans

and

in

took

In city after city young

to the streets and

symbols of white society domination.

attacked

these

Urban rebellions

swept across most northern and western urban Afrikan
American communities
see:

Report of

Disorders.

(for details on 1960's urban unrest

the National Advisory Commission On Civil

Bantom Books,

NY,

1968) .

Colleges increased their enrollment of Afro-American
and

other

of demands

third

world

students.

They also became centers

for community control.

On campuses such as San

Francisco State, Cornell U., Harvard U.,

and

Jackson State

students were demanding educational programs which were
both relevant and beneficial to the third
communities.

2

world

3

During
Malcolm X,

this same period,

Eldridge Cleaver and

emerge as voices of those
system.

Both prisoners

become aware of the
existed
demand

young prisoners such as
George Jackson began to

incarcerated

and

the outside society began to

injustices and

inhuman conditions which

out of the view of the public.
their

human

in America's prison

Prisoners began to

rights.

Mexican American, Puerto Ricans, Native Americans,
and Asian Americans
social

also began to aggressively demand

justice and

a change

in the conditions

in

their

communities.
Even young European American students were demanding
an end

to U.S.

involvement

in Southeast Asia,

as well

challenging many of the basic principles of their society.
In New York City, Malcolm X had
Islam,

and

was developing

American Unity
Americans

the Organization of African

(O.A.A.U.).

focus

left the Nation of

He advocated

that Afrikan

their struggle to achieve self

determination and

human

rights

rather

than civil rights and

integration.

He also advocated

of protecting

the community against racist attacks.

1964 Malcolm X had

emerged

as

the use of arms

as

the leading voice of

a means
By
the

militant Black nationalist segments within Afrikan American
urban communities.

Malcolm X,

however, was assassinated

1965 before his organization could begin to
programs.

implement

in

4

The Student Non Violent Coordinating Committee
(S.N.C.C.)
period.
was

was another organization functioning during

S.N.C.C. was a militant civil rights group which

formed by southern Afro American students and

in southern states.
work

around

voter

Although

it was widely known

registration,

the

1964,

rural areas of southern states
S.N.C.C. began to shift

replacing
of

for

its

they established

(Raines,

1983).

By

its political perspective,

integration with self determination as the focus

its efforts.

and

organized

some of S.N.C.C.'s greatest

accomplishments were grassroots programs
in

this

With the emergence of Hubert

Stokley Carmichael as major

'Rap'

Brown

figures within S.N.C.C.,

the organization became a leading

advocate of

'Black

Power ' .
As political activities within the Afro American
struggle shifted
urban centers,

from the South to northern and western

S.N.C.C.

found

itself unprepared

to assume a

leadership role.
In

the midst of this period

of massive social and

political activism by the various disfranchised
this country emerged
which advocated

a militant and

armed

for Afrikan Americans.
Party for

Self Defense

sectors

of

aggressive organization

self defense and self determination
This group was
(B.P.P.) .

the Black Panther

The B.P.P. was born on

the heels of the decline of the civil rights movement and
the

assassination of human rights

leader Malcolm X.

5

Attracting unemployed urban youth whom Malcolm X
organized,
S.N.C.C.,
born

and

using many of the tactics and programs of

as well as

the Nation of Islam,

in October of 1966.

channel

the B.P.P. was

Its major objective was to

the growing militant rage of

the youth

into

concrete programs which would benefit the community.
The B.P.P.
period

existed

it generated

from 1966 until 1975.

much support and

Within this

as much condemnation.

It grew from a tiny Oakland, California street group which
organized

around police brutality

into an

international

organization with comprehensive survival programs which
served

tens

of thousands of meals on a daily basis,

nationally,
people

as well as

testing

hundreds of thousands of

for disease.
In addition to the monumental community programs,

B.P.P.

was

also targeted

government agencies.

the

for destruction by various

The campaign against the B.P.P. was

led by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(F.B.I.).

Under

the direction of the director J. Edgar Hoover, but with the
silent

assent of

General,
and

B.P.P.

the president and United
members were harassed,

States Attorney

framed, provoked,

even murdered.

Statement of Problem
There

is

activities of

a lack of material on the programs and
local B.P.P. chapters other than those

in

6

Oakland.

The existing material on the B.P.P.

mentions

the community work conducted by local chapters.

Specifically,

there

is no thorough documentation of the

survival program nor

about how individual local chapters

decided which programs
community,

and

was

chapter

implement,

Although there was strict Party

adherence

to the Party programs,

implemented programs

in

instances environmental,

conditions

forced

Party practices.

social,

or political

For example,

in New York City and

other

housing were major

most programs were housed

in churches and

In California, where space was not as

a problem, programs were most often located

houses,

In

local chapters to deviate from national

community centers.
big

each

its distinct manner.

northern cities where space and
problems,

the response from the

a national organization with an

international bureau.
discipline and

to

logistical problems.

The B.P.P.

many

rarely

which also served

as offices and

living

in Panther
quarters

for members.
This
has

helped

B.P.P.

lack

information on local community programs

maintain a distorted

It was

programs were
means,

of

view of the essence of the

the belief of the B.P.P.

that the local

the mainstay of the organization.

as their motto stated,

to

It was the

'Serve the People'.

The local programs embodied much of the philosophy of
the B.P.P.

They exemplified

the Party's stance as

7

organization of the poor.

They represented B.P.P.'s stance

on Afrikan American community control,
illustrating

as well as

their desire to develop a socialistic society.

It was

through these programs

that the Afrikan

American community had personal contact with the
organization and

therefore the source of the B.P.P.'s

support within the community.
Party and

the community

understanding

This

interaction between the

is essential for a full

of the organization's significance and

on the Afrikan American community as well as
society

feelings,

rank-and-file members who did
organizing

and

had

published
national

and desires of the

the day-to-day grassroots

the contacts with the community are also

conspicuously absent

from the bulk of the existing

material on the B.P.P.
leaders

are
or

of

little

the membership,

The activities of

fairly documented,

were either killed

is known.

of the motivations and

organization's members
A detailed

look

in understanding

members did

as are those who

arrested, but of the great majority
Again,

information does not allow for an

understanding

aid

the wider

in general.

The activities,

such

impact

and

the absence of

in-depth

attitudes of the

leaders.

at the rank-and-file membership will
the personal connections that the

or did not have with the community.

help to publicize the genuine motives and

It would

feelings of the

8

Party.

It would

supply evidence on whether the Party was

motivated by hate and
by love

anger as

the mass media portrayed

or

and dedication as the Party maintained.

Study of the daily routines

and precautions taken by

the rank-and-file members might shed
motivations behind

light upon the

some of the violent rhetoric and

practices of the B.P.P.

A look

extreme

at the day-to-day

encounters of members with local law-enforcement agencies
could

offer

insights as

organization targeted

to what

it was

like to belong

to an

for destruction by the federal

government.
The

information and

the grassroots programs
rank

and

insights

and

the everyday activities of the

file are considerable.

yet to be developed

and

to be gained by studying

It

is

an avenue which has

one that should be

in order to

fully document the history of the B.P.P.
One of the most glaring
the B.P.P.
following

is

the absence of any historical documentation

the demise of the organization.

SCLC, CORE,
during

lacks of existing material on

NAACP,

and

the sixties and

from conducting

other

Unlike SNCC,

large organizations active

seventies,

historians have refrained

research on the B.P.P.

little analysis by scholars and

There

is very

historians of the role and

effectiveness of the Party.

Most works on the period

devote one or two paragraphs

to describe

general terms

the basic

in extremely

facts about the organization.
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The lack

of historical works on the B.P.P. creates a

situation where

the only available

information

inconsistent raw material of the period.

Reflective,

objective analyses of the events surrounding
not been done.

Without such analyses

is the

the Party have

the historical

significance of the B.P.P. will remain unclear.
mistakes

as well as

those

the

in

the successes could

The

remain unknown to

future who attempt to organize

in a similar

fashion.

Statement of Purpose
It

is my

assist the

intent to present a document which will

reader/student

the grassroots,

rank

and

in gaining

an

in-depth view of

file organizing

of the Black

Panther Party.
This project was developed with the
being

used

course on

in

a high school, undergraduate or graduate

the Afrikan American Liberation/Human Rights

movement and
documenting

the Black Panther Party.

Specifically, by

the history of the grassroots,

activities of

the B.P.P.,

student/reader
attempts

intention of

I

rank

and

file

hope to help develop within the

a critical awareness of the B.P.P.'s

at social and political change.

In order

to make the events of the past relevant to

the contemporary student/reader,
demystifying

the

role and

this paper concentrates on

actions of

the B.P.P.

and

its

10

members.

Analysis of the grassroots programs and rank and

file members will provide greater insights into how
individual members participated

in social change.

It will

allow the student/reader to identify with the historical
figures since such characters will be presented as human
beings rather then super heroes or super villains.
Former New York Black Panther leader and Afrikan
American Studies scholar Kwando Kinshasa has addressed the
issue of documenting historical facts by centering on
heroes.

In a 1987 article Kinshasa states:

historical

"While

'characters' do act, their actions occur not in

a vacuum, but as a response to perceptions of reality"
(Kinshasa, 1987) .

This

interpretation of reality does not

represent the perspectives of the collective masses.

In

order to gain a more universal view of the social
motivations of a particular period, social and cultural
aspects such as dress codes, social etiquette, dietary
customs, means of employment must also be examined.
Kinshasa also stresses that these historical
sociocultural elements are important indicators of changing
conditions and situations within the historical process.
They also provide cues to the motivations of historical
"characters".

Such an approach examines the social

cultural motivations of such individuals.

In other words,

such an analysis collectivizes the individual actions of
leaders .
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Such collectivization of the Afro-American liberation
struggle will help the reader/student identify with the
actions of the past.

More importantly, such an approach

allows the reader to become personally involved with the
subject matter.

Hopefully this will also facilitate the

understanding within the reader/student that they too can
be active participants

in history.

A study of the rank and

file membership and

grassroots programs provides the reader with a much more
thorough and comprehensive basis upon which to analyze the
work and significance of the B.P.P. and to conceptualize
their own place in the struggle for human rights.

Method;

Afrikan American Studies Perspective

The academic basis of this paper
American Studies perspective.

is an Afrikan

Afrikan American studies is

not merely the study of Afrikan Americans through the
traditional European American disciplines.
American studies from its

Afrikan

inception as a academic

discipline/program in the early 1970's has been motivated
and

fueled by the political, social, cultural, and economic

realities of Afrikan American people.
Black studies should seek to discover and
institutionalize a set of responses desgned to
neutralize and negate those historical forces
which have worked to oppress and
extinguish the process of cultural building
(Semmes, 1981:6).
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In discussing the initial development of Afrikan
American studies, Afrikan American studies scholar Ron
Karenga states
... Black studies was not simply a academic
enterprise, but also a political one ... This
dual interrelated thrust to create Black
Studies from the Black Liberation movement was
... a political thrust as a academic one
(Karenga, 1985:351).
In short, Afrikan American studies seeks to develop
an

intellectual posture based on the political and cultural

realities of Afrikans living

in the U.S.

It does not claim

to be objective or devoid of political "objectives".

It is

not "objective" since it represents an Afrikan outlook, not
one which professes to represent universal truth.

It

rejects the notion of a political or neutral education.
is precisely political objectives

It

(the cultural, political

and economic liberation of Afrikan Americans)
the direction of Afrikan American studies.

which guide

An

acknowledgment of the political character in no way signals
a willingness to accept demagogic rhetoric or distortions
of facts.

In fact Afrikan American studies is more

truthful and
and cultural.

honest by declaring education to be political
Unlike Eurocentric claims of "academic

objectivity", Afrikan American studies

is a recognition

that the study of any aspect of Afrikan American life
political.

is

13

In addition to the political context, the
interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary approach of
Afro-American studies makes it one of the only places
within the European American academic university in which a
study of the rank and file of the Black Panther Party can
be conducted.
utilized

As with Afro-American studies, the tools

in this study cross traditional academic

disciplines and

areas of study.

This paper,

for obvious reasons, has much in common

with the traditional academic discipline of history, but it
also has elements of sociology since it is concerned with
the manner
develop.

in which political and social movements
The in-depth study of the rank and

file offers

much data and analysis within the field of sociology.

The

documentation and analysis of the government's campaign
against the B.P.P. and the Party's reaction also lends much
possibilities for political science in general and law in
particular .
The

interdisciplinary approach of this work

is

consistent with the principles of Afrikan American
studies.

Afrikan American historian Harold Cruse describes

Afro-American studies:

"... as a school of

interdisciplinary approaches to the understanding of a
living experience"

(Cruse, 1971:15) .

In order for the reader to gain the fullest
understanding of the B.P.P.'s contribution to the human

14

rights movement,

it is necessary to present the material in

a variety of ways.
documentation

This work

is primarily a historical

which was developed for the purpose of

facilitating social action; but it also draws on the field
of education, history, sociology, political science, and
even fiction.
The historical data presented
gathered

in this paper were

from publications of works by and about the Black

Panther Party, governmental records, and mass media
accounts of events

involving the B.P.P.

In addition to

these traditional sources of information, I have also
conducted

formal interviews with over 16 Panthers from

California, New York, Boston, Chicago, and Connecticut as
well as

informally talked with dozens of others.*

members for the most part were rank and
local leaders, within the B.P.P.
personal accounts and

These

file members or

I have used

their

insights in conjunction with The,

Black Panther newspaper as the basis for this paper.
The above mentioned sources of data will also be
augmented by the personal knowledge of the author, who was
a member of the Harlem Branch of the B.P.P.,
until February 1971.
observer

from mid 1969

The fact that I was a participant and

in many of the events documented does not limit

♦Due to financial restraints it was not psosible to
d issertation,
transcribe the interviews in time for this
My committee has
but in the future they will be available,
reviewed them.
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the scholarly content of this work.
empirical knowledge of specific

On the contrary, my

information was extremely

valuable in identifying central themes within the B.P.P.
It has also allowed me more insight as to the authenticity
of the information gathered.

As valuable as this knowledge

has been, however, I have not included data which cannot be
substantiated by other sources.

For the sake of separating

empirical knowledge from scientific
declined

investigation, I have

to include my own personal experiences in this

work .
In order to best illustrate the daily activities of
the -rank and

file membership, one chapter consists of a

fictional composite of two Panthers engaged
organizational work.

in daily

This particular chapter provides the

reader with a personalized view of the work members were
engaged

in.

There will also be a curriculum chapter which will
provide the reader/teacher with a lesson plan outline for
each chapter.

This outline will include suggestions of

topics for discussions,

a list of activities, and questions

as well as a resource list.
Since the death of Huey P. Newton occurring within
three weeks of my interviewing him, I have decided
this paper with an epilogue entitled
Newton and
1989. '

to end

'The death of Huey P.

the significance of the Black Panther Party in

CHAPTER 2
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Center Committee. National/Central Staff. Various Ministers
Prior to April 1968 the Party leadership consisted of
cofounders Minister of Defense Huey Newton and Chairman
Bobby Seale.

These titles had

little to do with their role

or duties.
The structure of the Black Panther Party was
developed as the Party grew.

There was not a lot of

consistency in much of the ranking or areas of
responsibility.
leadership body.

The Central Committee was the highest
It was formed by Bobby Seale in April of

1968.
The Central Committee from 1968 to 1971 consisted of
the following persons:
Minister of Defense:
Supreme Commander:

1966 Huey Newton
1970 Huey Newton

Supreme Servant of the People:
Chairman:

1970 Huey Newton

1966 Bobby Seale

Minister of Information:
Chief of Staff:

1967 Eldridge Cleaver

1968 David Hilliard

Minister of Finance:

1968 Bobby Hutton
4/68 Melvin Newton

16
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Minister of Education:

1968 George Murray
1969 Raymond Masai Hewitt

Communication Secretary:
Minister of Culture:
Field Marshal:

1968 Kathleen Cleaver

1968 Emory Douglass

1968 Underground
'69 Donald Cox

and George Jackson

others never publicized
National Central Staff:
Assistant Chief of Staff:
Assistant Chairman:
There were other
national
As

John Seale

individuals who

leaders but had

no specific

functioned

as

office.

the highest governing body of the B.P.P.,

Central Committee was
providing direction

responsible for developing

to Party members.

Committee was

to operate

member

a vote.

having

fact that many of
There

June Hilliard

theory and

The Central

in a democratic manner with each

This process was hampered by the

its members were

is conflicting

the

evidence as

imprisoned

or exiled.

to the number of decisions

made by the entire membership of the Central Committee.
The

following

is

a list of the major

identified by the public as

leaders who were

the B.P.P. national leadership.

Major Public Figures
Huey Newton:
force behind

the

Co founder of B.P.P., was the leading

ten point program

and platform,

and

early

18

Party theory.
October 26,

Initiated

1967:

armed patrols.

released August 5,

Bobby Seale:

Co

founder;

development of Party.

Led

State Capitol building.
December 1967.
Responsible

Upon

Went to jail

1970.

Newton's partner

armed group

initial

into California

Served prison sentence July 1967 -

release assumed

leadership of Party.

for setting up Central Committee,

Breakfast Programs,

in

and

starting Free

implementing communal

living

among

membership.
David

Hilliard:

Central Committee.
with his
was

actively

period
was

release

Became the leading

Newton regained

in August 1970;

involved

of 1966-1971.

the reins of the Party

the one major

facto

throughout the

As Chief of Staff,

his

leader not

in

jail,

and

as

responsibility
the only key

he became the de

leader of the B.P.P.
Eldridge Cleaver:

spokesperson and
media campaign
Party.

leader who

in day to day work

the administration of the B.P.P.,

Central Committee

member of the

Cleaver

writer.

to

Joined B.P.P.
Was

'Free Huey'

in 1967 .

responsible
and

also wrote Party

Was

head

for masterminding

thus developing
ideology and

the

theory.

The Black Panther newspaper staff
1. Deputy Minister of Information and Managing
a.

Raymond

b.

Elbert

Lewis
'Big Man'

Howard

3/69

editor
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2. Circulation Manager
Sam Napar

State Regional Chapters
The
state.
had

jurisdiction of a chapter usually extended

New York,

Illinois, Massachusetts, Washington all

such chapters.

over

In one state chapter

five different local B.P.P.

the New York chapter
City alone.

there were

five branches

to name a few.

state of operation,

chapter exercised

Officers

Iowa;

the other

hand,

the operations of

in Omaha,

and Kansas City, Missouri.

three were chapters,

regional leaders

their central

from the Illinois

leadership over chapters

Nebraska; Des Moines,
Although these

for

they also coordinated

areas outside their state.

maintained

in New York

New Rochelle, Garden

Although many chapters were named

Illinois on

In

In addition there were branches or affiliates

Newburg,

considered

there might be

affiliate facilities.

in Albany, Mt. Vernon, Peekskill,
City,

over a

they were not

outside their small area.
was

a chapter but

it also

regional control over smaller chapters.

In California where Party activity was widespread,
there were Southern and Northern California chapters.
Southern California operated

similar

Illinois chapter,

authority over

exercising

to the N.Y.

and

its region.
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In

the case of Southern California this meant Los Angeles,

surrounding communities,

and

San Diego.

In Northern California the structure was not as clear
cut.

Aside

from the various national leaders and

coordinators
the

there were officers who were responsible

local/regional work.

specific

rank.

There

But these members

for

rarely had

is evidence of local officers

a

in

Northern California such as Randy Williams who was a
Defense Captain of the Oakland/San Franscico area.
In most chapters
title.

For example, Fred

(Illinois) ,

and

a regional rather

significant
a vote

in

of

'Deputy' preceded

the

Hampton was Deputy Chairman

Geronimo was Deputy Minister of Defense

(Southern California) .
was

the rank

The rank Deputy

indicated

than national rank.

that

it

This ranking was

the sense that chapter deputies did not have

in national decisions.

direction depended upon their

Their

influence on Party

individual relation with the

central committee and national staff.

Local Branches
Branch:
consisted
had

more

These were local B.P.P. groups, usually they

of one office, but a branch such as Brooklyn, NY
than one office.

Defense/area Captain:
Field
community.

Lt:

Entire Branch

Coordinate all

-troops-

and activities

in
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Section Leader:
Officer of

Supervises work

the Day

(O.D.):

in section/area

Supervise/responsibility

for all conduct and upkeep of office.
Areas which might have officers

attached

to them:

Finance
Survival Programs
Information
Communications
Security
Information Centers, community centers

and

N.C.C.F.'s came

under control of the regional chapter.

Rank
Until mid-1969 an
B.P.P.
this
the

individual desiring

went through a six-week

time

the

rules of

and Platform.

in Training'

the B.P.P.

as well as

In

addition,

education classes.
completed
Panther

and

During
memorized

the Ten Point Program

the trainee was

required

to

in political

the candidate successfully

the six week program s/he officially became a

(Jamal Interview,

Following
closed.

studied

and participate

Once

to join the

training period.

’Panther

perform community work

worked

and File Membership

the 1969 purge,

Those wanting
with the B.P.P.

the capacity of

1988).

to

the Party ranks were

join were unable to, but they

People were allowed

'community worker'.

to function

in

Community workers did
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rank

and

file work but were not permitted

leadership roles.
were not allowed

to assume

In many locations, community workers
to live

do sensitive work

in the communal Panther houses or

such as security

(Gary Bumpus Interview,

1988) .
In

locations such as N.Y. community workers

functioned
lived

almost

in Panther

tasks,

identically to those of Panthers.
houses,

and performed

such as security.

all rank

One of the reasons

of demarcation between community workers
N.Y.

is

the

file

the lack

and Panthers

in

fact that with the arrest of the "New York

the New York
1988;

for

and

They

ranks

had

Thomas McCreary,

21"

seriously depleted

(Jamal Joseph,

1989;

Franki Adams,

Syfia,

1988;

1988 Interviews) .
A community worker could be promoted
there was no

formal process.

workers who demonstrated
to Panther status
responsibilities

and

In many locals community

leadership qualities were elevated

then given leadership

and duties.

With a lack of

structure

for promoting community workers

times was

arbitrary.

not hold

In

In New York, where

official chapter

of California Panthers
(Assata,

to a Panther but

ranks,

it was

formal

the process at
local leaders did

the responsibility

to promote community workers

1987).
the present work

the term Panther will be used

to

indicate all those who worked directly with the B.P.P., who
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followed

the leadership and

who supported

the Party

programs.
The following

is

a list of all Black Panther Party

facilities:
Northern California:
National Headquarters
Ministry of Information
Peralta St., Oakland, CA
Perkeley Branch
Shuttuck Ave.
San Francisco Branch
National Distribution
Fillmore St.
Community Centers
2777 Pine St.
135 Kiska Rd .
Oakland Branch
Community Centers
1321 99th Ave
1690 Tenth St.
Richmond Branch
(Formed
San Quentin State Prison
Tamal, CA

in 1970)

Southern California Chapter:
Los Angeles Branch
2043 Stockwell St.
Community Centers
334 W. 55th St.
2131 113th St.
Toure Community Center Compton, CA
Riverside

(CA)

People's Community Center

4046 Dwight Ave.
Washington Chapter:
Seattle Chapter
173 20th Ave., Seattle, WA

Portland N.C.C.F.
3619 N.E. Union
Eugene/Oregon Branch
1671 1/2 Perl Street
Eugene, OR

(Closed

1969-1970)

Denver Branch
1224 E. 22nd Ave
Illinois Chapter:
Chicago Branch
2350 W. Madison
Rockford, IL Community Center
Peoria, IL
Milwaukee N.C.C.F.
2121 North 1st St.
Indiana Chapter
133 W. 30th St.
Indianapolis, IN
Community Center
414 E. 23rd St.
Indianapolis, IN
Detroit Branch
2219 Indian
Detroit, MI

(turned

to N.C.C.F.

in 1970)

Cleveland N.C.C.F.
4096 E. 139th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo N.C.C.F.
Toledo, Ohio
Omaha Chapter
Omaha, Nebraska

(turned

to N.C.C.F.

Des Moines, Iowa Chapter
1210 University,
Des Moines, Iowa

(closed

in 1970)

Kansas City, MO Chapter
2905 Prospect, K .C ., MO

(closed

1970)

in 197 0)
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New York Chapter:
Ministry of Information
1370 Boston Road
Bronx, NY
East Coast Distribution/Corona Community Center
Corona, Queens
Harlem Branch
2026 7th Ave.
Washington Height N.C.C.F.
Brooklyn Branch
180 Sutter Ave
Fulton St.
Community Centers
45-B E. 3rd St., Mt. Vernon, NY
101-16 Northern Blvd. Jamaica, NY
White Plains Branch
(closed
159 So. Lexington, White Plains, NY

1969-1970)

Peekskill Branch
22 Nelson Ave.
Peekskill, NY

(closed

1969)

Staten Island Branch
232 Jersey St.
Staten Island, NY

(closed

1969)

Albany Branch
Albany, NY

(closed

1969)

Massachusetts Chapter:
Boston Branch
23 Winthrop St.
Roxbury, MA
Cambridge N.C.C.F.
2662 Western Ave
Cambridge, MA
New Bedford N.C.C.F.
New Bedford, MA
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Connecticut Chapter:
New Haven Branch
35 Sylcan Ave.
New Haven, CT
Hartford N.C.C.F.
135 Barbour St
Hartford, CT
Bridgeport N.C.C.F.
470 Broad St.
Bridgeport, CT
New Jersey Chapter:
Jersey City Branch
93 Sumit Ave.
Jersey C ity , N.J.
Atlantic City N.C.C.F.
915 Vergina PI.
Atlantic City, N.J.
New Brunswick Community Center
7 Church St.
New Brunswich, NJ
(closed

1970)

Pennsylvania Chapter:
Philadelphia Branch
2935 W. Columbia
Philadelphia, PA
Maryland Chapter:
Baltimore Branch
1202 N. Gay St
Baltimore, MD
Washington D .C . N.C.C.F.
2327 18th St N.W.
Washington, DC
Delaware N.C.C.F.
239 West St
Dover, Delaware
Winston Salem N.C.C.F.
1225 E. 18th St
Winston-Salem, NC
New Orleans

N.C.C.F.

(closed

1970)

PART TWO:

ACTION

CHAPTER 3
ARMED

Armed

SELF-DEFENSE

Self Defense and Political Violence.

In the fall of 1966 Huey Newton and
developed

1966-1968

Bobby Seale

the Ten Point Program and Platform which was

be the practical foundation for

to

the Black Panther Party for

Self-Defense.
In

their survey of the Oakland Afrikan American

community Newton and

Seale

one of the most blatant and

found

that police brutality was

visible problems.

perspective of community-police

Their

relations was supported by

a 1968 report by the National Commission on the Cause and
Prevention of Violence.

In the report

it was stated;

... For the black citizen, the policeman has
long since ceased to be a neutral symbol of law
and order ... blacks perceive the police as
hostile, prejudiced, and corrupt ... Many
ghetto Blacks see the police as an occupying
army ... In view of these facts, the adoption^
of the idea of self-defense is not surprising"
(Foner . 1970:XVII).
In

response

the B.P.P.

for

to the high

incidence of police violence,

Self-Defense devised

a program to address

point number seven of the Ten Point Program and Platform;
We want an immediate end to police brutality
... We believe we can end police brutality in
our black community by organizing black seli.
defense groups that are dedicated to defending
our black community from racist police
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oppression and brutality.
The 2nd amendment of the
constitution of the United States gives a right to
bear arms.
We therefore believe that all black
people should arm themselves for self defense.
In order
defense

to provide an example of a method

the B.P.P. developed

Panthers would
towards
a manner
police

acting

law books,

and

at times a camera.

trained

manner

interact with the police

and

This meant

to

to handle their

to stay the legal distance

the course of

their

questioning

In April of 1967,
protest of

or

the B.P.P.

Using

need

the community to organize

The

in a legal

legal

fashion.

from the police

in

someone.

organized community

the killing of Denzil as

The Black Panther newspaper,

Dowell.

in

arresting

brutality and

armed

Shortly after

The first

the B.P.P.
issue of

the official voice of the

a headline concerning

The B.P.P.

an example of the

in defense,

a masses educational campaign.

had

firearms

(rifles

the police killing of a young A.A. man, Denzil

Dowell.

B.P.P.,

approach the

with firearms

Panthers were

began

in

advise the detained persons of their rights.

handguns) ,

for

as watchdogs

illegal they would

While on patrol members were equipped
and

Black

When they encountered police acting

they thought to be

and

a program in which armed

ride around Oakland

the police.

of self

also held

the death of Denzil

street rallies on police

self defense.
the B.P.P.

initiated

its patrols

these

activities began to attrac t the attention of the Oakland
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police department.
B.P.P. members.

The police stopped and confronted

Once the B.P.P. became an object of police

activities, the patrols were no longer effective in
monitoring police activity towards the community;

rather,

the Panthers found themselves reacting to police misconduct
directed at themselves.
Bobby Seale describes one encounter in the spring of
1967 between Panther members and an Oakland policeman;
One night Huey, Little Bobby (Hutton), and I
were patrolling this pig in North Oakland ...
It was about 8:30 or 9:30 when we drove down
the street and stopped next to the pig.
Naturally we were carrying guns ... The shotgun
barrel was sticking up.
I was holding onto the
shotgun while Huey drove.
Little Bobby had his
M-l in the back seat between his legs, the
barrel of it showing through the window, too.

'

... As we were turning right, the pig flashed
his lights on ... Huey kept moving.
He made
his left turn and said 'I'm not going to stop
till he puts on his siren because a flashing
red light really don't mean nothin', anything
could be a flashing red light.'
Well the pig
cut on his siren ... Huey stopped.
We had been
stopped by pigs a number of times, pigs who'd
seen us with guns and didn't know what to do
... This pig surprised us because he stopped
his car as soon as we stopped ... He got out of
his car and as soon as he did, and came walking
from his door, we could hear this pig
hollering, 'What the gaddam hell you niggers
doing with them goddam guns?
Who in the goddam
hell you niggers think you are?
Get out of
that goddam car.
Get out of that goddam car
with then goddam guns.'
this mother's trying to get
I said, 'Huey
killed.' Huey said 'You ain't putting nobody
Who the hell you think you are?'
under arrest.
When he
The pig snatched the door open.
,
'I
said
get out of
snatched it open, he said
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that goddam car and bring them goddam guns out
of there. '
Huey said, 'Man, what the hell/'By this time
the pig's reaching across Huey real fast.
He
was grabbing hold of the barrel of the shotgun,
and I tightened up on it and pulled it away
from him ... Huey grabbed this pig by the
collar, pushed his head back up against the
roof of the car, then shifted around and got
his foot and kicked him in the belly, shoving
him all the way out the car.
No sooner did
brother Huey's feet hit the ground, he was
jacking a round off into the chamber, 'Clack
upp, ' and taking three quick steps.
The pig looked up and looked around, and Huey
P. Newton was standing there saying, 'Now, who
in the hell do you think you are, you big
rednecked bastard, you rotten fascist swine,
you bigoted racist?
You come into my car,
trying to brutalize me and take my property
away from me.
Go for you gun and you're a dead
pig.'
The pig folded his hands up.
By this
time I'd gotten out of the car on the other
side, put the .45 in my hand, and pulled the
hammer back ... Little Bobby jumped out on the
/ back of our car and jacked a round off in the
M-l.
Huey said 'Go for your gun and you're a dead
pig.
Don't you know by the 14th Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution that you can't remove a
person's property from them without due process
of the Law.'
Huey was mad, loud and
articulate.
Black people began to come out of their houses,
wanting to know what was going on.
Huey said,
'Come on out, black people.
Come on out and
get to know about these racist swine who been
controlling our community and occupying our
community like a foreign troop ... People got
to coming out, I guess seventy or eighty had
qathered up there before the other pigs got
there.
They had about fifteen cars.
I th^k
Little Bobby placed his gun right back on the
back seat ... he shut the door.
Huey and I had
been warning Little Bobby about keeping in his
possession ... from his father to carry and
keep the gun because he was still under
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eighteen at the time.
He realized that he'd
better lay the gun down ...
A pig walks up and says
weapon! '

'Let me see that

Huey say, 'Let you see my weapon?
You haven't
placed me under arrest.
Ain't you ever hear of
the fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of
the U.S.?
Don't you know you don't remove
nobody's property without due process of the
law?
What is the matter with you?
You're
supposed to be people enforcing the law, and
here you are, ready to violate my
constitutional rights.
You can't see my gun.
You can't have my gun.
They only way you're
going to get it from me is to try to take it'"
(Seale, 1970: 93) .
After the police checked the serial numbers on the
weapons,

they gave Newton a ticket for a loose license

plate and

left.

Although this

incident did not involve the B.P.P.

patrols monitoring police activity towards the community,
it did provide the Party with an opportunity to demonstrate
through action how to defend one's rights.
time

it provided

misconduct

At the same

the B.P.P. with another example of police

in which they could mobilize support for their

efforts .
Within the first few months of the patrols, local
officials

in Oakland, CA began to devise ways to block the

B.p.p.'s self defense patrols.

The police department for

their part began stopping known Panther cars on the
slightest excuse.

The above mentioned

incident was only
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one in a long string of police/Panther encounters

(Seale,

1970) .
During the winter of 1967 the B.P.P. also engaged
other armed political activities.
they often were armed.

in

At many of their rallies

During February of 1967 they staged

their first major publicized armed action.

This involved

the visit of Betty Shabazz, widow of slain Human Rights
leader Malcolm X.

The B.P.P. along with other Bay Area

Afrikan American groups were sponsoring a celebration in
the honor of Malcolm X.

The B.P.P. was to provide armed

security for Ms. Shabazz as soon as she arrived at the S.F.
airport.

The presence of armed Panthers at the airport

caused much alarm and confusion among airport security.

An

armed standoff between Panthers and airport police was
filmed by news reporters covering Ms. Shabazz's arrival.
That same day, while escorting Ms. Shabazz to the
office of Ramparts

(a radical, yet fairly established

magazine which had

hired Eldridge Cleaver as editor) , the

Panthers had

a major confrontation with police.

incident was also witnessed by many people and
newspeople.

As

filmed by

in the encounter in Oakland while on

patrol, police converged
Again,

This

the Panthers dared

in force upon the armed Panthers.
the police to draw their guns,

and again the police backed off (Cleaver, 1969:33).
As part of the city's attempt to halt the B.P.P. for
self defense's use of firearms as a political symbol/tool.
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an Oakland State Assemblyman, Don Mulford,

introduced a

bill in the state legislature to outlaw public display of
weapons.
In response to this bill. Minister of Defense Huey
Newton wrote the second official document of the B.P.P.,
Executive Mandate Number 1:
The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense calls
upon the American people in general, and Black
people in particular, to take careful note of the
racist California Legislature now considering
legislation aimed at keeping Black people
disarmed and powerless while racist police
agencies throughout the country intensify the
terror, brutality, murder, and repression of
Black people.
At the same time that the American Government is
waging a racist war of genocide in Vietnam the
concentration camps in which Japanese-Americans
were interned during World War II are being
renovated and expanded.
Since America has
historically reserved its most barbaric treatment
for non-white people, we are forced to conclude
that these concentration camps are being prepared
for Black people who are determined to gain their
freedom by any means necessary.
The enslavement
of Black people at the very founding of this
country, the genocide practiced on the American
Indians and the confinement of the survivors on
reservations, the savage lynching of thousands of
Black men and women, the dropping of atomic bombs
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and now the cowardly
massacre in Vietnam all testify to the fact that
towards people of color the racist power
structure of America has but one policy:
repression, genocide, terror, and the big stick.
Black people have begged, prayed, petitioned and
demonstrated, among other things, to get the
racist power structure of America to right the
wrongs which have historically been perpetrated
against Black people.
All of these efforts have
been answered by more repression, deceit, and
hypocrisy.
As the aggression of the racist
American Government escalates in Vietnam, t
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police agencies of America escalate the
repression of Black people throughout the ghettos
of America.
Vicious police dogs, cattle prods,
and increased patrols have become familiar sights
in Black communities.
City Hall turns a deaf ear
to the pleas of Black people for relief from
increasing terror.
The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense believes
that the time has come for Black people to arm
themselves against this terror before it is too
late.
The pending Mulford Act brings the hour of
doom one step nearer.
A people who have suffered
so much for so long at the hands of a racist
society must draw the line somewhere. We believe
that the Black Communities of America must rise
up as one man to halt the progression of a trend
that leads inevitably to their total
distraction.
Minister of Defense, Black Panther
Party for Self-Defense, Huey P. Newton, May 2,
1967 (Newton, 1972:7) .
In keeping with the policy of direct action
accompanying political statements, a delegation of 26 armed
members went to the California state assembly in Sacramento
to demonstrate the Party's disapproval for the bill and
illustrate their belief in armed self defense.
The delegation,

led by Chairman Bobby Seale, walked

into the General assembly armed.

Before Seale was able to

read Executive Mandate Number One the group was ushered out
of the Capitol building.
coverage, Bobby Seale read

On the steps, with national news
the mandate as the other Black

Panther Party members stood by with their weapons.
The action in Sacramento provided the B.P.P. with
international press exposure.
networks covered
"invading"

All the major T.V. news

the story of armed Afrikan Americans

the California Capitol building.
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The combination of the impending passage of the
Mulford Bill and

the effectiveness of the Sacramento

incident in attracting attention to the B.P.P.'s stance on
armed self-defense, resulted

in the ending of the patrols

during the latter part of the spring of 1967.

Because of

the national attention from the Sacramento action, and
notoriety they were developing

the

in the San Francisco Bay

Area, many young men began joining this local
organization.

Other local political organizations and

individuals such as the B.P.P. of Northern California (a
group started by people affiliated with the Philadelphia
based Revolutionary Action Movement)

and "Soul On Ice"

author, Eldridge Cleaver, began to work with the B.P.P.
Following these highly publicized activities the
B.P.P. began to incorporate other methods to organize the
community around police brutality and armed self-defense.
The Black Panther newspaper increasingly was used to
express the political ideas of the B.P.P.

More political

education classes were held among young Panther members,
and

throughout the Oakland Afrikan American community.
In July 1967 Huey Newton wrote an article titled

Correct Handling of the Revolution".
Newton proclaimed
as a vanguard

"The

In this article

the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

revolutionary organization.

philosophy of the B.P.P. beyond

He elevated

the simple concept of

self-defense by explaining the method whereby the Black

the
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Panther Party

intended

to lead Afrikan Americans towards

revolution.
The Black masses are handling the resistance
incorrectly.
When the brothers in East Oakland,
having learned their resistance fighting from
Watts, amassed the people in the streets, threw
bricks and Molotov Cocktails to destroy property
and create disruption, they were herded into
small area by gestapo police and immediately
contained by the brutal violence of the
oppressor's storm troops.
Although this manner
of resistance is sporadic, short-lived, and
costly, it has been transmitted across the
country to all the ghettos of the Black nation.
The identity of the first man who threw a Molotov
cocktail is not known by the masses, yet they
respect and imitate his action.
In the same way,
the actions of the party will be imitated by the
people if the people respect these activities.
The primary job of the Party is to provide
leadership for the people.
It must teach by
words and action the correct strategic methods of
prolonged resistance.
When the people learn that
it is no longer advantageous for them to resist
by going into the streets in large numbers, and
when they see the advantage in the activities of
the guerrilla warfare methods, they will quickly
follow this example.
But first they must respect the Party which is
transmitting this message.
When the vanguard
group destroys the machinery of the oppressor by
dealing with him in small groups of threes and
four, and then escapes the might of the
oppressor, the masses will be impressed and more
likely to adhere to this correct strategy.
When
the masses hear that a gestapo policeman had been
executed while sipping coffee at a counter and
the revolutionary executioners fled without being
traced, the masses will see the validity of this
kind of resistance.
It is not necessary to
organize thirty million Black people in primary
groups of two's and three's but it is important
for the Party to show the people how to stage a
revolution.
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There are three ways one can learn:
through
study, observation, and experience.
Since the
Black community is composed basically of
activists, observation of or participation in
activity are the principle ways the community
learns.
To learn by studying is good, but to
learn by experience is better.
Because the Black
community is not a reading community it is very
important that the vanguard group be essentially
activist.
Without this knowledge of the Black
community a Black revolution in racist America is
impossible ...
Many would-be revolutionaries work under the
fallacious notion that vanguard party should be a
secret organization which the power structure
knows nothing about, and that the masses know
nothing about except for occasional letters that
come to their homes by night.
Underground
parties cannot distribute leaflets announcing an
underground meeting.
Such contradictions and
inconsistencies are not recognized by these
so-called revolutionaries.
They are, in fact,
afraid of the very danger that they are asking
the people to confront ...
The complaint of the hypocrites that the Black
Panther Party for Self-Defense is exposing the
people to deeper suffering is an incorrect
observation.
By their rebellions in Black
communities across the country the people have
proved that they will not tolerate any more
oppression by the racist police.
They are
looking now for guidance to extend and strengthen
their resistance struggle.
The vanguard party
must exemplify the characteristics that make them
worthy of leadership (Newton, 1972:14).
This article by Newton clarified the earlier actions
of the group.

It illustrated

the Black Panther Party.

the long-term objectives of

To this point the B.P.P. program

and propaganda were primarily concerned with the immediate
defense of the Afrikan American community.

This article

clearly shows the political context in which these earliest
actions were initiated.
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However,

this apparent escalation of objectives did

not officially mark a corresponding escalation of tactics
on the part of the B.P.P.

Rather than organizing and

implementing urban guerrilla warfare, the B.P.P.
its mass political activities.

increased

Within a year of the

inception of the B.P.P. the groups educational endeavors
concerning armed violence were increasingly on a propaganda
level.
In speech after speech by major B.P.P. leaders, armed
revolution was advocated and

the right of self-defense

urged .
While the B.P.P. did not officially engage in
revolutionary violence

(as defined by Huey Newton in,

"On

the Correct Handling of the Revolution"), the B.P.P.
continued

to set an example towards the Afrikan American

community in respect to armed self defense.
Party failed

Although the

to officially implement a program of guerrilla

warfare, with the increase of police confrontations members
continued

to defend

themselves.

It must be pointed out that in 1967 listed

in The.

Black Panther under the organizations leadership, was a
position for a Field Marshal.

Originally Stokey Carmichael

was appointed honorary Field Marshal but soon the newspaper
listed

the position as underground.

1969 Donald Cox was listed

In the early part of

as Field Marshal.

George Jackson was also given the title.

In 1971

The position of
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Field Marshal,

like most of the titles on the Central

Committee, was never officially defined.
Donald Cox

(D.C.) did flee the United States in 1969,

joining the other B.P.P. members
Section, Algiers, Algeria.

in the International

The circumstances surrounding

D.C.'s departure from the U.S. are not very clear.
Algiers, D.C. began to print a
guerrilla warfare' entitled
Army..

Once in

'mini manual on urban

'African American Liberation

In this manual D.C. alludes to the fact that he has

participated

in armed actions against police.

In one

article he mentions that "I, along with other comrades,
began initiating revolutionary activity back in 1967"
(Right On newspaper, November 1971:14) .

This author

however has seen no other evidence of guerrilla actions
other than the articles written by D.C.

There is also no

evidence of official sanction of such activities.
fact that such material was printed
Black Panther, and also publiched
that at one period
articles,
leadership

in many issues of The

in a pamphlet indicates

(1969, 1970 and part of 1971) , the

if not the actions, were sanctioned by the B.P.P.
(The Black Panther,

4/18/70:6,

4/25/70,

in fact. Panthers were involved

in urban

5/9/70/:16) .
If,

guerrilla acts
recognized

Yet, the

in 1967,

it was not a major or even

activity of the Black Panther Party.
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The absence of offensive action by the B.P.P. did not
mean that they were passive.

On the contrary following the

Sacramento action and the discontinuance of patrolling the
police,

the Party concentrated on speaking engagements and

community organizing.
One of the major activities of the B.P.P. from June
until late October of 1967, was the political education of
the rank and

file membership and the organizing of the

local community.
used

As Huey Newton stated,

"The guns were

to attract the young urban Afrikan Americans, but once

they joined

the Party,

it was the responsibility of the

organization to train them in political organizing"

(Seale,

1970:83).
Even though the armed patrols were discontinued, the
B.P.P. remained
attention.

the object of local and state governmental

As a result of the Sacramento action. Chairman

Bobby Seale and

a few other Panthers served prison terms of

up to eight months.

Minister of Information Eldridge

Cleaver was ordered by the California parole board

to limit

his public speaking.
On October 26, 1967 Huey Newton was stopped by a
police car while driving through Oakland.

A shoot-out

ensued and one police officer was killed while another was
wounded as was Huey Newton.
Huey maintained

Throughout his three trials

that he did not shoot the policeman
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and did not even have a weapon.
one officer and wounded
The shooting

and

the other was never

antagonistic and

between the Oakland police and
the B.P.P. mobilized

police encounters continued.
constantly stopped
Seale's

house

Francisco were
By this
they worked

on

felt

relations

the B.P.P.
support for Huey Newton the
B.P.P. members were
Both Bobby

Eldridge Cleaver's

in San

time many Panthers did not carry guns while

in the community.
firearms

then two years old

B.P.P.

the

raided by police.

forbidden to posses
Less

hostile

routine violations.

in Berkeley and

the

recovered.

arrest of Huey Newton was

culmination of yearlong

As

The gun that killed

Eldridge for one was
as a condition of his parole.

and not yet a national force,

it was under siege by the police and

the

other

governmental agencies.

1968-1970
On March 1,
#3.

1968 Huey Newton

issued Executive Mandate

Unlike Executive Mandate #1 and

Handling

of the Revolution,'

statement/position of

'On the Correct.

this official

the B.P.P. dealt not with the

political education of the masses, but with the response of
Party members

to

their own specific predicament.

document Huey states;

In

this
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... that the situation is critical.
Our
organization has received serious threats.
We
draw the line at the threshold of our doors.
It is therefore mandated as a general order to
all members of the B.P.P. for Self-Defense that
all members must acquire the technical
equipment to defend their homes ... Any member
of the party having such technical equipment
who fails to defend his threshold shall be
expelled from the Party for Life (Newton,
1972:11).
On April 2, 1968 while making final preparation for a
picnic/rally,
by police.

three carloads of B.P.P. members were stopped

The Panthers present have claimed that the

police began shooting without provocation, and that only
one rifle was

in the possession of any Panther.

After

hiding out in a house for over two hours, Minister of
Information Eldridge Cleaver,

and Minister of Finances

'Little' Bobby Hutton, exited with their hands up.

Bobby

Hutton was ordered by the police to run to a waiting police
car.

While running Hutton was shot numerous times by the

police.
The death of seventeen year old Bobby Hutton marked
the first member of the B.P.P. to be killed by police.
With the two shooting

incidents involving Panthers

and police, combined with the initial highly publicized
armed

actions,

the B.P.P. had demonstrated significant

amount of practice to fuel their educational component
Through their practice the Black Panther Party demonstrated
to the Afrikan American community and the nation in
general,

its willingness to practice what it preached.

The
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conditions that they faced
and

in terms of being outnumbered

out gunned by the police forced them to confine their

activities to reacting rather than initiating.
Initially Party leaders devised programs to
demonstrate their official theory.

By 1968, however, much

of the demonstrations was through its own stance against
activities directed towards them by law enforcement
agencies.
defensive.

Yet the Party was not completely on the
Nationally, chapters began to form.

By 1968

the B.P.P.'s practice concerning armed struggle was focused
around Executive Mandate #3.

Gone in most locals were the

patrols of police and open display on guns.
Party used

Quickly, the

the attacks on its members as a mobilizing tool

for self-defense.
Newton's

impending murder trial was the first and

most publicized case but there were numerous others.
Although he maintained his
1967 shooting,

this

innocence

in the October 26,

incident along with others was used

to

illustrate to the Afrikan American community the repressive
nature of the governmental system and the
response to state repression.

'correct'

The Party was skillful and

persistent in efforts to turn the attacks against Panthers
upon them into educational weapons.

Given all of this they

were still not in control of the circumstances in which
they demonstrated

'the correct handling of the revolution';

the law enforcement agencies were.

Nevertheless, Party
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membership grew greatly during 1968.

The death of Dr. King

in April, 1968 and the limitations of the civil rights
progress had

a lot to do with the Party's growth.

The

Afrikan American urban youth of the time were fed up with
progress

in changing the racist laws on the one hand but

the lack of improvement of their daily lives on the other.
Police brutality,
rebellions

(the spark for many urban

in the sixties)

was a pressing

northern and western cities.
repressive,

and

issue within most

In the face of insensitive,

at times murderous European American

police, many young Afrikan Americans grew wary of the
nonviolent methods of Dr. King.
the final straw for many.

King's assassination was

They were looking

militant approach to their problems.

for a more

The Black Panther

Party provided such militancy with its philosophy of armed
self defense and

revolution.

They proved through action

that they were not afraid to practice what they preached.
The B.P.P.

also tied

its struggle to third world

revolutions world wide,

thus separating Panthers from many

gangs and militant Nationalists.

The Party advocated a

scientific approach to violence, not as revenge
whites, etc.) .

(killing

Panthers did not believe in a military

victory based upon their personal efforts, rather
people must rise up and take power

The

... and the first duties

of the Party is to educate the masses to the merits of
revolutionary change"

(Heath, 1973:165).
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From their

initial actions the Black Panther Party

attempted to place politics

in control of the guns.

In

spite of the emphasis placed on politics by the B.P.P., the
rank and

file for the most part were recruited

urban ghettos.

from the

Many were quite experienced and skilled

in

petty crime.
This combination presented many discipline problems
within the Party ranks.

There have been many accusations

of criminal activity by B.P.P. members.

But evidence is

conflicting as to how much these cases were simply
fabrications of the various police agencies

(O'Reilly,

1989; Churchill, 1988) .
There has been, however, enough evidence indicating
that individual rank and

file members did

participate in petty crime.
the Party,

in fact

With the national expansion of

incidents of unauthorized behavior increased to

a point that they become an

issue in the 1969 purge within

the organization conducted by the Central Committee.
Unauthorized criminal behavior by B.P.P. members
although not clearly documented, was not the occasion for
the majority of violent interactions between Panthers and
police.

The evidence presented

documents

in numerous governmental

(FBI Cointelpro memos and Congressional

testimony, during The Senate Select Committee To Study
Governmental Operations with respect to Intelligence
Activities

[commonly known as the Church Committee for the
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chairman, Idaho Senator, Frank Church]

1976), show that the

majority of police attacks upon Black Panther members or
facilities were not prompted by evidence, or fear of
criminal activity, but rather the government's fear of the
organization's political activities.

In fact, many of the

accusations of criminal activity by B.P.P. members were
part of the governmental campaign to discredit the B.P.P.
(see Chapter 12).
By 1968 a pattern of governmental activity against
the B.P.P. began to emerge. In both Berkeley and San
Francisco Panthers' homes were raided on false or flimsy
suspicions, the California State prison authority placed
restrictions on the Minister of Information's ability to
speak

in public, and Newton was shot and put on trial for

murder .
Under attack from various governmental agencies many
Party members or affiliates began engaging
methods of armed self defense
defending home with arms).
called

forth an increase

in different

(other then patrols and

Increased governmental attacks

in Panther action/response.

Who

actually shot patrolman Herns and drove Huey to the
hospital on October 26, 1967?
policeman and drive himself?

Did Newton shoot those two
(See chapter 10)

If this

is

the case, why did he not claim self-defense at his trial?
Or was Newton shot first and then blacked out as he
claimed?

If this

is true then who shot those policeman?
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Was

it a group of armed combatants as D .C.

self-defense groups)

and Newton

handling of the Revolution")

(on organizing

(In "On the correct

discuss?

What about the

bombing of the Des Moines police station in 1970, following
the bombing of the Des Moines B.P.P. office/house in 1969.
The various government agencies claimed that the B.P.P.
were responsible for these and other actions

(H.C.I.S.,

1970:4883) , but much the government claimed has since been
proven false

(O'Reilly, 1989; Church Committee, 1976).

What is clear about the B.P.P.'s practice in armed
struggle

is that until 1971, when the government attacked,

the Party's practice and politics hardened.

The Black

Panther Party may have been reacting but it did not
retreat.

Under increased attacks Panthers began striking

back and surviving.

Unlike the April 6 , 1968 incident when

Bobby Hutton was killed while surrendering to police,
Chicago B.P.P. members Grady Moore and Larry Roberson on
July 17,

1969 engaged

Panther and
wounded

in a gun battle which resulted

two policemen dead

and

in one

five other policemen

(The Black Panther. 2/21/70icenterfold).

After Fred Hampton was killed as he slept. Panther
offices across the nation began to resemble armed bunkers
(Mark Holder Interview, 1980 ;

Shakur, 1987).

Although

there was an increase in attacks/raids on Party facilities,
no other Panther was killed during these attacks.

Within

two weeks of the Hampton killing, the Los Angeles chapter
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offices were attacked.
state of the art
Panthers held
to two hours.

Although the police came armed with

'riot/anti-terrorist' equipment the

them off at three separate locations for up
No Panther was seriously hurt while a number

of police were wounded.

The Panthers all surrendered

before a huge audience of community and newspeople.
Orleans and Philadelphia

(1970), Panthers engaged

In New

in gun

battles with raiding governmental agents and surrendered
without serious

injury.

Randy Williams, Defense Captain,

Bay Area, wrote;
... Although outnumbered and using inferior
weapons, our Party repelled and held at bay the
fascist shock troops and sounded the end of
Chicago type operations in a fusillade of
bullets.
We learned valuable lessons paid for
with the blood of our revolutionary comrades
(The Black Panther. 6/6/70) .
With the steady escalation of clashes with the
government, many Panthers were forced to elude the
authorities.

Members such as Eldridge Cleaver 1968,

members of the NY 21 1970, and Geronimo Pratt 1970, all
chose to go underground or in exile rather than face arrest
and

imprisonment.

confidence
Panthers

An

interesting

insight into the lack of

in the justice system on the part of many

is the fact that in the three above-mentioned

cases evidence has been uncovered

indicating

that the

charges were fabricated by the governmental apparatus
Chapter 12) .

This

(see

indicates that these Panthers did not
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flee because of their guilt but rather from lack of
confidence

in the justice they would receive.

The decision to flee the country or go underground
was not consistent with the original practice of the
B.P.P.

In the aftermath of the Sacramento incident, Seale

and other Panthers made a deal with the prosecutor to
ensure that those on probation were not violated.

Yet,

Cleaver was faced with returning to prison to serve out the
rest of his term.

His decision to flee the U.S. was a big

issue within the Party and was ultimately left up to him
(Seale, 1970) .
In 1970, many of the Los Angeles Panthers

involved

in

the December 9, 1969 clash with police, went underground
rather than stand trial

(The Black Panther. 2/21/70:15).

Many individual Panthers refused to become sitting ducks
for the government and went underground.
the eventuality which Newton discussed

(in

For these members
'Correct

Handling of the Revolution' about the vanguard party going
underground only when it is driven to do so) , had become a
personal reality.
Many Panthers who were singled out by the
governmental campaign against the Party felt they were
forced underground

(Assata, 1987) .

many Panthers attempted

In a battle to survive

to put their activities

into a

political context while underground, hence they resorted to
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guerrilla warfare.

Once more Panthers were responding to

the governmental actions but not retreating.
The resort to underground action by Panthers
the possible exception of D .C.
and

in 1967)

(with

was the result of

reaction to the massive campaign by the government in

general and the targeting of individuals

in particular.

To

go underground was not a planned group political action but
rather a defensive maneuver by individual Panthers.
It was not the offensive actions of the Chicago
Branch which caused Hampton's death, nor was it the
offensive actions of the Bay Area Panthers that led to
Bobby Hutton's death.

These incidents and others like them

created a climate where Panthers felt that their lives were
in danger.
Although the B.P.P. never officially and openly
endorsed

the practice of Panthers going underground to

elude governmental agencies,

there were articles by

individual Panthers which praised

these actions.

During

this period the official policy and practice of the Party
was to discourage members from escaping the police, and to
stand

trial, expose the system to the masses and the masses

would

free the Panthers who were imprisoned.
On the theoretical front many B.P.P. members began to

pay closer attention to revolutionary guerrilla warfare,
and

increased

their

interest in and ties with third world

revolutionary movements.

In 1970 there began to appear an
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increased coverage of urban guerilla groups such as
Tupamoros of Uraguay.

Articles quoting

the

from the

experiences of urban guerrillas such as Carlos Magalla of
Brazil were calling

for guerrilla actions

Defense Captain Randy Williams wrote:

in the U.S.

"As the attacks

against the Party escalate so must the awareness of our
people be channelled

toward

active participation

in urban guerrilla warfare"

Panther .

acceptance and

represented

the rhetoric of the B.P.P. as

in The Black Panther newspaper,

of advocating

armed

revolution

guerrilla warfare as

brother of prison

Jonathan Jackson,

leader George Jackson,

County, California courthouse,

armed

took

shoot-out

hostages.

In

the ensuing

lot Jackson and

brought

to

out of the country.
incident

is

planned

the 17 year old
stormed

the Marin

in the courthouse

to arm the three prisoners,
who was to be

at which time the five would

The

interesting

that Louis Tackwood,

agent/informer,

of struggling.

three prisoners and

for his brother,

the airport,

had become one

four others were killed.

Jackson had planned
the hostages

it was

in general and urban

the short term method

In July of 1970,

exchange

(The Black

6/6/70:5).

Clearly, by 1970

parking

even more,

has claimed

by police agents and

Panther Party were to be

fly

aspect of this

a former governmental

that the entire action was
that members of the Black

involved.

He also maintains that
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police

informant/B .P .P . member Cotton Smith was a k©y

figure

in

claimed
Pratt,

the planning

of this action.

that Deputy Minister of Defense
found

the Panthers

ordered

to abandon the plan.

Tackwood

that

the matter with him.

to discredit

(Churchill,

(Jackson was not a
Tackwood

has

also

as well as prison leaders,

the Panther/prison movement

in California

1988:85).

As events

turned

no Panthers were
seized

out, George Jackson was not killed

involved

the event,

for J. Jackson.
fighting

therefore

that the entire episode was a government set up to

eliminate a number of Panthers,

B.P.P.

stated

involvement and

member of the Black Panther Party.)

and

(S.Cal.), Geronimo

involvement and

did not discuss

declared

also

out about the Panther

Pratt was unaware of J. Jackson's

and

Tackwood

in the action.

holding

Initially the

a massive Panther funeral

Jackson was held up as an example of the

spirit of Afrikan American youth.

The sweeping

governmental

firepower unleashed

Jackson,

the killing by the government of the hostage

judge,
was

and

gave

fuel

vicious

Newton was

to the B.P.P.'s stand

and brutal

During

the week

released

He stated.

that the government

(The Black Panther,

8/15/70:2).

of the Marin County event,

on bail pending

first official acts was
funeral.

on the group led by J.

a retrial.

Huey
One of his

to deliver the eulogy at Jonathan's
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Our comrades Jonathan Jackson and William A.
Christmas have taught us a revolutionary
lesson.
They have intensified the struggle and
placed it on a higher level ... A picture is
worth a thousand words but action is supreme
... The Black Panther Party will follow the
example that was set forth by these courageous
revolutionaries (The Black Panther. 8/21/70).
The B.P.P.

seized

the opportunity to expose the

violent nature of the government apparatus and
the energy and

heart of these

of young Jonathan with carbine
trained
for

fallen heroes.
in one hand

on the judge became a regular

the next six months
Within the Party

young non Panther was

and

actions of this

reminder of alternative

the government.

called

the

'vanguard'

This

action also

status of the B.P.P. as

to armed political actions within the United

member of the New York
B.P.P.
his

members

imprisoned B.P.P./N.Y.
21,

article Shakur wrote:

thousand

In ending

"To show you what is meant by
'At the right time,

is more educational to the people than

rallies"

(The Black Panther,

San Quentin prison
George Jackson

leader and

wrote an article challenging

armed propaganda — Fidel Castro said

one

States.

to practice what they preached.

one military move

a shotgun

in The Black Panther

itself the failed
another

Lumumba Shakur,

The picture

or so.

methods of resisting
into question

also praised

(1971)

5/9/70:7).

leader and B.P.P. Field Marshal

also began to write articles calling
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for an
one

increase

in organized underground

article entitled

'On Withdrawal,'

armed

actions.

In

Jackson wrote:

The Revolutionary is outlawed.
The Black
revolutionary is a doomed man ... From the
beginning of his revolutionary consciousness he
must use every device to stay alive.
Violence
is a forced issue.
It's incumbent on him.
The
very first political programs have had to be
defended with duels to the death.
The
Children's Breakfast programs haven't been
spared (The Black Panther . 4/10/71:12) .
While

in

jail as

a result of the December

8,

1970 Los

Angeles shoot-out and before he went underground Geronimo
Pratt wrote an article entitled
which he stated;
doubt on
their
on

"Based

anyone's mind

on our

survival — defense and

During
struggle,

history there should be no

inhuman elements."

"... we must understand

purpose of defense"

in

about the necessity of defending

lives against vile and

to state,

'National Salvation,'

the rudiments of

the combination of offence

(The Black Panther,

this period

Pratt goes

for

the

1/31/70:4).

of heightened discussion of armed

B.P.P. members were discouraged

from engaging

in

such activities by certain elements within the national
leadership.
as

Although actions by non Panthers were heralded

acts of revolutionary violence

12/31/70:1) ,
participating

(The Black Panther,

many Party members were expelled
in unauthorized

or purged

actions.

Since the earlier purge of 1969,

the Party had

official policy of expelling members who engaged
unauthorized

armed

actions.

an

in

One case was that of three

for
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New York Panthers who were lured

into a robbery conspiracy

by a police agent and were arrested
allegedly commit the crime.
B.P.P.

expelled

problems

National headquarters of the

these members

violation of Party policy

while enroute to

for

lack of discipline and

(Chevignv.

1972).

that this policy created was

One of the

that as

in the case

of the three NY Panthers, when a member was expelled

from

the Party he/she was left to face the government with
little or no organizational and community support.

Another

problem with this policy was how

it would

members who had gone underground

as a result of government

attacks.

These people such as Geronimo and

L.A. were still Party members
initially went underground.
survive and
involved

in good
How could

from

these members

what type of revolutionary work were they to be

in?

There were some

instances when Party members

the country were simply transferred

in one region of

to another Panther

in another region of the country.

This practice,
members wanted

apparatus.
numerous.

however, was only effective for those

on minor charges and

was not utilizing

its entire

for whom the government

intelligence

and communication

The shortcomings of such B.P.P. practice were
The B.P.P. was an above ground,

organization with massive governmental
made

the others

standing when they

who were wanted by government officials

chapter

apply to those

it very difficult,

if not

highly visible

infiltration which

impossible,

for members

to
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go undetected by the government.
fact that within

the context of performing

of a B.P.P. member,
stopped,

Another aspect was

questioned,

one had
and

the

the daily duties

a great chance of being

even arrested by local police.

The possibility of arrest was a daily reality for B.P.P.
members,

regardless of their activities.

The contradictions within the Party surrounding
direction of the armed
the winter

a dramatic

turn during

of 1970-1971, when Geronimo Pratt and

other underground
expelled.

struggle took

In

three

members of the L.A. branch were

the article announcing

the expulsions Huey

Newton wrote:
For the Black Panther Party did everything in
our power to allow this man ... to remain free
from the vicious clutches of the pigs.
As a
result of our efforts this jacknape informed
the Central Committee of our Party of certain
demands he had — namely money.
He advised the
Party that he had organized some other fools,
that were armed and that if his demands were
not met he would 'move on' ... members of the
central committee.
In

this

decision
(Pratt)

article Newton also

indirectly criticized Pratt's

to go underground when he wrote,
left his

the pigs."

obvious Party tasks

"...

after he

to avoid capture by

Newton also attacked Pratt's attempts to

develop an underground

apparatus when he stated;

Geronimo and the others who are hereby purged
_ Will Stafford, Wilfred 'Crunch' Holiday, and
George Lloyd — attempted to organize other
renegades from our party and themselves into
counterrevolutionary, little rebel roving
bands, certainly not adhering to the Party s
principles or orders.
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Finally,
declared:
attempts

while expelling

these members Newton

Any Party member or community worker who
to aid

them or communicate with them in any form

or manner shall be considered part of their conspiracy to
undermine and destroy the Black Panther Party"
Panther .

(The Black

1/23/71:7) .

The expulsion of Pratt and

his comrades was

by the expulsion of all the members of the N.Y.
still

in

jail.

members sending

an open

(formerly Students

for a Democratic

had not elevated

longer setting

B.P.P.

letter to the Weather Underground

the Guardian newspaper.

B.P.P.

21 who were

This expulsion which took place January of

1971 was precipitated by the above-mentioned

in

followed

Society/S.D.S.)

The letter claimed

printed

that the

the methods of struggle and

the most advanced

was no

example of struggle.

letter went on to claim that because of their practice
engaging

in armed propaganda

governmental buildings) ,

The
in

(mainly bombings of

the predominantly European

American underground group was
progressive movement within

the vanguard

the U.S.

of the

The letter was more

of a criticism of the lack of action by the B.P.P.

than an

endorsement of the Weather Underground.
During
from jail

the seven months

in August 1970

release

a number of members within

branches nationally expressed
within

following Newton's

their discontent.

the Party had caused many respected

and

The unrest
experienced
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members

to disassociate themselves

they were expelled .
one of the

issues

from the organization or

The question of armed

in conflict.

In Los Angeles, where Pratt had
and demonstrated
defend

struggle was but

leadership

organized,

in preparing

educated,

the branch to

itself against government raids, many rank-and-file

members

refused

to accept the official position of the

Party.

In New York many B.P.P. members became extremely

upset and confused by the expulsion
1989;

Adams,

1988;

Defence Capt.

interviews) .

(Joseph 1988;

Holder,

In San Quentin Prison

from the East Bay Area,

Randy Williams was

expelled .
The discontent within the party came to a head

in

February of 1971, when Dhoruba Moore and Michael Tabor, NY
21 members,

along with European support coordinator and

Secretary to Huey Newton, Connie Mathews, were expelled
from the Party.
spelled

out

The reasons

in the February 13,

Following

these

International Bureau

the Party and

their expulsion were not
1971

front page article.

latest expulsions,
including

members were also expelled

4/13/71) .

for

the entire

the three Central Committee

for questioning

the direction of

the practice of particular leaders

While actions

(Riqht On.,

against the International bureau

were proceeding,

the New York chapter of the B.P.P.

was expelled

taking

4/3/71).

for

a similar position

also

(Riqht .On./
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Panthers who were expelled/split from the Oakland
group continued
members,

to call themselves Black Panther Party

with a coordinating committee and central

headquarter

located

in Harlem,

Although armed

N.Y.

struggle was not the sole

this division within the B.P.P.,
majority of those who advocated
more active role
succeeded

The antagonism and
factions
members.

resulted

the Oakland

killed

death

in

8,

(Oakland

in Oakland, CA.

see chapter 11)

open hostility between the two

1971 Deputy Field Marshal Robert Webb

on a Harlem street by five members of

faction

On April 17,
Panther

struggle

in the death of two leading B.P.P.

On March

was shot and

(Holder

interview,

1989).

1971, Circulation Manager for The Black

faction

a Oakland

issued paper), was

faction

facility

Five New York based Panthers

found shot to

in Queens, New York.

later stood

trial for this

murder.

Although only one was convicted,

believed

that the murder was committed by New Yorkers

Black Panther

(B.P.P.)

Staff David

it

is widely
(The.

5/1/71:9) .

Following
Oakland

The

that the B.P.P. assume a

headquartered

(For more details of the split,

in

it was a major one.

in the development of armed

from the B.P.P.,

issue

the split within the B.P.P.,
group,

Hillard,

the original

led by Huey Newton and Chief of

issued numerous statements denouncing
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the "ultra military" direction that the Party had

taken

over the past two years or so.
In an address
leaders of

religious community

the East Bay Area of California Newton stated

that the B.P.P.
community and
people.

to major A.A.

had

had

in

fact defected

alienated

from the Black

itself from the masses of

Newton went on to place most of the blame for past

Party behavior and direction on the then Minister of
Information,

Eldridge Cleaver.

that Cleaver was not

interested

organizing but rather
arms.

It was Newton's contention
in grassroots community

in the adventurous

romance of using

Newton went on to say that he personally was against

much of the past direction of the organization but that he
was out-voted by other members of the Central Committee
(The Black Panther.

5/25/71:14).

The Oakland Faction of the B.P.P. began to adopt
other methods of combating governmental repression.
Chairman Bobby Seale wrote an article stating:
We can literally vote out the existing police
departments ... Then I was asked, I thought you
believed in guerrilla warfare.
But I said
under the circumstances when the people, the
masses, believe and see that guerilla warfare
is just ...
(The Black Panther, 4/6/71).
Following
faction of

the events of February 1971,

the B.P.P. began to embrace many former Panthers

who were expelled
armed

the New York

actions.

for engaging

in politically motivated

The three Brooklyn Panthers

arrested

and
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expelled

for their

alleged

involvement in a robbery

conspiracy began to receive B.P.P. support
1971).

Ruchal Magee,

Jackson/Marin County
assistance

from the

(Right On.

the surviving member of the Jonathan
incident, was also receiving

'New York'

faction of the B.P.P.

With the factionalization of the B.P.P.,
political and
split

military resources of the organization were

into two camps.

still ad here to
bloodshed

and politics

aspect of the struggle
Within the

Although both factions claimed

the Party line of "War

to overemphasize either

(Suyfia Interview,

1988).

faction many members began to
level.

A number

armed propaganda activities which coincided

('New York'

with drug
and

with the mass

in the New York community.

faction) ,

addicts.

were

The

involved with working

On a underground

level groups of five

six began a campaign of attacking drug pushers and

known drug

hangouts.

Another
police.
attacks
Jan.

implemented

An example of such activities was the

campaign against drugs
B.P.P.

they began

the mass organizational or military

'New York"

of the Party.

to

is politics with

is war without bloodshed"

function on an underground

work

the

Over

target of these underground groups were the
the next two years there were numerous

on police officers

1972).

in New York

alone

(Right.On,
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During

the period

of 1971-1974,

activities of the underground

attracted

'New York'

faction.

activities

the mass organizational and

suffered.

Over this period

faded

away.

the armed propaganda
many members

of

the

With the escalation of armed

the

educational work

'New York' B.P.P. slowly

The armed underground began to take the form

of what was

to become the Black Liberation Army.

Analvsis
The philosophy of the B.P.P.
armed

struggle as an

Liberation.

had

always

included

integral aspect of the struggle

As Huey Newton stated;

"There

for

is a big

difference between thirty million unarmed Black people and
thirty million Black people armed
Panther.

8/21/70) .

to the teeth"

)The Black

The first political material used

educate

the membership was Quotations

(Seale,

1970) .

to

from Chairman Mao

The statement "Political Power grows out of

the barrel of the gun," was widely used by Party members.
The concept of weapons

as

a political tool was one of the

major contributions of the B.P.P.
important
in

its

factor

It was the single most

in the notoriety which the Party enjoyed

first two years.
Despite the heavy emphasis upon armed

B.P.P. never
members.

formally sanctioned

actions,

illegal actions by

The Party's central position on armed

that members

had

a right to defend

the
its

actions was

themselves by any means
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necessary.

This position on members' conduct was somewhat

in contrast with the public statements and
Panthers.

Newton stated

are no laws
bound

Jackson's

that the oppressor makes

funeral;

"There

that the oppressed

to respect..." Yet one year later Newton wrote;

always

fall within the law that the people respect,

though we

are

"We

even

feel that sometimes the law needs to be changed

altogether.
gives

at J.

rhetoric of many

So we armed

a right to"

ourselves,

as

(The Black Panther,

the Constitution
8/1970).

spokespeople at one point or another called
incorporation of armed
liberation.

Party

for the

struggle within the struggle for

These public statements,

however, were not

followed up by official Party programs.

The practice of

the Black Panther Party was not consistent with its
political stand
dropped

on armed

struggle.

'for self-defense'

In 1968 the Party

from their name to reflect the

fact that the organization was not purely a self-defense
group but
task

of

rather

"the armed body to carry out the political

the revolution."

Although

its political scope broadened,
program of armed

its name was changed

and

the Party did not expand

its

actions.

Huey Newton had claimed

that

intention of the Party to engage
rather

it was not the original

in armed

to serve the needs of the people

8/2/71;A) .

Newton's

struggle but

(The Black Panther.,

version of the original

intent/direction of the B.P.P.

is not consistent with the
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writings

of others

as well as even himself during

the first

two years .
One of the possible factors which contributed

to the

inconsistency of Party theory and pratice was the constant
attacks by the government.
police,

From the very first patrols of

the B.P.P. was under attack.

were not effective

The Oakland patrols

in monitoring police treatment of the

Afrikan American community because

in most

instances the

presence of armed Panthers became

the

treatment towards

Police/governmental

brutality was

the community.

illustrated by their
1967,

issue and not police

treatment of the B.P.P.

itself.

Following

the manner

in which the Party

educated

the masses by example concerning

handling

of the struggle was through their reaction to the

the correct

massive governmental campaign against them.
not plan
raids,

their defensive stance to the numerous police

as

reacted

they had done with the patrols.

and

adapted

to the methods and

government agencies.
the Party
their

The Party did

repression

actions of the

It was these responses which brought

its most notoriety and

stubborn

The Party

support.

It was through

resistance to the onslaught of the state

that they educated by example.

Regardless of their stated
Party's biggest contributions
strict self defense.
members was utilized

intent,

remained

after 1967 the

within the area of

Personal self defense of B.P.P.
as

the major example of revolutionary
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violence.

The Party did not develop theories on the use of

revolutionary violence as much as introduce them to the
North American reality.
two forms;

This introduction took basically

on the practical level the use of armed

self-defense within the context of the A.A. human rights
struggle, and

in the theoretical arena they called

for and

praised offensive/defensive actions.
The concept of offensive defensive actions was not
used by the Black liberation movement since the Nat
Turner-led

rebellion of 1831.

In 1968, soon after the

assassination of Dr. King, Minister of Information Eldridge
Cleaver wrote:
So we are now engaged openly in a war for the
national liberation of Afro-America from
colonial bondage to the white mother country.
In our epoch, guerrilla warfare is the vehicle
for national liberation all around the world.
That it would soon come to America could have
been predicted ...
Nat Turner, Gabriel Prosser
and Denmark Vesey, black men who led the most
successful slave rebellions in North America,
are the spiritual fathers of today's titans ...
Who heralded the coming of the gun ...
And the
resort to armed struggle (Cleaver, 1969:70) .
It was statements like this by Cleaver which
contributed

the majority of the B.P.P.'s

armed struggle.

involvement in

The Party did not educate by example, when

it came to the "the correct handling of the revolution",
rather

it raised

the stakes and

introduced

to the movement

the possibility of organized political violence.
attempted

to lay the political and organizational

The Party
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foundation for people's war.

Huey Newton conveyed this

objective in 1968 when he wrote,

"The Vanguard party must

provide leadership for the people.

It must teach the

correct strategic methods of prolonged resistance through
literature and activities."

Newton goes on to integrate

political and military goals;

"it is of prime importance

that the Vanguard party develop a political organ, such as
a newspaper.

As well as employ strategically revolutionary

art and distraction of the oppressors machinery"

(The

Correct Handling of the Rev., Foner/The Black Panther.
5/18/6 8) .
The Party concentrated

its efforts on the propaganda

and educational aspect of mobilizing people around armed
revolution.

On an ideological level this did not present

much problems since the Party made little distinction
between political and military activities.
not consider a moral issue to be involved
arms since they viewed

The Party did
in the use of

it as an extension of political

work .
Politics is war without bloodshed.
War is
politics with bloodshed.
Politics has its
particular characteristics which differentiate
it from war.
When peaceful means of politics
are exhausted and the people do not get what
they want, politics are continued.
Usually it
ends up in physical conflict which is called
war, which is also political.
(Newton
Functional Definition of Politics, The—B1ack—
Panther. 1/17/69) .
With this as their basic prospective of things,
B.P.P. actively advoca ted

armed struggle.

the

Panthers had
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become

identified by those they claimed to represent, as

well as with their enemies as the leading advocate of
revolutionary armed struggle in the U.S.
The image and standing of the B.P.P. as an

'armed'

organization with the purpose of carrying out the political
task of the revolution was enhanced by their numerous
clashes with the government apparatus.
(1966-1969)

For a period

the Party was able to maintain their fighting

image by its response to government attacks.
The Party not only advocated armed struggle but
defended

the

'right' to do so,

(at times, to the death) .

The B.P.P. did not come under governmental attack for
guerrilla activity but rather for its educational and
propaganda work around armed struggle.
Of the various firefights between the B.P.P. and the
government,

the vast majority were instigated by the

government on political rather then criminal charges.

Fred

Hampton and Bobby Hutton, two of the most notable Panthers
killed by government agents, were killed because they were
members of the B.P.P.

The New York 21 were not imprisoned

for over two years for armed acts.
they were charged with a long

As a matter of fact

list of armed actions all of

which they were eventually acquitted of
The B.P.P. also demonstrated
engaging

(O'Reilly, 1989).

a fighting spirit not by

in offensive-defensive actions, but rather by

defending themselves.
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Through the process of defending themselves and
continuing to advocate armed revolution many members within
the Party began to consider participating
claimed even to have engaged

in - and some

in - urban guerrilla warfare.

This phenomenon developed due to a combination of reasons.
First and

foremost was the unrelenting and widespread

campaign of destruction waged against them.

The factor of

the government's campaign should not be underestimated.
Although it was not the only factor

in leading members

towards armed struggle it was by far the major one.
the government's campaign which forced many members
exile or underground fearing for their lives.

It was
into

Many of

these members as well as others began to question the
tactics they were using and many came to the conclusion
that it was necessary to develop new methods of resistance.
The ideology and rhetoric of the B.P.P. led these
members to find

a solution through armed struggle.

Their

training as Panthers led them to respond to the escalation
of attacks by calling for

'Taking the struggle to a higher

level—guerrilla warfare', a phrase widely used
by rank and

file during winter of 1970-71,

in New York

(Holder

Interview, 1989) .
Many members came to the conclusion that as in the
Cuban and Algerian revolutions the Party was being forced
underground;

that it was no longer possible for many

members to function openly, that it was too dangerous.

It
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was also felt that the past response to governmental
attacks was becoming stagnant and

ineffective.

As many Party members drifted or were forced
underground , the great majority of the Party began to
refute revolutionary violence in hopes of gaining support
from the Afrikan American community.

In a statement before

the Graduate Theological Union of Berkeley, CA, Huey Newton
stated,
It was very wrong and almost criminal for some
people in the Party to make the mistake to
think that the Black Panther Party could
overthrow even the Police Force.
It ended up
with the war between the police and the
Panthers and if there is a war it needs to be
between the community and the reactionary
establishment or else we're isolating ourselves
(The Black Panther . 5/29/71:14) .
The above statement has a lot of validity to it.
Nevertheless there are a few things that need to be
addressed concerning the implications of Huey's statement.
First of all,

it was during the original patrols that the

police of Oakland began isolating the B.P.P. From the very
beginning of the Party's armed program, the government
moved to isolate and engage the Party in a shooting war.
Newton himself realized

this in 1968 when he issued

Executive mandate #3, demanding that Party members prepare
themselves from the government onslaught.
Another

issue which Newton did not confront was that

the governmental apparatus forced many a Panther
a shooting war.

into such

After all, Newton himself was shot by
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police, and someone returned
life.

During those moments on October 27, 1967 Newton

a possible companion)
defend
Clark

fire possible saving Newton's

themselves.

(and

had no other alternative but to

Bobby Hutton, Fred Hampton, and Mark

(to name only a few)

did not call for a private war

with the police but they were cut down without a chance to
defend

themselves

(Clark, 1973).

Those Panthers who choose to amend the methods of
resisting the governmental war against them were basing
their actions on the conditions created by the government.
Newton

is correct to state that the Party became isolated

from the people but to blame those who choose to resist is
blaming the victim.

The Party became isolated as a result

of the successful governmental campaign.

In 1968,

the

F.B.I. set out to "isolate and otherwise neutralize the
B.P.P."
played

(O'Reilly, 1989; Churchill, 1988).

Yes, the Party

its part in assisting the government, but this was

brought about not by armed

resistance but by the simple

fact that the B.P.P. did not retreat.

There are those, of

course, who claim that the Panthers' violent rhetoric and
use of arms were the cause of the government's attacks.
those who believe this, I'd

like to point out that Martin

Luther King, Jr. was the major advocate of non violent
action during the 1960s and he was attacked by the
government and eventually was killed

(O'Reilly) .

To
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Although Newton criticized Pratt and others for going
underground or m exile, he himself eventually fled

the

government's grasp and sought political asylum in Cuba.
lived

He

in exile for two years, 1973-1975.
The direction in which the Oakland based faction

followed during the spring of 1971 was one of emphasizing
and developing the survival programs and to de-emphasize
armed self-defense.

No longer were they advocates of

resistance to the repression of the government.
The survival of the Afrikan American community became the
focal point of the Party.

In an article entitled "State of

the Struggle," the Party stated

its new position;

"These

survival programs served to not only meet our basic needs
(that of Afrikan Americans), but to unify our efforts to
survive while struggling for complete liberation "

(The

Black Panther. l/8/72:C).
In hindsight, the B.P.P.

introduced armed struggle

into the modern day urban Afrikan American community.
Their contributions, however, were primarily in the areas
of theory and
words,

in terms of armed self-defense.

In other

the Party had a revolutionary philosophy and

rhetoric but its actual practice was for the most part
within the realm of self-defense against racist violence.
In the atmosphere of the late 1960's the Party became
the focal point for the most militant of the the Afrikan
American human rights movement.

Their

ideas of armed
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self-defense had

a profound

impact on the perception of

European Americans about Afrikan Americans.
rebellions of the mid - 1960's

The urban

introduced Euro-America to

the angry and desperate situation of many urban Blacks.
The B.P.P. heightened this perception but somewhat
organized

the response of blacks and drew connections with

other oppressed people's struggles worldwide.
It is difficult to isolate the distinct contributions
of the B.P.P. within the Afrikan American community because
so many factors are involved.
turbulent atmosphere of the

There was the overall

'60's',

in which the B.P.P. was

the only focal point of the most militant/radical.

During

the late 60's Afrikan Americans began to gain some access
to governmental institutions, thus facilitating
resources and mobility.

increased

All these factors have contributed

to the changing of attitudes of Afrikan Americans.

The

B.P.P. did, however, affect the way Afrikan American people
regarded struggle.

For one, the Party affected the manner

in which people dealt with brutality by police.

Before the

1970's there was extreme fear within the Afrikan American
communities of the north and west.
The actions of the B.P.P. throughout the resistance
contributed

to an eroding of the fear and absolute power of

individual police persons.

In a number of major urban

centers today there are civilian review boards of police
conduct.

In some municipalities police employees are
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required to reside in the city they work.
changes have been effected

Many of these

in part as a response to the

B.P.P. actions.
The B.P.P.'s position on armed political work was
high controversial.

For some time many Afrikan Americans

particularly among youth were attracted

to the concept of

^f^i-kan Americans use of arms for self-defense.
seized upon the message of Malcolm X who stated
get our freedom by any means necessary".
ineffective in

The B.P.P.
"We will

The Party became

its goal of organizing the Afrikan American

masses towards liberation was when the Panthers got caught
up in a private war with the police.
stated,

the Party became isolated

desires of the people.

As Huey Newton

from the needs and

CHAPTER 4
SURVIVAL PROGRAMS

The B.P.P. grew out of the radical and militant
atmosphere of the mid 1960's.
young adults, were involved
liberation struggles

Many people, particularly

in learning about third-world

in Afrika, Asia, and Latin America.

They were also studying alternative economic systems.
Afrikan Americans were also involved

in questioning the

economic realities of American capitalism.

Before

launching the B.P.P., Newton and Seale did extensive
reading on other third-world liberation movements.
particular,

In

they studied Frantz Fanon's Wretched of the

Earth. concerning the Algerian revolution.

Seale and

Newton also studied the works of Mao concerning the Chinese
revolution.
times

Given this training and the atmosphere of the

it is understandable that the B.P.P. would embrace

socialism.

After all,

the American capitalist system had

relegated Afrikan Americans to the status of underemployed
workers.

Under capitalism Afrikan Americans found

themselves the last to be hired

and first to be fired.

Their position within the economic system was amongst the
lowest of all workers.
The B.P.P.'s embracing of socialism was consistent
with the political climate of progressives during the
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'60's•

What was unique about the Party was that for the

first time an

independent Afrikan American mass

organization had embraced socialism.
Americans who had

joined

Unlike Afrikan

the Communist Party/U.S.A. and

other socialist-oriented organizations of the 40's, and
50's,

the B.P.P. was totally controlled by Afrikan

Americans.
The B.P.P.'s socialist stance was not primarily an
intellectual one.
Socialism,

Rather than theorize on the virtues of

the B.P.P. was more concerned with the practical

aspects of sharing the wealth amongst the masses.
B.P.P.,

To the

socialism was the economic aspect of their motto

'All Power to the People.'

In socialism the Party could

push their overall goal of community control and
self-determination.

(See the Ten Point Program and

Platform, especially #10 and #3.)
The Party saw its task as

introducing socialism to

the community in practical terms related to their reality.
In this spirit, Diahnne Jenkins, Lieutenant of Health,
Corona, NY Branch/NY, wrote:
Sisters, you practice socialism.
If you needed
a cup of sugar, all you had to do was go next
door ... these examples just go to show you
that socialism, or the idea of socialism is no
big phenomenon ... So the B.P.P. will continue
to develop these programs to serve the people
and constantly raise the political level of the
masses (The Black Panther, 11/1/69:19).
Elmer Dixon, Breakfast Coordinator, Seattle/B.P.P.,
discusses the socialist goals of the B.P.P.

"Serving the
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basic needs of the people is the primary task of the
B.P.P.

Implementing socialism within the community is one

way of serving the people

(The Black Panther. 11/15/69).

The educational aspect of the Party's socialistic
programs was coupled with the Party's desire "To Serve the
People.

The survival programs were designed

to educate

the Afrikan American community as well as for the Party to
serve the people.

The concept of serving the people was

one of the central themes of the B.P.P.
Beginning with Seale and Newton developing the Ten
Point Program and Platform by surveying the Afrikan
American community, the B.P.P. attempted to be responsive
to the needs of the people.
attempts at developing

The survival programs were

institutions which were in the

interest of the people as well as winning them over to
socialism.
The conditions of living in a nation that can
send a man to the moon, ... and burn 'excess'
wheat at harvest time while small children
suffer year round from malnutrition, ... is too
depressing to be allowed to continue without
taking some positive action ... (K.C./B.P.P.,
The Black Panther. 2/28/70:18).
The B.P.P. wanted to develop programs which would
'lay the foundation for new alternatives to the present
racist state machinery now in existence enjoying the cloak
of legitimacy.'
21, wrote:

Richard Dharuba Moore, member of the NY
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History has shown us that in order to truly
and thoroughly change the peoples relationship
to the means of production which is controlled
by less than 2-1/2% of the total population and
place control of all of the material resources
in the hands of the masses, it is necessary
that the masses' begin to organize themselves
... and rest the power and wealth from the
ruling class ... Hence it is definitely in the
laboring masses best interest to institute
through survival programs ... an alternative to
inferior high priced foods, is low priced good
food, or free food for children alongside
cooperatively owned food stores, where people
of the community collectively own, support and
run cooperative stores, shops, etc., this is a
beginning in creating an alternative to 20th
century slavery under which we are victims
destined to remain raw material for the pigs
industry and army.
In order to reach this
level we must establish firmly, survival
programs by serving the people and working in a
manner that necessarily involves the community
because it relates to their survival (The Black
Panther . 11/28/70:9).
The B.P.P. believed that by setting an example with
their survival programs they could serve the people as well
as demonstrate to them the method of developing people's
(community controlled)

institutions.

The Black Panther Party is out to educate the
masses of people to the power this tremendous
power, that lies in their hands ... So the
theory of socialism has to be put into practice
in order for the masses to become educated to
the philosophy (The Black Panther, 11/1/69:19).
As someone from the K .C. chapter of the People once said;
"We are a part of the masses and without them there is no
struggle.

The masses have boundless creative power"

Black Panther. 1/17/70) .

(The

"The Panther community programs

are attempting to spur the community into action
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creative action to make decisions and regain the dignity of
the people"

(The Black Panthprf

4/18/70:9).

The B.P.P.'s main task was to serve the people while
educating them to alternative ways of self-help.

They did

not believe that the basic human needs and desires of the
Afrikan American community could be met through the
capitalist economic system of the United States.
believed

They

that through their survival programs the masses

would develop the knowledge and experiences in developing
'peoples'

institutions.'

In this manner the programs were

to be temporary and models for the people to learn from.
The Party felt that the people's needs could only be fully
met with the destruction of the capitalist system and
development of a socialist economy.

the

They believed that

this would only come about through a revolution.

However,

in order to organize people towards revolution it was first
necessary to address their

immediate needs and conditions.

The B.P.P. was quick to agree that the survival
programs

in themselves were not revolutionary, nor that

they were going to solve the material conditions of Afrikan
Americans,

the programs were for the purpose of;

pending revolution"

"survival

(The Black Panther, 1/9/71:3).

Although the Party did advocate political action in
the form of petitioning

the government,

its primary method

was to develop independent mechanisms for the people to
change their conditions.
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Realizing that the masses of people might not be
interested
developed

in abstract revolutionary theory, the Party
the concept of Survival Programs.

Using the Ten

Point Program and Platform as representative of the
peoples' needs and desires, practical programs were
developed

for each item.

first of these programs.

The police watch patrols was the
This program was designed

to

address point #7 of the Ten Point Program and Platform.
For example, the first police-watch program was
originally intended to serve the community by assisting
those who encountered police misconduct.

The Party was

successful in educating the community around armed
self-defense.

They heightened

the awareness of Afrikan

Americans about their right to arm themselves as well as
set an example of confronting racist and/or brutal police.
The Party was unsuccessful in the direct service aspect of
the police-watch patrols, because Panthers became the focus
of the police harassment and were unable to directly assist
others subjected

to police misconduct.

The police-watch program was short lived and by
mid-1968,

the Party had begun to develop other programs,

addressing other needs.
its name,

'Self-defense' was dropped

from

to reflect a more political and broader

perspective

(The Black Panther, 11/67 and 3/68) .

The Party took on more of an organizing and service
approach rather then the paramilitary activities such as
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military-style marching at rallies, patrols, and other
armed public displays.
to mobilize

This does not mean that the Party

its membership and supporters in

response to governmental attacks, or from time to time have
public displays of arms.
militant and

The Party always maintained a

armed stance, but following 1968 it directed

activities centering on educating and serving the people by
concretely addressing their basic needs while educating
them to alternative ways of living.

By 1969,

the service

aspect of the Party was probably most central for the rank
and

file membership.
Many of the Party's resources and energies were

focused on these survival programs.

It was also through

these programs that the Party interacted with the
community.

It was through these programs that the Party

showed people who Panthers were and what they stood for.
The programs became a focal point for much of the support
for the Party.
children,
negative

The idea of Panthers feeding hungry young

for example, was a strong weapon against the
image that many governmental agencies were

portraying to the public.

Conduct of Members
From the initial development of the Black Panther
Party,

it used

the principles laid out by the then chairman

of the Chinese Communist Party.

Relying heavily upon Mao's
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"Quotations from Chairman Mao," the Black Panther Party
believed that in order to organize the masses and win them
over to the revolution it was necessary for a revolutionary
organization to "be the oxen for the people to ride"
(Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetnngr 1968) .
The rules and code of conduct of the Black Panther
Party, was adopted

from those developed by the Chinese

communist party during

its revolution.

Many of these rules

concern the behavior of the membership towards the
and oppressed people'
Tsetunq , 1968) .

'poor

(Five Article By Chairman Mao

Party members were required

themselves to the service of the people.

to dedicate

That meant they

would be respectful and helpful to those in the community.
The rank and
Scout'

file was encouraged to have a

attitude towards the community.

center was encouraged

Each Branch or

to develop innovative programs and

actions to serve the particular conditions.
forced

the rank and

the community around

'Boy

This alone

file to be concerned with the needs of
them.

In the Harlem, New York branch,

for example, members obtained a snow-cone machine in the
summer of 1969,

in order to provide cool refreshments to

the neighborhood youth.

The Panthers did not require the

children to attend any of their programs;

they were just

providing a service that European American businesses would
not provide.
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In many chapters,
people with
occasions

immediate landlord disputes.

local Panthers were called

protection

from gangs.

Lower Eastside
terrorizing

in 1969,

to assist

On other

on to provide

the case

in New York's

when a group of Hells Angels were

on the B.P.P.

A tenant of the

for assistance.

A group of

including National Field Marshal Don Cox

investigated

the situation and

members of the gang.
in

This was

an apartment building.

building called
Panthers

the Panthers were quick

the building

talked with the tenants and

That night armed Panthers were placed

in case

the gang did not heed

the advice of

the Panthers.
Fred

Hampton once was arrested

trial on charges of stealing
truck

and distributing

Black Panther.

and

forced

ice cream from an

to stand
ice cream

it to neighborhood children

12/5/70:30) .

(The

These are just a few examples

of the degree to which many B.P.P. members went

in order to

'serve the people.'
One Brooklyn Panther

in describing

summed up the energy spent serving

a fellow Panther

the people;

He was there every day ... At that point we
were running ourselves to death.
He was a
relentless worker.
He worked and worked.
The
average person couldn't do those things under
those conditions.
Like the breakfast program,
you get up at five in the morning, you finish
the breakfast program at ten o'clock; you leave
and go sell a hundred newspapers; you stand on
your feet all hours of the day (Chevigny,
1972:75) .
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Former Harlem Panther Assata Shakur wrote

in her

autobiography;
For the most part Panthers were a friendly open
group of people who really went out of their
way to be kind and helpful and, in spite of all
the pressures and hardships they had to deal
with, managed to be principled and to fight as
hard as they knew how for our people (Shakur,
198V :229) •
As
engage

early as 1967, Panthers

in political activities

members

realized

that in order to

it would be necessary for

to devote their entire energy and

business.

time to Party

A conversation between Bobby Seale and Eldridge

Cleaver,

following

Seale's

release

stemming

from the Sacramento

from prison on charges

incident;

I had to go to work, get a half-assed job.
Eldridge ran it down that our real work was
organizing people.
'Man don't worry about
doing any work,' Eldridge said.
'We've got a
lot of work to do.
This isn't like leaving
your family.
We'll take care of that, all
together.
But let's organize the people ...'
(Seale, 1970:202).
Not only were Party members
in community programs.
to

live

time basis.
settings.
or

two

were

They also,

in a collective manner.

'community workers'

engaged

They also lived

turned

in and

for

to participate

the most part,

had

By 1969 most Panthers

together

in communal-type

in an apartment or a one

All resources obtained by members

the needs of each member were to be

provided by the Party.

and

in Party activities on a full

Members usually lived

family house.

required

Members

took

turns with the
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cooking, cleaning

and

other basic

tasks.

Meeting

the

material needs of the rank-and-file membership was the
responsibility of the Black Panther Party

(Heath,

1976 :118) .

Free Breakfast Program
One of the most widely publicized
the Black Panther Party activities was
Program.

and

innovative of

the Free Breakfast

This program began as an attempt to address

material needs within the local communities
Black Panther Party functioned.

in which the

Specifically,

response

to the many children who attended

hungry.

Each chapter of the B.P.P.

had

the

it was a

school each day

at least one Free

Breakfast Program.
The Party through this program attempted
illustrate the need

for nutritional assistance within the

Afrikan American community.
went to school also served
inequities within
the

fact

meal at

Feeding children before they
to expose the economic

racist/capitalist America, by exposing

that the government and businesses

resources

to

have the

to provide the basic human right of a nutritional

the start of the school day.

It is not enough to write about hunger and
the starvation in America's Black communities
because Black people are basically a
non-reading people.
The Black Panther Party
has taken this into account, and we have seen
that it is not enough to publish 2,000 page
reports containing facts and statistics on
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hunger in Babylon because we cannot feed a
report to a hungry child.
Instead, the Party
has put its theory of serving the people into
practice and has instituted free breakfast for
children all across this country (The Black
Panther. 2/28/70).
—
The Free Breakfast Program was an attempt to
demonstrate to the community concrete grassroots methods of
developing

"...

the power

Black community."
show by example
hunger among

to determine the destiny of our

Through the F.B.P.,

that the people had

the B.P.P. could

the power to control

their children.

The first free breakfast programs
the

latter part of 1967

1969 the B.P.P.

launched

and

(F.B.P.)

early part of 1968.

an all out effort to

(The Black Panther.

3/23/69; Foner,

Initially, most B.P.P./F .B .P .'s operated

in

In spring

institute

this program on a national basis, with programs
chapter

began

in each

1970).

out of churches or

community centers.
The Kansas City, Missouri chapter had
close working

relation with one church.

before the U.S.

a unusually

In testimony

House Committee on Internal Security,

Rev.

Lawson of the Methodist Inner City Parish of Kansas City,
discussed

why his church worked with the F.B.P.

and

B.P.P.
In terms of feeding some hungry children they
solved some problems ... I think it is because
of the kind of relationships that people have
with members of the party in Kansas City that
that is the only way you can get them into
solving problems.
I don't think you can get

the
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into that by excluding them from your ministry
or your relationships (H.C.I.S., 1970:2677).
In most cases
time

in

the morning

the space was donated

for a limited

(from 6:30 a.m. until 9:30 a.m., Monday

through Friday) .
Panthers working the breakfast program get out
of bed at approximately 6:00 a.m. every school
day.
They set tables, clean facilities, cook
and prepare the food, they direct traffic to
see that the children cross the streets
safely.
After a day's breakfast has been
completed, the Panthers attended to the
constant task of procuring food from merchants
who do business in the community (The Black
Panther. 10/4/70; Foner, 1970:169).
The F.B.P.'s provided

a vehicle for the B.P.P.

concretely meet the needs of the community,
allowing
and

Adams

as well as

for daily contact between the Party rank

the community.
expresses

to

and

file

Former New York B.P.P. member Malika

the feeling

of working with the program;

I was doing something concrete and I could
understand it ... I could clearly see that if I
get up at 4:00 in the morning and feed children
... I know these children were hungry because
I 'd have to go get them and I could see they
were hungry (Adams, 3/25/88).
It is a beautiful sight to see our children eat
in the mornings after remembering the times
when our stomachs were not full (The Black
Panther. 3/26/69; Foner, 1970:168).
Sufiya Burkari,
stated:
programs,

"I

thought

and

former B.P.P. member,

it was one of the most valuable

anyone could get

to be a member,
1988) .

another

involved,

at first I wasn't"

you did

not have

(Burkari Interview,
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The B.P.p.'s position on attendance at the F.B.P. was
that all children were welcomed.
the Philadelphia B .P.p,/F.B.P.,
any and

As

the coordinator

Sam Coley stated:

all children who come to us

hungry."

for

"We feed

In many

programs

there were European American children as well as

Latinos,

and Afrikan Americans.

Berkeley, California;
Illinois

in both children and

breakfast coordinator

Black

Seattle, Washington;

it was not unusual to find

population

stated;

In New York City;
and Chicago,

a multi-cultural

staff.

Elmer James Dixon,

for the Seattle, Washington B.P.P.,

"Here the hungry kids of Colman Elementary School

and White,

are being

fed good

hot nutritious meals

every morning before they attend class"

(The Black Panther.

11/15/69) .
At many centers

there was very little formal

interaction between the staff and
due

to the shortage of staff and

served.

At other centers,

discussions
history,

the children.

the amount of meals

staff members conducted

or classes on Afrikan American and

as well as political

of Blacks

Point Program).
the

reasons

informal

Latin

around

in racist America"

"the true

(point #5, Ten

Panthers also discussed with the children

for having

Assata Shakur,
wrote;

to be

'education' discussions.

These discussions usually centered
conditions

This was

the F.B.P.

of the Harlem Branch of the B.P.P.#
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Only once in a while, when everything went
smoothly and we were through early, did we get
a chance to spend some time with the children.
Usually we were in a rush ... Some Panthers
wanted them to learn the ten-point program and
platform and others wanted to teach them
Panther songs.
I preferred talking to them ...
exchanging ideas.
So we just sort of combined
these approaches.
We were all dead set against
cramming things in their heads or teaching them
meaningless rote phrases (Skahur, 1987:220).
The little brothers and sisters in the
breakfast understand very clearly that they are
the 'revolution.'
Whenever we ask them
questions such as 'Why are you at the
breakfast? ' they reply 'so I can grow and be
strong and take the Panthers' place' (Willie T.
Kent Monk Teba, Rockford Branch, The Black
Panther . 10/29/69) .
A Des Moines B.P.P. member, Clive DePatten, discusses
other

issues covered

at the F.B.P.:

We would say like there are five kids here, and
one of these individuals has five pieces of
candy.
If you give each one of the others a
piece of candy that would be socialism.
Socialism was simply sharing, an equal
distribution of whatever somebody had.
This is
the way we broke it down (H.C.I.S., 1970:4812).
The basic

educational tool used during meals was the

Ten Point Program and Platform of the B.P.P., posters
displayed

on

the walls

and/or The Black Panther.

In spite of the staff's willingness
with the children

per day

had

(H.C.I.S.,

issues

there simply was not enough time for much

political discussions.
Moines chapter

to discuss

For example, during

one F.B.P.

that served

1969 the Des

over 100 meals

1970:4812), while the Kansas City
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chapter served
were housed

over 200.

Given the fact that the programs

in churches where space was

Lawson's words are credible;
long

enough for any kind

of a teaching program

the children who were hungry"

anything

...

a

'cover'

for the

'violent nature'

The fact

source of support

for both the communities

served by them,

is

of the B.P.P.

in which were

as well as others who supported

supported/contributed
itself never

to the B.P.P.

attempted

individuals

and

the effort

as a result.

The

to hide the educational and
At the

inception of the

as with other B.P.P. survival programs,

initiate programs

that the

the F.B.P. was a tremendous

organizational goals of the F.B.P.

to

feed

(Rev. Phillip Lawson,

(H.C.I.S .:2808) .

F.B.P.

have

1970:2673) .

F.B.P. was

B.P.P.

I

other than

Many law-enforcement agencies have stated

and

Rev.

"The children were not there

no evidence that they actually did

H.C.I .S.,

limited.

the

idea was

allow other organizations and

to assume control of them

(H.C.I.S., Part

2: 4351) .
Organizations such as

the Puerto Rican Young

Chicano Brown Berets, Asian I Wor Kuen,
Patriots not only began

their own

together

In NYC

the B.P.P.

and

in a number of F.B.P.'s

Euro-Am. Young

independent F.B.P.'s but

also worked with local B.P.P. chapters
programs.

Lords,

in

the Young

jointly run
Lords worked

in neighborhoods which

contained both Latin and A.A. people.

On the Lower
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Eastside of Manhattan,

the B.P.P. and a Euro-Am. community

organization collaborated at another F.B.P.

Support and Funding
The food was obtained either by cash donations from
individuals and/or food

and material donations from

businesses and organizations.
obtained by B.P.P. members

For the most part,

food was

(usually the F.B.P. coordinator)

soliciting local supermarkets and other food
establishments.
least 1971,

The B.P.P. had

a standing policy until at

that they would not accept government funding

of any kind .
The United States House of Representatives
investigation of the B.P.P.

in 1969-1970 claimed that

B.P.P. members extorted and

intimidated local businesses

into donating food.
incidents of B.P.P.

Although there are many documented
initiated boycotts of specific stores,

the only evidence of extortion has been the testimony of
law enforcement personnel and small businesses during the
1970 H.C.I.S. hearings.
The B.P.P.'s position on people who refused to donate
to the F.B.P. was that they were greedy capitalists
would be capitalists)
and

who cared

therefore should be expelled

(or

little for the community
from the neighborhood.

The B.P.P. viewed these establishments as enemies of the
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community.

Articles such as

the following were written

about specific stores:
One pig store had to be confronted with some
common political strategy ... we showed him
very clearly that we had the support of many
people who spent 25-35 dollars per person in
his store every week, and if he would rather
keep 10 dollars and lose maybe 25-35 dollars
then he is a fool (The Black Panther.
10/29/69).
Some articles even called
community to

'deal with'

for

the people

in the

a particular establishment.

There

is no question that the B.P.P. did not look kindly on those
making

money off the Afrikan American community who refused

to support the F.B.P.
disapproved
services

It

is

also true that they equally

of those who cheated

or provided

shabby

to the community.

Until mid-1970,
on business

in

the official position of the B.P.P.

the community was point #3 of the Ten Point

Program and Platform which stated:
robbery by the white man of our
this was changed

from

"We want an end

Black Community"

'white man'

to

to

(later

'capitalist').

The B.P.P.'s position towards capitalism
notwithstanding,
steal

members did not physically

from local merchants

F.B.P.

in order

The pressure placed upon

to provide for

against such elements within

boycotts

and

articles

the

local businesses reflected

the B.P.P.'s philosophy towards capitalism.
used

intimidate or

The tactics

the community were

in The Black Panther.
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In

locations such as Harlem and

obtaining

food

consuming,

was

for the breakfast programs,
for

The F.B.P.
By 1970

Boston the task of
though time

the most part successful.

was a generating

force within the B.P.P.

the program had become a model for many other

survival programs such as
distribution,
In

free health clinics,

and clothing programs.

the early stages of the survival programs during

1968-1969

the major

theoretical emphasis was on the

educational qualities of these efforts.
Yearwood

food

of

reporting

the Corona,

As Carlton

N.Y. branch wrote

on a free clothing

in an article

rally:

Solidarity among the masses is becoming an
objective reality through bringing the masses
together so that they can see the contradiction
of this capitalist society and weigh these
findings with the ideology of Socialism
'Serving the People'.
The reality of socialism
overthrowing capitalism is because through
their practice this will be the will of the
people (The Black Panther. 11/1/69:19) .
The concrete example of socialism and people power
was

the major

focus.

members working
coalitions.

This can be seen with the emphasis of

with other organizations

The F.B.P.

as with all the Panther programs

were to be models which would
over and

run by the people

encouraged

individuals

to the F.B.P.
community

and Party

have eventually been taken

in the community.

to donate their

The B.P.P.

time and

resources

A member of the Chicago branch discussed

involvement

in the F.B.P.:
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People in the communities where our programs
are in operation have come forth to cook and
donate their money and time as they see that
the program is for their benefit.
Also they
see it as a bright example of them using their
resources and energies, without the burden of a
bureaucratic program ... We honor the people
who care about our youth (The Black Panther.
3/28/70: 8).
On a given day at many F.B.P. sites
non—Panthers working

than Panthers.

with the Panthers'

view of serving

was not

in controlling

interested

initiating

them.

involvement

in

there were more

This was consistent
the people.

The B.P.P.

the programs but rather

The Party did not limit nonparty

their programs

to

individuals.

Throughout the nation local branches of the B.P.P.
encouraged

and

in developing

worked
and

with other organizations and groups

implementing F.B.P.'s.

the organizations who emulated
Young Lords, Patriots and
local groups began
B.P.P. convinced
open a F.B.P.
F.B.P.

to

the B.P.P.,

I Wor Kuen,

etc.,

implement programs.

a street gang,

(Clark,

In addition to

1973:5).

such as the
many small
In Chicago the

'The Black Disciples,'

to

In NYC Panthers worked

in a

run by a local European American neighborhood

organization.

The Black Panther newspaper

announcing F.B.P.'s
Panther. Jan.

10 ,

run by other organizations

Party had

(The Black

1970:4) .

The extent and
initiated F.B.P.'s

ran articles

effectiveness of the B.P.P.

are hard

to assess.

at least one F.B.P.

-

Each branch of the

and most had

more than one.
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In locals such as Harlem, NYC over 200 children were fed
daily.
week

The Kansas City branch served over 500 children a

(lb.e-B.lack Panther, 2/28/70:18).

Seattle, Washington

Panthers fed over 200 children weekly (H.C.I.S.,
1970:4352) •

The sheer number of children fed was not as

important to the B.P.P. as was the example that they put
forth.
Even investigators for the House Committee on
Internal Security testified that the idea of the F.B.P. had
generated a lot of support for the B.P.P.

They also stated

that during 1969, 1970, and 1971, many non-Panthers were
involved

in various free breakfast programs

1970:4352) .
provided

(H.C.I.S.,

During the year 1970 the Federal government

51,380

’free or reduced' breakfasts daily to

school children.

The average cost per meal was $.25.

A

1972 Department of Agriculture report stated that this
amount covered

the cost of one piece of white bread and a

half a glass of milk
1) .

(Nutrition and Human Needs. 1972, Part

In contrast the B.P.P.

over 3,200 children daily.
3,200.

initiated programs fed well
(32 branches times 100 equals

This figure is very conservative since I have no

data on other Panther-type F.B.P.'s.)

The meals at the

F.B.P.'s usually consisted of eggs, pancakes, or french
toast, bacon

(or another form of meat),

many occasions,

fruit.

juice, milk and on

Depending on availability, many
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sites allowed
families

the children to take home food

for their

(Shakur, 1987:220).

The Black Panther Party's free breakfast program (and
those inspired by them)

were to this author's knowledge the

most comprehensive free food program of its time.
mentioned earlier
B.P.P.

As

it was a strong source of support for the

The status and success of the F.B.P. caused alarm

among many governmental agencies.

The programs and staff

became targets of sabotage, police raids, and negative
propaganda.

Tn Philadelphia, PA, NYC, Chicago and

California various rumors were spread throughout the
community that the Panthers were poisoning the food or
teaching children to kill

(Bukhari Interview, 1988, The

Black Panther. 11/15/69).
was broken

into,

In Brooklyn, NY one F.B.P. site

the refrigerator was turned off and

posters torn from the walls

(The Black Panther.

2/28/70:18) .
Staff and children both were subjected
surveillance and

harassment.

to police

In Richmond, Cal. as

in other

cities, police made a practice of stopping and arresting
F.B.P. staff as they attempted to open the sites
morning

(The Black Panther. 10/29/69).

in the

In Chicago,

"The

policing of the centers has also had an effect on the
children

... Police take photos of them, a measure used to

create fear, as

if their presence alone isn't enough

Black Panther, Jan. 24, 1970:9).

(The.
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Another attempt to sabotage the F.B.P. was to
pressure local churches
programs.

into denying space for the

Rev. Lawson of Kansas City, Missouri was called

before the House Committee on Internal Security.

At the

hearing numerous Congressmen attacked him for his
involvement with the B.P.P. F.B.P..

This pastor's

superiors were notified of his Panther involvement.

In

response to such governmental pressure these church
officials sent a letter to both him and Congress condemning
his

involvement

(H.C.I.S., 1970).

In San Diego,

local

F.B.I. agents put "pressure on the Catholic hierarchy" to
ban a priest who allowed

the F.B.P. at his church.

priest was subsequently transferred

The

to New Mexico

(O'Reilly, 1989:316).
The open and at times clandestine pressure placed
upon members of the Afrikan American community contributed
to the resistance which the B.P.P. encountered
resources and

facilities.

in securing

As mentioned earlier, churches

still provided the strongest support for the F.B.P.
Increasingly,
hosts.

the B.P.P. encountered difficulties with site

The majority of opposition came, however,

landlords of buildings.

In his book,

from

"Racial Matters,"

Kenneth O'Reilly discusses the tactics of the F.B.I.
recruiting supporters

in

in their campaign against the B.P.P.;

"The recruiters sought persons who owned property in the
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ghetto or

had

(O'Reilly,

an

interest

in protecting ghetto property"

1989:268).

The confrontations with uncooperative landlords
helped

move

the B.P.P.

facilities.

By the beginning

began operating
places

to begin developing multi purpose

out of their own

like Los Angeles,

sites

control over

F.B.P.

quarters,

New

one building

offices,

and

This

facilities allowed

the Party more

for them to safeguard

the programs

It
from

and governmental pressure when these were housed

in Panther
The

In many

the physical resources of the programs.

a lot easier

sabotage

elsewhere,

the various survival programs.

consolidation of B.P.P.

was

NY and

the rank-and-file living
for

facilities.

San Francisco, Oakland,

Orleans, Chicago, Corona,
housed

of 1970 many local branches

facilities.
increase

in the use of B.P.P.

also subjected

the programs

facilities for the

to more direct assault

by law-enforcement agencies.

During police/F,B.1.

B.P.P.

Los Angeles and New Orleans,

facilities

the materials

for

in Chicago,

the breakfast programs were destroyed

(The Black Panther.

2/21/70:2-27).

the consolidation of the F.B.P. was
relations

and

raids on

Another disadvantage of
the reduced working

involvement of non-Panthers at such sites.
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Liberation Schools
During
began

1969,

instituting

using
other

the F.B.P.

'survival programs.'

first of such programs was the
Liberation

as a model,

One of the

'Liberation School.'

Schools were an out-growth of the

with children of the F.B.P.

the party

Frustrated

The

interaction

with the lack of

time to talk with the children, many Panthers were eager to
establish

liberation schools.

program was point number
Platform;

The basic mandate for this

five of the Ten Point Program and

"We want education for our people that exposes

the true nature of this decadent American society.
education

that teaches us our

the present-day society"

true history and

(Foner,

our

We want
role

in

1970:2).

From the outset of the B.P.P. children were drawn to
the local storefront offices.
enlisted
posters

the local children
(Seale,

New York,

in distributing

1970:147).

8/23/69:15,

Party felt a need
young people

the offices daily

1/28/70:9,

in constructive tasks

The Party held classes

and/or

2/28/70:18).

(P.E.)

and

for

The

involve these

and

file.

These

classes usually consisted
Little Red Book,

from The Black Panther.

held P.E. classes

(The

education.

for the rank

and discussing Chairman Mao's
articles

flyers and

from the outset to begin to

'Political Education'

Seale

In Philadelphia, Chicago and

young children frequented

Black Panther.

reading

In 1966 Newton and

The Party also

the general community.

These

of
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sessions usually consisted
discussions around

of a Party member leading

individual articles

in The Black

Panther.
Following
headquarters,

the mid-1969 Party purge the national

located

in Oakland, CA, began

leadership political education.
and

instituting

Within these classes

local

national leaders studied both B.P.P. philosophy and

advanced

theory such as dialectical materialism and Marxism

(Shakur,

1987:220).

The
similar

initial

to the other political education classes held by

the B.P.P.
either

liberation classes were short classes,

These classes were held

Saturdays

or

Sundays.

in the local offices on

The curriculum was consistant

with the Ten Point Program and Platform of the B.P.P., news
articles on
learning

local events

and

singing

from The Black Panther,

and

the

of songs.

Although point #5 of the Ten Point Program and
Platform calls

for an

true

these

history,'

lessons

in

history.

contemporary,
relating

to

'...

liberation classes rarely dealt with
The subject matter was generally very

usually dealing with events and

the B.P.P.

One of the major
classes was
well as

education that teaches us our

figures

itself.
topics of these liberation school

the treatment of Panthers by the government,

the role of

the government

Afrikan American communities.

institutions within

The B.P.P.

as

the

interpretation of
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the roles of the police,

schools, hospitals, landlords and

store owners was discussed and
surrounding and

related to specific events

involving the B.P.P. or the local

community.
Although the particular
var*e<^

issues or subject matter

f^oni program to program,

the underlying goal of the

youth educational programs of the B.P.P. was to establish
what they considered

'revolutionary principles' within the

future revolutionaries.'

Discipline,

respect and

Afrikan Americans were strongly emphasized,
to

the community

11/15/69) .

A teacher

school wrote:
the big

(Foner,

1970:170-172;

in one San Francisco liberation

"The first thing

family and what

all brothers and

(The Black Panther.

as was service

The Black Panther.

it

is

I

teach the kids

all about.

is

In the big

we do not hit or swear at the brothers and
are

love for

about
family

the sisters.

We

sisters because we all are not free"
11/15/69) .

The Party felt that

age-integrated classes would promote a cooperative
atmosphere
assisting

in which the older children were responsible for
the younger ones.

As with
regarded

its other community programs,

the B.P.P.

the role of their youth education program as

developing

the foundation

for

independent people's

institutions .
One of the

first examples of the Party's political

education of local youth was

the 1967 killing of a local
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Oakland

man by the police.

enlist the neighborhood

Not only did

youth

in the distribution of Party

literature, but they also held
nature of
(Seale,

1970:76) .
NY

the spring

the Party held

and

training.

liberation classes

summer of 1969.

classes were held by young
in

impromptu classes on the

the police within the Afrikan American community

In Harlem,
during

Many of these

'community workers'

conditions within

folk/civil

for

around

it related

to

One of the popular

the children was singing

(usually either traditional Afrikan American

rights songs or popular tunes with the words

to reflect the B.P.P.'s political message).

Another major
often

how

the Harlem community.

activities of these classes
Panther songs

and Panthers

The subject of the classes centered

the Ten Point Program and Platform and

changed

the Panthers

the

attraction at the classes were films.

films were on the B.P.P.

Most

or other documentaries

on Afrikan American struggle.
The 1969 Harlem classes
country were very

informal.

space with chairs

and

like many throughout the
There usually was not a formal

a blackboard;

rather, many classes

were held directly outside the storefront offices, while
others were conducted

in local parks.

local Panthers provided
activities.

snacks

and

held

In some areas

the

recreational

One of the favorite activities of many young

participants of these classes was close—order drills.
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In Harlem during
watch as
parks.

this period many children would

rank-and-file Panthers practiced drills
These children would

Panthers,

marching

in local

in turn emulate the older

through the streets, chanting Panther

slogans.
By the fall of 1969 the B.P.P.
more formalized

'liberation schools.'

liberation classes,
formal.

Many of

about three to
year and
served

Unlike the previous

the liberation schools were much more

the liberation schools were

four

hours once a week during

full time during

meals

had begun to develop

the summer.

in session for
the school

A number of them

(lunch, breakfast and/or a snack).

The curriculum at most liberation schools
basic

academic

education.
organized

skills

At many liberation schools,

attend

historical

trips were

to allow students to participate

demonstrations or
Following

as well as political and

included

in

trials of local Panther members.

are the comments of a teacher at a Berkeley, CA

liberation school

in the summer of 1969:

One mother of five told me that her children
made satisfactory grades in school, but when
she saw the work they were doing in the
liberation school, such as choosing articles
and writing about them or giving an oral report
about an event that happened in the world, she
smiled with pride; she said 'their work shows
that they can relate to what is happening to
them and other poor people in the world.'
Some
of the children who can't even write, try
because they understand that we are there to
help each other (Foner, 1970:172).
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An offshoot of the liberation schools were the
various youth events sponsored by local B.P.P. chapters and
branches.

In San Francisco, for example,

they organized a

street festival for city youth (The Black Panther .
7/4/70:16) .
In 1970 the B.P.P. began to establish day care
centers.

These centers were originally organized

for infants of Panther members
Algiers) .

to care

(Philadelphia, L.A.,

Eventually, some centers expanded to include

community people.
During this same year, the B.P.P. established a
full-time school in Oakland, CA.

Initially it was called

"The Huey P. Newton Youth Institute" but the name was
eventually changed

to "The Oakland Community School."

Sometime between 1971 and 1975 the school was incorporated,
and operated separately from the B.P.P.
Community School outlived

The Oakland

the B.P.P., eventually receiving

government funding, becoming accredited.

The school gained

much publicity during the mid to late 1970's, as a model
for community run alternative educational institutions

(The

Black Panther. 1/8/72:G) .

The Food Program
Another program which developed out of the original
F.B.P. was the free food program.

Food distribution was

one of the first of the survival programs which addressed
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the needs of those other than children.
feeding children in the morning,

In the process of

the B.P.P. was confronted

with the reality that children were not the only ones
hungry in the Afrikan American community.

They realized

that the parents and older members of the community were
also in need of food.
The food program began in the early part of 1970 and
had

its biggest success

in California.

In the Hunters

Point section of San Francisco, at one of the first
programs over 1,500 bags of food were distributed
community

(The Black Panther. 3/21/70:7) .

to the

At one food

rally over 100,000 bags of food were distributed rally

(The

Black Panther. l/8/72:C; Newton, 1973:180M).
The food distribution program was fairly easy for the
party to implement.
that used

Basically the process was similar to

for the F.B.P. only it was on a larger scale.

Panthers would collect food,
and

temporarily store it, bag

then distribute it at food

it,

rallies.

The party became very efficient at implementing this
program.

Although there is very little written

documentation on the particulars of the methods used
obtaining the food
process.
for a food

in

it is possible to piece together the

In order to secure the quantity of food necessary
rally,

the Party solicited contributions from

regional supermarket chains such as
California,'

'Safeway of Northern

rather than approach individual store managers
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as was the case for the Free Breakfast Program (The Black
Panther. 1972:C) .
This new method of obtaining resources allowed the
Party to deal in much greater quantity then was possible
earlier.

Of all the programs of the Party, the food

ra^-lies had
event.

the ability to serve the most people at one

Through the Free Food Program Party members

demonstrated a professional-type ability necessary to
transport, store, package, and distribute large quantities
of food.

This operation required

trucks, cold storage,

warehouses and an army of workers to bag and hand out the
food.

(Cooperative food banks and small distribution

centers

in 1989 require a staff of experienced and skilled

workers as well as a tremendous amount of operating funds.
The Western Mass Food Bank costs over $500,000 annually to
operate and

in major metropolitan cities such as N.Y.C. the

budget is close to five million dollars

[information

provided by Ms. Cathern D'Amato of the Western Mass Food
Bank] .)
Although the party became highly proficient in
operating
and

this program,

involvement.

it limited community participation

With the exception of the baggers and

those handing out the bags, there was little opportunity
for community people to be involved.

The program was an

example of the workability of mass food distribution but it
lacked

the grass roots participation of the other survival
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programs.

With this program, the B.P.P. deemphasized the

educational quality of their work and

focused upon serving

the masses.
There were a few incidents connected with the food
program which were inconsistent with past Black Panther
Party programs and practices.

One was that in September of

1970, under the direction of recently released Newton, the
B.P.P. delivered
CA

food to striking auto workers

(The—Black—Panther. 10/10/70) .

in Richmond,

The providing of food to

striking workers marked a shift in the Party's definition
of serving the masses.
confined

Until that time, the party had

their programs for the poorest of the population.

Seldom did

the Party utilize its survival programs to serve

a specific political group such as a labor union.

The

breakfast programs served all children who attended and
Panther members were very conscious of not using the
program for political purposes.

With the assisting of a

striking labor group the Panther Party was maneuvering for
political support rather than meeting the needs of the
masses.
Another

interesting event took place in 1973 long

after the Party's programs and platform had changed and the
Party had become a local organization.

With the reputation

of the Oakland Panthers for distributing massive quantities
of food,

the Panthers acted as the distributors for the one

million dollars worth of food given away by San Francisco
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newspaper owner Randolph Hearst as partial ransom for his
kidnapped daughter, Patty Hearst.

Hearst first attempted

to distribute the food on his own, but the effort proved
chaotic and a riot broke out at the distribution sites.
Once the Black Panther Party was called
distributed

in the food was

in an orderly and professional manner.

It

should be pointed out that the only connection between the
B.P.P. and the Hearst kidnapping was that the Party
distributed

food donated

Francisco Chronicle:

to the people by Hearst

(San

The Black Panther. 1974) .

This food distribution effort further exemplified the
continuing proficiency of the party programs.
demonstrated

the Party's developing willingness to work

with established
and

It also

institutions;

i.e., the Hearst foundation

local law enforcement agencies.

Clothing Programs
One program conceived of prior to the Hearst/Panther
food

rally was the Probation/Golfbag Production Program.

This program was to serve as a state correctional
pre-release program,
operation.

as well as a golfbag production

It was the Party's idea to secure a contract to

manufacture golfbags.

With the extra resources and savings

from wages the Party was to manufacture and distribute
clothing and shoes free throughout the community.
workers would be ex-offenders released

The

from California
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prisons and assigned to work at the Black Panther Party
golfbag

factories

(The Black Panther.

8/2/71:E)

This proposed program, although quite different, was
an outgrowth of the free clothing programs.

The original

program consisted of local rank and file members soliciting
neighborhood cleaners and clothing stores for clothing
donations.

The community at large was also called upon to

donate used clothing.

The clothes were then distributed on

a continuing basis at local B.P.P. facilities or during
major clothing rallies.

These earlier clothing rallies

were usually held during street fairs, political rallies,
or during special survival fairs
or schools.

in neighborhood centers,

The volume of clothing distributed varied from

locale to locale.

At one Baltimore, MD clothing rally held

in 1970 over 250 articles of clothing were distributed
Black Panther. 6/2/70:5) .

(The

In most cases neighborhood

residents either donated or picked up clothes from the
various B.P.P. facilities.
efficient

in distributing

This practice, although not too
large quantities of clothes, did

facilitate community participation.
One of the first clothing rallies was held
NY at a local school.

in Harlem,

The rally was attended by hundreds

of Afrikan American and Latino welfare recipients who were
able to choose from 500 square feet of tables full of
donated clothing

(The Black Panther, 11/1/69:19).

It took

place following the fall opening of school in recognition
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of meeting

the particular needs of the community.

As

stated by Defense Captain Carlton Yearwood;
The Free Clothing Drive was initiated to help
serve the Welfare Recipients in clothing their
children for school ... because we clearly see
that the government does not care if we send
our children to school properly dressed or not
(The Black Panther. 11/1/69:19) .

Medical/Health Program
One successful grass-roots program which also
expanded
B.P.P.

and developed were the free medical clinics.

initiated

a medical and health care program,

The

in the

early part of 1969.
Various chapters of the party began working with
health professionals and medical students conducting
medical check ups in the local communities.

Conditions and

problems such as high blood pressure, sickle cell anemia,
lead poisoning, and drug abuse were some of the major
concerns of the initial medical programs.

Blood and

blood-pressure testing, nutritional counseling, general
check ups, and drug counseling were some of the services
provided by the first Black Panther medical teams.
the Panthers who worked

Most of

in these medical teams were trained

by medical volunteers who were either medical students or
professional nurses and physicians.

At first B.P.P.

members concentrated on acquiring first aid skills.
this end many branches conducted

To

first aid classes among

Ill

the rank and

file.

The first medical cadres of the Party

were also responsible for the medical needs of the rank and
file members.
The following

is an excerpt from Harlem Panther

Assata Shakur concerning her involvement in the N.Y.
chapter medical cadre.
The medical cadre was responsible for the
health care of the Panthers.
We made medical
and dental appointments for them and taught
them basic first aid so that they could help
the people in emergencies.
We also set up
tables on the street corners and gave free TB
tests or gave out information on sickle-cell
anemia.
It was also my job to work with the
Black medical students and doctors who we were
counting on to help us set up a free clinic in
Harlem.
Every week all the medical cadre members
from the Bronx, Brooklyn, Harlem, Jamaica, and
Corona branches met ... The head of the medical
cadre was Alaywa, and from the first moment she
gained my response and admiration.
She was
serious about everything that concerned Black
people, when it came to their health she was a
fanatic (Shakur, 1987:217).
Although the Harlem branch never did establish a free
health clinic the Panthers worked with progressive European
American and Puerto Rican medical people in a clinic on the
Lower Eastside of Manhattan.

In Brooklyn, N.Y. there was

The New York 21 Community Health Clinic.

Aside from

physical examinations, various tests and basic medical
treatment,

the clinic focused upon health education and

preventive medicine

(The Black Panther, 2/28/69:17) .

Portland, Oregon the B .P .P ./N.C.C.F. established The

In
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People's Health Clinic which was open five days a week
three hours

for

(The Black Panther. 2/28/69:17) .

Of all efforts to establish health clinics throughout
the nation during 1970 and 1971 two stand out as extremely
successful.

One of these clinics operated

in Chicago and

the other in Boston.
Sometime

in January or February of 1970, the Illinois

Chapter of the B.P.P. began establishing medical clinics.
In March the Rockford,
Paj3_t_hej^,

3/21/70:8) .

IL Branch opened a clinic

(The Black

A couple of months earlier the

Chicago branch opened

the Surgeon Jake Winter's Peoples

Medical Care Center.

The clinic served over 2,000 people

within the first two months of its existence.

The center

was staffed by gynecologist, obstetricians, dentists,
pediatricians, optometrists, general practitioners, R.N.s,
lab-technicians, and public advocates.

The B.P.P. held

weekly informational meetings for the public.

They also

organized community volunteers, and medical students to
canvass the community,

testing for lead poisoning sickle

cell anemia, and diabetes.
4/3/71:3)

Although this

medical staff and

had

(The Black Panther. 1/29/70 &

clinic was staffed by qualified

adequate equipment, the city health

authorities repeatedly attempted to close it down.

In

addition to government harassment the clinic was also
subjected

to various break-ins,

in which nothing was taken
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but equipment was vandalized.
fired

into the clinic

On one occasion shots were

(The Black Panther. 3/28/70:8).

The Surgeon Jake Winter's Peoples Medical Care Center
named after a Illinois chapter member who was shot and
killed by Chicago police on November 13, 1969, exemplified
a combination of B.P.P. members, other skilled people, and
the general community working together on a specific
survival program.
itself.

The B.P.P. was unable to implement it by

Through the work with progressive students and

medical professionals the Party was able to utilize their
advanced skills on

a grassroots community level.

The

Party facilitated the process of medical skills and
services coming
communities.

into the Afrikan American and other poor

The health clinic also involved community

people as participants

in the maintenance of the program.

By encouraging the community to participate in the medical
cadres,

the Party was not only providing medical care to

the community but was also training community people in
public health.
Another highly successful clinic which drew large
community participation was the People's Free Health Clinic
started by the Massachusetts chapter of the B.P.P.
in May of 1970, the clinic was housed

Opened

in a trailer on land

seized by the Boston Black United Front in an attempt to
stop the city from building a highway through the Afrikan
American community.

In addition to holding public health
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classes,

the Boston center also trained

lab technicians,

nursing assistants, and medical secretaries.
One of the motivating

incidents which propelled the

establishment of the Boston Peoples Health Centers was the
shooting death of an Afrikan American patient by police at
Boston General Hospital.

The B.P.P. used this incident to

mobilize support for community control of medical care.
the opening ceremony,

At

the mother of the slain man, Ms.

Julia Mack, donated a portrait of her son to the clinic.
At the first anniversary of the clinic's opening,
over one hundred community people attended a dinner
celebration.
support

At this event Ms. Mack was honored

for her

(The Black Panther. 6/12/71:15) .

The Boston Peoples Health Center, like the one in
Chicago, was successful in providing medical care to the
community in a professional manner while continuing to
involve the community in the operation of the program.
During 1971 the B.P.P. launched

a national campaign

to raise the public consciousness on the issue of sickle
cell anemia.

In addition to their national testing

campaign enacted
participant
dedicated

in 1970 , the B.P.P. was a leading

in the establishment of a research foundation

to combating Sickle Cell Anemia

(The Black,

Panther, l/8/72:G).
Another aspect of the B.P.P.'s work around health
care consisted of articles and

reports in the Party
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newspaper.

These articles reported on proper diets,

history and symptoms of specific diseases, and analysis of
the health industry in the United States.
The B.P.P. also reported on the substandard medical
services provided Afrikan Americans and other poor
communities.

Articles on treatment and conditions within

hospitals and clinics appeared
paper.

frequently in the Party's

One of the major problems confronting people at

such facilities was the extensive paperwork and
bureaucracy.

The Party was particularly sensitive to the

treatment of persons receiving public assistance.
Panther, Margaret Turner,
clinic

A

referring to a B.P.P. health

in Philadelphia, PA., wrote:
The amount of money the person has, should not
be the decisive factor in the type of treatment
that he receives.
The all to familiar case in
the lives of people in a capitalist society —
is profit over human value ... The clinic is
run by doctors and nurses who have donated
their time to serve the people.
Federal funds
and help from the Department of Public
Assistance will not be accepted.
The doctors
know that they are there to serve the people,
as human beings, and this will be the practice
of the clinics and the doctors.
We serve the
people not the paper gods"
(The Black Panther,
5/19/70:9).

CHAPTER 5
WORKING COALITIONS

The B.P.P. had working relations with a few
organizations.

Throughout

its history, there were some

attempts at developing coalitions and united

fronts.

One

of the Party's first efforts at building coalitions was the
proposed drafting of three S.N.C.C. leaders

into the B.P.P.

In the early stages of the Party's campaign to free
Huey Newton

(Jan. 1968) , Bobby Seale and Eldridge Cleaver

made numerous trips to Southern California and Washington,
D.C. to confer with S.N.C.C. leaders James Forman and
Stokely Carmichael.

Both Seale and Cleaver felt that these

individuals would provide the needed publicity on the
plight of Huey Newton.

The B.P.P. wanted to enlist

S.N.C.C.

in a working alliance around the freedom of

Newton.

In particular,

the Party was interested

in

developing a working relation with Carmichael, who at that
time was one of the leading Black Power advocates.
Impressed with their discussions with Carmichael, Seale and
Cleaver decided

to propose to draft three top figures in

S.N.C.C., Forman, Carmichael, and Rap Brown onto the Black
Panther Party Central Committee.
Many of the plans to draft the S.N.C.C. leaders
centered

around

their appearance at a huge
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rally/celebration planned
the Party's

for Newton's birthday.

idea that the S.N.C.C.

leader's presence at

such an event would draw national attention.
his

arrival

jail and

and

(The Black Panther.

held

for Newton's defense.

leaders Carmichael, Forman,
support to both Newton's

and

At this

rally

Brown spoke.

Each

freedom and

to the program

the B.P.P.
Following speeches by the S.N.C.C.

announced
other

a B.P.P.

- S.N.C.C.

rally was

Forman,

and

the drafting

The only details

Affairs,

Rap Brown, James

appointed Minister of Foreign

Brown, Minister of Justice and Carmichael was

Prime Minister
In

of H.

Stokely Carmichael onto the Central Committee

the B.P.P. Forman was

named

alliance.

leaders. Cleaver

than statements of support and unity which were given

at this

of

a rally at the

Auditorium in which one thousand people attended

S.N.C.C.

of

in

3/15/68:2).

1968 The B.P.P.

$10,000 was raised

pledged

fact, upon

a news conference which was covered

On February 17,
Oakland

In

in California, Carmichael visited Newton

then held

nationally

It was

his book

(The Black Panther.

Seize the Time.

Cleaver were primarily
Carmichael,

but Carmichael was

dispute within
contention

interested

S.N.C.C.

Seale states that he and
in

joining

involved

leadership.

that the B.P.P. drafted

3/16/68:15) .

It

in an
is

forces with
internal

Seale's

all three leaders

to
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avoid becoming

involved

in

the

internal dispute within

S.N.C.C.
Following

the February 1968 rally and draft,

there

is

little evidence of actual work between the two
organizations.

In reviewing The Black Panther npwspappr

from late 1967 until the fall of 1968,
announcements of S.N.C.C.
S.F./Oakland

sponsored

one finds numerous

events held

Bay area.

Within a year of the February 1968 rally,
of the drafted
published
(1970)

S.N.C.C.

leaders were dropped

list of B.P.P.

leaders.

both Eldridge Cleaver and

had

of Newton’s charge

is

the names

from the

The following year
Huey Newton held

conference charging Carmichael with being
The basis

in the

a press

a C.I.A. agent.

the fact that Carmichael

made damaging public statements about the B.P.P.

same time
conducting

at the

that the House Committee on Internal Security was
an national

Black Panther.

investigation of the B.P.P.

(The

9/5/70) .

Another coalition established by the Party was the
alliance with the European American,
Peace

and Freedom Party

(P.F.P) .

San Francisco based

The basis of this working

relationship was

a pledge that the P.F.P. would provide

needed

for

and

resources

the B.P.P.'s campaign

that the P.F.P. would

local and

to Free Huey,

also support B.P.P.

national elections.

For

leaders

in

their part the B.P.P.
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was to assist the P .F .P .

in voter-registration drives in

the Afrikan American communities of the Bay area.
The B.P,P,/p „F .P . alliance produced

far more material

benefits for the Party than did the S.N.C,C,/B,P.P.
alliance.

In fact,

the material aid

the major basis of this alliance was

and publicity apparatus placed at the

disposal of the B.P.P.

The Panthers were given sound

trucks, sound equipment for rallies, enhanced duplicating
capacity for posters and

flyers, as well as funds for

Newton's legal defense.

The P .F .P. also sponsored the 1968

presidential campaign of the Minister of Information,
Eldridge Cleaver.

The Cleaver presidential campaign was a

very important endeavor for the transformation of the
B.P.P. from a local/statewide organization into a national
one.

With the funds supplied by the Peace and Freedom

Party, Cleaver, and

the B.P.P. had

the pretext to travel

the country.
Running on a platform of
B.P.P.

'Free Huey', and the

Ten point program and platform. Cleaver traveled

the nation gathering support for Newton's defense and the
programs of the B.P.P.
trips to meet and
B.P.P.

The Party used

these campaign

talk with local people interested

Using the resources of the P.F.P.,

in the

the Panthers

began to organize local people to work on the Cleaver
presidential campaign.
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Alprentice Bunchy Carter, a Panther who was
originally from Southern California, led the organizing
efforts for both the Cleaver campaign and the eventual
Southern California chapter of the B.P.P.
1968

(Seale:1970) .

in January of

On campaign trips to New York City,

the Panthers met with a young man named Jordon Ford.

Ford

went on to organize the New York chapter in April of 1968.
The Cleaver presidential campaign was viewed by the
B.P.P. solely as a way to gather support and organize on a
national level.

In that respect it was a tremendous help

to the growth of the B.P.P.

The role of the P.F.P.

in the

coalition was less of a partner and more of a support
apparatus for the B.P.P.
In the San Francisco/Oakland Bay Area,

the coalition

between these two Parties was a little more operational.
In the Bay Area, Panthers worked with the P.F.P.
registering voters.

in

In communities such as Oakland,

Berkeley and San Francisco, the P.F.P. ran other members of
the B.P.P. for local offices.
U.S. Congress

Kathleen Cleaver ran for

in San Francisco, Bobby Seale ran in

Berkeley, and the Party ran Huey Newton in Oakland.
The members of the P.F.P. worked
American communities

in campaigning for these candidates,

while the B.P.P. continued
American communities.

in the European

its organizing

in the Afrikan

Although there were disputes between
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the two organizations,

the P .F .P. usually followed

the

desires of the B.P.P.
Even though the B.P.P. was not really
obtaining public office. Party efforts
primaries drew Newton and
thus qualifying

them for

Seale over

interested

in

in the 1968 local

25,000 votes apiece,

the general election

(Seale

1970:239) .
The above-mentioned
organizations operated
allowed

efforts

to the advantage of the B.P.P.

the Party to gain publicity and

San Francisco/Oakland Bay Area.
S.N.C.C.

alliance,

arrangement.
since

to work with other

national

In the case of the

there was never an actual working

level.

resources

the Party added material

to their efforts at local organizing

growth.

Although the benefits of this

national

in scope,

a national

members did
working

relations,

leaders were better known on the

In the P .F .P. coalition

on

support outside the

The only benefit was one of public

the S.N.C.C.

They

the B.P.P.

level.

not work

Panthers
together

and national

relationship were

and P .F .P. did not cooperate
and Peace and Freedom Party
in New York or Chicago.

relations between the two areas were confined

the Bay Area and

Los Angeles California.

The
to
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Alliances with Latin American Organizations
By the summer of 1969 the B.P.P. was

a national

organization with over 32 chapters and branches throughout
the United

States

established

working

organizations.
the B.P.P.

(The Black Panther .
relations with a

6/3/69) .

It had

few local and

regional

Many of these organizations were similar to

in program,

ideology,

appearance,

and mode of

operation.
Of the various organizations working with the B.P.P.,
four
Kuen,

stand
and

B.P.P.,

out;

The Brown Berets,

the Young Patriots.

their own

One of the primary factors
alliances was

Lords,

Although patterned

these organizations maintained

leadership and pursued

I Wor
after the

an autonomous

agendas.
in

the success of these

the Party's belief that each national

minority

(or

colony')

should

allowed

The Young

in

their words each
organize

in

'domestic

third world

its own community.

This

the Party to work with Mexican Americans, Asian

Americans,

and Puerto Ricans,

as well as poor European

American organizations with a limited

amount of

competition.
One of the

first third world

organizations to

establish an alliance with the B.P.P.,
American Brown Berets of

Southern California.

California Chapter of the B.P.P.
supported

each others'

was the Mexican

work.

and

The Southern

the Brown Berets

Each organization
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participated
Panther.

in various events of the other

8/15/70:21.

(The Black

1/23/71:5).

To help organize Mexican Americans,

the B.P.P.

summer of 1969 printed part of their newspaper
(The Black Panther.
printed

8/16/69,

9/6/69).

in the

in Spanish.

The Party also

articles which dealt with organizing

efforts

in the

Latin American communities of Southern California.
Another

ally was

the Young Lords Organization/Party.

Originally a Chicago street gang,

the Young

Organization

in 1969 by Cha Cha

Jimenez.

was

founded

The Chicago B.P.P. worked with the Y.L.O.

eliminating
and

(Y.L.O.)

Lords

inter-gang

B.P.P. worked

in

violence

(Foner 1970).

joint programs such as

Jake Winter's Peoples Medical Care Center,

in

The Y.L.O.

the Surgeon
as well as

free

breakfast programs.
In New York
Young

the local chapter also worked with the

Lords organization.

with the Chicago group and
the B.P.P. continued
B.P.P. continued

When the New York Y.L.O. broke
formed

the Young Lords Party,

to support both factions.

to work with the Y.L.O.,

York Chapter maintained

working

The Chicago

while the New

relations with the new

Y.L.P .
The Harlem N.Y.C.

Branch of the B.P.P.

bit of contact with the N.Y.C. Young

had

Lords Party.

quite a
Aside

from the mutual assistance of each others' programs such as
medical clinic,

and breakfast programs,

and

food clothing
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distribution, each group came to the assistance of the
other

in times of governmental attacks.
The Young Lords did extensive propaganda work

in the

Puerto Rican neighborhoods around the issue of the arrest
of the New York 21.

The Lords would send their members to

the courthouse during demonstrations.

When a member of the

Young Lord Party was arrested and found hanged

in his jail

cell, the N.Y. B.P.P. mobilized their members and
supporters to assist the Lords in a protest action.

Both

organizations also served on numerous multi-organizational
efforts such as citywide housing and student coalitions
(The Black Panther. 12/26/70:3).
During the funeral for the slain Y.L.P. member. Young
Lords and Black Panthers were stationed throughout the
church with arms.

Panthers also served as part of the

honor guard and bearers

(The Black Panther. 11/7/70:5).

Asian Americans
Another,

less active coalition was with a

Chinese-American organization I Wor Kuen and The Red
Guard.

As with the Young Lords Party, I Wor Kuen and The

Red Guard

focused

their organizing efforts within the

working class communities.

Their primary target area was

the Chinatowns of New York City, Los Angeles, and
Francisco .

San
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One of the unifying
organizations and

factors between these two

the B.P.P. was

their adherence to the

teachings of Chinese leader Mao/Tsetung.
they also believed
and

took

Like the B.P.P. ,

that the oppression of Asian Americans

the form of each national minority group

constituting

a domestic colony.

The B.P.P.

and The Red

Guard participated

in

joint

activities similar to those shared with the Y.L.O./P.
interesting
that

aspect of this working

for many B.P.P. members,

Guard

and

One

relation was the fact

the contact with The Red

I Wor Kuen members was

their

first serious

contact with the Asian American community.

Working Class European Americans
One of the European American organizations which had
organizing
Party.

relations with the B.P.P. was the Young Patriot

Founded

Chicago,

in White working-class neighborhoods of

the Young Patriots were an anti-racist,

pro-socialist organization.
Organization,
gangs.

In

belonged

many Young Patriots had

their roots

in

the case of the Patriots many of them had

to motorcycle gangs

In New York City,
upper

As with the Young Lords

(Foner 1970:239).

The Young Patriots organized

on the

eastside of Manhattan which has been a traditional

German-American working class neighborhood.
West coast Peace and Freedom Party,

Unlike the

the Young Patriots were
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not middle-class students or counter culture/hippy types.
The Patriots claimed

to be from the true poor and working

class culture of Appalachia.
students
to work

Rather

than organize among

and progressive European Americans,
in areas where Afrikan Americans

world peoples would not be welcomed

and

(Foner,

they attempted
other third
1970:239).

The National Front Against Fascism
The B.P.P.
above-mentioned

had working

relations with the

organizations before the summer of 1969.

The relations were loose and unstructured;
official platform which united
During

the spring

of 1969,

were held

the conference, workshops

issues and

views were

The objective of the conference was to develop

a United Front to
Unlike

fight

was seeking

larger

S.N.C.C.

added publicity and

organization,

Fascism conference
most dynamic

'fascism'.

the 1968 Free Huey Birthday rally when the

B.P.P.

Of

together all the progressive

During

at which various

discussed.

the various organizations.

the B.P.P. began to organize a

conference which would bring
militant organizations.

there was no

support from the

at the National Front Against

the Party was clearly the largest and

of all the participating

formations.

the progressive European American organizations

participating

in

the conference,

the Black Panther Party as

most clearly recognized

the leading

'revolutionary'
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organization

in

the United

the Students

for

the B.P.P.

revolutionary struggle

and Freedom Party and
proclaimed

A few months earlier

a Democratic Society

publicly recognized
U.S.

States.

(S.D.S.),

had

as the vanguard party

(Foner 1970:225).

in the

The Peace

the Young Patriots Party had

already

their endorsement of the B.P.P.'s platform and

programs.
Of the Third World
had

already demonstrated

organizations participating, most
their active support of the B.P.P.

program.

The Young Lords Organization,

Kuen,

The Red

and

all had programs

Guard,

Brown Berets,

I Wor

leading groups at the conference,

and platforms similar to the B.P.P.

With the exception of the many small communist
oriented

European American groups,

American nationalist organizations,
groups

the majority of people

supported

the programs

of the B.P.P.

and

local student

in attendance already

and platform of the B.P.P.

that 4,000 people attended
to the level of

a few small Afrikan

The fact

the conference can be attributed

individual and small organizational support

and

their allies.

The conference

failed

to

attract the many organizations who were not already
participating

in B.P.P.

or B.P.P.-type activities.

sense of developing

a broad united

thus not successful

in drawing

and

elements.

In the

front the conference was

together various

What the conference did

factions

accomplish was

to
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consolidate B.P.P.'s support.

It strengthened

the ties

which already existed.
Another

function that the conference served

allow many small local and

student organizations

was

to

from areas

where the B.P.P. was not present to meet and be exposed
the Party.

The Party straightened

support among

and consolidated

the same populations they had

working with:

Among militant and

young working-class urban youth.

to

their

already been

radical students and
Older, more established

civil rights groups were not present, nor were many of the
Afrikan American cultural nationalists such as LeRoi Jones
(Imari Baraka).
By mid-1969,
to organize
conference

there was

little evidence of an effort

in the Southeast of the United
in July of 1969 did

States.

The

little to change that

situation.

National Committee to Combat Fascism
Following
Conference,

the United Front Against Fascism

the B.P.P.

went on to form the National

Committee to Combat Fascism

(N.C.C.F.).

to be a follow up of the unity developed
conference.

Since

This

formation was

from the

the conference was a reaffirmation of

established Party support,

the N.C.C.F. developed

quasi - B.P.P.

The N.C.C.F.

organizing

affiliate.

agents of

into a

offices served

the Black Panther Party.

In fact.

as
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since

the 1969 B.P.p. purge#

there was a moratorium on the

establishment of new Party branches
Party facilities

following

1969,

and chapters.

were N.C.C.F. offices.

There were no separate N.C.C.F.
philosophy,

or directives.

Most new

leadership#

Persons working

rules#

in a N.C.C.F.

office operated under the leadership of the B.P.P.#
Panther work.

and did

Members of the Black Panther Party did

out of N.C.C.F.

offices,

leadership roles.

and usually they were

In a sense#

the organizational rank

and

work

in

the N.C.C.F. branches became

file of the B.P.P.

In some locations European Americans were allowed
be part of the N.C.C.F.
occurred

European American participation

only where the N.C.C.F. was

European American communities.
Illinois

the N.C.C.F. membership

Americans.

to

involved

in working

in

In Berkeley and Chicago#
included European

Exceedingly few European Americans belonged

to

the N.C.C.F.
For
N.C.C.F.

the most part the only difference between a
office and

the N.C.C.F.

a Black Panther Party office was

office was established

following

that

the 1969

purge.

Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention
A year
conference#

after

the National Front Against Fascism

the B.P.P.

conference which would

again attempted

to hold

a national

represent the desires and

views of
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the entire militant radical movement
In connection with this

in the United

later party effort

to undertake the rewriting of the United

States.

it was decided

States

Constitution.
The concept of the Revolutionary Peoples
Constitutional Convention was
united

far less ambitious than the

front, because this time the Party was not calling

for a long

term commitment.

The Constitutional Convention was
two stages.

First,

to take place

there was a preliminary session.

this planning session various organizations and
were to develop the

issues/workshops

the actual convention.

A few months

organizations who participated
were

At

interests

to be conducted during
later the members and

in the planning sessions

to reconvene and draft a new peoples constitution.
The preliminary session was held

September

4-6,

1970

Between 15,000
Panther.
and

in

at Temple University,

to 20,000 people attended

9/19/70 ,

individuals

organizations

over the weekend

10/31/70:7)

of

in Philadelphia.
(The Black

including many organizations

from European American women's

liberation

as well as Afrikan American separatist

nationalists.
Some of the

issues discussed

for Afrikan Americans, cultural
rights,
and

welfare rights,

Vietnam veterans

were a separate nation

liberation, gay and

housing, drug

lesbian

abuses, world peace,

(The Black Panther,

9/19/70:1) .
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Many grassroots organizers attended the first session
in Philadelphia.

Unlike the July 1969 conference, this one

was attended by people and organizations from southeastern
states such as Florida and North Carolina.

Present also at

the conference were representatives from the Afrikan
liberation movements, Palestinian struggle, Germany,
Colombia, and Brazil.
Two of the possible reasons for the great diversity
and

the magnitude of the participation was the broad range

of issues to be discussed and the fact that Huey Newton had
been released
session.

less than two months prior to the preliminary

Crowds

in the thousands turned out to hear Newton

speak for the first time on the East Coast.
the Party membership on the East Coast,

For much of

this was an

opportunity to hear and see the man for whose freedom they
had been endlessly working.

For much of the rank and file

attending the plenary session it was sort of a celebration
of their victory.
For many of the East Coast rank and

file membership,

the idea of finally meeting their leader was far more
pressing than participating

in the various workshops.

Zayd

Milik Shakur, Deputy Min. of Information of the NY state
chapter describes the difficulty in accommodating the
massive crowds wanting to see and hear Newton;

"Upon

arriving at the 4,200 seat Temple University gymnasium and
seeing several thousand

(more)

people beating at the doors
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trying to gain entrance
Huey would speak again

... we made an announcement that
...

-

(The Black Panther .

9/19/70:1).
As

it turned out the B.P.P. decided against Newton

speaking a second

time.

Although the Party took many

opportunities to apologize, many in the B.P.P. were
disturbed by the behavior of many of those attempting to
hear Newton.

In the same article sited above, Shakur

addressed such displeasure;

"It must be pointed out that

Huey P. Newton is not an entertainer.
Philadelphia simply relating to the
'song'

Some people were in

'singer' and not the

and had lost sight as to why we were there

(The Black Panther.

... "

9/19/70).

In spite of the overwhelming desire to see and hear,
Newton the fact that over 15,000 people participated
weekend conference
interested

in the

indicates that most participants were

in working on drafting a new constitution.

Only

half the participants attempted to hear Newton speak.
In his speech, Newton outlined the objectives of the
Party's efforts to draft a new Constitution.
The history of the United States as
distinguished from the promise of the idea of
the United States leads us to the conclusion
that our sufferance is basic to the functioning
of the government of the United States.
We see
when we note the basic contradictions found in
the history of this nation.
The government,
the social conditions, and the legal documents
which brought freedom from oppression, which
brought human dignity and human rights to one
portion of the people of this nation had
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entirely opposite consequences for another
portion of the people ... The people of the
18th Century have the ruling class of the 20th
Century are the descendants of the slaves and
the dispossessed of the 18th Century ... Black
people and oppressed people in general have
lost faith in the leaders of America, in the
government of America, and in the very
structure of American government ... We are
here to ordain a new Constitution which will
ensure our freedom by enshrining the dignity of
the human spirit (The Black Panther.
9/12/70:Centerfold).
The strength of the planning session of the
Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention was the
participation within the various workshops.

Many

organizations sent representatives to present various
proposals which were discussed, debated, and refined.

Each

workshop was to submit a proposal which in turn was to be
presented at the Constitutional Convention in November
1970.

The general body of the Convention voted to hold the

next session in Washington D.C.

(The Black Panther.

10/31/70:7) .
The positive aspect of the Constitutional Convention
was that in the process,
of the concerns and
various views and

the B.P.P. brought together many

interests of the disenfranchised.

interests had an opportunity not only to

meet and converse with one another, but also to draw
connections between their particular concerns or
predicament and those of others.
The planning session did encounter a few
difficulties

The

most of which can be attributed to the
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government's

actions.

the convention,

A few days prior

on September 2,

police department raided
Branch.

(For

1970 ,

to the opening of

the Philadelphia

three facilities of the host

further details of the raid,

see Chapter 12.)

Fourteen Black Panther Party members were arrested on
charges of

illegal possession of weapons.

of arresting
facilities,
and

the Panthers

In the process

the police ransacked

the

tearing out the windows, destroying

a heating boiler,

equipment and

$1,500

as well as
in cash

taking

furniture

all office

(The Black Panther.

9/5/70:1,

9/17/70:3) .
In spite of the raid,
implement
2,000

to

the B.P.P. was able to

its task of housing,
5,000 delegates.

East Coast

focused

feeding,

B.P.P. members

on ensuring

was

the manner

Bumpus,
the

food

advance

and

was

Mack

truck

Bumpus

Interview 1988).

Gary

out of New Haven CT., was
in

to obtain donations.

then organized

Once he had

he then had

food.

He was given a truck a month

instructed

Sixteen-year-old Bumpus
food donations.

for the convention

in which the Party provided

coordinator.

from the entire

An example of the

magnitude of planning

B.P.P. member operating

the

that the convention session

went off with a minimum of problems.
coordination and

and directing

secured

the soliciting of

enough food

to fill a

it driven down to Philadelphia
Once the food

Philadelphia, Panthers distributed

arrived

(Gary

in

it to the various

food
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centers set up in local churches

(The Black Panther.

10/31/70:7) .
Aside from the B.p.p. and other organizations'
efforts, community groups throughout the city of
Philadelphia as well as various churches throughout North
Philadelphia, donated their facilities.

A different type

of community assistance was provided following the police
raids on the B.P.P. facilities.

After the raids the police

sealed B.P.P. offices, but the following day Panthers as
well as people

in the community opened

them up.

In North Philly, two rival gangs had made a
truce ... They emerged 200-300 strong and when
15 carloads of pigs drove up and asked who gave
them permission to open up the people's office,
their reply was 'the people,' and police had to
eat mud instead of facing the wrath of an angry
armed people (The Black Panther. 9/19/70:11).
By the end of the plenary session, the B.P.P. seemed
to be well on the way towards meeting

its goal of producing

a document which expressed the mass disenchantment of
oppressed peoples

in the United States.

Despite

governmental efforts to sabotage the convention, over
10,000 more people attended

delegates.

than had pre-registered as

The convention succeeded

for many viewpoints and

issues.

in providing a forum

It also produced a wide

range of proposals which were to be ratified
following

session

to be held

The final session held

in the

in Washington, D.C.

in November of 1970,

Washington, D .C., was far less successful.

in

There were
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fewer people who attended and much disagreement during the
meetings.

The major disruption, however, was the fact that

on the opening day of the session the host facility, Howard
University, rescinded
participants.

its agreement to house the

This left the Party scrambling to provide

housing and other facilities.

The weekend conference

turned out to be full of confusion and disagreements.
Without secure workshop locations many people were unable
to continue the work from the previous workshops

(The Black

Panther . 11/28/70) .
By the end of the convention, the proposals which
were developed earlier were never publicly discussed or
voted upon;

in fact,

there were no final resolutions and no

new Constitution was written.
The B.P.P. encountered many obstacles in organizing
from the very outset.

In October, the coordinator for the

entire Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention,
Audrea Jones, attempted

to secure the Washington, D .C.

Armory as the main site for the November session.
much run around
told

and negotiations on the dates, Jones was

that the Armory was no longer being rented

political meetings and
B.P.P.

After

for

therefore could not be leased to the

Howard University, which hosted a planning session

in August, was also reluctant to commit itself to providing
space.
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Many B.P.P. members believed that much of the
difficulties encountered

in securing space for the D .C.

session was due to pressure put on by the F.B.I.
* 11/28/70) .

(The Black

Although there is no definitive proof

to these allegations, much of the evidence uncovered since
confirms that this was consistent with the method of
operation of the F.B.I.
The F.B.I. and local police agencies made it a
practice to visit landlords of dwellings rented or
prospectively rented by militant organization such as the
B.P.P.

(O'Reilly, 1989:316) .

Even the House Committee on

Internal Security interviewed and subpoenaed church
officials who opened their facilities to the B.P.P.
The only hard evidence of governmental sabotage was
an F.B.I.

internal memo, proposing the distribution of a

fictitious letter criticizing the manner in which the Party
handled the convention

(Churchill, 1988:42).

CHAPTER 6
STUDENTS AND THE PARTY

The B.P.P. was born on the campus of Merritt College
in Oakland, California. It was through the Afro-American
Students Association that Newton and Seale began to work
within the Oakland Afrikan American community.

While the

B.P.P. was still in its local stage, the members in San
Francisco began to establish a working relation with
students attending San Francisco State College

(S.F.S.).

In the Fall of 1967 a number of B.P.P. members enrolled at
S.F.S. Landon Williams,
Marshal), stated

(who went on to become a Field

that these B.P.P. members formed what at

the time was to be the student wing of the B.P.P.
Williams Interview July 1989).
members worked

(L.

These student/B.P.P.

in the Black Students Union in organizing

and struggling for increased Afrikan American presence on
campus .
B.P.P. members like Robert Webb,

'Speedy', Landon

Williams, Donald Cox and George Murray all worked with the
B.S.U. at San Francisco State.

George Murray, who was the

Minister of Education of the B.P.P., was also a Sociology
instructor at S.F.S.
that prompted

It was the university's firing of him

the massive San Francisco State strike which

shut down the campus for the entire year.
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The demands of the strikers at S.F.S were:
1*

That all Black Studies courses being taught through
various other departments be immediately made part of
the Black Studies department, and
instructors

2.

that all the

in this department receive full time pay.

That Dr. Nathan Hare, Chairman of the Black Studies
Department,

receive a full professorship and a

comparable salary according to his qualifications.
3.

That there be a Department of Black Studies which
would grant a Bachelor's Degree in Black Studies;
that the Black Studies Department,

the Chairman,

Faculty, and staff have the sole power to hire
faculty and control and determine the destiny of the
department.
4.

That all unused slots for black students from Fall
1968 under the Special Admissions Program be filled
in Spring 1969.

5.

That all black students applying
admitted

6.

7.

in Fall 1969.

That twenty
allocated

for entrance be

(20)

full-time teaching positions be

to the Department of Black Studies.

That Dr. Helen Bedesem be replaced
of Financial Aid Officer, and
hired

from the position

that a black person be

to direct it, and that Third World people have

the power to determine how the office would be
administered .
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8.

That no disciplinary action be administered
way to any students, workers,
administrators during

and

teachers,

or

after the strike as a

consequence of their participation
9.

in any

in

the strike.

That the California State College Trustees not be
allowed

to dissolve the black programs

San Francisco

on or off the

State College campus.

10. That George Murray retain his teaching position on
campus

for

the 1968-69 academic year

(Johnson,

1974:79) .
The San Francisco

State student strike was one of the

first major militant Afrikan American led
across

the nation

S.F.S.,

in

the late 1960's and

the police were called
injured,

and

increasing

violent

(Hare,

responses

and

At

the strike.

the climate became
1972) .

Students'

to the violence of the state were at times

militant and
Black

early 1970's.

out to break

Numerous students were
hostile and

strikes to sweep

violent.

Nathan Hare,

the chairperson of the

Studies program, characterized some of the motives

tactics employed by some of the students at S.F.S.

college:
But, as in the case of the most revolutionary
action, the strike was launched initially by a
minority of individuals who apparently
articulated the latent needs, the
powerlessness, the hopes, of the oppressed
group at large ... Black students at San
Francisco State College generally shunned the
politics of ultra-democracy as a guiding
f
principle, substituting 'democratic centralism
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instead.
Their major strategy was the 'war of
the flea,' scattered guerrilla action which in
the strike as a whole, included some twenty
bombings (Hare, 1972:43).
The B.P.P. members'

role in initiating the S.F.S.

strike has not been given much publicity by those writing
on the strike.

M. Karenga in his book Introduction To

Black Studies, which has a comprehensive outline of the
Afrikan American student struggles of the late 1960's,
makes little or no mention of the B.P.P.'s
the S.F.S. strike.

involvement in

Nathan Huggins who produced a report

for the Ford Foundation in 1985 gives no account of the
B.P.P.'s

involvement

(Huggins, 1985).

Even Nathan Hale,

the other faculty member whose reinstatement the students
were demanding, and a major figure in the strike,
discuss the B.P.P.

failed to

influence in his account (Journal of

Black Studies, 1970:75).

The only mention of B.P.P.

involvement in most accounts has been the demand by the
students for Murray's reinstatement.
One of the probable reasons for the omission of the
B.P.P.'s role is the fact that the San Francisco State
B.S.U. and

the Oakland B.P.P. were formed around the same

time. Fall 1966
functioned

(Johnson, 1974) .

The B.P.P. members who

in San Francisco were just beginning to be

politically active and

therefore were not yet identified as

Panthers.
But as Landon Williams stated

in a 1989 interview.
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many of the founders of the B.S.U. and the San
Francisco B.p.p. come from the same political
groupings and they were interchangeable.
There
were some people who worked on campuses and
others who worked in the community, but they
all considered themselves members of the
Those B.P.P. members who worked with
Murray at S.F.S. publicly identified themselves
as B.S.U., while those working with Donald Cox
in the community identified themselves as
Panthers.
This was not to hide membership but
simply because the Party was not well known in
S,F. (Landon Williams, 1989) .
In
full of

1967

1968,

articles and

meetings
Murray

and

and

The Black Panther newspaper was

announcements of joint B.P.P./B.S,U.

the call for the reinstatement of George

(The Black Panther.
The Party was

in

its embryonic stage during

development of the B.S.U.
members

involved

12/21/68:3).

and

S.F.S strike.

in organizing

the other students

and

the

Those Party

in S.F.S. were working with

faculty.

The Party did not initiate

the B.S.U.,

nor were members directed by leadership to join

the B.S.U.

The Party was not highly organized

the

time.

Those who

functioned

at S.F.S. worked

coalition with the various other elements
The method
differed

as

B.P.P.

at

in

in the B.S.U.

of organizing by the B.P .P ./B.S.U. members

from the style used

wore uniforms

or strong

and

made

in the community where members

it a point of

identifying

themselves

members.

Many B.P.P. members were either high school or
college students.
extensive work

In the period before 1969, members did

in their schools.

In N.Y.C.,

the Brooklyn
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chapter worked
communities
(Chevigny,

1972;

McCreary Interview,

for

Black studies

1989).

Brooklyn campus's B.S.U.

The first

(Joseph

1988) .

In Des Moines,
did

Iowa and Omaha,

Nebraska,

the B.P.P.

extensive speaking on regional college campuses,

well as guest speaking
In Los Angeles,
Carter

and

program

at the time they were killed, Bunchy

John Huggins were working with the Afrikan

(see chapter

As

to form a Black studies

12).

the Party grew and

its own programs

priority the relationship between the B.P.P.
activists changed.

issues was

the defense of

By mid-1969 the Party was on
activities were either geared

support

in

their own

initiated programs
factor

campus politics was

student

to the

and

This

issues.

One of

imprisoned Panthers.
the defensive.

Most of

towards generating

light of the government's campaign,

contributing

involved

and

higher

organizational work.

however, began to focus on non-school

the prime

took

The Party still maintained contact with

the student movement and did
work,

as

at local high schools.

American students at U.C.L.A.

its

Stuyvesant

the NY chapter was provided by the Long

University,

Interview,

Bedford

around community control and

meeting place
Island

with the Brownsville and

activities.

increased

or promoting
One

lack of concern

for

that the Party became more and more

in organizing within

the communities.
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For many student/members, Party work became more and
more a priority and
sixteen year old
stopped going
to return.
to school,
Bumpus

school became less

Boston and

to school

Bumpus'

When

New Haven B.P.P. Gary Bumpus

the local leadership encouraged

reaction was;

1988) .

for

the people'

Fifteen year old

(Gary

Lt. of

Information of Harlem Branch, Mark Holder was expelled
the elite Stuyvesant High School for organizing
Mark

Holder

(Shakur,

(Holder Interview,

1987),

and

both began their
organizations

directed

Syfia Bukuri

students.

(Bukuri Interview,

1988),

affiliation with the Party through student

and

left college to join the B.P.P.

rather,

it took

activities.

of students

from

1989), Assata Shakur

Student organizing did not end with the
Party work;

him

'I don't have time to go

I'm too busy struggling

Interview,

important.

the form of Party

As mentioned before,

in defense of

The biggest mobilization

initiated

and

the mobilization

imprisoned members
took place

increase of

took priority

in New Haven, CT at

Yale University.
The Party mounted
demonstrations,

moratoria,

of Bobby Seale and
the students

in

a series of rallies,
and

teach-ins around

the trial

the members of the New Haven 9.

Many of

this mobilization effort were European

Americans .
At Yale University a coalition of faculty and
organizations such as

S.D.S.

and

student

various B.S.U.'s mobilized
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students
1970

to work

in New Haven during

they organized

a class boycott, calling

release of Seale and
Haven.

the B.P.P. members

The boycott resulted

university classes.
various

the trial.

In April

for

the

incarcerated

in the closing

of 95%

of the

The boycott was so effective that the

athletic programs

student/athlete support

had

to be cancelled due

(The Black Panther.

to

5/2/70:5) .

Huey Newton and much of the central staff had
converged upon New Haven
rallies

in 1970.

and demonstrations.

(reference) .

event was

socialism,

the

the French anarchist
Newton and Genet engaged

dialogue at Yale University over two day span.
discussed

also

Newton spoke at numerous

One celebrated

fall dialogue between Newton and
figure Jean Genet

in New

in

They

issues such as dialectical materialism,
Hegel, Marx,

and

other European philosophers.

The Black Panther newspaper gave these sessions much
coverage, but many students, community,

and

rank-and-file

Panther members were alienated by such discussions
Adams,

1988; Mark Holder,
The methods,

American and

other

issues,

1989;
and

third world

interviews).
style of organizing Afrikan
students differed

towards European American students.
and participated
'Revolutionary'
done on

(Malika

from those

The Party called

for

in a number of Afrikan American and
student conferences.

a local and

regional basis.

Much of this work was
Speeches and

were written on the B.P.P.'s view of the student's

articles
role

in
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the struggle.

Bobby Seale

Eldridge Cleaver
Afani

Shakur

all called

(The Black

Scholar. 12/69:4),

(Post-Prison Writings,

(The B1ack_Panther .

1969:6),

5/19/70:6) ,

and

NY 21

among others

for Afrikan American students to work

in the

community.
Local and

regional B.P.P. members worked with Afrikan

American students throughout the country.
groups such as

the athletes at Sacramento State College

(The Black Panther.

3/15/70:8),

University,

State, VA

Norfolk

5/9/70:5) ,

and

the

killing

(1970)

They worked with

the B.S.U.

at Stanford

(The Black Panther.

Jackson State College
of two students

in the aftermath of

(The Black Panther.

5/31/70:7) .
The New York Chapter of the B.P.P.
Fordham University worked
classes on topics

and

students at

to develop "free university

that pertain

to the people's struggle."

These classes were taught by members of the B.P.P.
were open to the public
Black Panther.
with students

and

They

offered university credit

6/20/70:19).

Also

in N.Y.

(The

the Party worked

at Adelphi University to develop a Panther

communication and

information service

(The Black Panther.,

6/20/70).
One major effort organized
students was

the May 1970

Conference',

held

by the B.S.U.

'Black

in New Haven.

with Afrikan American
Student Revolutionary
At this conference hosted

at Yale University, national and

regional
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B.P.P.

leaders discussed with students

issues such as

nationalism vs. cultural nationalism, national
and

self-defense,

on campus and
prisoners.'
imprisoned

in

revolutionary art,
the community and

leaders,

world were shown.
musician

students

freeing political

(Jazz)

the

interviews with

and on revolutions

Pharroh Sanders provided

the entertainment

5/6/70:23).

final day of the conference over 30,000

and community supporters demonstrated

Haven green

in the third

The famous Afrikan American classical

(The Black Panther.
On

revolutionary action

Films on campus strikes,
B.P.P.

'salvation

in support of the New Haven 9 and

(The Black Panther.
Clearly,

European American and

to gain support and
Many students

had

the B.P.P.

10/31/70).

the Party held

Afrikan Americans).

on the New

a support base with both

third world
Local,

students

regional,

(particularly

and national efforts

organize students were successful.

some connection with either high school

or college, but the

increased demands of community work

caused

to drift away from school and campus

many members

politics.

The one continuing effort by B.P.P. chapters was

the struggle over

racist attacks within

The Black Panther newspaper published

many articles

exposing political and physical attacks
B.P.P.
quite a

students and

local campuses.

on Black students.

their supporters encountered

few problems with teachers

and

administrators.
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This was especially true
®*^>*^>* members

and

for high schools.

Island

confronted

the young

their supporters consistently confronted

school officials on their political views
a Long

Yet,

high school,

and

teaching.

In

a group of B.P.P. supporters

a teacher who was

telling his class

that the

Party was hired by the government to spy on other Afrikan
American groups

(The Black Panther.

3/7/70:9) .

In a

Vallejo, California high school an Afrikan American
counselor was confronted by B.P.P. student supporters who
demanded

she explain her derogatory statement that Panther

leaders deserved

to be

in

jail

(The Black Panther.

1/17/70:8) .
In Mt. Vernon,
plainclothes officers
and

N.Y.,
in

keep an eye on B.P.P.

2/28/70) .

the local police stationed

the high school,
activities

to take pictures

(The Black Panther,

High school Party members wrote articles

Party paper on
local schools.

two

the conditions and political work

in the

in their

CHAPTER 7
PRISONERS AND PRISONS

The B.P.P. came

into contact with the American

correctional system from the outset.

Newton,

other

founding party members were arrested

their

activities.

The

Seale,

frequently for

first prison sentences as a

consequence of Party were given to Bobby Seale and
others who were convicted
From May 1968,

B.P.P.

almost regularly.

for

the Sacramento

members were arrested

The

shot and

arrested,

held

federal,

its

1967 on when Newton was

the Party's

"We want

in
its

state, county,

and city prisons and

from the many jails

and

received

impartial trial"

and

ten point program

freedom for all black men

We believe that all black people,

a fair

to

increasingly becoming prisoners.

platform stated:
in

involved

simply because of the fact that

Point Number eight of
and

imprisoned

the B.P.P. was consequently involved

prisoner support work,
membership were

and

is directly related

From October 28,

the

incident.

fact that the B.P.P. became

with prison and prisoner work
own predicament.

and

should be released

prisons because they have not

The Deputy Minister

(Foner,

1970:3).

of Information for the N.Y.

chapter stated;
Prisons are really an extension of our
communities.
We have people who are forced
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jails.

at
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gun point to live behind concrete and steel.
Others of us, in what we ordinary think of as
the community, live at gun point again in
almost the same conditions" (Heath, 1976:274).
The Party placed prisoners
was

into two categories;

the prisoner of circumstances.

persons
act.

imprisoned

This encompasses

as a result of committing

The party believed

one

a criminal

that the majority of black people

who committed crimes did so out of economic necessity.
They also believed

that the United

was completely racist and
rights

therefore;

the oppressor was bound
Since

following

States

judicial system

"The oppressed

had

no

to respect."

the American legal system was not even

its own

Afrikan Americans,

rules and

regulations when

it came to

the system had no right to confine any

Afrikan American regardless of his/her crime.
Persons who were

imprisoned

for

their political

activities made up the B.P.P.'s second category of
prisoners;
prisoners.
Political

these prisoners were called political
It was

this category that B.P.P. members

activists are never

imprisoned

fell.

on charges of

political activities, but rather on criminal charges.
the case of the B.P.P.,

the Party maintained

the major charges against

In

that most of

its members were fabricated by

various governmental agencies.
The
Party for

fact

is, F.B.I.

had

targeted

the Black Panther

'disruption and neutralization,

solely based

on
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the Bureau perception of the Party as
hate group'

(Churchill,

1988;

a

'Black Nationalist

O'Reilly,

1989).

The growth of the B.P.P. was directly related
Party's efforts

to free Huey Newton.

With the national

growth of the Party came the creation of
prisoners.'

In New York

21 B.P.P.

there were

murder.

In

9 B.P.P.

leaders

Chicago occurred

cases

and

Chapter

In

held

on charges of

the trial of National

Southern California,

and gagged

in the

there were the various

arrests of Elmer Geronimo Pratt

(for details see

12) .

The

local chapters

what was described

and branches were all

as prisoner defense work.

these activities consisted
legal

'political

In New Haven,

Chairman Bobby Seale where he was bound
courtroom.

local

leaders were charged

with a wide range of criminal offenses.
Conn,

to the

fees

donations

and
and

expenses.

of raising
Money was

funds

raised

in

The bulk of
for bail and

through

the sale of posters, buttons,

Donations were usually collected

involved

and pamphlets.

at rallies and

speaking

engagements .
The B.P.P.
support

for

staged many massive

its political prisoners.

1967

'Free Huey'

1970

march/rally which took place

over

rally

in Oakland,

50,000 people demonstrated

rallies to draw
Aside

there was

from the April
an April 21,

in midtown Manhattan;

in support of the N.Y.

21.
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In New Haven over 30,000 people gathered
in support of

on the town green

imprisoned Panthers.

Most local leaders spent time talking with a wide
variety of people

in an attempt to raise legal

Panthers

wealthy European-American parties

attended

order to obtain
at churches,

funds

(Shakur,

high schools,

generate support of their
As Party members

1987:224).

and colleges

funds.
in

They also spoke

in their attempt to

imprisoned members.

increasingly spent time

in prison

the Party became more knowledgeable about and were
sensitive towards
general.

the prison system and prisoners

Numerous

articles were written for

paper on the prison system and

the

in

the Party

inhuman treatment of

prisoners .
The Party's work
confined

to

fund

the B.P.P. did

around prisons and prisoners was not

raising

and

education.

organizing

Those members

and

jails.

letters
Panther,
and

and

in prison.

a major organizing

This

is

tool within many prisons

from prisons which appeared

influence

fact that when

Another

the B.P.P.

had

the prisoners

their

The Black Panther,

illustrated by the numerous

12/26/70 : 5) .

if

education done behind

incarcerated continued

activities while

newspaper was

as

around prisoner defense work was equaled

not surpassed by the organizing
the walls.

As much work

in the paper

favorable
(The Black,

indication of the support

with many prisoners was the
at New York's Attica prison
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staged
of

a massive rebellion

the B.P.P.

in 1971, Bobby Seale, Chairman

among others,

was

the request of the prisoners

flown

to the facility at

in order to negotiate with the

prison authorities.
During
erupted

the summer of 1970,

in rebellions

With the N.Y.

21

(The Black Panther.

in the various

were responsible

the New York City jails

jails around

for much of the organizing

coordination of these rebellions.
Kwando Kinshahasa
and

leading

Panther .

12/19/70:3) .

the city,

the coordinated

The 1970 unrest within the NYC

were

revolt

and

indicted

conditions.

As

for

(The Black

jails was due

in

to the massive overcrowding of the facilities,

treatment by the guards,

they

and

Lumumba Shakur

(both NY 21 members)

planning

part

10/10/70:10) .

large

inhuman

as well as poor overall

a result of the uprisings,

the major

jail

in Manhattan was ordered closed by the courts due to
overcrowding

(NY Times,

8/5/70).

In San Quentin Prison,

on the North side of the San

Francisco Bay Area,

the B.P.P. presence was such that by

late 1970

a San Quentin branch of the B.P.P.

there was

Black Panther.

3/20/71) .

The San Quentin Branch was

(The

the

only documented prison branch of the Party, but other
correctional
In

fact

to

recruit

facilities

had

it was not uncommon
from behind

B.P.P.
for

organizing

activities.

imprisoned B.P.P. members

the prison walls.

When these new
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recruits were released
join

from prison they would officially

the Party.
What made San Quentin unique was

B.P.P.'s center of operation,
Another major
Branch was

factor

its proximity to the

the Oakland/S .F./Bay Area.

in the development of the San Quentin

the presence of George Jackson.

A longtime

prison

activist/leader, philosopher and writer, Jackson

became

a member of the B.P.P. during

1970, but his

membership was not made public until after he was killed by
prison guards on August 1970.
relationship with the B.P.P.
clandestinely joined.
Marshal

obtained

rank of Field

2/7/71sA).

the Minister of Information E. Cleaver, Jackson

much publicity for writing

best-selling book

about prisons

time Jackson's book,

Soledad

allegedly killing

and publishing

and prison life.

a
By the

Brother The Prison Letters of

George Jackson, was published
for

a working

for over two years before he

Subsequently he held

(The Black Panther.

Like

Jackson had

he faced

a prison guard.

the death penalty
Jackson's ensuing

trial on murder charges became a major political case,
particularly
around
the

in California.

Jackson and

Soledad

killings

the other members of what were called

Brothers

were

(named

after

Soledad prison where the

to have taken place) .

Philosophy professor,
the B.P.P.,

Many organizations rallied

activist,

and

former member of

Angela Davis was one of the key figures

in

the
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non-B.P.P.
closeness

support

for

the Soledad

to Jackson and

in a failed

his

Brothers.

Due to her

family, Davis was

implicated

attempt by Jonathan Jackson — George's younger

brother -- at violently forcing

the government to release

George.
Comrade George,
respected by his
among prisoners

as

he was known

in prison, was widely

fellow prisoners both
in general.

in San Quentin and

Jackson's support of the Black

Panther Party before he joined

resulted

in an

increase of

support and participation by prisoners nationwide.
memorial service

following Jackson's death,

At the

Huey Newton

wrote:
When I went to prison in 1967 I met George.
Not physically, but through his ideas, his
thoughts and words ... George was a legendary
figure throughout the prison system, where he
spent most of his life.
I met George through
his spirit.
Shortly after learning about him I
got word through the prison grapevine that he
wanted to join the Black Panther Party ... He
was put in charge of prison recruiting, and was
asked to go on with his life as a revolutionary
example ... (Jackson, 1972:194) .
Shortly after Jackson was killed by prison guards,
Chapter

12)

published.

his second book. Blood
This book contained

(see

In My Eye, was

a statement of Jackson's

philosophy of Afrikan American Communism,

and

of the

'Black communist urban guerilla'.

Jackson was one

of the

leading

figures of the early 1970's

Afrikan American supporters of armed

his

theories

in the ranks of

struggle as

an
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integral part of the Afrikan American liberation struggle.
Quoting

from his second book;

We must accept the eventuality of bringing the
U.S.A. to its knees; accept the closing off of
critical sections of the city with barbed wire,
armored pig carriers crisscrossing the streets,
soldiers everywhere, tommy guns pointed at
stomach level, smoke curling black against the
daylight sky, the smell of cordite,
house-to-house searches, doors being kicked in,
the commonness of death (Jackson, 1972:1).
After ten to fifteen generations of laboring on
a subsistence level, after a hundred and forty
years of political agitation and education, we
grow impatient not that we fail to understand
the risks and complexities of antiestablishment
warfare.
We simply want to live" (Jackson,
1972:12) .
Many members of the B.P.P.

regarded

Jackson as

eloquent advocate of the utilization of armed
Afrikan American communist theory.
articles on and by Jackson,
quoted by the rank
Not since

and

had

struggle and

Aside from the numerous

his book was widely studied

the 1950's and

early 1960's when the Nation
intensely to recruit A.A.

the prison population attracted

so much

attention by a political movement or organization.
earlier civil rights movement shied
criminal records.

In

fact,

to use a former convict as
the

'respectable'

The

away from people with

those who planned

and

the Montgomery, Alabama bus boycott of 1955-1956,

until

and

file membership.

of Islam and Malcolm X worked
prisoners

an

the test case.

organized
refused

They waited

Rosa Parks personally challenged
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the city busing
(Raines,

regulations before bring

1977:40).

The Party adhered

to Malcolm X's position of prisons

and prisoners when he stated:
I was

in prison, we all are

America

their law suit

is prison

..."

"Don't be shocked when I say

in prison

... For the black,

(The Ballot or the

Bullet:Recording).
George Jackson expressed
wrote:

"Blackmen born

similar sentiments when he

in the U.S.

and

fortunate enough to

live past the age of eighteen are conditioned
inevitability of prison.
as

the next phase

For most of us,

to accept the

it simply looms

in a sequence of humiliations"

(Jackson,

1970:9) .
In addition to the political position of the Party
concerning

the U.S. criminal justice system, many of the

target population of the B.P.P. were former prisoners.
fact,

a considerable percentage of the

some experience behind bars.
S.N.C.C.

and

(S.C.L.C.) ,

initial members

In
had

Unlike the early members of

Southern Christian Leadership Conference
the

jailing

of B.P.P. members

political activities was not their

for their

first experience with

jail or prison.
Eldridge Cleaver
writer before

joining

(which he wrote prior

had been a best selling prison
the Party.
to

joining

His book
the Party)

Soul on Ice
is

an
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autobiography and

a critique of the social development of

the oppressed mentality.
Bunchy Carter,

the organizer of the Southern

C^J-i-fo^nia Chapter, was a former prison—mate of Cleaver's.
Even Newton and

Seale had

on parole when he and
the other

hand,

served

the armed

forces

run-ins with the law.

Seale
time

founded

Newton was

the Party.

Seale,

on

in the stockade while he was

in

(Seale 1970) .

The Party's

relations with prisoners and

former

prisoners were based upon their personal backgrounds and
experiences with the criminal
even more

important factor was

such as prisoners who occupied
society that the Party was

justice system.
that

Another and

it was precisely those

the lowest positions

interested

in

in organizing.

The Party viewed prison as maximum security and
in

racist American society as minimum security.

represented

a microcosm of the treatment and

Afrikan Americans
U.S.

The lack

prison were

in

and

Prisoners

status of

other Third World peoples

in the

of rights and dehumanizing conditions of
the view of the Party the true nature of

American society and
the party had

life

its

institutions.

no reservations

around prisoners.

the Party claimed

towards working with or

They represented

disenfranchised populace,
as

With this attitude,

the oppressed

the wretched

its constituency.

of the earth which
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The Panthers'
prisoners

and

willingness

to align

former prisoners was

of their belief

themselves with

a very

important aspect

that the most oppressed populations within

the U.S.A. were likeliest to rebel against the system and
therefore should

take a leadership role

,

in the revolutionary nature of prisoners

This

had

faith

a lot of support during

the early 1970s.

the nation prisoners were beginning
and demand

improvements

was one of the

leading

in the struggle.

to assert themselves

in their conditions.
forces

in

the late
leading

'60s

and

During

this period

organizations
Soledad

prisoners but
operations

for

after

recognized

organization
Aside
their

for prisoners'

and

Brothers Defense Committee.
and

rights.

They worked

around

accused with him.
individual political

the most part they fashioned
the B.P.P.'s examples.
as

his defense

around

their

Jackson himself

the primary representative
(The Black Panthex,

2/7/71).

from the political stance on prisoners

organizing

programs

the

Jonathan Jackson's

the other prisoners

the B.P.P.

for

however,

In

there were other small

The defense committee organized

had

for prisoner rights.

such as Angela Davis

George Jackson

the first Afrikan

early 70's they were,

organizational advocates

The B.P.P.

its support of prisoners.

The Panthers were not the only or
American political group to work

Throughout

efforts,

the B.P.P.

also developed

and
a few

to service both the community and prisoners.
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In many chapters,

the rank

and

file was

write at least one prisoner per week.
only allowed

the

spirits, but

and conditions,

it also enabled

The practice of writing
important activity

in

and

the B.P.P.

develop a relationship with those

their

letter writing.
had

information on

raise their
rank

and

a political prisoner was an

locations such as New York where a
in

jail.

The New York

rapport with the new membership through

When some of the NY 21 were released

a certain personal perspective of the rank

(Joseph,

1988;

Holder,

1989;

This practice allowed
the experiences
leadership.

and

work begun by the

imprisoned

the rank

leaders

file to learn

the rank

and

national leadership.
Seale but few received
leadership's

members prior to their

around

the rank

and

and

file

the defense of

a personal relationship.
incarcerated

file did not exist with the

Members might write to a Newton or
replies.

insensitivity.

volume of letters

from

imprisoned

lively correspondence between local

and

file

them to continue some of the

to better conduct educational work

This

and

This contact also allowed

prisoners with whom they had

and

they

Interviews).

knowledge of the

It also allowed

incarceration.

file to

imprisoned.

major portion of the leadership was
21 developed

to

This practice not

imprisoned members to gain

the changing events

required

This was not due

More likely,

issues confronting

to the

it was due to the
them.

Regardless
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of

the reasoning,

leaders
the

and

local

rank

the
and

level.

interaction between local
file

forged

imprisoned

a closer relationship on

It also eliminated

the hero worship which

was evident towards the national leadership.
In Chicago Deputy Chairman Fred Hampton was arrested
numerous

times during

for stealing
sentenced

1969.

ice cream from an

to two years

12/12/69:Sec

1-3).

in

agreed
was

ice cream truck,

jail

and

incarcerated,

tribunal.

Many

in the tribunal.

Hurst, president of Malcolm X College,

filmed

affiliates

(Clark,

1972:11).

throughout

Dr.

in Chicago

The tribunal

and broadcast on Public Broadcasting

During
testified

it

the

and progressive European

in Chicago participated

to preside over

imprisoned

(The Chicago Tribune.

a Peoples'

prominent Afrikan Americans

Charles

that year he was

While Hampton was

Chicago branch organized

Americans

In

System

the nation.

these activities many community people

to the work

and character of Hampton.

Hampton

was subsequently acquitted by the tribunal, but more
importantly the magnitude of support for Hampton was
clearly demonstrated.
These are

just two examples of local rank
imprisoned

around

here

that many chapters were thereby able to maintain

contact between themselves and
and

between such leaders

and

local leaders.

file

efforts
is

their

and

their

imprisoned

the community.

The point

leaders,
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Prison Visitor Buses
In 1970, numerous chapters began
prisoner support program directed
prisoners

and

their

providing buses

families.

weekend bus

towards non-political

to visit prisoners.

Bay Area,

in the Bay Area.

families with relatives
ride,

in

the Party provided

on the return

In May of 1970

trip

1/16/70:6;

8/21/70:6;

the

On the six

on the way and dinner

(The Black Panther.

and Washington State

in

a bus program

Soledad prison.
snacks

Party also had busing programs
Boston,

In the

the Party established

Southern California Chapter also established

hour

of

trips to San Quentin Prison, with pick ups

all the cities

for

a

This program consisted

for relatives

San Francisco/Oakland

implementing

5/19/70:4).

in Chicago,

The

Toledo, Ohio,

(The Black Panther,

1/9/70:13;

11/21/70:2).

A Panther who participated

in

the Soledad program

wrote:
The importance of all of this is that the walls
of Soledad, Folsom, Quentin — any of these ...
contain some of the most beautiful and
strongest Black Men in Babylon and that we were
fortunate enough to serve them and their
families ... (The Black Panther, 5/19/70:4).
Although there
program,

is no way to judge the extent of this

the Party's commitment to prisoners of

circumstance as well as political prisoners was
significant.

CHAPTER 8
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Black Panther Party's
When Eldridge Cleaver
to avoid being

sent back

International Bureau

fled

the United

to prison,

States

in 1969

he was granted

limited

political asylum by the Cuban government
1970 :108) .

While

in Cuba, Cleaver continued

The Black Panther.
conferences,

and

Cleaver and

to write for

He also began to attend meetings,

festivals where he met many

representatives of Third World
Black Panther .

(Foner,

8/23/70:15) .

liberation movements

One of the agreements between

the Cuban government was

political activities so as

(The

that he curtail his

to not bring undue attention to

Cuba.
In Cuba,

a number of Black Panthers

Many like him were
The exact number
unavailable due

fleeing

and

the U.S.

names of these

and

joined Cleaver.

long prison terms.

individuals are

to the continuing possibility of

prosecution.
A number of these
highjacking U.S.

individuals

had come to Cuba by

airplanes and commandeering

them to Cuba.

These highjackings were not necessarily condoned by the
B.P.P.

leadership, but rather were the last resort of many

who were being

hunted by the U.S. government.
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For the
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most part the three or

four

highjackings

B.P.P. members were conducted
®• members

on them inhibited

international contacts

individual acts.

Governmental restrictions

the Panthers

from establishing

policy of the Cuban government requiring

time.

the

they sought.

One major complaint by the Panthers

to be confined

to

in Cuba had considerable difficulty

with the Cuban government.
placed

as

attributed

regarded

the

all highjackers

on a prison farm for a certain length of

The Cubans,

extremely careful

on the other hand,
in assisting

government was willing

felt they had

these B.P.P. members.

to be
The

to offer asylum but was unwilling

have Cuba become a base of operation for

to

fugitive Party

members.
By August 1969,
to Algeria.

the B.P.P. members

left Cuba and went

The Algerian government not only extended

political asylum but also gave Panthers official liberation
movement status.
was

recognizing

This meant that the Algerian government
the B.P.P.

as

the sole representative of

the Afrikan American liberation struggle.
B.P.P.

in Algeria on the same level as

Congress

(A.N.C.)

of South Afrika and

Liberation Organization
B.P.P.

(P.L.O.).

With this support and

B.P.P. began organizing

the

the Afrikan National
the Palestine

With this status the

was given a large chateau and

its office.

This placed

a budget to operate

extended

resources the

the International Bureau

in
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Algiers, Algeria.

The stated goal of the International

Bureau was to inform the world of the plight of Afrikan
Americans, to explain the purpose of the B.P.P., and to
forge unity with other liberation movements and progressive
nations

(The Black Panther . 9/26/70:16) .

By 1970, Field Marshal Donald Cox, Communication
Secretary K. Cleaver, N ,Y. 21 fugitives, and Panther leader
Saku Odiga were all operating out of the International
Bureau.
Officials of the International Bureau attended the
1970 Organization of Afrikan Unity conference held in
Algeria.

At the conference the B.P.P. was welcomed by many

governments and all liberation movements (The Black
Panther, 8/23/70).
During the summer of 1970, the International Bureau
put on a Panther Festival which displayed photos and
literature of the B.P.P.

Through this exhibition many

Algerians and other Afrikans in Algeria were able to gain
information on the Black Panther Party.
Through their contacts with various nations, members
of the B.P.P. traveled throughout the Third World
developing ties and support.

The governments of North

Korea, North Vietnam, China, and numerous socialist Afrikan
countries, such as Congo-Brazzaville invited the Party to
visit (The Black Panther. 10/3/70:4).
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The Bl^ck Panther Party and Vietnam
The first international work of the B.P.P. was
initiated by Bobby Seale speaking at the 1969 World Peace
Conference in Montreal, Canada.

Seale called for a

declaration condemning United States

imperialism and

proclaimed support for the North Vietnam government and the
National Liberation Front.
From its beginnings, the Black Panther Party
consistently condemned the United States' military
involvement in Vietnam.

As early as 1967, members were

speaking at anti-war rallies and demonstrations
Panther , 1/16/70:7) .

(The Black

Unlike many antiwar groups of the

late 1960's and early 1970's, the B.P.P. did not show its
support merely by speaking at rallies.
around

the war

The Party's program

in Vietnam was multifaceted.

First, the

Party consistently pointed out parallels between U.S.
behavior

in Vietnam and

its behavior

in Afrikan American

and other Third World domestic communities.

Second, the

Party called on all Afrikan Americans to refuse to serve
the armed

forces and

open letter to

for those in Vietnam to desert.

'My Black Brothers

In an

in Vietnam', Eldridge

Cleaver wrote:
We appeal to you Brothers to come to the aid of
your people.
Either quit the army now, or
start destroying it from the inside ... Stop
killing Vietnamese people ... You have a duty
to humanity as well as to your own people not
to be used as murderous tools by racist pigs to
oppress the people (Heath, 1976:256).

in
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On many Armed
attempted

forces bases,

to organize.

In one celebrated
deserted
and

B.P.P. members or supporters

incident an Afrikan American G.I.

from Vietnam duty,

asked

to be

turned

appeared

in

Stockholm,

over to the Black Panther Party's

International Bureau.

He was subsequently granted

political asylum in Algeria

(The Black Panther .

One program that the B.P.P. developed
exchange of
captured

imprisoned Panthers

United

Sweden

States

9/26/70) .

in 1969 was the

(Political Prisoners)

Soldiers

in Vietnam

for

(Prisoners of

War) .

On a trip to Vietnam members of the International

Bureau

had

extensive negotiations with the North Vietnam

government and

the National Liberation Front

South Vietnam.

In

these talks

exchange their P.O.W.s
(The Black Panther.

and confused
prison

in 1970,

'Troops'

to

fight

by Newton was
practice of
war was

"...

to fight

and

in Vietnam

supporters were bewildered

within a month of his

release

from

Newton wrote a statement to The National

Liberation Front of
members

to

for captured Black Panther members

members

when,

the Vietnamese agreed

of

11/22/69:3).

B.P.P.
Many B.P.P.

(N.L.F.)

South Vietnam, committing B.P.P.

in Vietnam

highly

(Heath,

1976:170).

This move

inconsistent with the position and

the Party.

The Party's position on the Vietnam

that the most effective way we can aid

our
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Vietnamese brothers
from the

inside,

and

sisters

attack

is

it where

to destroy

is breeds"

imperialism

(Foner,

1970:220) .
In a statement by the Revolutionary Provisional
Government forces of South Vietnam the Vietnam Deputy
Commander declared

solidarity with the B.P.P.

and

the

Afrikan American liberation movement;
At present, the struggles in the United States
or on the SVN battlefields, are both making
positive contributions for the national
liberation and safeguarding the world peace.
Therefore, your persistent and ever-developing
struggle is the most active support to our
resistance ... (Heath, 1976:266).
The response by the Vietnamese Liberation Front was
approved by many Panthers because
position

and

was

file,

For much of the rank

absurd.
had

file,

fighting

a tremendous sense of devotion towards

members who choose
the

and

their own

Party members, particularly the rank

Afrikan American community.

in

their

that each people should organize within

communities.
abroad

it confirmed

to go

This

is evidenced by the many

into hiding

International Bureau

the

(Holder,

rather than
1989;

join those

Bumpus,

1988;

Interviews).
The patriotic
file contributed
struggle within

to the

'homeboy'
rank

the borders

While people
his call

or

to arms,

and

and

attitude of the rank
file's allegiance to

of the United

States.

organizations criticized

most members

and

of the B.P.P.

Newton for

ignored

this
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gesture.

After all,

Jackson and

this was

three weeks after Johnathan

three political prisoners were killed

Marin County escape attempt.
to

fight a war,

in

the

If party members were going

they were more

inclined

spoken by Newton at J. Jackson's

to heed

the words

funeral when he stated:

We are not alone.
We have allies everywhere.
We find comrades wherever in the world we hear
the oppressor's whip.
People all over the
world are rising up.
The high tide of
revolution is about to sweep the shores of
America ... (The Black Panther . 8/21/70:A).
No,

the words of Newton were not consistent with the

B.P.P. point of view.

For much of the rank

fighting

abroad

rank

file were totally committed

and

was absurd.

in

say that the rank

file were

was

file

Party members, especially the

for Afrikan Americans
and

and

the United

to struggling with and
States.

This

isolationist;

is not to

rather,

it

an outgrowth of their commitment to a people that they

regareded

as

forgotten by the rest of the world.

The B.P.P.

showed

struggles by connecting
Americans.

Activities

which directly related

its support for other liberation
them to the struggle of Afrikan
like the prisoner-exchange program
to the Afrikan American community

were more consistent with the thinking of most B.P.P.
members .
Although the B.P.P. was not
in exclusively support work
not against others

inclined

to participate

for other movements they were

forming Panther-support groups.
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Similar
leaders

to their practice with domestic groups Party

tended

to encourage other Third world peoples to

organize groups which would struggle within their own
conditions
and

and circumstances.

In places such as England

Barbados, people of Afrikan descent organized groups

which were patterned

after the B.P.P.

In European countries such as
France,

and

Belgium people formed Panther support

committees which raised
pressures
the B.P.P.
Americans

Sweden, West Germany,

on

funds

and

attempted

to apply

their governments to condemn the treatment of

in particular and
in general

the conditions of Afrikan

(The Black Panther .

1/23/71:4).

CHAPTER 9
A DAY

IN THE LIFE OF A BLACK PANTHER

In this chapter

I

activities of the rank
motivations

and

hope to
and

feeling

problems

account of rank

the reader will be exposed

encountered

the perceptions
community

file as well as

towards the work

Through an hour-by-hour
activities,

illustrate the daily

and

and

their

of the Party.
and

file

to the daily

the solutions created.

What were

attitudes of members concerning

in which they worked?

about police harassment?

Did

What were their

they fear being

the

feelings

arrested

or

even killed?
Since

the Party stressed collectivism and sacrifice

of one's self for
forbade members

the struggle and because the Party always

from travelling

in the life of a B.P.P.
developed

and

comprised

of a male

this will be a day

Because the Party was

built by both men and women this

The chapter
journal of

these

attitudes,

and

will be drawn

team.

alone,

and

will

female.
take the form of a collective

two members'

feelings.

activities,

reactions,

The material used

from statements by rank

These statements

team will be

have been extracted

and

in this chapter

file members.

from testimony by

former members before U.S. congressional committees,
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passages

from published

interviews,

as well as

with former Panthers conducted by this author

interviews
in

1988 and

1989.
The narrative account
two

rank

and

file members.

altered, but nonetheless
members

are genuine.

is

a composite of assertions of

Some time periods have been

the

incidents

involving B.P.P.

The choice of particular

incidents/activities will be based upon the frequency of
their mention by B.P.P.
on

the

members

I

interviewed,

importance of the specific

and philosophy of the B.P.P.

or are based

activity to the program

in general.

Twvmond Webb
Seventeen year old

high school student does not

attend

school often because he thinks

time.

He lives with his mother,

it

June,

in

the Party for

about

a waste of

father, brothers and

sisters but spends many nights at B.P.P.
been

is

houses.

five months since

Webb has

joining

1969.
He had been working with local B.P.P. members

organize the students

around

moratorium at his

riot charges.

to

the establishment of an

Afrikan American cultural center.
King

in

During

a Martin Luther

high school, Webb was arrested

Until his

on

arrest Webb had been reluctant to

join because of his parents'

fear

for his safety.

A couple
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of months

following

his arrest Webb joined.

His

family

protested but had come to accept the fact.
Webb was a member

in good

standing.

considered by the local leadership as
dedicated.

They had

leadership but

He was

reliable and

their eye on him as possible

felt he needed more political education.

One main complaint about him was
military— minded

and needed

that he was a little too

to deepen his political

understanding .
Webb's performance was good.
papers,

could discuss articles

had

brought quite a few of his school buddies around

the

office.

in his

school, but since
post.
of

He did

the paper,

his quota of
and

Webb was

in

He sold

an active member of the B.S.U.
joining

the Party he held no official

have quite a following

in his school.

the students worked with the Party when they had

A few
time.

Sharon Shukar
Shukar
Her

last

is

a 22 year old with two years of college.

job was

temporary agency,
to.

as a secretary.
and

She hates being

"temping"

as

assignment*

long
She

She

is certified by a

therefore can work when she wants
a secretary but does not mind

as she does not have a long
is

an exceptional

typist*

term
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Shukar

joined

started working
increased

the Party about

for them in a program,

and

then gradually

and

her advance to a point beyond

file but not quite leadership.

communication secretary within her branch.
is

responsible

for all reports

the state chapter.
in

her branch she

such as

She

her work until she joined.

Shukar 's skills helped
the rank

a year earlier.

articles

Since there
is

She

is

This means she

from her branch which go to
is no

information officer

also responsible

for all materials

for The Black Panther which go to the

regional Ministry of Information.
Shukar was one of the top officers
until she took
grandmother
understood
felt

it was

an unauthorized

in Mississippi.

an act of

temporarily stripped

in

the

this

field.
section

discipline.

to visit her

Although the local leadership

her desire to see her grandmother,

they also

individualism since she did not go

through proper channels.

into

leave

in her branch

As punishment,

of her rank

This was

Sharon was

and duties and put back

to last for six weeks;

take place during

the

fourth week

the events
of her
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A_Pay
November

6:00

in

20,

the. Lives of Two Black Panther MPmhPr.

1969

a.m.
The windup alarm clock
hour sleep.

awakes Sharon

from her

five

She had been up until 1:00 a.m.
i

correcting weekly reports,
articles

to send

and choosing

which

to the ministry for next week’s
i

contribution by her branch.
without waking

She gets out of bed

the other women who

is sound

asleep.
I

Sharon knows

the sister could use a couple of more

hours of sleep,
sister
6:20

had

since when Sharon went to sleep this

not yet arrived

home.

a.m.
It

is dark

and cold

as

Sharon peers out the fourth

floor window of the dilapidated

apartment building

which housed

Ten Party members

live

in

a Panther

'crib'.

the apartment on a consistent basis but there

could be

anywhere up to thirty people staying

depending

on who's

Sharon searches

in

town and

for her coat,

winter when she was pulling
still nice

and

warm and

needs a place to stay.
the one she bought last

in a nice paycheck;

in good

shape.

It

the only piece of her old wardrobe she did
to some comrade

in need .

there

it

is

is about
not donate
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Twymond

is awakened by his mother.

his fists ready to defend himself.

He jumps up, with
Realizing

it's

only his mother and not the jail guards who had
beaten him last April, he says hello.
not seen his mother

Twymond has

in a couple of days.

He had been

out until about 1:30 with some other Panthers.
were off night-target practicing.

They

Although some of

the other members with him were officers

in the

branch, night shooting was not a santioned activity.
Twymond's mother

informs him that she had been trying

to contact him all evening.
the neighbor's house.
Twymond and others.

The F.B.I. had come to

They showed a picture of
His mother expresses concern,

but stops short of asking him to quit the Party.
Twymond states that he would be O.K., and that the
"fascist pigs" were only trying to scare her by
coming by and

harassing him.

The conversation with his mother caused Twymond to be
behind schedule.

If he was not dressed, out of the

house, and

at the church in 30 minutes, Sharon would

be waiting

in the cold since she had given him the

keys the day before.
kissed his mother,

Twymond dressed

in a flash,

told her he would call that

evening, and dashed out of the house.
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Sharon

is standing

in the doorway of the church.

has gotten

light by now but

is blowing

and

jive-ass

she

the key.

something

is

it

is

freezing.

The hawk

thinking why she ever gave this

By 7:20 she starts to think maybe

happened

to Twymond

the night before.

knew he was going night shooting because she,
been

invited, but had

thought about calling
shooting

It

She

too had

to complete the reports.

She

another comrade who had gone

to see what was up.

She did not want to

wake up Twymond's

family.

thought.

met Ms. Webb on a few occasions,

She had

They were nice,

she

once at a Party function.
As

Sharon approached

the pay phone,

Twymond

jumped

off the bus.
Before she could
about the F.B.I.
explained
Twymond

jump on his case,
His

Twymond

face was beaming

told

her

as he

how the pigs were checking up on him.

was proud

that the F.B.I.

meant that he was doing

his

job.

visited

him,

for

it

He was now

officially a threat to the government,

a

revolutionary.
7:25

a.m.
Twymond

and

Sharon entered

began preparing breakfast.

the church basement and
They are

in a hurry since

they have about 15 minutes before the first of the
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23 children begin

to arrive.

and prepares cold cereal,

Twymond

juice,

sets the places

and

milk while

Sharon prepares the French toast and bacon.
7:45

a.m.
Ms.

Johnson and

greets

all

Johnson,
help.

four.

three children arrive.

He and

Sharon are glad

Twymond

to see Ms.

especially since she always volunteers

As she assists Sharon,

Jessica
asks

her

9,

and

Toy 4,

to

Twymond gets Tony 11,

to help set the tables.

Tony

questions about a poster of Huey Newton and

Bobby Seale with weapons.
they have guns
explains

Tony wants to know why

and does Twymond

that Newton and

have a gun.

Seale are armed

Twymond

to protect

the Black community from the racist murdering pigs.
Tony again asks
begin
talk

if Twymond

to arrive and Twymond
some more later,

Jessica asks

(Piggy Wiggy,

is

'Give me
time,

that old

More children

the others.

some Panther songs.

the Piggy Wiggy Song.

you got to go now onk

ready.

onk bang bang

interjects that the French

She also suggests that they sing
time revolution*.

revolution,

Malcolm then

he greets

to sing

At this point Sharon

toast

old

and

a gun.

tells Tony that they will

if they can sing

Toya says she wants

...)

had

it's good

if

it was good

(Give me that
enough for

enough for me').
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8:30

a.m.
Sharon and

Twymond

are talking with the children

about the F.B.I.'s visit to Twymond's
young girl wanted
mother and

to know

if he loved

not live with his mom,
explained
he did
loved

that he did

all of
loved

them.

he

too old'.

is

'he does

Twymond
and

yes

all the people,

they

Twymond went on to say that the

all Black people.

'Of course I

picked

That was why they had

Toya asked,

love you'

'do you

Twymond

Toya up and gave her a big

love

responded

as he

hug.

a.m.
Sharon announces

8:49

Tony said no

One

with his

live with his mother,

the breakfast program.
me'?

lived

her.

love his mother- he loved

B.P.P.

8:45

if Twymond

house.

the time and

tells

the children to

hurry up before

they are late for school.

Johnson

in

is busy

Ms.

the kitchen cleaning up.

a.m.
Two girls slowly enter
Twymond

approaches

He seats
dashes

the eating

them and

asks

area from outside.
if they are hungry.

them at a time with unused plates,

into

the kitchen.

There

is no more French

toast but he gets

them some cereal, bacon,

milk,

As Twymond

and

juice.

and

toast,

serves the food

the girls why they came so late.

he asks

They state that

their mother didn't wake them up on time.

Twymond
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asks

the girls

if they wanted

children to go by their
morning?

With this

one of the other

house and get them

all the children shout,

in the
'I'll go,

I'll go, we know where they live.'

8:55

a.m.
i

Sharon signals Twymond

to check

the time.
i

Realizing
sharp,

that the church wants them out by 9:00

Twymond ushers

the help of Ms.

the children's coats on with

Johnson.
I

As

the children leave they call,

'All Power to the
i

People'.

Sharon and

Twymond give a special good-bye
i

to Ms.

Johnson and

rush to complete the clean up.
i

9:05

a.m.
Well,

I
five minutes

late,

thought as she and

Twymond

they walked

towards

Twymond

and

asked

Twymond

replied,

speak

English.

As

Sharon turned

I was expelled

the gym teacher.

to

to school?'
last week
He was pushing

The teacher was calling

him names and

him because the kid did not know how to do

push ups.

The kid

was

walk by the gym and

do something
times

the church.

the bus stop,

'No,

Sharon

this small Puerto Rican kid who didn't even

shoving

I

exited

'aren't you going

because I grabbed
around

is not that bad

and

in ninth grade.
saw this

so I pushed

asked

him if

Well anyway,

and you know I

had

the teacher a couple of

'he liked

how'd

it

feel ?

to
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Man,

that pig

But

they expelled me.

this

I wouldn't be going

me last year the pig

remain

in school.

I guess

in school might

if they'll let me

in.

to school but when they

busted

year

in his pants.

I've got an appointment at

hippy type school to see

Shit,

9:15

teacher almost pissed

judge said
the pigs

I

had

think

to

another

indoctrinate me.

a.m.
The bus
stops

arrives and

they both get on.

away an old woman gets on.

short,

and

Sharon

is

this.

She asks

slack.

the bus driver wants
in

is 10 cents

to kick her off.

the front of the bus and witnesses
the driver

The driver states

the bus.

She

A couple of

Sharon digs

woman a dime.

to give the sister some
that the woman must get off

in her pocket and

In the meantime Sharon

the driver, calling

hands the

is yelling

at

him all kinds of racist pigs.

She states

that's why the community didn't want white

drivers

their neighborhoods.

in

people with respect.
away from Sharon,
be

afraid

the passengers move

when she begins to tell them not to

to stand up for what

of young men yell
bus.

Many of

The driver

They don't treat the

'Right On'
tells

Sharon

is

theirs.

from the back of the
if she doesn't sit down

and be quiet he would call the police.
off telling

A couple

Sharon goes

the driver he could call all the pigs

in
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the world, but she won't stop demanding
Black people.

The driver mumbled

two-way radio about Panthers.
Sharon and

something

in his

The next stop was

Twymond's anyway so they got off.

Sharon stated
the driver
our

respect for

how mad

she was about the attitude of

to the older woman.

own mother,

you know how I

you know'

'That could

Twymond

states.

felt when that pig

have been
'see, now

teacher was messing

with that Puerto Rican.
9:25

a.m.
Sharon

and

Sharon

"All power

are

Twymond

the B.P.P. office.

to the people.

the weekly reports I

sent up to
As

enter

Hey,

finished,

Ronnie,

they need

here

to be

the ministry this morning."

Sharon goes over the reports with Ronnie, Twymond

reports
F.B.I.

to the Officer of the Day
visited

his

make a detailed

house.

The OD

(OD),

that the

instructed

him to

report of what happened.

10:00 a.m.
Both Sharon and
gathered
stacks

Twymond

their paper work and

150 Panther papers each.

of papers

They pressed

into shopping bags,

these bags with plastic
papers

finished

from the rain.

going

to sell papers.

there

is

a meeting

in order

the

then covered

to protect the

They discuss where they are
The O.D.

that evening .

reminds them that
Sharon and Twymond
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decided

to sell papers outside the main hospital

the community.
and

it

is

hard

The paper has been out
to make a sale.

who would buy the paper had
Sharon and

for

already done

it by then.

Twymond chose the hospital because there

"bourgeoisie",

who had

For both Twymond

and

college and

Sharon going

going door

Sharon stated

the money to pay $.25.
to the hospital

a compromise between selling papers
to door

liberal and

in the projects.

it,

the people.'

The projects were rewarding, going door
to the elderly,

anyone else who was around,

was

Working

about and
that

in the

was

onto
would

to door

the single parents,

and

about the programs of the

'Colony'

was what the Party

the reason these two

the party needed

the chief revenue.

the OD

that the

'those whites buy up the paper

but they don't give two shits for

realized

If

radical students would buy up the paper.

But as Twymond put

explaining

is

at the local

they went to the college they were assured

was

five days

Most of the people

were a lot of Black professionals or as

Party.

in

joined.

funds and

They

the paper

They also felt pressured by

to sell as many papers

as

they could.

Going

the campus would be materially profitable but
also be deserting

the colony.

it
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10:10 a.m .
As

they walk

the mile and

a half to the hospital,

they talk with the people as they go.
street are unemployed

and

many are homeless.

approaches one brother who looks
steady diet of alcohol
sprawled

alright?

Sharon walks

like he has

'Hey, brother,
This

a
He

is

and

are you

is no place

The man does not respond

away feeling

angry and disgusted

with the conditions under which Blacks
A few blocks

had

his clothes are old

some help?

on the ground.'

Sharon

the last ten years.

Sharon says;

Do you need

for you,
and

for

out on the ground,

falling off him.

Most on the

lived.

away, police cars with sirens blaring,

screech to a halt a couple of yards away from them,
cops
As

jump out and

rush

a crowd gathers,

the crowd

into an apartment building.

the two Panthers begin

about the role of police

to address

in their

community.

"You see how the pigs

community?

We should not allow them to do as

please."
police,

As

his

legs

in handcuffs.

they

towards

the

leave the building with a
They are hitting

to encourage him to move

both Sharon and
comments

in our

Sharon continues verbally attacking

the three cops

young man

run rampant

Twymond directed
the police and

faster.

the man on
With this,

their attention and
the man

in cuffs.
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Twymond called
you,

you

to the man:

have rights

the police;

"They can't do that to

..."

Sharon was screaming

at

"You pigs don't be hitting on that man.

You don't have the right to just brutalize black
people because you want to."
join

in, calling

to

the police cars

reading

from point number 7

to

one of the Panther papers and began

platform.

Two or

of the ten point program

three people buy papers.

approach Sharon and

thinking

of

joining

a community meeting

breakfast program.
down

the two Panthers continued

about police brutality.

opened

been

and

will and
10:30

left,

Twymond

sisters

that

the man.

talk with the crowd

and

in the crowd

the police pigs and demanding

they stop hitting
Once

Others

tell her that they have

the Party.

and

tells

She tells

help out anytime.

Two

She

invites

them

them about the free

them that they can come

The sisters say that they

leave.

a.m.
The crowd gradually disperses,
continue walking.
start hawking

sold

"Check

They arrive at the hospital and

the Panther paper.

five papers since
had

Sharon and Twymond

leaving

Sharon had

the office, while Twymond

three.

it,

newspaper ."

read

all about

sold

it.

Black Panther
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11:00 a.m.
Sharon says
are

that she

required

to check

While talking

to remind Twymond

to the OD,

that he had

that the school

from the hospital so

Sharon

Sharon

to accompany him to the school.

Sharon

(Panthers

is

a twelve o'clock

appointment with the school people.
told

in

to make hourly phone checks with their

branch office).
told

is going

is also

Twymond

tells

is a couple of blocks away

it won't take too long.

They

continue selling papers.

12:00 p.m.
Sharon

reminds Twymond

both decided
been

in

about the appointment and

to walk over to the school.

the community for

two hours

they have sold nineteen papers.
Twymond calls
working

the office.

and between them

Since Twymond

to officially speak

They have

Before they leave

with high school students

permission

they

he

has been

is given

to the students at the

school.
They arrive at the storefront school.
glass windows

The plate

are covered with pictures of Black and

Latin cultural and political figures.

There are

photos of Malcolm X, King, Angela Davis, Kareem Abdul
Jabar,

Huey Newton,

Jimenez,

Roberto Clemente, Cha Cha

and Albizu Campos.
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As Twymond
a beard

enters

and

the building

sideburns approaches and

Twymond Webb?

Hi,

for admissions

at the school.

forward

a young white man with

to your

my name

visit;

is Dave;

asks:
I

am responsible

We've been looking

the students are particularly
I

eager

to talk

about the B.P.P.
i

In
was

the course of a ten-minute
impressed

interview Dave said

with Twymond's academic

of no reason why he couldn't attend

record

he

i

and knew

the school.
I

While Twymond

was being

interviewed,

Sharon was
i

talking

to a group of students who were

interested

in
i

the Party.

She got a couple of the teachers

to buy
i

ten papers

each so

they could distribute them to the

students .
Twymond completed

his

interview and

a large student lounge.

Dave

joined

Sharon

introduces Twymond

in

i

and
i

then sits down.

Twymond begins by acknowledging

that
I

I

they already had

met Sharon.

He proceeded

to make a

fifteen minute speech on the role of students
revolution.

The major point of Twymond's speech was

that students must work with the people
community.

He stated

their efforts
people.

As

in the

in the

that students must dedicate

to utilizing

an example,

their skills

Twymond

to serve the

suggested

that the

students could develop a liberation school and
tutorial program for

the neighborhood children.
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Sharon asks Dave
office.

if she could use the phone

She calls

The OD encouraged
the school and

in his

the Panther office and checks
her

to not spend

to get back

too much time at

to selling papers soon.

Twymond continues to talk with the students.
joins

1:20

in.

Sharon

the discussion.

p,m.
Sharon

indicates

Following

to Twymond

that

it's

time to go.

an exchange of "power to the people"

"right on",

Twymond

made another appointment with

Dave to discuss entrance arrangements and
Panthers

returned

They had missed

prospects of selling

including

teachers.

Sharon offered

the twenty Sharon sold

would get the credit for
to him that

got them to the school and

little of
because

it,

sales.

sold

to the

to split the sales of those

Sharon explained

from her

their

Between the two they had

42 papers,

benefit

and

a large amount of papers was now

more remote than ever.

twenty.

the two

to the hospital to sell papers.

the lunchtime crowd,

papers so Twymond

and

it was

therefore should

Twymond

ten of the

thanked

he who
also

her but made

not because he was apprehensive rather

it was expected

socialist principles.

that Sharon would practice
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Twymond calls
2:30

in and

he returns

to selling papers.

p.m.
Sharon asks Twymond
replied

thirty.

how many papers he had

She had

that a Panther received
they had

sold

35.

sold.

He

Given the fact

$.05 for each paper sold,

$3.25 between them.

Sharon suggested

they get a couple of hot dogs.

that

Twymond wasn't too

high on eating one hot dog but he reluctantly
agreed.

He suggested

that they sell papers

while more.

Sharon agrees.

papers

in a suit approaches

a man

explains

that he works

As

for a

they are selling
Sharon.

at the hospital and

He
that he

is

working with a group of health workers who are
interested

in doing

Sharon explained
developing

some kind

of community work.

that the Party was

a medical clinic.

She asked

address and phone number and
would contact him;

in the process of

indicated

for his
that someone

she also gave him the office

number.
Sharon relays
reminds

the

him of her

the hot dogs.

hunger.

for

Twymond complains about
this

at the Student Union at the college

she'll let them eat

his dislike

then

Sharon then states she knows

sister who works
and

information to Twymond,

free.

the campus

and

Hunger overshadowed
he agreed.
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Sharon calls

the office,

relays

the health workers

information,

and

the OD

that they are going

to

the campus

Sharon and
the

informs

to sell papers.

Twymond

take the bus

Student Union cafeteria Sharon's

behind

the counter.

she'll take care of

some

food

back

of the

students.
for

it.

As

Twymond

and

Sharon got

they sat

they eat they sold

Aisha came by and

a while.

friend Aisha is

them to go through the line

and Aisha rang up $1 and
room.

At

After exchanging greetings and

introductions Aisha tells
and

to the campus.

Twymond

and

in the

the paper to

Sharon talked with her

Sharon walk

the campus

selling papers.
They decide

that they will return to the colony at

4:30 .
4:00

p.m.
Twymond calls
plans.
has

sold

the office and

On the bus
68 papers

have spent about
snacks.

reports their new

they count their papers,
and

Twymond

has sold

76.

Sharon
They

$2.00 on carfare, phone calls,

Sharon wants

to go to this

housing complex

where she knows some people who are organizing
community center.
stop by

for

A friend

has been asking

the longest time.

and

Her work

communications secretary has not allowed

a

her to

as
her the
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time.

She figures this

is her best opportunity.

Twymond has no problems since it is getting late and
colder .
They arrive at the "Malcolm X Peoples Community
Center

office.

There are the usual posters of

Malcolm X, Pap Brown, Angela Davis, and Dick
Gregory.

The center houses a tenants* group, drug

counseling, and a day-care center.
works with the tenants' group.

Sharon's friend

The group is about to

inspect a building and talk with the tenants about
organizing .
5:00

p.m.
Sharon's friend
Twymond and
OK.

invites them to come along.

then calls the office.

She asks

The OD says it's

The conditions at the building were extremely

poor.

The entrance door was missing and the hallway

smelled of urine.
floor hallway.

There was no light in the first

The tenants' group first met with a

couple who occupied an apartment on the ground
floor.

They are the ones who first contacted the

organization.
Sharon and Twymond said very little as they
accompanied
building.
about two

the group on a tour through the
In the basement the floor was covered with

inches of water which had seeped

in from a
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water main break

on the street.

There

is evidence of

rats.
Sharon explains
housing

Following

the

that the Party had

a

they would be

in working with the group.
the tour,

Sharon's

friend meets with the

in the young couple's apartment.

Sharon also attended.
quick

friend

advocacy committee and

interested

tenants

to her

to encourage

landlord.

fight for

they would continue

Sharon was

how Black people needed

their rights;

to be exploited

in the tenants'

the legal procedures
Sharon convinced

and

the tenants to take action against

She explained

to stand up and

While those

At the meeting,

Twymond

oppressed.

organization explained

for conducting

Twymond

and

otherwise

a rent strike,

to donate about five to

eight newspapers so they could give then to the
tenants .
Twymond
sold)

has been saving

his nickels

(from each paper

so he can purchase a firearm.

cost him between

$75

to

Reluctantly,

that amount.

to $100,

and

he

Twymond

This

is going

is nowhere close
agrees to give

away some papers.

Sharon knew Twymond was saving

buy a

she was proud of him for

"piece",

sacrificing

and

his personal goals

for the people.

tenants were very appreciative for the papers.
they eagerly looked

to

to

The
As

through the paper Twymond drew
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their

attention to an article on a group of tenants

in Chicago who forced
landlord

and

Sharon's

friend

the city to arrest their

fix up the building.
reminded

the tenants that he could

assist them if they wanted
and/or sue their

6:00

At this point

to withhold

their rent

landlord.

p.m.
Sharon and

Twymond

building.

They both were

though

it was dark

excused

themselves and

left the

feeling pretty good

and getting much colder.

experience of talking with the tenants and
eagerness
warmed

to struggle to

the bus back

plans.
the

the office

tenants meeting,

that

had

little

instead of taking

they would walk.

and

informed

they each sold

For a Tuesday

they proceeded back

commented
just

their

the OD of their

With the additional 15 papers given out at

papers.
As

They decided

to the office

Sharon called

The

improve their conditions

them to the point that the cold

effect on them.

even

folks be

85 to 95

it was pretty good.
to the office,

Sharon

on the poor condition of the building

left.

something

about

they

"You know the Party has got to do
about the housing,

living

in

these

unhealthy from them."
also commented

that the

I mean children and

type of conditions and

Twymond

agreed with her;

landlord

should be dealt

old
it's
he
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with.
then

If

the pig

housing courts wouldn't do anything

the people should move on these capitalist

pigs.

Yeah,

responded

Sharon,

"like

where the Party jacked-up that pig
forced
As

him to fix

landlord

to the office they meet

three other Panthers also returning
"All Power

to the People.

brother?"

"Ain't nothing

"90",

I

hear you,

"83",

Twymond
F.B.I.

"78",

then tells
visit.

What's
to

from the field.

happening sister,

it but the struggle."

how many papers did

you sell?"

"69".
the other Panthers

The other Panthers

about the

listen

They exchange challenges to the F.B.I.
change
the

the subject to what was

topic

expresses

then

One Panther

She states

that she does not

the criticism but the meetings usually consisted

enough.

the rank

Sharon

Panther should bring
others

in

file

for not working

that the other

that up at the meeting.

The

the group do not comment on this and begin
the subject.

mentioned

it continued

I

and

interjects

to change

know,

and

her displeasure with the criticism and

of disciplining
hard

intensely.

for dinner as well as

of the evening meeting.

self-criticism classes.
mind

and

the building".

the two continued back

"Yeah,

in Indianapolis

would bring

The sister who

first

to talk with Sharon.

"You

this up at the meeting but I
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don t think Cathy and Doug will be responsive to
Sharon replies:

"You might be right but you must

dare to struggle,

to dare to win."

group had

at the Panther office.

counted

it."

arrived

their papers

and money,

They then began writing

By this

time the

The members

then turned

them in.

their daily reports.

Sharon

assists others who had difficulty writing.
Since

there was

to be a meeting

at the office, dinner

would be eaten at the office.
7:00

p.m.
A 1966 blue and

white Oldsmobile pulled up

in

of the office.

Two male Panthers bring

three

large pots of spaghetti.
the

field

and completed

As Panthers

in

front

returned

their reports,

from

they served

themselves .
Twymond

is

delivered

reminded by one of the brothers who
the

tomorrow.
burning
7:45

food

that

it

Twymond

said

that he can do some serious

and

is

his

turn to cook

they don't have to worry about

it.

p.m.
After eating

Sharon,

accompany them around
they told
got around

her

invited by three Panthers

the corner.

just come on.

and

some of

to

When she asked why

When the small group

the corner one brother

of port wine
poured

to

is

took

out a bottle

a small can of lemon juice.

the wine on the ground

("for

He
those

in
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the joint")
the bottle.

and poured some of the lemon juice into
Sharon stated,

until after the meeting."
bottle responded;
night.

"Maybe we should wait
The brother holding the

"Shit, the meeting might take all

The others, however, agreed to wait.

The

brother puts the top back on the bottle and places it
back

in the bag.

The group began to discuss the upcoming meeting.
asked
was

if

it was called

One

for any particular reason or

it a regular meeting .

Sharon said she thought it

was a regular meeting but she knew that the issue of
paper sales was going to be brought up.

Another

mentioned that they would much rather have a P.E.
(political education)
troops did need

class.

Sharon stated that the

to learn more about the Black

liberation struggle and

it would be good to have more

classes on Black history.

The others agreed with

her .
One went on to state he was tired of selling papers
and

that he thought the party should be doing more

organizing.

Others agreed with him but they also

stated that it was time to get to the meeting.

The

discussion continued until they were in front of the
office,

at which time they stopped discussing their

complaints.
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8:11

p.m.
Chairs are set up in the back of the office.

About

sixteen Panthers take their seats as Doug, the
Defense Captain, stood writing the agenda on a
blackboard:
conditions;

(1)
(2)

Self-Criticism;"

read and discuss article on housing
read and discuss Mao's "Criticism and
(3)

individualism in the ranks;

(4)

security report.
Sharon was chosen to lead
conditions.

the discussion on housing

Each member got a copy of the latest

issue of The Black Panther.

Each member took turns

reading a paragraph and discussing

its contents.

Many of the brothers had varying degrees of
difficulty in reading but few failed to articulate
the meaning of the text.
Sharon encouraged Tywmond to convey their experience
at the tenants' meeting.

This got others discussing

the conditions they saw daily.

One person asked what

the Party was doing about this problem.

Someone else

stated that point number 4 of the Ten Point Program
called

for decent shelter fit for human beings;

that

it was a point that had yet to be fully developed but
that people were working on

it.

experience with tenants' groups

Another talked about
in another city.
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Doug states that they must get on to the next topic
on the agenda — Criticism and Self-Criticism.
Cathy,

the branch Field Lt. led

the cadre read

First,

in Mao's red book on

criticism and self-criticism.

They continued taking

turns reading and explaining.

The majority of people

had

a firm grasp on the material since they had

discussed
9:17

the chapter

this section.

the same chapter about ten weeks ago.

p.m.
Cathy and Doug both led the discussion on rank and
file productivity.
Cathy stated

Using Mao's chapter as a backdrop

that the troops had

to be criticized for

lack of paper sales over the last two weeks.
added

Doug

that there were many sisters and brothers in

jail who were relying upon the cadre to raise the
funds necessary for their defense.

He added that the

pigs were sabotaging the Party by consistently
busting members.

He reminded people that the paper

was the major source of funding
programs.

for the Party and

its

A brother raised his hand and questioned

if the raising of funds was the only method of
defending political prisoners.
saying

Doug responded by

that the only true means of liberation of all

the people was armed struggle, but that as long as
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legal means had not been fully used the party should
take advantage of them.
Another member stated that the raising of funds was
not the only use of the paper, for in fact it was the
people who would ultimately free the political
prisoners.

The Black Panther was an educational tool

to organize and educate the masses towards
revolutionary politics.
Another member agreed but pointed out that after the
weekend

it becomes harder to sell the paper and many

who we could be reaching were unable to afford the
paper .
Another

interjected that there are many people who

could not afford

the paper and therefore the Party

was not reaching them.
Sharon explained how Twymond and she gave some papers
away that day.

Another commented that that was fine

but it was an individual choice and not part of the
branch's policy.

Doug said he understood the cadre's

concern with the emphasis on paper selling.
stated that he had

talked to Distribution and

National on the same issues.
the rank and
and

He

Doug also encouraged

file to practice democratic centralism

include these in their daily and weekly reports.

He went on to state that National nonetheless wanted
them to

increase the sales of papers.

Doug added
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that he had put in a request to be able to give away
the papers on Wednesday evening and Thursday, since
the new weekly edition came out on Thursday evening.
10:00 p.m.
The OD excused

those in the P.E. class who were not

longtime community workers or Panthers;
locked the office door.

he then

Once this was done,

rifles and three pistols were brought out.

two
One rifle

was a 30 caliber Universal M-l Carbine while the
other was a Springfield 3.06 M-14.

The pistols were

an S.W. 357 revolver, S.W. 38 police special and a
Browning eight shot 9mm.
The class which was now down to about 10 people broke
into groups of two.

Each group was handed a firearm

and

it apart and put it back

required to take

together .
Doug, Cathy, and

the security officer assisted

those

who needed help.
10:38 p.m.
After each group got to handle each firearm,
security officer discussed

the

the increased attacks by

police on Panthers and Panther houses.

He stressed

that people must be alert and never travel alone.
also discussed
defend

the manner

the office

He

in which people were to

in the event of police attack.

of his major points was that the Panthers were to

One
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defend the office long enough to allow the people and
the press to witness their surrender.
the Party was not interested
pigs, and

He stated

that

in property like the

the only reason for defending the office

was to demonstrate self-defense to the people and to
actually practice self-defense.

He stressed that

once the masses are in the street and the media are
on the scene then it is time to surrender.
Following the security discussion the OD asked
Tywmond

to describe the F.B.I. visit to his home.

Following Twymond's account the security officer
discussed the proper manner to deal with the F.B.I.
or any other governmental agency.

The group did a

little role playing to demonstrate the posture one is
to have when confronted by the F.B.I.

The main point

was not to say anything to them so as to reveal any
information.

It was further stated that F.B.I.

agents can be very tricky and gain valuable
information without the person knowing they are
giving any.
11:30 p.m.
The meeting ends.

Twymond and Sharon are asked to

accompany four other Panthers as they drive across
town to pick up some food
told

from a warehouse.

that the night manager

They are

is willing to give up
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some meat but he does not have the permission of the
owners, so the Panthers have to go in the back way.
As they drive across town someone mentioned that they
feel uncomfortable about picking up the meat.
could be a set up you know."

"This

"Yeah, but that's the

chance you take when you serve the people," responded
another.
12:05 a.m.
They arrived at the meat warehouse twenty-five
minutes early.

The night manager had requested they

come at 12:30 to make sure the other manager had
left.
The driver of the Panther car parked about three
blocks away and turned off the headlights.

The

street was abandoned, there was no one on the street,
and only about three other cars parked.

Within ten

minutes a police car passed by, and the Panthers
ducked down so as to not be spotted .

After the car

drove away the Panthers began talking about the many
encounters they had with police.
when we went to get that wood
the lumberyard."

"Yeah, remember

and the pigs surrounded

"Yeah, I remember," said Sharon, "I

remember Saku couldn't even get over the fence and
ended up getting himself and

Steve busted."
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Tywmond was very quiet, watching for the police in
the side-view mirror.

He was not nervous but very

alert.
12:30 a.m.
Doug says

it is time to pick up the meat and the

driver starts the car.
and

Once at the warehouse Doug

Sharon get out the car and knock on the back

door.

The manager was waiting for them.

middle-aged white man with a ponytail.

He is a
He explains

to the Panthers that he and his wife are very
impressed with the Party's free breakfast program and
they wanted

to do something to help out.

He also

stated that his boss was not as liberal as he was.
One Panther asked
boss found

if he would get in trouble when the

the meat missing.

The manager stated that

it was not a problem since he had talked to many of
the workers who were Black and they agreed to cover
it up.
and

With this the manager called a black man over

told him to give the Panthers the stuff.

The Panthers

introduced themselves to the man,

calling him brother.

The man walked them to a stack

of boxes which contained
five cases of beef bacon.
loaded up their car,
off.

three cases of hot dogs and
The Panthers quickly

thanked the two men, and drove

As they left the area of the warehouse the

group began to relax.

One began talking about the
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bottle of wine they put away earlier.
agreed they would drink

They all

it once they put the food

away.
Twymond continued

to watch out for the police.

As

the car got closer to the office Twymond called out,
pigs coming up on you, I think they're going to stop
us."
and

Just as he finished the police lights went on
the cops called to them to pull over.

Doug asked
said no.

if anyone was packing, to which everyone
"OK, I'll do the talking but we are not

telling them where we got the meat."
Two police officers approached
had

from both sides.

They

their guns out and ordered everyone out and to

put their hands against the car.
Once the Panthers did
the car,

this and the police searched

they asked where they got the meat.

Doug

responded by handing the cop his license and car
registration.

The cop threw them on the ground and

demanded to know where they got the meat.

At this

point more police cars arrived; people in the nearby
buildings looked out their windows to find out what
was going on.
cop.

Seeing this Doug turned and

"We did not steal this meat;

do not have to tell you shit.
license,

faced the

it is ours and we

If you want to see my

here, but I have nothing to tell you about

the meat."
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Doug said this knowing that the night manager had
made out an invoice for the meat.
name was on the invoice.
the manager

Doug and Sharon's

Doug did not want to get

in trouble and also felt the cops had no

right to question them on the meat.

Doug and the

others felt fairly comfortable since they were very
close to the office and the people in the community
were familiar to them.

As a matter of fact people

began calling to them by name.

People also began

coming outside in the cold night.
With the neighborhood
not back down.

in witness,

the Panthers would

After a long argument a Police Lt.

arrived and talked with Doug.

He stated that it was

a delicate situation and that he did not want a riot
on his hands.
Lt. agreed

After more discussion, Doug and the

that Doug would be arrested on disorderly

conduct but the others would be left alone and they
would not confiscate the food

if no one reported

it

stolen that night.
Doug talked with the Panthers and told them what was
happening.

He explained

afford to be arrested and
morning.

that some of them could not
the food was needed for the

He also instructed

Jeff Weinberg.

them to call Sandy and

The Weinbergs were two progressive

whites who taught radical economy at the university.
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They had been used

in the past to bail out Panthers

on minor charges.
1:45

a.m.
Once the police arrested Doug, Sharon called

the

Weinbergs and then the Panther lawyer, as well as
Cathy.

Cathy told Sharon to take two other Panthers,

pick up the Weinbergs, and meet the lawyers downtown.
While others stored the food, Sharon told Twymond and
two other Panthers to come with her.
2:00

a.m.
The Panthers and the Weinbergs arrived at central
booking.

A young Black woman just out of law school

greets them.
fund-raiser;

Sharon has met her before at a
they exchange greetings and proceed to

bail Doug out.
2:30

a.m.
Once the arrangements are made the Panthers drive the
Weinbergs home and

5:00

return to await Doug's release.

a.m.
Doug

is released;

Panthers leave.

he thanks the lawyer and the
Doug suggests they grab a bite to

eat.
While at an all-night restaurant, Twymond and Sharon
realize that it is too late to get someone to
substitute at the free breakfast program.

Doug tells
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them to go to the breakfast program but then get some
sleep and report to the office at 2:00 p.m.
6:00

a.m.
Twymond and

Sharon leave the restaurant to catch the

bus to take them to the breakfast program.
Power to the People, Serve the People."

"All

CHAPTER 10
CHRONOLOGY OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

1966
12£6.

Huey Newton and Bobby Seale develop

relationship while attending Merritt Community College,
Oakland, California.

in

Huey was very active in developing

the first Afrikan American Association on campus.

Through

the activities of this student organization, Bobby and Huey
began to discuss Black Nationalist politics.
The best read and most outspoken campus activist,
Newton began to develop a strong reputation as a serious
Black nationalist leader.

One of the major concerns of

both Huey and Bobby was that student activities be related
to the Black community.

This position led

to

disenchantment towards many of the other Black student
activities on campus.
October 1966.

While working

in a local poverty

program, Huey and Bobby began to canvass the Black
community of Oakland

in an attempt to ascertain the

pressing needs and desires of the people.

As a result of

this research, Huey and Bobby formulated a Ten Point
Platform and Program which they felt represented the wants
and beliefs of the Black community.

With the literary

assistance of Huey's brother, Melvin Newton, Sociology
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Professor at Merritt College, they wrote up the Ten Point
Program and Platform, reproduced 1,000 copies and
distributed them throughout Oakland.

With this document as

their program, the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense was
officially formed
—1?^6.
Seale, Chairman;

in October 1966.
Huey Newton, Minister of Defense; Bobby
and Bobby Hutton, Treasurer

recruit from local poverty program)
books?

(17 year old

raised money by selling

Quotations of Chairman Mao, and Fanon's Wretched of

the.Earth.

With the proceeds from the book sales they

bought guns and printed up literature.
November 1966.

B.P.P. establishes patrols to monitor

Oakland police activities within the Black community.
law books, various guns,

With

and a couple of cars, the founding

members drove around Oakland confronting police and
advising Afrikan Americans of their legal rights.
Huey Newton was a prelaw student and had

researched

the California laws concerning the public display of arms
and

interfering with police activities.

Having been on

probation for a minor encounter with the police Huey
carried a shotgun rather than a handgun which he was not
legally eligible to have.

Bobby Hutton, who was seventeen

years old and therefore underage, also did not qualify to
possess a handgun.

Bobby Seale, on the other hand, was

legally able to carry a handgun in public as long as it was
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not concealed.

Bobby Seale carried a

.45 automatic pistol

in a shoulder holster worn over his jacket.
In the act of advising people of their rights or
while confronting the police, the Panthers stood at the
legal distance from the police and

"suspect."

1967
January 1967 .

With proceeds from book sales B.P.P.

for Self-Defense opens store front office in Afrikan
American community of Oakland.
political education classes

B.P.P. hold meetings and

in office.

Within the first

week of the opening Sherman Forte, John Sloane, Mark
Johnson, and Warren Tucker joined B.P.P.
that the guns were used

(Bobby stated

to attract the young militant

'brothers of the block,' while the red book could be sold
to the white students and generate funds.)
stated that once the

'brothers off the block' got to the

office they were introduced to the red book.
children were also attracted
out.

B.P.P. held rallies

around
#7:

Seale also

Young

to the office where they hung

in community and on campuses

their Ten Point Program and Platform, particularly

"We want an immediate end

to Police Brutality and

Murder of Black People."
February 21. 1967.

Betty Shabazz visits Bay Area.

The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense works with another
organization called The Black Panther Party of Northern
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California.

These two Bay Area Black organizations were to

organize a conference to be held during the visit of B.
Shabazz,

the widow of the slain Malcolm X.

Eldridge

Cleaver, author of "Soul on Ice" and editor of Ramparts
magazine,

is working with the Black Panther Party of

Northern California, first meets with Oakland
Seale)

group.

The B.P.P. for self defense was responsible

for security of B. Shabazz.
picks up Shabazz,
arms.

(Newton and

B.P.P. goes to airport and

they are confronted by police about their

B.P.P. holds/its ground.

Big press coverage of

armed Afrikan Americans escorting B.

Shabazz from airport.

B.P.P. escorts Shabazz to Ramparts office in San
Francisco.

Outside office there is another confrontation

with police.

During this episode Newton has a standoff

with a police officer who wants to disarm him.
backs down
traffic.

The officer

in front of crowd of media and downtown
As a consequence of these highly publicized

incidents the B.P.P. for Self Defense becomes widely known
throughout Northern California.

The ranks of the

organization grow.
April 15. 1967.

Eldridge Cleaver speaks at massive

San Francisco Peace Rally of 65,000.
speaks.
exposure.

Ms. King also

Rally results in Cleaver getting national T.V.
The parole board objects.

from T.V./Radio, appearances,

They restrict Cleaver

traveling and making public
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speeches critical of California politicians or prison
officials .
April 27f

1967.

First issue of The Black Panther;

Black.Community—News Service . the official voice of the
B.P.P.

Young children 9, 10 and 11 years old distribute

the paper throughout the community.
The issue

is dedicated to a young A.A., Denzil

Dowell, who was slain by Oakland Police.

B.P.P. organize

community in protest to this police killing.

They organize

rallies, demonstrations, and a memorial for Denzel.

B.P.P.

gains more community support for police patrols.
March-May 1967.
Oakland,

increase police patrols and rallies.

also an increase
B.P.P.

B.P.P. continues to organize
There is

in minor confrontations between police and

Some members are arrested on minor charges.

Cars

are constantly stopped by Oakland police.
B.P.P. work with community on other issues such as
installing stop signs at dangerous intersections, and
community review board
Mav 21.

1967.

for police dept.

Due to a pending bill in the state

legislature which would outlaw the public position of
loaded

firearms

in California, thirty armed B.P.P. members

led by Bobby Seale go to Sacramento protest.

Once in the

capitol building the B.P.P. group was confronted by both
media people and capital police.
assembly chambers but was

Group walked

into the

immediately ushered out by
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police.

Bobby Seale reads statement written by Newton

(executive mandate #1), which was titled
Self-Defense'.

'In defense of

The statement dealt with Afrikan Americans'

rights and need to defend
^§y.-?l, .1967 .

themselves from brutality.

While leaving Sacramento, Seale, Emory

Douglass and others are stopped at a gas station next to
the ramp leading to the highway to Oakland.

A police car

stops and a policeman approaches Seale inquiring about his
gun.

Over the police radio Seale hears "Arrest them on

anything."

There was a brief confrontation when more

police arrived.

All thirty Panthers and many people from

the surrounding area were arrested

(Seale: 1970).

Eldridge

Cleaver who was present in the capacity of journalist for
Ramparts , was also arrested .
As a result of these arrests Seale and the others
made a deal with the authorities:
Panther members served
who were on parole
charges dropped.

Seale and a few other

four to six months in jail so those

(from other cases)

could have the

Eldridge Cleaver proved

was on the scene as a reporter and
arresting all Afrikan Americans
Mav 26. 1967.

in court that he

that the police were

in the area.

Seale, Newton, Cleaver, and Emory

Douglass put out the 2nd

issue of The Black Panther*

This

issue was more professionally laid out by Douglass, a
graphics artist, and edited by Eldridge Cleaver, best
seller author and an editor for a fairly large magazine.
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The paper

is sold for 25 cents by rank and file members.

Eldridge Cleaver joins the Panthers as Minister of
Information.
May—1-26.7.

B.P.P. officially stops police patrols

in

Oakland before pending bill is passed.

,

October 26 _1967 .

Huey Newton is stopped by two

police officers late at night while driving through
Oakland.

A shooting ensues:

Officer John Frey was shot

and killed while Newton and Officer Hurbert Heans were
wounded.
arrested

While being treated at the hospital Newton was
for murder, assault, and attempted murder.

was shot in the stomach.

Newton

Newton claimed that he was

stopped by police and passed out after being shot.
he did not know who shot the police.

He said

No gun was found on

Newton and he was driven to the hospital by someone who was
never

identified.
November 23 . 1967 .

During summer and Fall 1967 paper

has many S.N.C.C. articles as well articles on Marcus
Garvey.
November/ December 1967.
speak on a national level.

Cleaver and Seale begin to

Main message is to free Huey

Newton.
November 1967.
to San Francisco.

Kathleen Cleaver from S.N.C.C. moves

Begins to work with B.P.P., especially

with The Black Panther newspaper.

She also dealt with

writing press releases and holding press conferences.
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November—L9_67
earnest.

Free Huey campaign begins in

Mass rallies at the court building, press

conferences, street rallies, T.v. news spots.

Membership

grows to over two hundred members.
P.6Cember—£_f—1967 .

Bobby Seale is released from jail

(case resulting from the Sacramento incident).
Mass rallies continue throughout the Bay area to free
Huey Newton.

S.N.C.C.- inspired pickets are formed around

the court building on a daily basis.
marches are held

Mass paramilitary

in front of the court house.

December 22. 1967.

The B.P.P. develops a coalition

with the Peace and Freedom Party

(P.F.P.)

( a white

liberal/progressive political party which run candidates in
both local and national elections) .

Under the terms of the

coalition the P.F.P. would conduct voter registration in
the Oakland community and the B.P.P. would receive
equipment such as a sound truck as well as $3,000 for
Newton's defense.
As a result of this coalition Eldridge Cleaver
eventually ran for president on the P.F.P. ticket on a
platform of Free Huey Newton.

Both Bobby Seale and Huey

Newton ran for local office in the name of the Ten point
program and platform.
office

Kathleen Cleaver also runs for local

in San Francisco.
November/December 1967.

Based upon his political

commitment, past union/labor activities and court record of
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defending
stated

in criminal cases, as well as the price

(he

'let's not worry about money, let's first free

Huey'), Charles Geary was chosen to defend Huey Newton.

1968
January 1968.
to be held
1968.

Planning for massive

'Free Huey' rally

in the Oakland Auditorium held on February 17,

Invited speakers are Stokely Carmichael, and other

S.N.C.C. leaders, as well as Black Panther Party leaders.
P.F .P. provides funding to organize rally and to
allow Seale and Cleaver to travel.
January 1968.

San Francisco tactical police squad

burst into Eldridge and Kathleen Cleaver's apartment
looking for guns; no guns are found

in the Cleaver house.

Eldridge is forbidden to possess firearms due to his
parole.

After this

incident Kathleen decided to buy guns

so she can protect her family.
January 1968.

Seale and Cleaver travel to Washington

D.C. to visit Stokely Carmichael.

Enlist him as keynote

speaker at free Huey rally in February.
February 1968.
in jail.

Stokely Carmichael visits Huey Newton

National press covers his visit.

February 1968.

Seale and Cleaver travel to L.A.,

talk with James Forman,

leader in S.N.C.C..

Forman wants

Black Panther Party to stop dealing with Carmichael and
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instead deal with H.

Rap Brown,

another national S.N.C.C.

leader .
Cleaver enlists
known

friends from L.A. whom he had

in prison, Alprentice

Anthony.
in

two

They begin

'Bunchy' Carter and

Earl

to run Cleaver's Presidential campaign

Southern California.
February 17,

Oakland Auditorium.

1968.

Massive Free Huey rally held

Police are not allowed

in

in or around

building .
Cleaver announces
Rap Brown

a B.P.P. - S.N.C.C.

appointed Prime Minister.
into the B.P.P.

S.N.C.C.

H.

is made Minister of Justice, James Forman,

Minister of Foreign Affairs and

drafted

alliance.

factions.

Stokely Carmichael,

All three S.N.C.C.

to avoid

$10,000

is

favoring

raised

leaders were

any of the

for Newton's defense

at rally.
Februarv/March 1968.
formed.

Bunchy Carter

L.A. chapter of B.P.P.

and Earl Anthony lead

is

effort.

Aside

from Free Huey/ Cleaver campaign, L.A. B.P.P. works with
Black

Students Union of L.A.

During

this same time the

newly formed chapter was experiencing some difficulty with
a southern California nationalist group United
(US) .
the

In January of 1968 Carter expressed

local student union was being

organization.

Slaves

to Seale that

intimidated by the US
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Majrcft 196gf—Seattle, Washington Chapter opens.
and

Elmer Dixon, Curtis Harris
February 1968.

and

arrest him and

overheard

search of Seale's
shotgun.
it'

Police claim to have

'we should get Rap'.

house the police

Bobby overheard

(Seale:

into Bobby Seale's House

his wife Artie.

found

During

a sawed

one policeman state,

while another cop responded

that'

form chapter.

Police bust

Seale saying

Aaron

a

off

'We found

'yeah, we expected

to find

1970).

Bobby Seale

is charged

with

illegal possession of a

sawed

off shotgun and conspiracy to commit murder.

Artie

Seale

is charged

off

shotgun.

with

The shotgun

illegal possession of a sawed
in question turned

neither Artie's or Bobby's
Bobby Seale stated
attempt to cause
S.N.C.C.

and

anything

about H.

fingerprints on

the police busting

it.

that the conspiracy charge was an

friction within S.N.C.C.

the B.P.P.

out to have

Bobby stated

Rap Brown during
into his

house

and between

that he never said

the period
(Seale:

leading up to

1968).

On the

contrary the B.P.P. made certain not to get involved
internal

feuding within

S.N.C.C.

in the

(see above S .N .C .C ./B .P .P .

alliance) .
A woman living next door
European American man had
prior

to

the arrest.

to the Seales stated

rented

that a

a room from her two weeks

She also said

that he was the man who
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had been looking around Seale's window earlier on the day
of the arrest.
Feb.ru a r.y 1 8,—196 8 .

David Hilliard, Bunchy Carter,

his brother, and an unnamed woman were in a car that was
surrounded by at least twenty Oakland police.

All in the

car were arrested on weapons charges.
March 1968.

As a result of the increased police

activity against B.P.P. members, Huey Newton issues
Executive Mandate #3, which calls for all Black Panther
Party members to legally arm themselves and defend
themselves

if anyone is acting

in an illegal manner

regardless of whether that person was wearing a police
uniform or not.
March 16 . 196 8.
in support of Newton.

Stokely Carmichael makes statement
Makes connection between Orangeburg

S.C., killings 3/17/68 and Newton's case.
March 16 . 1968.
printed

in The Black Panther.

March 1968.
overheard
plans to

Letter of support from H. Rap Brown

A women tells Eldridge Cleaver that she

two off duty Oakland police officers discussing
'get the Panthers' sometime in April of 1968.

A few days after Cleaver received

information on

impending police plot, Bobby Seale was told by a former
Afrikan American Oakland police officer that he, too, heard
rumors that the police were planning something against the
B.P.P.
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Bobby Seale orders

increase of weapons and directs

members to be alert.
April 5. 1968.
murdered.
attack.

The day Dr. Mart in L. King Jr.

is

Bobby Seale was hiding due to rumors of police
A warrant was issued against him on the earlier

shotgun charge, since he missed a court appearance.

Seale

had already cautioned Party members to be extra careful,
follow the law, but be prepared to defend themselves.
Eldridge Cleaver and Charles Geary inform judge of
Seale's apprehension towards appearing at the court
building.

They convince judge to drop warrant.

Bobby

Seale comes out of hiding.
April 5 - 6 , 196 8.

Bobby Seale holds press

conference at police Headquarters.

He calls for Oakland

Afrikan American community to refrain from rioting over Dr.
King's murder.

Calls for community to organize to defend

their community.

Seale also informed community of the

campaign by the Oakland police against the B.P.P.
The Oakland community did not riot following the
murder of Dr. King Jr.;

however, many people from the

community did approach the Black Panther Party for guns.
April 1 - 7.

1968.

B.P.P. organizing

for massive

barbecue/ picnic for election campaign and Free Huey.

The

barbecue was to be held on April 7th in Defremery Park,
Oakland, and
Bay Area.

it was announced on the radio throughout the
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Central Committee is formed.

The new

Central Committee consists of Huey Newton, Minister of
Defense, Bobby Seale, Chairman, Eldridge Cleaver, Minister
of Information, David Hilliard, Chief of Staff, Kathleen
Cleaver, Communication Secretary, Emory Douglass, Minister
of Culture, Melvin Newton, as well as the three S.N.C.C.
leaders.
Bobby Seale makes

it clear that there is a difference

between working for Huey Newton Defense and Black Panther
Party membership.
April 6 , 196 8.

Late night/early morning three

carloads of B.P.P. members drive through Oakland having
just finished final preparations for the picnic.

E.

Cleaver, B. Hutton, D. Hilliard, and others are in the lead
car.

Eldridge turns off the main street to relieve

himself.

He gets out of the car and begins to urinate when

police cars approach from both directions.

An officer gets

out of his car with gun drawn and orders Eldridge into the
middle of the street.

Before Cleaver can respond the

police start shooting.

The Panthers from all the cars jump

out and run for cover.

Cleaver is pinned down in the

corner of an alley, when police approach firing at him.
Bobby Hutton guides Cleaver over a fence to temporary
safety.

After about two minutes police start shooting at

Cleaver and Hutton.

Hutton retreats into a house as the

police close in on Cleaver,

firing at him.

Hutton retreats
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into a house as the police close in on Cleaver firing at
him.

Hutton returns fire from small caliber rifle

time Panthers return fire during

incident)

(1st

just in time to

allow Cleaver to escape the gunfire and retreat into the
building.

Hutton and Cleaver are held up in the house for

almost two hours.
for one half hour.

At one point police fire continuously
Eldridge Cleaver is first hit in the

chest by a tear gas canister,

then is shot in a leg and

foot.
The building catches fire from the large amount of
tear gas shot into it.

Hutton and Cleaver decided to throw

out the rifle and offer to surrender once they hear people
from the community calling for the police to stop firing.
Cleaver tells Hutton to take off his clothes,

(Cleaver's

are already off due to Hutton's attempt to find Cleaver's
wounds);

this

is to demonstrate that they are not armed.

Hutton strips down to underwear and assists Cleaver
outside.

The police order them to raise their hands.

Hutton does as ordered, but Cleaver falls to the ground due
to his wounds.

The police tell Hutton to run about twenty

yards to awaiting police car, but before he gets ten yards
he is shot over twenty times.

The police then turn their

guns on Eldridge Cleaver but people from the community
again begin to scream and shout;
shoot.'

'Don't shoot, don't

Police then beat Cleaver.

All the surviving

Panthers are arrested for attempted murder.

Eldridge
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Cleaver

is taken to the hospital and held on parole

violation.

Bobby Hutton was D.O.A.

ft-PE i

Q.

Bobby Hutton's funeral.

Huey sends

message to B.P.P. and community not to riot but again to
organize,

train, and educate.
1.96 Q.

N.Y.C. chapter is formed on Fulton

street in Brooklyn.

Pennywell, Jordan Ford, David

Brothers, and Lumumba Shakur were founding members.
May 1968.

Bobby Seale, Huey Newton, and Kathleen

Cleaver all get on local ballots on the Peace and Freedom
Party ticket.
votes

Newton and Seale each receive over 25,000

in the East Bay Area.
May 18, 1968.

K. Cleaver

incumbent Willie Brown.

is running against Black

Article attacks Brown for not

speaking out on Hutton killing.
May 1968.

Bobby Seale goes on a national speaking

tour to campaign for Newton's release and to gain new
membership.

Membership grows, N.J. and Detroit organize

groups which ask to join B.P.P.
Mav 1968.
Program.

Seattle chapter opens Free Breakfast

Program to feed poor children five days a week.

The program also consists of educational sessions to teach
the children

'their true history and present conditions in

everyday life.'

(Point number 5 of the B.P.P. Ten Point

Program and Platform) .

The Breakfast program was also an

attempt to give the community an example of what socialism
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would be like.

The Seattle program first served 25-10

children on a daily basis.

The chapter eventually

developed three more breakfast programs which served over
300 children daily.
May.18,

1963.

Notice in The Black Panther "June 13

last day to buy guns and Ammo."

article deals with the new

firearm laws requirements in California.
jZ-UP-Q. .6 f_196 8.
Judge ruled

Eldridge Cleaver is released on bond.

that his parole had been improperly revoked.

Cleaver vows not to return to jail.

He steps up his

speaking, goes on national tour speaking
and college campuses.

in Black community

He also continues to write articles,

edits The Black Panther and works for Ramparts magazine.
July 1968.
begins.

Huey Newton's first-degree murder trial

Huey contends that he was shot as soon as his car

was stopped,

that he passed out at that time and does not

know who or how the two police officers were shot.

Every

day over three hundred people demonstrated outside the
court house.
July 1968.

Des Moines, Iowa chapter opens.

is donated by Catholic Charities of Des Moines.
B.P.P. had

Office
The local

a working relationship with the local welfare

rights organization as well as various church groups.
Together they sponsored a breakfast program, welfare rights
advocate program, and various youth activities.
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July 1986.
Nations.

Group of B.P.P. members visit United

They talk with Third World nations and

liberation

movements about the plight of Afrikan Americans and other
people of color in the United States.
June 1968.

100's of members are recruited at Long

Island University, N.Y. program.

These members join

Brooklyn Branch of B.P.P ./N.Y.
August_1968.

Indianapolis Ind. chapter opens.

4.U3.USt_1968.

Bobby Seale makes speech in Chicago

during the Democratic Party national convention.
spoke at the rally attended by over 20,000 people.
was during the Students for a Democratic Society's
call for

Seale
This
(S.D.S.)

'days of rage', where thousands of predominantly

European American students went to Chicago during the
convention to disrupt it.

The Chicago police under orders

from Mayor Richard Daley went on a three day rampage
beating and arresting demonstrators.

Bobby Seale was only

one of many people who came to Chicago to speak to the
demonstrators.

Seale spent less than twenty four hours

in

the city.
September 1968.

Eldridge Cleaver's parole is again

overturned and he is ordered back to prison.
into hiding.

Later

Cleaver goes

it is discovered that he fled the

country and was granted political asylum in Cuba.
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September 7, 1968T

Southern California Chicano group

"Brown Berets" attends funeral of B.P.P./L.A. members Tommy
Lewis, Robert Lawrence, and
— p.teniber—1.96 Q .

Steven Bartholomew.

Huey Newton is convicted of second

degree manslaughter, although the judge charged the jury
for 1st degree murder.
During the trial lawyer C. Geary revealed that the
prosecution had altered the taped
key witnesses.
never

The judge had

interview of one of its

the court records changed but

informed the jury of the new developments.
Newton's lawyers

immediately filed an appeal on a

number of grounds, one of which was the fact that the jury
did not follow the judge's charge.
September 1968.

After the verdict in Newton's trial,

drunk off duty Oakland cops drive past the B.P.P.
headquarters

in Oakland and

September 1968.
of B.P.P./N.Y.

He is

fire ten rounds at the office.

Jamal Joseph joins Brooklyn branch
involved

in student organizations,

working with Afrikan American and Latin community groups
attempting to take control of Bronx Hospital

(Lincoln

Hospital) .
October 26. 1968.

"Black people keep your guns,"

another article about California gun laws.
October 5. 1968.

Randy Williams, Captain, West

Oakland, B.P.P. calls for arming the masses, article
contained

technical information on firearms.
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October 5, 1968.

First Aid information on heart

attacks, diet, etc.
October. 5, 1968.

N.Y./ B.P.P. leaders Jourdon Ford

and David Brothers along with lawyers J. Lefcourt, and W.
Kunstler, Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, Law Center
for Constitutional Rights, and the National Lawyers Guild
file lawsuit calling for decentralization of the N.Y .P.D.
October 1968.

Police attack B.P.P ./N.Y.

October—26_1968.

B.P.P./S.F. work with independent

Free Medical Clinic.
November 11, 1968.

West Oakland B.P.P. begins Free

Breakfast Program.
November 16, 1968.

Minister of Information and

Editor of The B.O. listed as Underground.
November 16. 1968.

Article in Chinese appears in The

Black Panther .
Fall 1968.

Brownsville, N.Y.C., office of B.P.P.

opens B.P.P. work with Brownsville Community council and
welfare rights organizations.

They also organize a

sweep-up in order to clean up neighborhood.

Their

breakfast program served 30 - 70 children daily.

They

organize rent strikes and force the city to provide tenant
services.

Brownsville B.P.P. also worked to keep peace

between Latin and Black youth.
November 23. 1968.

Progressive Labor Party sends

telegram demanding justice for Newton.
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November—2.3^—1$6 8 ,

Advertisement for Rap Brown and

Leroy Jones greetings cards.
October/November 1968.

Oakland chapter of B.P.P.

opens its first Free Breakfast Program.
November_196 8.

Chicago Chapter is officially

recognized by National headquarters in Oakland as B.P.P.,
Bobby Brown, former S.N.C.C. leader heads effort to form
chapter.
December 18, 1968.

Indianapolis Indiana/ B.P.P.

office raided by F.B.I. and local police.
December 1968.

New Jersey/B.P.P. Office fire bombed.

December 21. 1968.

Articles on San Francisco State

Panther B.S.U. inspired strike.

#10 of students demands is

the reinstatement Minister of Education George Murray.
December 21. 1968.

B.P.P./Brooklyn participate in

mass student demonstration for community control of
schools .
December 1968.

Bobby Seale goes to World Peace

Conference held in Montreal Canada.

He gives full support

of the B.P.P. to the National Liberation Front of South
Vietnam.

The Party also donates $300 to the N.L.F.

December 1968.

During the year five Black Panther

members are killed and seventeen are wounded by police.
December 196 8/Januarv 1969,.
leader, Fred Hampton (21 year old)
Chapter of B.P.P.

Maywood N.A.A.C.P. youth
joins Chicago/Illinois

High school basketball star. Brad Greene
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Joins Chicago B.P.P.

B.P.P. Chicago worked to forge

peace/unity with Black Stone Rangers

(large street gang),

Young Lords Puerto Rican street gang turned political.
Young Patriots, European American gang turned political, as
well as S.D.S.

196 9
January 1969.

Kansas City, Missouri chapter opens.

William Whifield and Pete O'Neil form chapter/

They lease

office/house from the Methodist Inner City Parish
(M.I.C.P.)

for $1 annually.

B.P.P./K.C. worked with

M.I.C.P. on free breakfast program, welfare rights
organizing, and community drug program.

The M.I.C.P. had a

young adults defense fund which they used to bail out
arrested B.P.P. members.

They also donated the services of

a van for food distribution.

At first rally held by K .C.

chapter over 700 people attend.

K.C. chapter works with

local community on trash clean-up/ and putting pressure on
city to increase services to Afrikan American community.

B.P.P./K.C. worked out an agreement with
'established' leaders of the community to have these
leaders accompany the police

in the event the police wanted

to search B.P.P. headquarters or members'
Police also agreed
daytime.

residents.

to conduct such searches during the

The K.C. police dept, violated this agreement.
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January—L969■
for

a few weeks,

B.p.p./k.C. conducts police patrols

then discontinue them due to legal

problems .
January 15.

1969.

Defense captain, N.Y./B.P.P.

12th Congressional district.

He

runs

is a candidate for

the

P«P • Platform similar to west coast candidates Cleaver,
Seale,

and

Newton.

January 16,
B.P.P.

members

Off duty and

on duty cops beat 12

in Des Moines.

January 17,
Defense

1969.

1969.

Bunchy Carter, Deputy Minister of

Southern California,

and John Huggins, Deputy

Minister of Information Southern California,
killed

are shot and

in Campbell hall on the University of California,

Los Angeles campus by members of US organization.
The B.P.P.

and US organization were both invited

U.C.L.A. by the Black

Students Union

decide which organization would
studies program.
their presentation
Brown

in an attempt to

influence/run the Black

Huggins and Carter had
for

just finished

the B.P.P. when B.P.P. member Elaine

approached Carter and

the US organization had
confronts US members,

to

informed

just hit her.

him that a member of
When Bunchy Carter

he and John Huggins are shot and

killed .
Karenga,

leader of US has claimed

first at the US members.

In any event,

that Carter shot
information
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uncovered
fueled

over the years establish proof

the bad

feeling between B.p.p.

Four months
John

Savage

later, on May 23.

The B.P.P. claimed

Carter and

and

US.

1968.

is killed by US members

California.

that the F.B.I.

B.P.P. member

in San Diego,

that he had

Huggins murders and was killed

from testifying

at the US members

J.anuary 25 .

1969.

membership purge to

witnessed

the

to prevent him

trial.

National headquarters enact a

"...

increase political awareness and

eliminate the provocateurs,

and

members whose conduct

is

detrimental

to the welfare of the community and

The Party.

The Party will not come to the aid of those

trouble
acts

if they break discipline.

in an

Any Party member who

The Party will make efforts to increase

political Education among
made to see

the membership.

that the efforts of the B.P.P.

political nature and

Members must be
are of a

that the Party uses military

are to accelerate the accomplishment of the

political objectives
paramount

in

individualistic manner must suffer the

consequences.

procedures

the Party.

... political objectives remain

in the scheme of things."

February 1969.

Brooklyn B.P.P. members work with

High School students on boycott/demonstrations at Canarsie
High.

Afrikan American students demand

Rights

leader Malcolm X and

center

in

the school.

a holiday for Human

the establishment of a cultural
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Majch 1.96 9.
program;

over

Chicago/B .P .p . starts

the following year they developed

Illinois chapter of the B.P.P.

also encouraged

an Afrikan American student group
breakfast program.
in

in opening

March_20,

speech

1969.

Bobby Seale

in Chicago during

,

and assisted

a free

1969.

a breakfast program.

is

the federal anti-riot act.

April 2

two more.

Their work with street gangs resulted

the Black Disciples also developing

violating

first Breakfast

indicted

for

This stems

from his

1968 Democratic convention.

New York police serve warrants for

the arrest of twenty one N.Y. Black Panther members.
arrest 13 B.P.P./N.Y.
bail.

leaders.

They are charged

conspiracy to

robbing

Mav 1969.
Branch/B.P .P.
among

All are held on $100,000

with a wide range of offenses,

subway token booths

bomb department stores and

from

to conspiracy to

a botanical garden.

Kim Holder age 12 1/2,

joins Harlem

Duties are to conduct political education

the youth who hang

out around

the Harlem office, work

at various breakfast programs as well as collect food
program,

They

organize door-to-door

tenants rights
There are

and

other

for

in northern Harlem around

housing

issues.

four breakfast programs with connections to

B.P.P./Harlem.
April/May/and

June 1969.

Party conducts a purge to

consolidate national organization and
discipline.

Many

long

install Party

time members are expelled

from Party
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and

entire chapters

are closed.

Party membership

and

no new chapters or branches are to open.
Much of the original leadership

exile.

Local chapters

are

by law enforcement groups.
all-time high.
community

B.P.P.

is now

in

is

frozen

jail or

increasingly coming under attack
Police

leadership,

infiltration
rank

and

in general are aware of police

is

file,

at an
and

infiltration of

B.P.P.
Spring

1969.

Party members now required

full-time commitment.
Boston, Chicago,

In many chapters, such as N.Y.,

and

Northern California, members

communal setting either
The cooking

to members.

allowed

to hold

to school,
and

live

in

in a Panther house or apartment.

is done on a communal basis.

clothes

to give

For

full-time

B.P.P. provided

the most part members
jobs.

Members could

are not
and did go

mainly high school with some attending college

some attending Jr.

high school.

National Headquarters sent Field Marshal Donald Cox
(D.C.)

along with California Panther members A1 Corroll,

Landon Williams

and

Rory Hyth to N.Y.

in order

to fill the

leadership void created by the arrest of the N.Y. Panther
21.
D .C.,

The sending
was

of these West Coast members, particularly

an attempt to strength Party discipline

in New

York .
June
work

on the

27 .

1969.

Winston Salem N.C ./N.C .C .F . begins

issue of political prisoners

(non B.P.P.).
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Summer96 9 t

B.P.P. proposes prisoner exchange

between North Vietnam/Viet Cong
government.

The U.S. would

political prisoners and
U.S.

soldiers.

agreed

States

release Huey Newton and

the Vietnamese would

Summer 1969.

other

free captured
(N.L.F.),

in principle. B.P.P. begins to

request relatives of P.O.W.s

This

the United

The National Front for Liberation

to the proposal

Spanish.

and

to contact them.

Parts of The Black Panther printed

in

is done primarily to assist a Mexican

American organization La Raza

in

its organizing efforts

in

California.
July 1969.

Richmond, California/B.P.P. starts

Liberation School.
the day.

Brunch and

are provided during

The curriculum consists of Afrikan American

History,

writing

skills,

July 18 - 21.
united popular
Committee

and political science.

1969.

In an attempt to develop a

front the B.P.P.

to Combat Fascism

from all backgrounds were
held

snacks

set out to hold

(N.C.C.F.) .

invited

in Oakland, California.

the United

States.

Young Lords, Young Patriots,
Afrika,

S.N.C.C.,

workshops.

Progressive people

to a conference to be

At the conference

participants were to develop a unified
fascism in

a National

agenda for combating

Organizations such as the
S.D.S.,

Republic of New

Red Guard participated

in the numerous
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August—ljL*—1969 .

Bobby Seale

conspiracy to riot and
appearance

and

to

is

arrested on

incite riot.

This stems

speech at the protest

Democratic Convention August 1968.
immediately re-arrested

from his

in Chicago during

the

Seale posts bail and

is

on murder and conspiracy charges.

The new charges come from the Alex Rackley murder trial

in

New Haven, Conn.
August 1969.

K. Cleaver leaves country intending

join Eldridge

in Cuba.

she should go

to Algeria.

her

and

She gets word
Once

from Eldridge that

in Algeria Eldridge joins

is granted political asylum.

Fall 1969.

B.P.P.

form N.C.C.F.

offices,

offices were not officially part of the B.P.P.
however,
In some

to

under

the direction and

were allowed

to

They were,

leadership of the B.P.P.

locations N.C.C.F. offices

B.P.P. chapter/branch,

these

functioned

similar to a

in other areas European Americans

join and participate

in N.C.C.F.

formations.
In N.Y.C.
in N.C.C.F.

there were no European Americans

offices.

the B.P.P. branches
Ootoher in.

These offices

functioned

involved

similar to

in New York.

1 969.

B.P.P. members Bruce Richards and

Walter Toure Poke are stopped by members of the Los Angeles
Police Department.

A shoot-out follows. Poke

Richards

and charged with attempted murder.

is wounded

is killed

and
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Police claim the two were about to hold up a
Jack-in-the-box

restaurant.

December 15,
Zimbabwe send

1969.

Z.A.P.U./

letter of support to B.P.P.

December 17.
editor.

A.N.C./South Afrika,

Big Man,

1969.

The Black Panther Managing

is denied

entrance to Denmark

for speaking

I
engagement.
I

1970
i

<
January 24 ,
disbanded due

1970 .

Milwaukee Chapter/B .P .P .

is

to a lack of discipline by leadership and

lack of work

in

a

the Black Community.
i
i

January 3 .

1970 .

Bobby Seale sends message to white

progressive movement:

defeat domestic

in response to whites'

anti-war stance but lack of

enthusiasm towards
January
program;

9.

It

is

internal struggles.

1970 .

James Young

January 17 .

imperialism.

B .P .P./Boston begins free clothing

is Program coordinator.

1970 .

B.P.P. support for Eritrea

Liberation struggle.
January 24.
disbanded.

1970.

Milwaukee Wis.

B.P.P. chapter

Lack of discipline by leadership.

Lack of work

in Black community.
January 24.
coordinator

1970.

arrested

Philadelphia breakfast program

on an old

violation

in which
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accomplice was set free.

Breakfast program to date served

over 1,500 children.
February 5.

1970.

Indianapolis B.P.P.

holds

large

Free Huey rally to coincide with President Nixon's visit.
March 4,

1970 .

Winston Salem N.C ./N.C .C .F . organized

housing committee community worked
pressure local agencies

to prevent evictions,

for assistance,

and confront

land lords .

,

March 1
'inquest'

197 0 .

Chicago community holds

into the Killings of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark.

March 7 .

1970 .

B.P.P. delegation attends Palestine

support committee conference
March 21,

1970.

in Algeria.

San Francisco chapter establishes

tenants' grievance committee,
March 24,
responds

1970.

her children.

also repeated

April 12 .
N.Y.

Boston B.P.P.

housing committee

21

1970 .

lawyers,

from

The practice of B.P.P.

interceding on behalf of tenants

landlords was

and

similar to Winston Salem's.

to community protest and prevents landlord

evicting mother and
members

'Peoples'

in disputes with

in the N.Y. chapter.

Offices of the New York
are set ablaze.

were destroyed by the flames.

law commune

Many of the files

Some files were also taken

by law enforcement people.
April 18.
France,
Germany,

1970.

B.P.P.

Britain, Denmark,
and

Solidarity committees

from

Belgium, Netherlands, West

Sweden hold conference

in Frankfurt.

They
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declare support

for B.P.P.,

offer assistance,

and protest

respective governments to put pressure on the U.S.

to free

political prisoners.
ftJ2r.il—LS-i_1970 .

S .F . chapter puts on a

Street Festival' Festival
ft-J2r.il, 25 f_1970 .
signatures

is geared

'Peoples

towards young people.

Berkeley/N.C .C .F . collects enough

to place the

issue of community control of

police on the ballot.
April 30 ,

1970 .

Baltimore B.P.P. Free breakfast

program raided by 20
for

local policeman.

identification and

commissioner stated
'harassment'

third

1970 .

its programs

Mav 31.

a program of
and

supporters.

B.P.P. sends delegation to United

to gain support for domestic

world nations

the adults

Two weeks earlier the police

that he was starting

of the B.P.P.,

June 13 ,
Nations

leave.

Cops ask

and

1970.

third world people by

liberation organizations.

Shots are fired

into the Boston/B.P.P.

free medical clinic.
July 17.

1970 .

Information Center,

Mt. Vernon,

N.Y. Black Community

starts liberation school.

Lunch snacks

are served .
July 25 .
disbanded.

1970 .

This

is

Omaha,

Nebraska chapter N.C.C.F.

after office/house was bombed

(months

earlier) .
July 31 .

1970 .

New Bedford, MA N.C.C.F.

over one hundred police.

The police looking

is

for

raided by
illegal
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weapons.

The day preceding

news conference stating

the raid

the N.C.C.F.

held

a

that they would submit to a daytime

search of the office/house.
July 31,

1970.

Indianapolis/B.P.P.:

motorcycle gang called
Black community.

August 2,

The Grim Reapers begin shooting up

Panthers

set up armed patrol

A white

in

are called

in to help.

Panthers

the community.

1970.

Hartford CT./N.C.C.F. office/house

raided by police Cops claim to be looking

for sniper on

roof.
August 3,
raid

1970.

Philadelphia police stage predawn

on three Black Community Information Centers.

center

the police attempted

Panthers

returned

fire,

Panthers surrendered

another center, police used
the police also started
and

three women)

surrendering.

held

while the press

after winning
upon

his

three policemen.

a half-hour gun battle.
a helicopter;

shooting.

The
At

at this center

Seven Panthers

(four men

off the police for a hour before

At one of the centers, upon surrendering

Panther members were

August

to enter the house by shooting.

wounding

after

At one

5 .

forced

to strip naked

the

in the street

took pictures.
1970 .

his

Huey Newton

appeal.

is

released

on bail

Hundreds of people greet him

release.

August 7 .

1970 .

Jonathan Jackson

Marin County Hall of Justice.

(17 year old)

raids

He enters a courtroom, gives
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arms

to prisoners;

Ruchell McGee.
Haley,

James McClain, William Christmas,

The four take as

the prosecutor,

outside

and

hostage

police open
Christman,

judge Harold

three jurors.

into a van provided by police.
fire on the van.

and

The group goes
Federal directed

In the ensuing shoot-out, W.

J. McClain, J. Jackson and

the judge were all

killed by the police.
August

21

is

8,

released
August

1970.

Michael Cetewayo Tabor of the N.Y.

on bail after sixteen months

8,

1970 .

N.C.C.F./ southern Illinois chapter

founder Babatunde X Omarwali
August
busing

8.

visitors

1970.

Seattle/B.P.P.

1970.

Geronimo Pratt fails
August 15.

eulogy.

is killed.
Starts program of

to state prisons.

August 11,

funeral.

in jail.

L.A. chapter Deputy Min. Defense

to appear

1970.

B.P.P.

Thousands of people

in court for L.A. 18 case.
holds Jonathan Jackson's
attend.

Newton terms Jackson and

Newton reads

others'

actions

"revolutionary suicide".
August 21 .

1970 .

Winston Salem/N.C.C .F . starts

free

1970 .

Huey Newton call for B.P.P. and

clothing program.
August 21 .

movement to support women's
August

21.

1970.

to prison program.

liberation and gay rights.

S. Cal. chapter starts free busing
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August 1^70.

By the middle of the month Newton is in

New Haven CT. to help in the Free Seale campaign.
August .2 9, 197 0.

Huey Newton officially offers the

National Liberation Front of South Vietnam Panther troops
as a show of support for their struggle.
September 3. 1970.

International section of B.P.P.

in Algeria officially opens.
B.P.P. strategy as:
Develop united

1.

At ceremony Cleaver states

Unite Afrikan Americans, 2.

front within United States, 3.

international front against U.S.
September 5, 1970.

Join

imperialism.

Newton holds press conference in

Oakland, charges Stokely Carmichael with being a C.I.A.
agent.
September 12, 1970.

People's Constitutional

Convention plenary session held

in Philadelphia.

Over

10,000 people attended weekend conference to set agenda for
P ,C .C. Housing to be provided by Temple University, but at
last minute they backed down.
October 2 , 1970 .

Newton visits General Motors

wildcat strike plant in Fremont, California B.P.P. endorses
strike provides food

for strikers'

October 6 . 1970 .

families.

Washington Heights N.C .C .F . opens

in Manhattan.
October 6 . 1970 .

N.Y./B.P.P. worked with Asian group

I Wor Kuen, Young Lords and other P.R. groups, as well as
grass-roots housing organizations in setting up a housing
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crimes

trial held

groups serve as

at Columbia University B.P.P.

in

other

judges.

October—17,_197 0 .
while

and

jail.

Young Lord Julio Roden

is killed

Harlem B.P.P. participate at Young Lords

funeral.
October 15,
office/house
agents.

is

1970.

attacked by heavily-armed police and F.B.I.

They use armored car

B.P.P. members battle
surrendering.

(tank)

in attack.

Police claimed police agent was discovered

the two police

the office and

Panthers claimed
informants,

that after

they put them out of

'the community dealt with them'.

they surrendered. Panthers claim to have heard
band

radio;

and

Before
over police

'shoot them when they surrender'.

October 17.
call

Police and

for over 2 1/2 hours before

and beaten by Panthers.
exposing

New Orleans L.A,/N.C.C.F.

1970.

Newton holds press conference to

for support of Angela Davis.
a very pure way,

"She has given

in a way that sets an example

in a free
for

people everywhere" .
October

27.

putting up posters
right away.

1970.

is

arrested while

in New Haven, CT., charges are dropped

The following day he and

for same thing;

charges

harassment coincided
Seale and

Gary Bumpus

also dropped.

others are arrested
This

type of

with massive B.P.P. campaign to free

the New Haven

9.
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October—3_lj—1.97Q .

Boston/B.P .p . develops peer drug

rehabilitation program called
November, 4, 1970.

'Project Concern'.

Police raid B.P.P./L.A. child care

center, round up children, hold guns on them while they
beat up an adult Panther member.

Police claim to have been

responding to landlord complaint of children in the
building .
November 7, 1970.

Southern Cal.

Chapter Breakfast

Program serves over 1,300 meals per week.
November 21, 1970.

Boston/B.P.P. free breakfast

program serves over 700 meals in a three week period.

1971
January 9. 1971.

Article appears in The Black

Panther from central headquarters.

"

... we must

concentrate on the immediate needs of the people,
to build a unified political force
revolution is our

in order

... survival pending

immediate task and to do this we must

meet the needs of the people

..." signed Gwen Hodges,

Central Headquarters, Oakland, California.
January 1971.

Oakland chapter opens a shoe

manufacturing and repair program.
January 1971.

Various B.P.P. chapters in Bay Area,

Cal., start day care centers.
January

1971.

Dayton, Ohio N.C .C .F ./Chapter opens

Black Community Information center.

The center

is open to
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the public

from 9:00 am to 10:00 pm.

A breakfast program

as well as political education classes held
January 16 ,

1970 .

Toledo,

in center.

Ohio/N.C.C.F. established

a legal assistance program with a 24 hour hot line and

free

lawyer services.
January—16 ,
door

1970 .

Chicago/B .P .P . medical cadre goes

to door doing check ups and providing preventive

health care

information.

January 22,

1970.

New Haven/B.P.P. opens

free health

1970 .

Huey Newton purges Deputy Minister

clinic .
January 23 ,
of Defense
Holiday,

for

Geronimo Pratt, Wilfred Cruch
involved

in the

shooting with the L .A .P .D ./F .B .1. on Dec. 18, 1969.

Since

that

and

S. Cal.,

George Lloyd.

incident,

All three were

they have been

'underground'

in fear of the

police.
Newton claims
on

that Pratt and

others put undue demands

the Central Committee of the B.P.P.,

high and partying,
Huey Newton.
members

and

that he had

Newton stated

that he was living

threatened

in an article

the life of

"Any party

or community worker who attempts to aid

them or

communicate with them in any form or manner shall be
considered part of their conspiracy to undermine and
destroy the Black Panther Party."
Many members, both leadership and
very confused

as

rank

and

file were

to the circumstances of these expulsions.
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In the N.Y.C., Harlem branch many members followed Pratt
and looked up to him.

They felt his practice under fire

was good, and his political writings on guerrilla warfare
were widely studied

in Harlem branch.

People in Harlem

also knew of Pratt as one with a reputation for party
discipline and strong revolutionary principles.
February 6, 1971.

The Black Panther had

advertisement for "Post Birthday Celebration for Huey
Newton and

Solidarity Day for Bobby Seale."

for 4/5/71.

As entertainment. The B.P.P.

The event is

'Soul" singing

group The Lumpens and the Grateful Dead.
This

is the first year the B.P.P. has celebrated

Newton's birthday while he was not in jail.
February 13. 1971.

Advertisement for above mentioned

event but this time the Grateful Dead are headlined.
Ericka Huggins, Angela Davis, Ruchell Magee are added as
speakers.

Now the speakers are Newton and K. Cleaver.

January 1971.

Huey Newton visits New York.

Upon

inspection of Panther offices/houses it is discovered that
there is a decrease of at least 60% of the weapons.
National leadership is very suspicious.
February 13. 1971.
"Enemies of the People".
Moore, N.Y.

21 and

Front cover of The Black Panther;
Pictures of Richard Dharuba

leader, Michael Cete Tabor, N.Y. 21 and

leader, and Connie Mathews Newton's secretary and former
coordinator of B.P.P. European solidarity committee.
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Article states that both Moore and Tabor failed to
appear

in court

(for the 21 case, which caused

the

imprisonment of the other N.Y. 21 members who were out on
bail) .

It also said that Connie Mathews stole all the

information for the European solidarity committee as well
as some of Newton's

important papers.

file are further confused.

N.Y./B.P.P. rank and

People from the community begin

to demand explanation as to why these people, particularly
Moore and Tabor, have been expelled.

The N.Y. leadership

are very tight lipped about their position.
file members leave party.

Many rank and

Kim Holder is one of them.

These three are thought to have fled the country.
February 1971.

Jamal Joseph N.Y. 21 and leader, also

disappears with Moore, Tabor, and Mathews.
mentioned

in the expulsion article.

He is not

One of the reasons is

that he did not miss a court date since his case had been
severed

from the others.

February 1971.

Eldridge Cleaver issues a statement

calling for the expulsion of Chief of Staff David Hilliard
and

for Minister of Defense Huey Newton to stand trial to

determine his revolutionary dediction.
March 1971.

While Huey is on a local S.F. T.V.

program there is a direct phone hook-up with Cleaver in
Algeria.

During conversation Newton expels Cleaver and

entire International section.
Cleaver.

Newton also threatens

Cleaver calls Huey Newton a

'madman

.
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February 1971 .

A group of B.P.P. members primarily

from the East Coast hold
Branch of B.P.P.
David

These Panthers call for the expulsion of

Hilliard and

Bobby Seale

a press conference at the Harlem

(still

Huey Newton.

They recognize chairman

in prison) , Minister of Information

Eldridge Cleaver, Communications
Field Marshall Donald Cox

as

Sec. Kathleen Cleaver,

the Central Committee of the

This news conference marks
chapters and

individual members.

national headquarters
March
B.P.P.',

8,

1971.

'East Coast

Harlem Branch Lieutenant of

'Panthers

faction,

'Oakland'

in Harlem.

other B.P.P. members confront

During

seven armed people emerged
Holder down and

of many

for new Panther faction.

and

125th street

'split'

New York chapter becomes

Information Mark Holder,
from

the

Deputy Field Marshal

Robert Webb,

and

shot Webb

selling newspapers on

a verbal confrontation

from two vans.
in the head .

They knocked

Holder and

his

other companion escaped before they were shot.
A week before this
Holder's mother
'hit men'

that

to New York

March 1971.
put out by the

Black Panther.
later)

is

had

informed

'the west coast Panthers were sending
to kill New York Panthers.

The 1st edition of Right On newspaper

'N.Y.'

April 1971.

incident the F.B.I.

is

Panthers.

Sam Napier, Circulation manager of The_
tortured

and killed

(see discussion

The East coas t distribution of the

'west coast'
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Panther paper
based

is stationed

in Corona N.Y.
Spjr.ing—1911.

on the East Coast,

Oakland

faction blames N.Y.

committee Both Cleavers,

and

Newton,

and Cox,

The West Coast faction being
had

faction.

faction.

Of the central

sided with the East

Hilliard, Bobby and John Seale, Douglas,

George Jackson sided with the

B.P.P.

he was

Black Panther members across the nation

began taking sides between the two

Coast.

and

'West Coast'

faction.

the original base of the

far more chapters who aligned

themselves with

them.
Many

former B.P.P. members such as the N.Y.

21,

and

Pratt were readily welcomed by the East Coast faction and
soon

assumed

leadership position.

had been expelled,
armed

after being

acts were being

Many former members who

arrested

supported by the

for conducting
'East Coast'

faction.
April 1971.

Huey Newton speaks before church group,

denounces past ultra leftist behavior of B.P.P. Claims
B.P.P.

had

'defected'

Newton places
Minister

from the Afrikan American community.

the blame

for past Party practices on

of Information Eldridge Cleaver.

PART THREE

DQ4ISE

CHAPTER 11
CRISIS OF LEADERSHIP

The Alienation of the New York
and

Southern California Chapters

The B.P.P. was many things to many people.
in the government saw
group which was
Others saw

it as

a violent street gang

led by uneducated

it as

A number
type

angry men and women.

a nuisance which was basically a creation

of the mass media.

Many

in the Latin as well as Afrikan

American communities viewed
manifestation of

the B.P.P.

as the most militant

the desires of the people.

A small and

very youthful segment of the Afrikan American community
regarded

the party as

the revolutionary vanguard of the

liberation movement.
60's

and

early 70's

movement),

also

The European American left of the
(especially those from the student

looked

to the B.P.P.

for militant and

radical leadership.

Even within the ranks of

membership there was

a vast array of motivations and

conceptions

as

to the nature of the Black Panther Party.

There are a number of ways of viewing
There were the programs
the programs

and

ideology which

It

adapted

rapid

To what degree they

growth, were able to absorb members
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is

illustrate the degree of

the Party leadership.

its

the Party.

and platforms of the Party.

development of
to

its
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with very different and
m organizing

in many cases much more experience

the Afrikan American communities?

ability to adapt to the regional differences
encountered by

international expansion.

which they gauged
rank

and

The

in conditions,

The degree to

the desires of the people as well as

file and developed programs

to address

the

them is an

important aspect of any study of the B.P.P.
Another aspect which must be examined

is

the rhetoric

expounded by the Party, particularly by the leadership.
Although Party rhetoric did not necessarily match
actions,

it nevertheless was

perception that people had
rhetoric

as violent and

the leading

of them.

Others,
and

Many viewed

offensive and

perception of the B.P.P. based

factor

formed

its

in the
the

a negative

solely on the rhetoric.

on the other hand were attracted by the rhetoric

based

their

favorable opinion on the militant rhetoric.

The rhetoric attracted

enemies as well as allies but

it was not a true representation of the actions and
practice of the Party.
the B.P.P.

one must examine the political development and

practice of the rank
leaders.
rhetoric

In order to gain a full picture of

It was
and

and

these

local people who

implemented

organizations,

it was

file as well as of regional

the programs.

the rank

and

interpreted
As

file and

the

in most
local

leadership which was ultimately responsible for organizing
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the party apparatus and transforming the rhetoric and
platform into concrete programs/action.
By emphasizing the actions of the rank and file, we
do not in any way negate the initial actions of the major
leaders such the founding members Huey Newton and Bobby
Seale, as well as Chief of Staff David Hillard and Minister
of Information Eldridge Cleaver.

These individuals were

highly instrumental in initiating the actions of the
Party.

They took bold and unorthodox actions which placed

their lives in grave danger.

They also laid down the

rhetoric which was later to guide the Party.
they had

By so doing,

a tremendous effect on the actions of the Party.

Their actions

inspired and

ignited many young militant

Afrikan Americans.
Although many organizations, movements, and actions
occured due to the efforts of the anonymous rank and file,
within the B.P.P. this phenomenon was especially
prominent.

The Party was faced

from the outset with the

prospect of operating without the benefit of its national
leaders.

Within six months of its inception and following

the action which gained them national attention, cofounder
and chair Seale was arrested and
other founding members.

imprisoned along with

Before Seale was released from

prison, cofounder Newton was shot and
charges.

imprisoned on murder

Less than six months later Minister of

Information Eldridge Cleaver was also shot and jailed.
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while founding member and Treasurer Bobby Hutton was shot
to death.
further

Cleaver was later forced

into exile to avoid

imprisonment.

On the local and regional level, 21 New York Panther
leaders were arrested and charged with numerous serious
crimes within the first year of the opening of the N.Y.
chapter .
In Chicago, Illinois both Department Chairman Fred
Hampton and Department Minister of Defense Bobby Rush
encountered numerous arrests within the chapter's first
year.

Before that year had ended

(1969) , Deputy Chairman

Hampton and a local leader Mark Clark were killed by
government agents .
In Southern California both Deputy Minister of
Defense Carter and Chairman Huggins of the Southern
California chapter were killed by what many Panthers
claimed was the result of governmental

instigation.

Within

the following year, Geronimo Pratt, the successor to
Carter,
other

had been targeted by the F.B.I.

illegal activities.

for harassment and

Pratt was ultimately convicted

of murder and still remains in jail 20 years later.
The first and even second wave of B.P.P. leadership
were systematically removed from the Party ranks by various
agencies of the government.

This

illegal governmental

campaign to destroy the Party leadership, although
extensive and at times brutal, cannot totally account for
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the difficulties of leadership.

From the inception the

Party leadership was aware that the governmental response
would be violent, yet there were few precautions taken.
Although Seale and Newton were aware from past
experiences that police watch patrols would cause arrests
and

for the need

for bail funds, they did not raise the

funds before engaging
(Seale, 1970).

in the arrest-invoking patrols

The same lack of planning was demonstrated

when Seale led a group of Panthers into the State Capitol
building

in Sacramento.

The Party's failure to take precautions to protect
their leadership was not done out of complete ignorance.
One of the Party's main principles was the need to educate
by example.

This stance required leadership to take a

participatory role

in all activities, especially in the

initial building period
act of placing their

(1966-1968).

In fact,

it was the

individual lives on the line in such a

daring and provocative manner which attracted membership
and supporters.
Despite this active and daring role taken by the
initial leadership, they were never involved

in the

programs and activities which came to make up the Black
Panther Party.
physically

These

initial activists were quickly

'neutralized' by the government.

The Party s

ability to adapt to the attacks upon their leadership was
hampered by a number of factors.
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Members of the initial Central Committee and ensuing
Central Staff were close associates of Huey P. Newton, with
the exception of E. and K. Cleaver.

All these people with

the above-mentioned exceptions come from the San Francisco
Bay area.

Most of them grew up with Newton in Oakland,

California.
Oakland, a city of 400,000 in 1969,
east side of the San Francisco Bay.
Afrikan American.

is located on the

The population was 40%

Most Afrikan American families had

migrated during or after World War II to work
industry.

in the war

Of these families many came from LA, Texas, and

Mississippi

(reference).

The civil rights movement of the Deep South had not
really touched the Northwestern A.A. communities of
Oakland, Fillmore in San Francisco, and Richmond.

The

nationalist Human Rights movements of Malcolm X and Marcus
Garvey equally did not address the
experience.'

'California

At the same time the European American

Speech Movement' on the campuses was very strong
early and mid sixties
Newton and

'Free

in the

in California.

Seale were campus activists before

organizing the B.P.P.

With few exceptions the only members

with any experience outside their local area were those
Party members who had served

in the armed forces.

Members

such as Bobby Seale, Donald Cox, Landon and Randy Williams,
John Seale, Robert Webb, Geronimo Pratt, all served

in the
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armed services, but returned to the communities in which
they grew up, which were Oakland, San Francisco, and Watts,
L.A.

For some of these veterans the racism of the armed

forces was somewhat of an awakening

(Seale, 1970; L.

Williams, 1989) .
The founders of the B.P.P. while inspired by the
revolutionary movements in the Third World and the thoughts
and spirit of Malcolm X, only experienced campus politics
of Northern California, and the segregation experience in
the South while serving

in the armed

forces.

It was these brave, yet inexperienced, people who
initiated what was to become an international
organization.

The lack of historical knowledge about the

Afrikan American struggle freed

the B.P.P. from old

practices and allowed them to develop new methods.
example of this

An

is their stance on white membership.

While

\

I

I

S.N.C.C. had originally followed the old line civil rights
practice of integrated organizations,

it was difficult for

them to make the transformation to an all Afrikan American
group.

It was easier for the Black Panther Party to

institute Carmichael's notion of Blacks organizing
communities and whites organizing

in their own.

in their

The

initial refusal to accept governmental funds was another
break with other Afrikan American organizations.
The biggest break with traditional civil rights group
practices was the Party's focus on recruiting the young

I
I
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poor unemployed
centers.

from the northern and

western urban

Unlike the earlier civil rights movement of the

N.A.A.C.P.
employed

and

S.C.L.C. which enlisted

Afrikan Americans,

the B.P.P.

population which Malcolm X and

middle-class
focused

on the same

the Nation of Islam did

—

unemployed urban Black youth.
Whereas Malcolm X was killed
with the Nation of Islam
to

organization,

effectiveness,
model as

and

and

thus unable

the Nation of Islam was/is

limiting

a

their political

the B.P.P. was left without a modern day

how to mobilize and organize such a population.

Once the
Party took
to

(in February 1965)

implement his programs,

religious

shortly after breaking

initial leadership came under attack and

on a national character,

the

the leadership failed

incorporate the skills and knowledge of these new

elements.

When asked

(in 1989)

of the Central Committee and
leadership,

lack of expansion of

Huey Newton responded by stating;

to my paranoia.
years"

about the provincial nature

All of the leadership I knew for over 15

(Newton Interview,

extended beyond

"It was due

7/17/89).

This

attitude/paranoia

the Central Committee and

staff situated

in

Oakland .
When

local

leadership were arrested

not performing up to national standards,
send
After

members

or were simply
the Party would

from the Bay Area to take and

the arrest of the N.Y.

leadership

assume control.

in April of 1969,
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Panthers

from the San Francisco Bay area were sent to

oversee the operations of the entire East Coast.
inclusion of Bay area leadership on a local

This

level ended

only at the February 1971 split, even though some N.Y.
leaders were released
In the spring

of 1969 Landon Williams, George

Huth, Donald Cox
York

from jail and others were developed.

leadership.

replaced by Robert Bay,

expelled

These people were later

Thomas Jolly,

in the winter of 1970-1971,
and

Roy

and A1 Carrol were all sent to the New

area to exercise

finally

Sams,

and

Sam Napier and

the N.Y.

Newton himself exercised

leadership was

authority over the

N.Y. chapter.
There were many reasons
and

the Bay Area leadership.

leadership on the local
contributing
and

factors

resulting

from the final contradiction

there were many times when the Bay

the national leadership

growth of the Party.

Take,

cultural nationalism.
Merritt College campus,
'Cultural Nationalism.'
those who surround
their name to one

indigenous

initial differences of opinions

Aside

in the split,

Area character of

The lack of

level was one of the major

to the

misunderstandings.

for the conflict between NY

for example,

From the

the

Seale had

They defined

on

an aversion to

such nationalists as

in Afrikan artifacts, change

from the Afrikan continent,

traditional Afrikan attire

the

issue of

initial organizing

Newton and

themselves

inhibited

(Seale,

1970) .

and dress

The conflict

in
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between the B.P.P.

and

U.S.

organization

in Southern

the early part of 1969 also contributed

to

the Party's negative outlook upon cultural nationalism.
The negative perception of cultural nationalism,
right or wrong, was based
California groups.
nationalists
York

had

This perception regarded cultural

from Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia,

as outsiders.

aback

on experiences with West Coast

or New

For example. Party leadership was

taken

and confused by the fact that many New York Panthers

Afrikan names

and wore traditional Afrikan attire.

As

a matter of fact many of the originating New York Panthers
had

long

histories

in organizations which dealt with Pan

Afrikanism and cultural nationalism.
The lack of understanding of nationalist sentiment in
New York

resulted

Panthers

from participating

and

in national headquarters barring New York
in events such as the Afrikan

Afrikan American Unity Day Marches.

forbade Panthers

from displaying

National also

the Red Black and Green

flag which represented Afrikan American nationalism.
By reacting

to their

cultural nationalists

and

limited

forbidding work with such forces,

the national leadership limited
hurt the New York chapter
isolated

them from an

militant activities

experiences with

in

the New York chapter.

This

its organizing efforts and

important ally and

(Joseph Interview,

historical link

1988).

to
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The

lack of regional representation

leadership

in the national

inhibited organizing priorities.

one of the major

issues confronting

communities were

(and still are)

conditions.

the Afrikan American

inhuman housing

Although point number

Program and Platform called

In New York,

for

four of the Ten Point

'decent housing

shelter of human beings,' many local Panthers
to concentrate on such
21

in April 1969,

housing

(Joseph,

Interviews) .
groups

and

issues.

Adams,

extensively on issues of

1988; McCeray,

Panthers belonged

organized

a major

issue;

breakfast, clothing,

rather,

When

from jail they began to
No longer was

activities such as the free

and medical programs

community coalition building
Interview,

housing

them where there were none.

a shift of organizational emphasis.

housing

1989;

to neighborhood

members of the NY 21 were released
notice

felt unable

Before the arrest of the NY

members worked
1988;

fit for

around

had

housing

replaced

(Joseph

1988).

The geo-social differences between New York and
San Francisco Bay Area can also be seen
issue.

In

the early stages

houses were usually one or

of

they were either

the demand

idea of

two

in Panther houses.

a policy

in

These

family dwellings.

rented

for bail collateral,

the B.P.P. purchasing

the

in another housing

the Party developed

California of housing members

Initially,

the

or donated.

As a result

Newton came up with the

these houses.

By owning
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these houses
landlord

the Party not only eliminated

hassles,

rent and

they also had property to use

without taxing Party resources

for bail

(Landon Williams

Interview,

1989) .
This plan,

although very resourceful and

particular conditions,
the price

and

was of little use

adaptive to

in New York, where

availability of real estate was astronomical.

Many of the

initial programs of the Black Panther

Party were specific

to the conditions of the Oakland/San

Francisco Bay Area.

The public display of arms

is a

perfect example of the local nature of the founding
members' programs.

While

publicly display loaded

it was legal

firearms,

in California to

it was against the law in

locales such as New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia,
and

Boston,

making

impractical.
lived

even

the Oakland-type armed patrols

Although this particular program was short

in Oakland

developed by the

it exemplified

the types of programs

founding Oakland/San Francisco

members/leaders .
Within
address

the

limitations of the Party leadership to

the national concerns of the organization, many

regional and
California,

local

leaders did

Bunchy Carter was a moving

establishment of the
Bay Area.

emerge.

In Southern
figure

first chapter organized

When he was

Geronimo Pratt assumed

assassinated

in the
outside of the

in January of 1969 ,

the leadership and went on to
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establish a strong
chapter.
B.P.P.

and

militant Southern California

Gernomino also was

in expanding

a strong voice within

the

the Party's concept of self-defense to

address

the

increasing governmental attacks.

leading

advocate of organizing

He was a

extra legal units to defend

the Party from attacks .
Geronimo's

influence extended beyond

the Southern

California chapter.

His writings appeared

the Party newspaper,

and

speaking.

the December 1969 attack on L.A.

B.P.P.

Following

facilities

and

he often toured

the ensuing

frequently

in

the country

five-hour defense of

these facilities by Southern California Panthers,
Geronimo's stature within the Party and
file was

heightened.

strong chapter
developed

and

heightened

spoken of armed

educated

Geronimo organized

and

a

self-defense but he also

the chapter cadre

in a manner that

their ability to successfully defend

themselves.
December

and

Not only had

among many rank

8,

The performance of the L.A. Panthers on
1969 was particularly stimulating

file Panthers

throughout the nation since

to rank

less than two

weeks before the Cook County States Attorney Hanrahan
cahoots with the F.B.I.

and

in

murdered Deputy Chairman Fred

Hampton.
Hampton was
the Chicago B.P.P.
N.A.A.C.P.,

another dynamic
in

regional leader.

Joining

the spring of 1969 from the

Hampton went on to forge working

relations
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major street gangs such as Black Disciples, Black Stone
Rangers, Young Lords, Young Patriots.
P.R. Young
forging

Lords,

In the case of the

the Illinois Chapter was

instrumental

in

a national political coalition with the politically

developing Young Lords Organization.
Richard Dhoruba Moore and Michael Cetewayo Tabor of
the New York Chapter and
demonstrated

strong

L.A., Dhoruba had

members of the N.Y.

leadership ability.

21 both

Like Carter

the ability to organize and educate the

young unemployed

youth,

political unit.

Aside

to form them into a disciplined
from being

a founding member of the

N.Y. chapter, Dhoruba was one of the most respected
among

the rank

in

and

file during

leaders

the period of the N.Y.

21

trial.
From the time Michael Tabor was
the 21 case) ,
for

the Party.

he became a leading

speaker and

Of the major works he wrote,

of the drug problem,
Genocide ' .

released

on bail

(in

theoretician
his analysis

'Capitalism plus Dope equals

the Military Industrial Complex became the

official Party positions.
Convention and

During

the People's Constitution

the plenary sessions Tabor aroused crowds.

When Newton toured

the East coast Tabor usually opened

for

him.
The remaining N.Y.

21 members who remained

throughout the trial functioned
of

their

articles and

imprisoned

as a collective unit.

Most

statements were signed by the group.
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This group constituted
within

the B.P.P.
The N.Y.

chapter.

21 were the founding members of the N.Y.

They had

throughout N.Y.
were

a political and organizational force

(

incarcerated

a long

history of community organizing

New York Panther 21,
and

isolated

N.Y. chapter they commanded
from rank

and

from the development of the

a tremendous amount of support

Aside from the tremendous support and

funds which their case generated,

jails.

in organizing

They organized

improved
there was

although they

file as well as the Afrikan American

community at large.

instrumental

1972),

21 were

the various New York City

the prisoners

living conditions.
a coordinated

the N.Y.

During

rebellion

to struggle for
their

incarceration

in every jail

in N.Y.

(The Black Panther 1/16/70:4).
These are
demonstrated
elevated

just a few examples of regional leaders who

national leadership qualities yet were not

to such positions.

member of the N.Y.

Local New York

21, Jamal Joseph,

leader and

stated:

In 1988 that there was a meeting in 1969 in
which Geronimo Pratt, Fred Hampton, Dharoba
Moore, Michael Tabor, among others met in
Harlem to discuss their dissatisfaction with
the direction of the Party, particularly with
the national leadership (Joseph Interview,
1988) .
Details

and collaboration of this meeting

unavailable to this
piece of

author, but I choose to

information because

are

include this

it supports much of the
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information obtained

in my interviews with various former

Black Panther Party members.
The B.P.P. became statewide, then national after
Newton was

incarcerated.

The original rank and

file

members of 1966 till late 1967, were no longer in the
Party.

It was the mobilization around Newton's trial that

propelled

the Party into a national organization.

From

1968 on, the members who built the Party - both leadership
and

rank and

file - had

little or no contact with Newton.

With the exception of those on the Central Committee or
central staff who had grown up with Newton, most members
knew him only as a legend.
The image of an armed Newton became a symbol of armed
radical/militant Afrikan American.

The Party used this

image to mobilize international support for both Newton in
particular and

the B.P.P.

in general.

For both followers

and members alike, Newton became bigger than life, with
only one year's worth of experience and practice as a
Panther/activist.

Newton became a kind of cult figure who

represented both the efforts of the Black Panther Party and
other militant/radical individuals and organizations.
was the

It

idea of Huey rather then his deeds which mobilized

support for his defense.

Seale and E. Cleaver on a

national level directed a campaign which ultimately not
only made Newton
household name

internationally known but made the Party a

in the United States.

In the process of
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rallying support for Newton the Party,
trust and

it placed too much

faith in a figure who had not participated

in the

building of a national organization.
In an interview in 1989 Newton himself acknowledged
his concern with the isolation of being
interview Newton stated
decision making while

in jail.

In this

that he tried to refrain from

incarcerated

(Newton interview 1989).

Regardless of the accuracy of Newton's recollection
of events and past intentions, he did

in fact give orders

or at least orders were given in his name.
mandate number #3, calling

Executive

for Panthers to arm and defend

themselves against illegal police raids, was issued while
Newton was

in prison.

which Party rank and

There were numerous other directives
file thought had come from Newton.

Whether Newton took an active role in decisions during his
incarceration is not as
members.

As evidenced

important as the perception of the
in numerous articles and

interviews

of members, Newton was looked upon as the main leader of
the B.P.P. as well as of the Afrikan American
revolutionary struggle.
The status of Newton grew as he remained

in jail.

An

indication of the mystifying of Newton was the constant
quoting of him in the Party newspaper and by other members,
and

the ever present pictures of Newton throughout the

newspaper,

including

tactic the Party held

the front page.

As an organizing

annual Free Huey Birthday rallies.

1

I
I
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These were very successful
needed

funds

in mobilizing

for his defense,

predicament fresh

in

support,

and keeping

the people's minds.

raising

his name and
One problem with

the practice of celebrating Newton's birthday was that
continued
Panther

after he was released

from jail

it

(The Black

3/6/71:10).

The progression of titles afforded Newton

is

another

indication of type of status Newton held within the Party.
Initially,
later

Newton choose the title Minister of Defense;

this was changed

Supreme

to Supreme Commander,

and

again to

Servant of the People.

There

is

little evidence that Newton himself chose to

place himself at the center of the B.P.P., prior to his
release

from jail

in August of 1970 .

many discontented members
leaders)

had placed

Newtons'

ability to lead

members

the Party.

of raising

within

file took

the ranks

local
in

that their attitude prior to Newtons
(Right On 4/3/71:3) .

the contradictions to the existing

leadership, most regional and
and

file and

that

Many former Panther

'wait until Huey gets out'

Instead

rank

and

is

a tremendous amount of confidence

have stated

release was

(both rank

What is clear

local leaders as well as

a wait-and-see attitude/Dissension

and

the Split1

within the B.P.P.

All organizations experience dissension and power
plays

and

the Black Panther Party was no exception.

the
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There
regional

is evidence that as

far back

leaders such as Geronimo Pratt, Fred

representatives of the N.Y. chapter met
discuss

Hampton,

(Joseph Interview,

discussion centered

around

in Oakland

the chapters,
Oakland.

had

and

There

and

in Harlem to

their dissatisfaction with the direction

the Party was going

staff

as early 1969,

1988).

in which

Much of the

the control that the central

over the organizational priorities of

the growing cliquish behavior of those

is

in

little evidence that much was resolved

at this meeting.
For over a year and

a half following

that meeting

individual members struggled with national headquarters to
democratize the Party leadership.
was killed by police, Pratt was
charges

and

was expelled

majority of the N.Y.
There was
rank

and

file.

joined

the B.P.P.,

imprisoned

from the Party,

On

as were the

in the N.Y.

Many of these new members knew nothing of
In fact, many of these new

the Party out of support and

rather

the other
joined.

idolization of

then a commitment to organize and

"complete loyalty"

people who

facing murder

an almost complete turnover

the Afrikan American community.
displayed

Hampton

leadership.

the party work prior to 1969.
recruits

In that period

hand,

Many followed orders

to the Party and

there was

and

its leaders.

another younger group of

These young members

with the California leadership.

lead

had no love affair

Their motivations

in
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joining had

little to do with Seale and Newton's actions in

1966-1967.

Rather, they were products of the 1960's,

either from the streets or a history in Afrikan American
struggle.

These members were looking not for the B.P.P.

per se, but for a revolutionary organization to join

(M.

Holder Interview, 1989).
This combination of loyalists and
made up the majority of the rank and

revolutionaries

file in N.Y. during

1970 .
Rank and

file members

in New York were becoming

increasingly suspicious of how the resources of the Party
were being used.

This

issue arose in New York especially

because of a few specific conditions within New York.
York City accounted
newspapers sold.

New

for about one third of all the

In a two-week period

in 1969 the N.Y.

chapter received 35,000 out of 108,000 newspapers printed
each week

(H.C .1 .S.: 4992) .

And

in this same period the

New York chapter sent $13,000 out of the $38,700 received
by national headquarters

(H.C .1 .S.s5071) .

When N.Y. Panthers continued to return from
California with reports and stories of the high living of
the national leadership

(Joseph, 1988), this created much

uneasiness within the Party ranks.

They were willing to

sacrifice for the people but resented that others were
benefiting

from it

(Adams Interview, 1989).
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During this same period almost the entire leadership
of the N.Y. Chapter were being held on $100,000 bail.
this high bail to the ongoing cost of surviving
and

Add

in N.Y.C.,

it is understandable that members such as Malika Adams

who was the Brooklyn Branch bookkeeper felt;
out to the West Coast

"Money went

... we were not sending all our money

out to the West Coast — I remember that being one of the
controversies

... But we had to keep money to get people

out of jail, we weren't going to send all our money out
there
it

... I don't think

it was a order until Huey mandated

... I began to realize that there were a lot of things

that were happening that were unprincipled, especially
around

the monies.

Here we were living

in poor conditions

in Brooklyn and

the Party hierarchy were living very high

off the hog

"

...

(Malika Adams Interview, 1988).

The public news that Newton was living
month apartment
rank and

(Right On, 4/3/71:3)

in a $650 a

was a shock to many

file members who daily worked over eighteen hours

on Party programs without the benefit of adequate clothing
or food .
As Malika Adams stated

it was the unprincipled

practices of much of the leadership which turned off many
members.

In the Party the basic principles

which dictate one's actions)

were geared

(the values

toward serving the

people and building a revolutionary movement.
that members

(both leadership and rank and

This meant

file)

were
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required to personalize the politics and behavior of the
Party.

This required

revolution.

total sacrifice to the masses and the

It also meant that all members were to live

their lives based on the ideas which they were struggling
for.

One was to share and

to be non-oppressive towards

others.
The perceived high living of many West Coast leaders
contradicted the notion that the rank and file was as
important as the leadership.
Newton living

For many, the explanation of

in such an exclusive neighborhood was not

consistent with the principle of

'The Party being fish who

lived and operated among the sea of the masses.'
Aside from the obvious contradiction of the standards
of living of New York members and national leadership, many
of the rank and file in New York were dissatisfied with the
unrelenting pressure to sell newspapers.

Most members were

unaware of the discrepancy between their sales and those of
other chapters,

(Joseph Interview, 1988; Assata, 1987)

but

they nonetheless were unhappy with having to commit most of
their efforts towards selling papers.
during 1970 , each rank and
200 papers a day.

In the Harlem Branch

file member was expected to sell

The organizing activities of 1968 and

1969 were no longer the priority.

Newspaper sales took the

place of door-to-door organizing.

Aside from the Party

programs such as the free breakfast, clothing, and medical
clinics,

the rank and

file's major contact with the people
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was

in

the context of selling

them something.

This,

to

most members, was very unprincipled.
Many members were forced
American community

in search of more affluent customers

order to meet their quota.
member, Mark

to abandon the Afrikan
in

Individuals such as Harlem

Holder, who could sell 200 papers a day within

the Afrikan American community were looked upon as good
Panthers

and

promoted

then those who did not sell as many

Interview,
only work
It was,
rank

as

in Holder's case more

1989) .

I

inclined

to be

(M. Holder

am not saying newspaper sales were the

or criterion for promotion because it was not.

however,

and

the most pressing daily activity for the

file.

On

the political front, members

consolation
Following

in

found

little

the direction the Party was taking.

Newton's release

in, August,

1970 he presented

a

number of confusing messages as

to the direction he wanted

the Party to go.

first public statements,

In one of his

(at William Christmas
indicated
two men

and Jonathan Jackson's

that the party would

and

expand

Yet,

rank

to fight

and

file members

a few weeks

conflicting moves by Newton did

he

follow the example of these

the methods of securing

political prisoners.

funeral) ,

the release of

later he committed

in Vietnam.

These

little to resolve the

growing

internal conflict over armed

Chapter

3) .

self defense

(see
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Aside from the lack of resolution of the issue of
self defense,
confusing.

there were other issues which were

In shifting away from a revolutionary

nationalist perspective of struggling

in one's own

community and demand for self determination, the Party had
introduced the concept of revolutionary intercommunalism.
At a time of rising nationalist sentiment among Third World
peoples, and

the massive military might of the United

States focused on halting nationalist endeavors
East Asia,

in South

Southern Afrika, Central America as well as

among the youth of the domestic Third world, the Party was
introducing a concept which negated the nationalist
consciousness of these struggles.
This theory of intercommunnalism which was developed
by Newton was not in line with the thinking of most
militant Afrikan Americans,

including B.P.P. members.

In

fact it contradict the core support within the A.A.
community, namely nationalists in the tradition of Malcolm
X and Marcus Garvey.

It pushed the Party further away from

the nationalist camp and placed
This

it in with the New Left.

is evidenced by Newton's eagerness to discourse with

European philosophers.
By late fall 1970,
and

it became apparent to many rank

file that something was wrong with both the direction

in which the Party was heading as well as with the behavior
of its national leaders.
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Conditions

in the N.Y. Chapter made many members

sensitive towards the growing problems, but they hesitated
to act on their discontent immediately.

Like many members

throughout the nation, quite a number of discontented
members simply left the Party rather then attempting to
change

it.

Others voiced their confusion and

disillusionment.
Initially, local leaders reacted to the rank and
complaints by officially toeing the Party line.
attempted

file

They

to make excuses for national leaders, attributing

the problems to the government's attacks on the Party and
the absence of the imprisoned leaders
Gradually the rank and

(Assata, 1987).

file began to demand answers.

Mark Holder described the level of discontent among those
in his command;
I bit my tongue, and waited ... But I could not
ignore the rank and file discontentment.
They
were daily confronting me on the
contradictions.
There was a complete breakdown
within the rank and file.
Their attitude was
we are still Panthers because we are
revolutionaries ... (but) ...fuck the national
leadership, who are they ... (M. Holder
Interview, 1989).
During the fall of 1970, local leaders shuffled back
and

forth from the West Coast attempting to deal with the

various contradictions.

The reaction of the Oakland

leadership to this attempt at resolving the problems was to
become very defensive.

N.Y. leaders began to be placed

situations which isolated them from both the rank and

in

file.
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as well as the community.
was

issued

At least one official gag order

to Dhoruba Moore for unauthorized statements to

the press.

Oakland leaders in N.Y. began to engage in a

smear campaign amongst the members against the indigenous
N.Y. leaders

(M. Holder Interview, 1989).

Jamal Joseph stated that on one trip he made to
Oakland, members of the national inner circle attempted to
get him to renounce Dhoruba Moore and assist them in their
attempt at isolating him.

As a reward

would be given a high ranking position

for his deeds Joseph
(Joseph Interview,

1988) .
After the expulsion of major respected leaders such
as Elmer Geronimo Pratt

(Southern California Chapter),

Randy William (Northern California Chapter), and the entire
remaining

imprisoned N.Y. 21, hope for rectifying problems

through normal channels was abandoned.
By the time Huey came to N.Y.
rank and

file and leadership of the N.Y. chapter were

planning a coup.
confide

in January 1971 the

For the first time local leaders began to

in the rank and

file.

They began enlisting them in

the plot to expel the unprincipled elements of the national
leadership.

For example, the entire Washington Heights

N.C.C.F. office was enlisted

into the conspiratorial

actions of the local leadership.
This attempt at a coup was organized

in the N.Y.

chapter but included members from throughout the nation.
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Middle level leaders such as Robert Webb
Randy Williams

(Oakland) , Michael Hill

(San Francisco),

(from West Coast but

local leader in Detroit) r parts of the Pennsylvania,
Southern California, and New Jersey chapters also helped
plan the coup.
Initially, the focus of the discontent was placed
upon Chief of Staff David Hilliard and members of his inner
circle

(June Hilliard, John Seale, and the other members of

the Central Committee) , began to confer with the
discontented

forces on the east coast.

issues for Cox and

One of the prime

the Cleavers was the fact that they were

members of the Central Committee and yet were not consulted
on the latest purges of local leaders, even though the
purges were issued

in the name of the Central Committee

(Right On Newspaper,

4/3/71) .

Before a January 1971 visit by Newton to N.Y.,

it was

rumored that he was going to order New York to begin a
process of disarming

its members.

Upon his arrival and

inspection of Party facilities, he discovered
majority of weapons
mysteriously removed
Interviews) .

in the New York chapter had been
(Holder 1989; Joseph, 1988;

By February of 1971, the rank and file of

Harlem were burning
streets

that the

issues of The Black Panther, in the

(Bukhari Interview, 1988).

In March of 1971,

the rebellious members called a

news conference a t the Harlem Branch.

During the
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conference they charged Hilliard and his group with
unprincipled and corrupt behavior and called for their
expulsion

(Right On. 4/3/71) .

A few days after the news

conference, Eldridge Cleaver and Newton engaged
Atlantic argument which was aired

in a trans

live on a San Francisco

radio Station.
The full printed text of the conversation between
Cleaver and Newton as well as other documents by both
factions on the split are in the Appendix.

CHAPTER 12
GOVERNMENTAL CAMPAIGN TO DESTROY THE PARTY

The fact that the U.S. government, particularly the
F.B.I. and U.S. Attorney General's office, waged a campaign
against the B.P.P. has been documented

in various

publications, court records, and congressional testimony.
The F.B.I. had documents outlining
against the B.P.P.

its illegal efforts

This chapter examines the scope and

manner of this governmental campaign, as well as its effect
on the programs and activities of the B.P.P.

1966-1967 Local Encounters
The Oakland police Department was the first
law-enforcement agency to target the Black Panther Party.
Although the Panthers were legally armed, the police
department consistently harassed
members

and arrested the Party

(Newton, 1973:121).

Within the first six months of the Panther's
existence the Oakland police made the B.P.P. a mam
target.

During this period,

was stopped over one hundred

for example, Huey Newton's car
times.

Each time the police

spent over 15 minutes searching the car for any form of
violation

(Newton, 1980).

Individual police officers

repeatedly attempted to provoke Panthers

into illegal
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acts.

One tactic was to use profanity against Party

members

in an attempt to incite the Panthers

If they succeeded
profanity,

into cursing.

in provoking the Panther to use

the police would then arrest them since the use

of profanity towards a peace officer was
city of Oakland

illegal in the

(Newton, 1973).

The police harassment, although fairly consistent,
was until May 1967 confined to the local department in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
police officers engaged

Although individual Bay area
in consistent harassment of B.P.P.

members there is no evidence of organized
cooperation.

interdepartmental

For the most part such activities involved

individual police officers.
Evidence of a broader effort to impede the B.P.P.
came with the introduction in the California State
legislature of the Mullford Bill.
State Rep.

This bill introduced by

Mullford's measure was labeled by many as the

'Panther bill'.

It called

for the repeal of the statute

allowing citizens to carry loaded

firearms

in public.

Unlike the local police reaction which was predicted
by the founders of the Party (Newton, 1973) , the impending
Mullford Bill for the first time forced the Party to change
its direction and

abandon the police watch patrols.

outlawing of public possession of firearms
the Party to decide:
legal activities.

The

in effect forced

abandon its armed stance or its

Discontinuing the patrols was not as

important as the fact that the Panthers could no longer
bear arms

in public.

Thus, the Mullford Act not only was

responsible for eliminating the Panther patrols but also
the disarming or criminalizing of the B.P.P.
The last legal armed act of the B.P.P. was the armed
protest at the California State capitol in Sacramento.
Although this act was responsible for propelling the B.P.P.
into the national consciousness,

it also signaled the end

to the public display and legal use of weapons.
The May 1967 Sacramento action also produced the
first serious arrests of B.P.P. members as well as added
involvement by the California Parole Board.

As a result of

arrests in Sacramento, Bobby Seale and two other Panthers
served up to six months on charges of disruption of
government process

(Seale, 1970) .

Eldridge Cleaver was

called before the California Parole Board for violation of
his parole

(Cleaver, 1969).

Although Cleaver was

successful in avoiding return to prison, limits were placed
on his political activities.
... severe new restrictions were to be
imposed.
(1) I was not to cross the Bay
Bridge.
(2) I was to keep my name out of the
news for six months; specifically, my face was
not to appear on any TV screen.
(3) I was not
to make any more speeches.
(4) And I was not
to write anything critical of the California
Department of Corrections or any California
politician.
In short, I was to play dead, or I
would be sent back to prison.
'All that^
Governor Reagan has to do,' I was told,
is
sign his name on a dotted line and you are
dead, with no appeal" (Cleaver, 1969:7).
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With the involvement of the Governor, state senators.
Parole Board, State Courts, as well as the local police
departments of Sacramento and

the bay area,

it became

obvious that the B.P.P. was no longer the sole
responsibility of the Bay area police departments.
State agencies were also involved

Now

in suppressing the B.P.P.

It should be pointed out that during this period
there were no incidents of Panther misconduct with their
firearms.

There is no evidence that Panthers fired even

one shot during the period of their patrols.

The

restrictions placed on Cleaver were clearly meant to halt
his work as the Minister of Information of the B.P.P.
By the Fall of 1967, various party members had been
disarmed,

imprisoned, and silenced.

Efforts to stop the

Party had now taken on a statewide character.
the police were ordered
possible.

In Oakland,

to stop all Panthers whenever

Known Panthers and their cars were listed

each Oakland squad car

in

(Newton Interview, 1989) .

The constant local police harassment and the
statewide crackdown on Panther activities qualitatively
changed on October 27, 1967.

On this date, while leaving a

party at the house of B.P.P./B.S.U. member James Garret,
Newton and
police.
by name.

two other people were stopped by Oakland

The policeman approached Newton’s car, calling him
According to Newton he was told to get out of the

car and was then shot three times in the stomach

(Newton

Interview, 1989) .
out.

Following his shooting Newton passed

When he came to he was in the Oakland Hospital and

one police officer was dead and

another wounded.

Newton

was charged with first degree murder.
The shooting and arrest of Newton marked a deadly
escalation in the State’s activities against the B.P.P.

It

also left the Party with all three of its main spokesmen
(Newton,

Seale and Cleaver)

political scene.

effectively out of the

During the following year the Bay area

police departments, particularly Oakland, San Francisco,
and Berkeley, began to mount a series of raids on Panther
homes.

In most of the incidents illegal weapons were cited

as the reason for the raids

(Seale, 1970) .

It was a result

of these raids that Huey Newton issued Executive Mandate
number #3

in which he called

themselves and

their homes

for Panthers to defend

(Foner, 1970:40, The Black

Panther . 6/2/67) .
It was at this point that the party realized
at war with the government.

it was

Despite the increase of police

activity against the B.P.P., the party did not draw the
attention of the national police

(F .B.I.)

until 1968.

this time the party had been in the national news with
guns, Newton was

in jail on murder charges, and Bobby

Hutton was dead.
Accompanying these violent events was the rapid
growth of the party.

By late 1968 there were Panther

By

formations

in New York, Northern and

Southern California,

Seattle, Washington, Chicago, Ill., and Omaha.

Physical attacks on Panthers
The disarming of the B.P.P. by the introduction and
passing of the Mullford act coincided with an escalation of
incidents of shootings of Panthers by local policemen.

The

Newton shooting was the first of a long list of documented
incidents of a police-Panther confrontations which resulted
in deaths .
As was stated earlier, Newton claims to have been
unarmed on October 26, 1967 when he was shot.
officer who was killed

Since the

in that incident was shot by his

partner's weapon it is safe to assume that Newton was in
fact unarmed

at the time he was confronted by police

(Newton Interview, 1989).
Less than six months after the Newton shooting.
National Minister of Finance Bobby Hutton was shot and
killed by Oakland police.
eight B.P.P. members;
caliber rifle

This

incident involved at least

yet between them they had one

(Cleaver, 1969:88).

.22

As a result of this

encounter Hutton was killed, while Cleaver and another
Panther, Warren Wells, were wounded.

No police were

injured .
This action followed months of police raids and
arrests of Panthers throughout the Bay area on the pretext
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of searching for

illegal weapons.

During this period

Father Neil's church was raided numerous times by the
Oakland police,

(The Black Panther. 2/21/70:2), the

Cleavers' home in San Francisco was also raided, as was the
Seales' Berkeley apartment

(Seale, 1970:223).

In all these

incidents the pretext was the illegal possession of
firearms.
It is my conclusion that by 1968 the Bay area police
agencies as well as other state agencies effectively
disarmed the B.P.P. and then proceeded to use deadly force
to halt Party work.
early actions

There is little evidence that these

in California were coordinated or instigated

by federal authorities;
What is clear

that came later in 1968.

is that police activity against the

B.P.P. coincided with its political activity.
these actions

Clearly,

influenced the direction of the B.P.P.

The early 1968 police actions against Party members
coincided with the Party's mounting campaign to gain
publicity for Newton's legal defense.
above-mentioned

All the

incidents occurred during the planning of

major fund-raising events

(Seale, 1970:230).

In addition to the killing by police of a human
being,

the wounding of three others, and the arrest of

numerous Panthers,

the harassment of Party members and the

obstacles to their efforts took a variety of forms.
level rank and

On one

file Panthers were constantly being arrested
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for passing out leaflets, selling newspapers, as well as
constantly being stopped while in cars

(The Black Panther.

2/21/70:3) .
On a more sophisticated

level, Seale was arrested by

Berkeley police and charged with conspiracy to commit
murder for allegedly threatening to kill S.N.C.C. leader
H.Rap Brown.

This arrest occurred only hours after the

B.P.P. and S.N.C.C. had made a public alliance and three
S.N.C.C. leaders were drafted

into the B.P.P.

The circumstance surrounding the arrest and the fact
that the charges were dropped a short time later indicated
that the police were attempting not only to harass Party
leadership by tying

it up in legal battles, but to isolate

the Party from other militant groups

(Seale, 1970:223).

The F ,B.I.
The local efforts of the government although
effective in creating obstacles for the party, were not
successful in destroying the organization, nor were they
able to halt its growth.

The Party continued to expand,

patrols were replaced by breakfast programs, and Kathleen
Cleaver, Bunchy Carter, Landon Williams and Erica Huggins
emerged

to take up the slack of those imprisoned or

otherwise silenced.
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By 1968 the Party's growth and continued militancy
drew the attention of the director of the

J. Edgar

Hoover .
With this addition a new phase of governmental
harassment was

initiated.

No longer was

it necessary to

have a legal pretense for targeting the B.P.P.

The F.B.I.

brought a more coordinated and political perspective to the
war against the B.P.p.

Local police departments continued

their attacks throughout the period of 1966-1971, but
evidence shows that by 1968 the F.B.I. was beginning to
spearhead

a national effort to destroy the Party.

In a November 1968,

interdepartmental memo, director

Hoover ordered F.B.I. offices "to exploit all avenues of
creating

... dissension within the ranks of the B.P.P."

Hoover went on to encourage agents to "

... submit

imaginative and hard-hitting counterintelligence measures
aimed

at crippling the B.P.P."

(Memo captioned;

Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist Hate Groups,
Racial Intelligence

(Black Panther Party), taken from

Churchill, 1988:63).
By 1968, the F.B.I. had been involved

in spying on

the Afrikan American, Puerto Rican and Communist political
movements within the United States
Blackstock, 1988;

O'Reilly, 1989;

(see Churchhill, 1988;
and Newton, 1980).

Under

the title of Counter Intelligence Program the F.B.I.
engaged

in

illegal wiretapping, surveillance, and leaking
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false and personal information on leaders such as Martin L.
King, Jr.

One of the main tactics used on King and

S.C.L.C. was to fabricate evidence linking them with the
Communist Party U.S.A.

One F.B.I. deputy director wrote

Hoover soon after Martin Luther King's 1963
Dream', March on Washington.
director stated:

"King was

'I have a

In his letter the deputy
... the most dangerous Negro

leader of the future in this nation from the standpoint of
communism,

the Negro and national security."

He further

suggested that it would "... be unrealistic to limit
ourselves as we have been doing to legalistic proofs or
definitely conclusive evidence
In 1967,

..."

(Churchill, 1988:130).

the F.B.I. began focusing efforts on the

burgeoning militant Afrikan American liberation movement.
The agency developed a counterintelligence program targeted
on "Black Nationalist Hate Groups".

Hoover wrote:

The purpose of this new counterintelligence
endeavor is to expose, disrupt, misdirect,
discredit, or otherwise neutralize the
activities of Black nationalist, hate-type
organizations and groupings, their leadership,
spokesmen, membership and supporters.
One year later Hoover went more into detail as to the
methods to be employed:
... prevent the coalition of militant black
national groups ... prevent militant black
national groups and leaders from gaining
respectability ... Prevent the rise of a black
messiah who would unify and electrify the
militant black nationalist movement.
Malcolm X
might have been such a messiah? he is a martyr
of the movement today Martin Luther King,
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Stokely Carmichael and Elijah Muhammad all
aspire to this position.
Elijah Muhammad is
less of a threat because of his age.
King
could be a very real contender for this
position should he abandon his supposed
•obedience' to 'white liberal doctrines'
(nonviolent) and embrace black nationalism.
Carmichael has the necessary charisma to be a
real threat in this way (Churchill, 1988:58).
By the time the F.B.I. became aware of the Black
Panther Party, they had

already devised a program to

destroy any successful Afrikan American human rights
organization.

By November 1968, the Black Panther Party

became the primary target of law enforcement agencies in
the U.S.

The F.B.I.'s

COINTELPRO was employed on the

B.P.P. after the major leaders were already under attack by
local and state agencies.

In fact some of their leaders.

such as Illinois' Fred Hampton, were targeted by the F.B.I.
before they became active in the B.P.P.
Chicago F.B.I. field office was

In 1967,

the

instructed to open a file

on Hampton, who at 19 was a leading member of a local
N.A.A.C.P. youth chapter

(Churchill, 1988:64).

Politically Motivated Attacks
The basic rationale of the F.B.I. was not potential
or actual criminal activities on the part of the B.P.P. and
other militant organization;

rather,

it was the political

positions and degree of support which influenced the
F.B.I.'s choice of COINTELPRO targets.
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The former Assistant Director of the F.B.I.

in charge

of the intelligence division wrote in 1974;
Rome lasted for six hundred years, and we are
just coming on to our two-hundredth.
That
doesn't mean that we have four hundred to go.
We have to step back and look at ourselves
protectively ... How much of this dissent and
revolution talk can we really stand in a
healthy country?
Revolutions always start in a
small way ... Economic conditions are bad; the
credibility of government is low.
These are
the things that the homegrown revolutionary is
monitoring very closely.
The FBI's attention
must be focused on these various situations.
If it weren't the Bureau wouldn't be doing its
job for the American people ... The American
people don't want to have to worry about the
security of their country ... We must be able
to find out what stage the revolution is in
(FBI An uncensored look behind the Walls quoted
from Newton, 1980:54).
The emphasis of the FBI on the political rather then
criminal activities of the B.P.P.

is

illustrated

in the

activities of the Chicago field office of the F.B.I. which
was

instructed to take steps to prevent the merging of the

street gang Black Stone Rangers and Illinois chapter of the
B.P.P.

This was in spite of the fact that the B.P.P. was

attempting to engage the Rangers

in such community

activities as the free breakfast program (O'Reilly,
1989:303).
Agents from the Chicago FBI office began a
disinformation campaign by sending threatening letters to
the Rangers suggesting that the B.P.P. was going to
physically harm them.

These letters were made to read as

though they had been written by concerned members of the

community.

One such letter addressed to a leader of the

Blackstone Rangers stated:
The brothers that run the Panthers blame you
for blocking their thing and there's supposed
to be a hit out for you.
I'm not a Panther, or
a Ranger, just black ... I know what I'd do if
I was you ...(Taken from Church ill, 1988:64).
An interesting added aspect of this
disinformation effort was that the FBI had
decided against sending the B.P.P. such
threatening letters because ... it is not felt
this would be productive principally because
the B.P.P. at present is not believed as
violence prone as the Rangers ... (From
O'Reilly, 1989:305) .
Not only does this

imply that the FBI was attempting

to provoke violence between the Rangers and the Panthers,
it also illustrates the fact that even the FBI did not
believe that the Chicago B.P.P. was violent.

Although they

did not believe that the party could be tricked
with the Rangers,
interested

into a war

it was the Party that the FBI was

in destroying.

In Los Angeles, the local FBI also came to the
conclusion that the Los Angeles B.P.P. chapter was not
susceptible to being tricked
(Churchill, 1988) .

into violent warfare

The evidence of its own words and deeds

indicate that the FBI was interested
B.P.P. because

in destroying the

it posed a political rather than criminal

threat to the government.
acts the FBI was

Instead of preventing criminal

interested

criminal acts and destroying

in engaging the party in
its community support.

Attacks
Nowhere

is

on Community Programs

the political motive of the FBI's actions

against the Party clearer than

in the Bureau's attitude and

actions towards the free breakfast program.
counterintelligence department issued

this

The
response to the

San Francisco FBI's questioning of targeting

the breakfast

program:
Your reasoning is not in line with Bureau
objectives ... You state that the Bureau ...
should not attack programs of community
interest such as the B.P.P. 'Breakfast for
Children'.
You state that this is because many
prominent 'humanitarians,' both white and
black, are interested in the program as well as
churches which are actively supporting it.
You
have obviously missed the point.
The B.P.P. is
not engaged in the 'Breakfast for Children'
program for humanitarian reasons, including
their efforts to create an image of civility,
assume community control of Negroes, and to
fill adolescent children with their insidious
poison (O'Reilly, 1989:302).
Further evidence has been documented pointing
sabotage of
actions

the B.P.P. breakfast program.

One of the first

taken against the breakfast program was

climate that suggested

that the Party was

to hate and kill white people,

coloring book.

Among

the

images

teaching children

use.

It

feared

attempt to

that

In late

a political

in the book were pictures

depicting Afrikan Americans killing policemen.
book was widely distributed

to create a

especially police.

1968 or early 1969 the B.P.P. developed

to FBI

the Party decided

it would be used

indoctrinate the children.

Before the
against its

as evidence of their
The FBI, wanting

to

create such a situation,

secretly distributed

book

it as evidence that the Party was

themselves and used

teaching children to kill

(O'Reilly,

the coloring

1989; Churchill,

1988) .
In

fact the campaign to discredit the breakfast

program was one of the major reasons the Party did not
engage

in many educational activities at their breakfast

program.

In discussing

the first programs developed

1968, Field Marshal Landon Williams
Party's awareness of the dangers
the program;

here,

we want this

(Landon Williams

decided

the youth in

"We flirted with a liberation school type

indoctrinating

by various

about the

in educating

thing but then there were things
Panthers

talked

in

forces

kids.

in the press about

So we said

let's not do that

to be about dealing with hunger

Interview,

1989).

..."

Because of the campaign

to discredit the program the Party

that the education of children had

completely separate program.

to be done in a

The Party was

forced

to

develop liberation schools because of the media campaign
waged by the FBI.
activities

To engage

in extensive educational

in the breakfast program would

ammunition to those

attempting

to discredit the program.

Since the survival programs were
tools
within

for

the community,

this program was

have given

in part educational

the lack of educational activities
a deviation from the Party s

objective:

that of winning

the people over through meeting

their basic needs.
The F.B.I.
spread

rumors

and other law enforcement agencies also

throughout communities where Panthers

breakfast programs
children

that the Party was poisoning

(Safyia Bukhari Interview,
store owners,

intimidated
programs.
forged

and

into denying

threatening

the

for

the local FBI distributed

(O'Reilly,

1989:316;

The

2/21/70:25).

various agencies

facilities.

which was

and

local businessmen if they did

When all these methods
programs,

Local church

the use of their facilities

not donate to the B.P.P. programs
Black Panther .

the

landlords were pressured

In Detroit, Michigan,

letters

1988).

had

In 1968,

established

illegal weapons.

resorted

to destroy the
to physically attacking

at the first breakfast program

in Father Neil's Church,

police department raided
serving breakfast.

failed

the Oakland

the church while Panthers were

The police claimed

to be looking

for

Two Panthers who were present have stated

that the Party never allowed weapons to be present while
children were around
conversation

(Williams

Interview,

former Panther Ronald

One of the

interesting

activities

against the Party

the F.B.I.

spearheaded

1989;

Stevenson,

1989).

things about the governmental
is

that although in late 1968

a counterintelligence campaign, not

all activities were connected

to COINTELPRO.

As documented
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earlier,

local agencies were

actions

against the B.P.P.

F.B.I.,

many of these

in

independent

with the participation of the

independent actions were

into a national program.
documented

involved

incorporated

As a matter of fact although the

32 members killed

as a result of law

enforcement activities, no Panther has ever been killed by
an F.B.I.

agent

(Churchill,

1988).

The counterintelligence program against the B.P.P.
focused

less on direct confrontation and more on

clandestine disruption and sabotage of Party program
initiatives.

This does not mean that the F.B.I. was

uninvolved

actions resulting

in

in the deaths of Party

members .

The Chicago Chapter and

the FBI

The most celebrated case of criminal activity by
police against the B.P.P. was
chairman Fred

Hampton.

the killing

of Chicago deputy

F.B.I. documents contain evidence

that they-the F.B.I.-were the motivating

force behind

the

entire episode.
The F.B.I.
department with
weapons.
as

(In

the Party's

approached

information that the B.P.P. was stockpiling

fact,

it was

a secret F.B.I.

informant acting

local security chief who was both

stockpiling weapons
information.)

the Cook County sheriff's

and providing

the police with the

The Cook County authorities,

however,
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refused

to act upon the

the local FBI
approached

information.

When encouragement by

office proved unsuccessful,

the agency

the Illinois state's attorney who was a personal

acquaintance of one of the agents.
Hanrahan agreed

to act upon the

States Attorney

information provided by the

FBI.
One of the crucial elements
the Panther house was

the

informer William O'Neil.
(O'Reilly,
records,

1989;

for the arming

raid on

information provided by FBI
As evidenced

Churchill,

O'Neil was

in the planned

1988;

in both FBI

Newton,

1980)

the single most responsible

of the Chicago Panther

records

and police
individual

facilities.

Not only

was O'Neil the security captain for the chapter and
personal bodyguard
also was
need
was

to

the main
increase

arrested

instigator

firepower.

on December 12,
and

(Churchill,

In

involving

O'Neil was

1968, January 1969, March

June 1969 before the December 1969

firearms

(The Black Panther,

on

2/21/70).

also responsible for encouraging members to

purchase an
O'Neil's

But he

fact, O'Neil

In most of these cases O'Neil was arrested

charges

illegal automatic

rifle.

As a result of

attempt, Chicago Panthers Nathaniel Junior, Merill

Harvey and Michey White were arrested
a

1988).

in convincing Panthers of the

the Party's

1969, April 1969,
raid.

for Hampton

'machine gun'

2/21/70:11) .

(Churchill,

1988,

on conspiracy to buy

The Black Panther,

The actions of O'Neil in the period leading up to
December 1969 strongly implicates him and the FBI
secret agent he was).
in

(whose

His goal was to entrap Party members

illegal activities, specifically the illegal possession

of weapons.
The warrant obtained
resulted

for the December 1969 raid which

in Hampton's death was issued upon O'Neil's

information that illegal weapons were present.

The

evidence shows that O'Neil was the one who ordered

the guns

to be in the house.
Following

is an excerpt from the search warrant

application submitted by the states attorney office:
A reliable informant, who has furnished
reliable information to affiant on several past
occasions which has led to the confiscation of
2 sawed-off-shotguns in two separate raids, and
has provided information that has to several
convictions ... he observed numerous weapons,
including sawed-off shotguns, whose barrels
appeared to be approximately 12 inches in
length.
Independently of this above
information (State police Sergeant) Daniel
Groth was informed by (FBI Agent) Jolovec that
on December 2, 1969, Jolovec had a conversation
with a reliable informant who also stated that
sawed-off-shotguns and other weapons were being
stored in the first floor apartment ... This
informant, according to Jolovec has provided
information in the past which has led to the
arrest and indictment of numerous individuals
(Clark, 1973:233) .
The state police

informant and FBI

informant named

the warrant application were in fact the same person, FBI
agent provocateur William O'Neil

(Churchill/ 1988:70) .

in

O'Neil's participation
agent provocateur.
of

in

He provided

the raid extended beyond
the FBI with a detailed

the layout of the Panther apartment.

the FBI
rooms

of who regularly came to the house and

they usually stayed.

the raid

have also

drugged prior

to the raid.

if

in

Since

in the middle of

it was O'Neil who cooked

fact Hampton was drugged

that

it would most likely

the drugs

(Churchill,

402) .

O'Neil further sabotaged
B.P.P.

to be

This was speculation since

have been O'Neil who administered
1988:71,

in which

that Hampton appeared

to have fallen asleep

a phone conversation.

informed

Testimony from the survivors of

indicated

Hampton was reported

night,

He also

map

the Chicago chapter of the

in his capacity as security chief.

pretense of securing Panther

Under the

facilities O'Neil devised

elaborate torture devices and plans to secure the various
Panther offices and

apartment.

were rejected by the chapter's
caused

a bit of
the

Given his

rank

(Churchill,

in the chapter O'Neil had

influence with the membership.

This

quite

is evidenced

fact that numerous members were arrested based upon

actions
On

he convinced

them to participate

the night of December

attorney's police under
put

leadership, O'Neil actions

much dissension and disruption.

1988:399) .

in

Although most of his plans

the finishing

3,

1969,

in.
the states

the direction of the FBI secretly

touches on their planned

raid.

While
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this was occurring B.B.P. members Fred Hampton, Deborah
Johnson, Blair Anderson, Doc Satchell, Harold Bell, Verlina
Brewer, Louis Truelock, Brenda Harris, and Mark Clark were
at a Panther apartment eating dinner prepared by FBI
informer O'Neil.
Shortly after 1:30 a.m. O'Neil left the apartment.
Hampton talked to his mother on the phone and while in
middle of a sentence he fell asleep.

The other Panthers

in

the house also went to bed while Mark Clark served as
security watch.
At 4:00 a.m.,

fourteen states attorney police

officers armed with a submachine gun,

five shotguns, and a

carbine rode in three unmarked cars and a telephone truck
to the Panther apartment.

When the group was three blocks

away they radioed the Chicago police and requested back
up.

This was the first notification to the Chicago police

of the raid.

Once at the apartment eight officers entered

through the front and six the back
policeman kicked
had

(Clark, 1973:37).

One

in the front door, shooting Mark Clark who

fallen asleep in a chair.

As Clark fell dead

apparently his finger pulled the trigger of the shotgun he
was holding.

This was to be the only shot among the 90

shots fired which came from a Panther gun.
dead

As Clark laid

another officer shot Brenda Harris who was sleeping

the front room.

After shooting these two Panthers three

officers began firing

into the wall which separated

in
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Hampton's room from the front.

They shot forty-two rounds

at the location O'Neil had stated Hampton would be
sleeping.

As the front team shot into Hampton's room, the

rear team entered the apartment also firing
direction of Hampton's room.
entered the rear room.

The shooting stopped and cops

Surviving Panthers have stated they

heard the following exchange:
he dead?
it.'

in the

... Bring him out.

"'That's Fred Hampton

He's barely alive; he'll make

After this two shots were heard and then

and dead now'"

... Is

'he's good

(Churchill, 1988:71).

After dragging his body into the front room, the
police continued to fire at the remaining Panthers.

Doc

Satchell was shot four times, Blair Anderson and Verlina
Brewer were shot twice.

The surviving Panthers were then

arrested on attempted murder charges

(Clark, 1973;

Churchill, 1988:71; O'Reilly, 1989:310).
The following morning's Chicago Tribune displayed a
photo of a large cache of weapons which the police claimed
to have taken from the house.

Under the photo in small

type the paper mentioned that Clark and Hampton were killed
in a secret Panther headquarters.
Immediately the press began to print the statements
by officers

involved and states attorney Hanrahan.

On December 5, 1969, a day after the killings, the
Chicago Tribune printed this account of the raid:
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Detectives knocked on the first floor apartment
oor at 4:45 and Detective Groth said a woman's
asked who was there and he announced.
Police officers with a warrant to search the
apartment.'
He continued:
'I repeated the Knock, then
forced the door open with my shoulder.
As we
entered the apartment we were met with a
shotgun volley fired by a women who was on a
bed in the living room.
I returned the fire
with my revolver.'
The other detectives had dropped to the floor
when they heard the shotgun blast which it was
later learned saved Groth's life.
The blast
illuminated the dark room and police noticed
Clark near the doorway with a shotgun pointed
at Groth.
An exchange of shots followed and
Clark fell to the floor ... Groth said that the
other occupants of the apartment in two
bedrooms off the living room then open fired at
the police.
Ciszewski (a police officer) was
wounded a few minutes later ..." (Chicago
Tribune . 12/5/69) .
In the years that followed the December 4, 1969 raid,
numerous

investigations and

inquiries have concluded that

the police/FBI were solely responsible for the shooting
(Clark, 1973;
Operations;

Select Committee to Study Governmental

Intelligence Activities Book II, April 23, 1976

[also known as Church Committee]).
In the weeks following the raid the state's attorney
attempted

to mask the truth about the raid.

Press

conference after press conference was called to paint a
picture of the B.P.P. as a violent group.
however,

In these events,

the FBI was conspicuously left out of all

discussions and criticism.

In fact, the state's attorney

office and State police took all the weight for the actions
of December 4, 1969.

It wasn't until 1976, when the
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surviving Panthers and relatives obtained FBI files
their civil suit against the state filed

(during

in 1970), that the

full role of the FBI came to light (Churchill, 1988:399).
For the federal authorities the events of December 4
were initially a complete success.

Directly following the

death of Hampton, Illinois FBI agents sent an

'urgent'

teletype to director Hoover informing him that Hampton and
Clark were dead and the surviving Panthers faced attempted
murder charges

(Churchill, 1988:73) .

Initially they

received public support from many public officials for
their

"bravery" and restraint in raiding the Panther

house.

In order to reinforce their claim of proper

conduct,

the states attorney's office pressed the

indictments of the surviving Panthers.
O'Neil as an informant,

Continuing to use

the FBI was able to gain

information of the Panther's defense strategies.

O'Neil

also continued to act as a provocateur by spreading the
rumor that another Panther member was the informant
(O'Reilly, 1989:312).
By arranging the assassination of Fred Hampton the
F.B.I. had not only dealt a serious blow to the Illinois
chapter but also to the national leadership of the B.P.P.
During
engaged

the fall of 1969 Fred Hampton had been increasingly
in discussions with national Party leaders as to

the direction of the Party.

It had been speculated that

Hampton was to assume a national position in the Party
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(Cfricflqo Tyjibune,
1989) .

It

12/12/69; Churchill,

the Central Committee

that he was a major figure

Illinois

and

organizer and

him the F.B.I.

lending

government was

a gifted

leaders

however,

in the

also had

a positive

support to the Party's claim that the

out to get them.

the week

following Hampton and Clark's murders,

the Chicago B.P.P. conducted public
apartment

the Party, both in

eliminated

one of the rising young

The death of Hampton,

In

in

it

nationally.

By killing

in

to assume a

(see Chapter 11), but

is clear

effect

O'Reilly,

is doubtful that Hampton was going

position on

B.P.P.

1988;

tours

throughout the

in order to allow people to view the work of the

government.

In the days

following

the raid

thousands of community people toured
thousand people attended
politicians

and

Hampton's

other public

thousands upon

the scene.

Five

funeral while many

figures, both Afrikan American

as well as European American, began to question the actions
of the state.
the

Directly following

former United

Johnson,

and

N.A.A.C.P.

Formed

to

Ramsey Clark,

States Attorney General under President

Commission of Inquiry
Police.

the raid,

head

Roy Wilkins formed

into the Black Panthers

the

and

the

investigate the raid on the Panther

house,

the commission was asked by the U.S. Attorney's

office

to delay their

federal proceedings.

investigation because of impending
In fact, Clark

and Wilkins stated

in
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the report that the "Government was uncooperative,
hostile

(Clark, 1973:XI) .

if not

The report was published

1973, prior to the publication of F.B.I. documents.

in
Even

without the benefit of FBI files the Commission's final
report stated the following conclusions:
(1) Those responsible for planning the raid
'acted with wanton disregard for human life and
the rights of American citizens.'
(2) Search
warrants (if legal) 'could have been executed
in a lawful manner with no significant risk to
life.'
(3) The hour of the raid, the failure
to give responsible warning to the occupants,
the overarming of the police, the widely
excessive use of gunfire, all were more suited
to wartime military commando raid than the
service of a search warrant.
(4) There can be
no possible legal or factual justification for
this police use of firearms.
There was no
shoot-out.
The police did virtually all, if
not all, of the shooting.
(5) Police should
not use machine guns.
(6) Many statements made
after the episode by participating officers ...
are not credible.
(7) Hanrahan's statements
that police 'exercised good judgment,
considerable restraint, and professional
discipline, ... The immediate, violent criminal
reaction of the occupants in shooting at
announced police officers emphasizes the
extreme viciousness of the Black Panther Party
... ' render him unworthy of public trust.
(8)
Failure to employ basic investigative practices
such as fingerprinting and preserving evidence,
photographing the bodies before removal, as
well as errors in ballistics tests and
autopsies, 'are professionally inexcusable and
can only undermine the confidence in the
competence and integrity of the police and the
legal system.'
(9) The 'exclusive' account of
the police action given ... to the Chicago
Tribune, and the filmed re-enactment of the
episode by police for CBS-TV, demeaned public
office, misinformed and prejudiced the public
and violated professional ethics.. (10)
Federal, State and Local justice institutions
'failed to do their duty to protect the lives
and rights of citizens' (Clark, 1973:VII).
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The planned setup and execution of Hampton was a
temporary disaster for the FBI's COINTELPRO, especially in
the Chicago area.

Instead of creating a unsympathetic

public attitude towards the B.P.P., the raid created just
the opposite.

Organizations such as the N.A.A.C.P. which

had previously attacked the B.P.P. were now accusing the
government of murder

(Chicago Tribune. 12/5/69; Clark,

1973) .
In the long run,

the murder of Hampton proved to be

extremely effective in contributing to the crisis in the
national leadership of the Party.

Hampton was in fact one

of the brightest and energetic young Panther leaders.

He

possessed many of the qualities which made for a strong
national leader.

First, within the context of internal

Party politics, Hampton was respected by members throughout
the nation.
the Party.

He had

a history of struggle before joining

He worked his way up through the ranks and thus

he had a firm grasp of the community.

Unlike many of the

national Party leaders, Hampton retained a close
relationship with the rank and file.
As mentioned earlier,

in the months leading up to his

assassination, Hampton had been working with national Party
leaders

in an attempt to generate new support for the

organization.

He was one of the few outside the Oakland

clique whom National was willing to work with.
not been killed,

If he had

it is possible that Hampton could have
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been instrumental in averting the alienation and conflicts
within the Party which intensified

in the year following

his death.
In the context of the movement in general, Hampton
demonstrated the ability to forge working relations with a
wide range of groups.

Aside from his work with the Black

Stone Rangers, Hampton was also instrumental in developing
coalitions with the local S.D.S., Young Lords, and Young
^atriots.

Hampton was for all practical purposes a leading

candidate for developing

into the

'black messiah'

that

Hoover so alarmingly instructed his agents to guard
against.
In the long run, the loss of Hampton denied the Party
and

the movement a dedicated and extremely popular

organizer.

Hampton's death also signaled a new attitude

within the B.P.P.
December 1969,

Although on the defensive long before

following the Chicago raid chapters across

the country began fortifying their facilities.

In Harlem,

the plate glass windows were removed from the storefront
office and replaced with steel-reinforced wood with
portholes

(Assata, 1987;

Holder, 1989;

Interviews).

Panthers became increasingly alert towards the possibility
of governmental attacks.
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As mentioned

in the chapter on armed self-defense,

the Southern California chapter, under the leadership of
Geronimo Pratt, had already began to implement new tactics
m resisting police/FBI attacks.

During the December 8,

1969 raid on the L.A. offices, the Los Angeles Police
Department encountered extreme resistance.

Party members

held off an attack force of over 200 for more than four
hours without any casualties, despite the fact that the
police used
Tactics

the then newly formed

(SWAT)

assault teams.

Special Weapons and

The raiding party was

equipped with assault rifles, dynamite, an armored
personnel carrier, and helicopters

(O'Reilly, 1989).

The

helicopter was there to prevent the community from coming
to the support of the Panthers.

As a matter of fact the

night following the raid, Angela Davis and others organized
a vigil outside the Panther main office.
the police attacked and
all directions.

During the vigil

the people were forced to flee in

Davis has stated that at that point

immediate neighbors provided sanctuary to the fleeing
Panther supporters

(A. Davis Interview, KPFA/Berkeley,

8/28/89) .
The planning of the Los Angeles raid was strikingly
similar to that of the Chicago raid.

Instead of O'Neil,

L.A. there were at least two infiltrators who held
leadership positions in the Southern California Chapter.

in
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One was Luis Tackwood and the other was Melvin Cotton
Smith.

It was Cotton

(security officer for the L.A.

branch), who provided the L.A.P.d. and F.B.I. with detailed
blueprints of Party facilities.
Chicago,

As was the case in

the L.A. warrant which was to authorize a search

for stolen military weapons was obtained under false
information provided by the FBI.
local leader and

As in Chicago, Pratt the

rising national figure was the primary

target of the raid.

The plan even called for the police to

focus gunfire at Pratt's bed; however, Pratt was sleeping
on the floor at the time

(Churchill, 1988:84).

In the months leading up to the December raid Pratt
had became a target of the F.B.I./LAPD.

He was arrested

numerous times for weapons possession, conspiracy, and
assault.

Most of these charges were without substance to

prosecute and

they were dropped.

Clearly, the government

was creating a climate in which to assassinate Pratt in the
manner of Hampton and Clark.
The difference between the Chicago and L.A. raids is
that Pratt and
and

his cadre were prepared

therefore they survived with raid.

surrender,

Upon their

thirteen Panthers were charged with attempted

murder, conspiracy and weapons charges.
months

to defend themselves

Pratt spent two

in jail until he was released on bond.
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Daily Harassment
The government's campaign against the Party did not
deter members from continuing to struggle.

Members,

especially those who joined after 1968, were fully aware
that the government would use any and all methods necessary
to destroy the party.
Party offices were raided almost on a monthly basis.
It was common to have the front page of the Party newspaper
covered with local police

(from any city)

in a crouching

positions with riot helmets, pointing shotguns and semi
automatic weapons at a Panther office.
Party members had become accustomed to being under
the constant watch of either local or federal authorities.
In cities such as New Haven, Oakland, L.A., Chicago,
Philadelphia and New York,

rank and file members were

arrested on a daily basis for performing such tasks as
selling papers, postering a community, or speaking
public.

In New Haven,

in

for example, sixteen year old

Panther Gary Bumpus was arrested for putting up posters and
then re-arrested the following day with another Panther for
selling newspapers.

In the summer and fall of 1969,

another Panther, Bobby White from the Seattle branch, was
arrested and beaten up five times.

In Southern California,

in the three months leading up to the December 8th raid,
Panthers were arrested on a daily basis with most of the
charges being dropped within a week

(The Black Panther.,
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2/21/70:2-26) .

In the early days in Oakland the main

excuse for harassing members was automobile or traffic
violations.

Later on,

in cities where cars are not as

prominent such as New York, the selling of The Black
Panther newspaper became the primary pretext for local
police action.

As in the cases of the L.A. and Chicago

raids. The FBI was partial to using the search for illegal
weapons as an excuse for attacking Party facilities.

Changing Tactics. Being Driven Underground
Once the Chicago raids occurred members across the
country increasingly began to develop alternative methods
to counter the government's response.
Although Panthers such as Connie Mathews, Michael
Tabor, Donald Cox and the Cleavers, decided to seek asylum
in Afrika, most Party members were inclined to remain in
the United States and continue to struggle on the
front'.

'home

By late 1969 it had become obvious to many members

that to remain above ground and to continue to challenge
the government was suicidal.
Party members such as Geronimo, Cet, Webb, and Assata
Shakur,
acting

had come to understand

that the government was not

in a legal manner and they realized that they could

not continue to perform their political work and ensure
their own safety.

The government left the Party members

with few options as to their course of action.

For many it
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came down to withdrawing from political activities that the
Party was engaged
and self-defense.

in, particularly renounce armed struggle
Another option was to develop an

underground apparatus that could

initially provide some

security and shield from the government's activities.

As

George Jackson stated, this underground would eventually
also serve to protect the political workers who continued
to be exposed to the illegal actions of the government.
It is the latter choice of developing an underground
that many of the survivors of the L.A. raid, New York
Panther 21, and others took upon being released from jail.
Once underground, communications with the Party
leadership were made abnormally difficult by the COINTEPROinspired dirty tricks.

One of the major tactics used was

to develop conflicts between those underground or in exile
and

the national leadership.

False and misleading letters

were sent by the F.B.I. to those in Algeria, criticizing
the actions of those in Oakland
leadership of the FBI, various

(Churchill, 1988).

Under

intelligence agencies

developed numerous schemes to test the loyalty of various
Party members.

For example,

the FBI would send anonymous

letters to Eldridge Cleaver criticizing Newton;
would monitor to see if Cleaver would
letters.

then they

inform Newton of the

This was also done to other members of the

central committee, such as David Hilliard.

Once the FBI
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identified
work

those less susceptible to criticism, they would

to create further suspicions.
Similar disinformation campaign were also used

against those members underground or

imprisoned.

Although

there were many organic problems within the B.P.P. the
government antagonized them and helped
the F.B.I. claimed

them grow.

In fact,

responsibility for creating the split

within the Party and also caused the deaths of at least two
long standing dedicated B.P.P.
Robert Webb

activists, Sam Napier and

(Churchill, 1988; O'Reilly, 1989).

This use of instigation was also used earlier on.
1968-1969,

the FBI and LAPD engaged

In

in a campaign to create

a war between the Southern California chapter and the US
organization

(a self proclaimed black cultural nationalist

organization, headed by Ron Karenga.
L.A. and

US was primarily in

San Diego, but had ties to Leroy Jones in Newark,

N.J.) .
The FBI mounted an anonymous letter campaign against
both groups, attempting to incite inter-group warfare.

On

January 17, 1969, after a long period of government
instigation, two Southern California chapter leaders John
Huggins and A. Bunchy Carter were assassinated on the
U.C.L.A. campus.

At the time the B.P.P. and US

organizations were organizing Afrikan American students.
Both groups were competing to head up a lecture series
sponsored by the cultural center/B.S.U.

The assassinations
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occurred

right after Carter and Huggin's presentation to

that body.
Nationally,

28 Black Panther members were killed by

police, and over 1,000 were arrested and tried for serious
offenses.

The attacks on the Party were widespread.

There

were local police and other government agencies that acted
independently and

at time in conjunction with state or

federal forces.

There were even a number of instances of

off-duty police officers attacking Panthers and Panther
offices.
There is also evidence that the Central Intelligence
Agency and

the Internal Revenue Service were involved on

spying and disrupting the actions of the B.P.P.
As of 1989,
in exile or
Party.

there are many former Panthers who remain

imprisoned

for their activities while in the

Elmer Pratt remains in prison for his 1972

conviction for the murder of two people in 1968.

It should

be pointed out that the murders took place in Southern
California while Pratt was in Oakland attending a
leadership meeting.
national office

During this period the FBI had the

in Oakland under electronic surveillance,

but during Pratt's trial the FBI first attempted to conceal
they had surveillance on the Oakland office and when that
failed

they said

that the tapes of the period

in which

Pratt was to be in Oakland were mysteriously missing.
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B.P.P. members John Spain who was with Jackson when
he was assassinated and was charged with the murder of a
prison guard

in 1972 was just recently released.

N.Y. 21

member, Michael Chet Tabor now lives in exile after jumping
fleeing the country due to threats on his life.
Donald Cox also lives in exile due to charges pending
against him.

Bradley Green is still in jail for the

shooting of a 1970 Chicago police officer.
For all the members who remain in jail or exile there
are five times as many former Panthers who were either
forced out of the Party and driven underground or who
joined

the movement when the only alternative was to work

underground .
The case of Dhoruba Moore who along with Michael
Tabor were forced
activities,

into hiding as a result of FBI COINTELPRO

is one which exemplifies the former B.P.P.

members who were targeted by the F.B.I. while in the Party
but fell victim to COINTELPRO after they no longer were
members

(N.Y. Village Voice.

9/19/89:10) .

In the wake of the Party split, dissident N.Y.
Panthers Dhoruba Moore, Michael Tabor, Jamal Joseph, Connie
Mathews, Mark Holder, and others went into hiding to avoid
conflict with the Oakland-based Panthers.

Although the

differences between the two factions were many, as

in the

case of the B.P.P./US conflict, the FBI was very
instrumental in escalating the hostility and turning what
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could have been a non-antagonistic contradiction into a
violent one.
Aside from the forged letters and

fake phone calls,

the FBI also utilized more complex and deadly methods and
tactics.

In Northern California, FBI/L.A.P.D.

informer/agent, Melvin Cotton Smith participated
up and

in the set

false labeling of S.F. Panther Fred Bennett as a

police agent.

(This practice is called

'bad jacketing'.)

Furthermore there is evidence that Smith participated
the execution of Bennett by Panthers

in

(Churchill, 1988).

To

make the scheme even more disruptive to the Panthers,
following the death of Bennett the FBI spread the rumor
that members of the Oakland leadership clique killed him
for personal reasons
Churchill, 1988) .

(Mark Holder Interview, 1989;

This rumor was one of the reasons cited

by a couple of the dissident N.Y. Panthers as to why they
felt they had

to act against certain leaders.

Even factual

items such as Newton's expensive Oakland apartment were
used by the FBI to create dissension in the Party ranks.
As

indicated above,

in February 1970, the mother of

Harlem branch Field Lt. Mark Holder was visited by the FBI
and

informed

that the Oakland

California to get him.

faction had sent gunmen from

On the surface the FBI action could

appear to be an attempt at averting violent conflict.
facts, however show a different motive.

The
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Although Holder and Deputy Field Marshal Robert Webb
were attacked
Panthers,

(Webb was killed)

by Oakland faction

in conversations with former members from coast

to coast this author has been told repeatedly that those
responsible for Webb's death did not come from California
but from the Northeast.

Another interesting thing is that

although the FBI had surveillance on these so-called
Oakland gunmen,

there is no evidence of anyone ever being

arrested or even questioned
death.

in connection with Webb's

As a matter of fact, directly following the

incident. Holder — Webb's companion and comrade — became
the target of the F.B.1,/N.Y.P.D.

investigation.

From the

moment Holder became the target of the states investigation
he went underground, not in fear of the Oakland faction,
but in fear of the FBI/NYPD

(Holder Interview, 1989) .

Assata Shakur, a relatively new member of the Party
(in 1971)

but a personal friend of many of the N.Y. chapter

leadership, was also targeted by the F.B.I.
phone,

Her house,

and whereabouts were under constant government

surveillance until one day when she was stopped by a friend
on her way home and
raided

her house
Isolated

informed that the police had just

(Shakur, 1987:233).

from the Party and hunted by the government,

Moore, Joseph, Holder, Shakur, and others began to
implement political activities while underground.
Following the example of Geronimo Pratt, these members
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refused to be sitting ducks for the government.

They also

refused to retreat from the political activities.

No

longer able to function in the B.P.P. or openly at all,
many former East coast Panthers formed a underground armed
group, the Black Liberation Army.
their new efforts
following the

in New York

Two of the major foci of

in the two years directly

split were the police and drugs

in the

Afrikan American communities.
Although there were many problems within the Party
which led to these

individuals being

isolated from the

Party, there is much evidence that the F.B.I. had at least
equal impact on the manner in which things turned out.
Following the split, the FBI continued surveillance
of the Oakland Party.

Local police continued their

surveillance on Party members.

Newton, especially,

remained the major target of the government.

By 1972 the

FBI was no longer the primary agency operating on Newton.
The Oakland police and California parole board,

joined by

federal agencies such as the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) , once again became the primary source of intelligence
and

harassment activities

(Newton, 1980) .

The FBI officially discontinued

its COINTELPRO

against the Party in 1971, claiming success.

In its place

the government created new programs such as NEWKILL CHESROB
and PRISACTS to continue their operations against former
Panthers,

imprisoned Panthers, and other radicals.
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NEWKILL was designed

to work on Black Liberation Army

police killings; CHESROB to capture former Panther Assata
Shakur;
and

and PRISACT

BLA members

in the prisons against former Panthers

(O'Reilly,

1989:332) .

The B.L.A. grew out of the B.P.P. and
founders were members of the Party;
part of the B.P.P.

(Newton Interview,

Unlike the B.P.P.,

was

however,

its actions.

1989).

the B.L.A. was an armed

underground political group.
in

it was not,

Many members such as Newton rejected

the actions of the BLA

methods

its original

It was not confined

to legal

The B.P.P.'s position was

an armed political organization which organized

community.

Self defense was one of the issues

that it
the

it worked

around.

The B.L.A.,

on the other hand, was developed

response

to the effective disruption of the Black

liberation movement by the government.

as a

Through their own

experiences these people had come to the conclusion that it
was suicidal to remain on the defensive.
the B.L.A.

abandoned

the community programs because they

saw that the government was not going
continue their work

above ground.

the violent nature of
defensive methods

in

The founders of

to allow them to

People also began to see

the government and concluded

that

the strictest sense were not

effective.
Tod ay,

many former Panthers have held

to go underground

was not successful

that the move

in the absence of
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support from the community.

In

community did not understand

such actions.

stated

fact,

they continue,

the

They have also

that at the time many felt they had no real choice

but to go underground
Syfia Bukhari,

1988;

(Malika Adams,

a legitimate tool, most members
the masses of people who

a people's
(Jackson,

that armed

also believed

in the long

1988?

struggle was
that

it was

run would wage war on

George Jackson also discussed

the need

1972) .

By the middle of 1971 the B.P.P. was

longer an effective,
Rather

on the defensive that

it

the

a prolonged campaign to force the B.P.P.

away from legal activities.
Party to prevent violence,

Instead

of

infiltrating

the government saturated

the
the

Party with agent provocateurs whose only task was to
The F.B.I.

implemented

incite

saw the B.P.P.'s politics of militant

self-determination as a threat to the status quo,
therefore

in

above-ground organization.

than preventing criminal activity,

government waged

violence.

for

army to protect the Party from the government

such organizational disarray and
was no

Joseph,

Interviews) .

Although the B.P.P. believed

the government.

1988;

a program of destruction.

and

CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSION

When one analyzes and evaluates the work of the
B.P.P.,

it

is necessary not to be overly

relative shortness of
purposes,

as

a national organization

four years.
Oakland
of

For all practical
it lasted

for some

The party grew rapidly from a tiny local

group

two years

that period,
championed

its existence.

influenced by the

into a

international organization

and disappeared

in another two years.

the party produced

many

in a matter
Within

a variety of programs and

ideas which attracted many people,

particularly third world youth.
In
was

to

its

the primary goal of the B.P.P.

incite the rebellious spirit of the Afrikan American

community.
forces

initial stages,

As Newton stated:

(the police)

the community join

'To engage the occupying

in a war and
in'

then have the people

(Newton Interview,

1989).

in

This

confrontational approach towards organizing

led

police patrols,

the continuous

the Sacramento protest,

armed defense of members

and

facilities.

and

to the

It was their

belief that the urban rebellions of the middle and
1960s,

indicated

the youth),
this

that the Afrikan American people

were at the stage of open rebellion.

late
(at least
Given

analysis of the political consciousness of the people.
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the original

founders believed

ultimately join

in

The lack of
disappointing.

immediate response by the masses was
in 1989 that by 1969

the Party,

and

it
to

therefore he advocated

to the practice of defending Panther

Interview,

forces.

to him that the community was not going

physically defend
end

the struggle against the armed

Newton stated

became obvious

that the people would

facilities

an

(Newton

7/17/89) .

The establishment of a organization which openly
advocated

armed

disillusioned

self defense attracted many who were

with the polite and nonviolent tactics of the

civil rights movement.

The B.P.P. channeled

the youthful

rage which precipitated

the urban rebellions

into

constructive,

organized political action.

Armed defense of

the community and programs was a concept which had not been
used

in a political

fashion by Afrikan Americans

northern urban centers.
armed

struggle

in the

The Black Panther Party injected

into the modern Afrikan American human

rights struggle.
Although there was nothing
illegal

in

the Panthers'

profoundly affected
society.

revolutionary or even

initial use of weapons,

the consciousness of United

Those Black

system and

government,

the status

quo,

and

white who

it
States

identified with the

who were generally satisfied with

were highly

intimidated by the sight of

politically armed Afrikan Americans.

For many
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disfranchised within American society, particularly Afrikan
Americans and

Latin Americans,

example of the strength, pride,
domestic

the B.P.P. was a shining
and determination of the

third world communities.

Panthers'

armed

action

the

in Sacramento, students at the Ivy

League school, Cornell University,
campus and

A year following

occupied

a building

on

openly displayed weapons.

The use of weapons

as a political tool

in twentieth

century America was a critical historical development
within

the Afrikan American human rights struggle.

Although Malcolm X advocated
Afrikan Americans
of weapons,
area.

armed

self defense and

alerted

to the real possibility of the necessity

he did not

implement a plan of action

in this

In the southern states there were groups such as The

Deacons

for Defense and

Robert Williams' N.A.A.C.P./Rifle

Club, but these were small local efforts geared primarily
towards combating
challenge

vigilante violence.

the government and did not publicize nor

politically advocate armed
It was the B.P.P.
police and

These groups did not

it was

struggle.

that stared down the Bay Area

the Party which refused

the onslaught of governmental violence.
introduced

to back down from
The B.P.P.

into the political arena a tactic which the

activists before them had completely rejected.

Once the

Party developed, non-violence was no longer synonymous with
Afrikan American struggle.
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The use of arms as a political tool in the struggle
for human rights is one of the aspects which distinguished
the Black Panther Party from any other national Afrikan
American or progressive organization.
sixties to the early seventies,
groups and dynamic

During the middle

there were many local

individuals throughout the nation who

shared with the Party a similar philosophy, but it was the
B.P.P. which came to be publicly identified with such
politics .

Human Rights and Third World Liberation
The Party was the major force in establishing ties
with other third-world liberation struggles in countries
such as Vietnam, Guinea Bissau, Congo, and Palestine.
These ties were not just in the form of mutual support but
were also expressed through politically tying the struggle
for liberation in other parts of the world with the
struggle for human rights
Following

in U.S. society.

in the footsteps of DuBois, Garvey and

Malcolm X, and others,

the B.P.P. attempted to

internationalize the plight of Afrikan Americans.

They did

not view the problem as a matter of domestic civil rights;
rather,

the Party interpreted the oppression of Afrikan

Americans and other third-world people within the U.S. as
part of the economically exploited and politically
dominated domestic c

olonized people.

For the Party racism
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was

less of a root cause of the social

self determination and

ills as

the lack of

economic domination within the

communities of Afrikan American,
American, Asian American,

Native American,

Latin

and poor European American

people.
By 1968,
from its

with the

title and

dropping

around

the basic needs of the

The Party remained confrontational but as

grew activists engaged
organizing geared
people

'for self defense'

the establishing of survival programs,

the Party began organizing
community.

of

rather

increasingly

in grassroots

more towards education and

than simply

inciting

it

organizing

the

them.

The original concept of the survival programs was to
organize
needs.

and

educate the community by addressing

immediate

The goal was not to eliminate hunger altogether,

but to demonstrate to the people that there were ways to
address
anything

their needs.

The programs of the Party more than

else were an example of the power,

spirit of Afrikan American potential.
control

and

self determination

resources,

and

It turned community

into a reality or at least a

genuine possibility.
Unlike
upon

the civil rights movement which concentrated

legislative and court proceedings,

programs

the B.P.P. survival

allowed working-class Afrikan Americans

actively participate

in the struggle

to

for human rights.
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The Party programs,

however, were not entirely based

upon the concept of self help.
community control and
strongly believed

Although stressing

self determination,

in criticizing

the B.P.P.

the United

government and capitalist economic system.
addressing

the needs of the community,

also

States
While

the Party

consistently drew attention to the fact that the government
was responsible
It was

for

this

the

inhuman conditions.

two-sided

organizing which presented
work.

approach to education and
the essence of the B.P.P.'s

The Party was not merely feeding children and

clothing

the poor, but also teaching

government/system was

that the

responsible for their plight and

should be transformed.
The combination of confrontational politics and
successful examples of self determination made the Party a
prime target of the government's repression.

For the

government saw the Black Panther Party as a threat not so
much for

its potential

activities but

for violence and

allegedly criminal

rather because the Party was educating

community towards self determination,

the

thus presenting

a

potentially major challenge to the status quo.
In one sense

the B.P.P. grew too fast for

it to

establish the type of community support that would
insulate/protect

its programs.

When the Party became a

target of the government many people were attracted

to
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its militant response, but
were willing

to allow the Panthers

between the community and
With
was

forced

reacting

programs.
defense
forced

increasing

to serve as a buffer

the police.

attacks by the government the Party

to focus attention on

to the state's

strategy,

just as many and probably more

its own survival.

By

tactics rather than planning

the Party was never able to fully develop
Although wanting

to shift focus from self

to community-survival programs,

the government had

the party to concentrate upon self defense.

did not allow the B.P.P.

to develop and

This

redefine the

objects and direction which had been underway.
The Party did
agenda

attempt to function and

set

independently of government repression.

illustrated

in

its

This

This

is

refusal to be forced underground or even

establish an underground
repression.

its own

apparatus

refusal was

an

in the face of the

indication of the Party's

belief that a revolutionary organization must always be
accessible to the masses of people;
organization could

only develop support and educate the

people by becoming known
position

led

the Panthers

various programs

that such an

and

throughout the community.
to continue openly working

advocating

armed

self defense.

This
on
Tied

to the process of establishing community programs, many
members

and

the Party as

a whole found

it difficult to

adapt to ever-increasing governmental attacks.

An example
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of this

is

the fact that many rank

and

file members who

were hunted by the government would not go underground but
simply moved

to another state and continued

to openly

function as Panthers.
It was not until 1970

that party members began to

openly question the wisdom of being

sitting ducks

for the

government.

The Party as an organization never

relinquished

its position as an above-ground organization,

and

thus continued

to leave

itself open to government

attacks .
The lack of organizational adaptation to the
repression and

an

inability to clearly define objectives

and plans do not diminish the accomplishments of the B.P.P.

Grassroots Youth Organizing
Aside
arms

as

B.P.P.

from the historical significance of the use of

a political tool,
is

that

which refused
America.

it was

the historical legacy of the

a national grassroots organization

to compromise

The Party placed

at the center of

its work.

its politics to please European
the Afrikan American community
Major support came from poor

working-class youth. The Panthers'

attempt to organize the

Afrikan American community around community control was
unprecedented

in the modern human rights movement.

Not

since Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro Improvement
Association had

a political organization focussed

its
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organizational efforts on the working class of the Afrikan
American community.
address

The Party was one of the first to

the alienation and

the late 1960's.
against the
organizing

hostility of the urban youth of

Although they engaged

in massive protests

imprisonment of their members,

their major

technique was to work within the community.

With their militant confrontational style,

the Party

attracted

to be patient

those who were no longer willing

and polite

in

their protest.

The Party provided

those young people who had no faith in
system and

were tired

of pleading

the Black community the Party and

for

their despair.

a voice and

Prisoners,

the United
justice.

States

For many

attempted

organized

homeless people,

welfare

found

in the B.P.P., because the Party claimed

the

'downtrodden masses'.

and

remedy for

addicts,

represent

the unemployed,

to provide

parents, drug
a voice

in

its programs were a

source of pride because the Panthers
the most disfranchised

a voice to

students all
to

By identifying

themselves with the poor of the community. Panthers
attempted

to place the masses of the Afrikan American

community at the forefront of social change.
attempted

to educate primarily through example,

demonstrating
people was

They

that the spirit and

stronger

the disfranchised.

energy of the masses of

than the government's.

survival programs were developed

hopefully

The Party s

in an effort to empower
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Although the Black Panther Party never had
10,000 members,

and

its programs could only reach a limited

number of people,

its members

influence reached

far beyond

physical terms,
instrumental

represented

a movement whose

their own efforts.

In actual

the Black Panther Party was highly

in drawing

attention to the necessity for

social programs within poor communities.
breakfast program was
served

more then

the single most

as a model for the United

The free

influential,

State Department of

Agriculture's school nutritional program.
health clinics

and

and

The community

health cadres also were an

innovation

which have since been taken on by the government.

The

success of these programs combined with the Party's
militant stance

in part

similar programs

forced

the government to develop

in order to erode the support of the

Panthers .
The B.P.P. was
slight change

also

instrumental

in effecting

in police/community relations.

Although

presently there continues to be a large number of

incidents

of police brutality within third world communities,
has been since

the 1960's

civilian review boards

a

there

the establishment of community

and

increase

in third world

representation on urban police forces.

The fact that

police brutality remains

an

a political

Afrikan American community

is due

issue within the

in part to the

politicalization of police conduct by the Black
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Panther Party.

The Party,

through

experiences with the government,
which many people perceived

its actions and

also changed

the

the manner

in

law-enforcement agencies of the

country.
The Panthers were also

instrumental

in the

development of the human rights movement within U.S.
prisons.

This movement has made tremendous strides

eliminating

the obscurity of the prison conditions.

movement has

allowed many prisoners

in
The

to establish contacts

with the outside community as well as

further access

to the

legal system.
Despite the numerous social changes that the Party
contributed

to,

the most significant aspect of

programs cannot be measured
More

than meeting

adequately in this manner.

the needs of the oppressed

Afrikan American community,

its survival

and

the Party established

exploited
a model

through which the needs of the community can be addressed.
The Party's Ten Point Platform and corresponding programs
are concrete examples of how to address the needs and
desires of the community.

The experience gained

these endeavors presents many positive lessons
organizing
and

efforts.

This

is

through

for

future

the Party's longest lasting

most significant contribution to change within this

society.
If the goal of
the people

the Black Panther Party was to lead

in a revolutionary transformation of the major
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institutions of this country,

or even to gain social

justice

then one might conclude that

it

for oppressed people,

failed.

It

is my conclusion that this

a correct analysis.

To be sure,

Regardless,

however,

the Party was not

far from being

the Party claimed

the leadership of the militant and
movement of the late sixties and

is

revolutionary youth

early seventies.

of what some might say in hindsight,

initially conceived

as a national or

international revolutionary organizational force.
evidenced by the
in the

title.)

to be

initial

inclusion of

It developed

(This

is

'for self defense',

in order to address specific

needs of a particular community.

That many of these needs

were shared by the vast majority of northern and western
Afrikan American communities

is more an

indication of the

national character of Afrikan American oppression than an
example of the Panthers'
Very likely,
B.P.P.
and

in Oakland,

climate

original national perspective.

if Newton and

Seale hadn't founded

someone else would

that the northern and western

Afrikan American urban youth would

and

in

rise up and

take their

the social and political movements of the sixties

seventies.

economic

The conditions

in both the Afrikan American communities and

the wider society dictated

place

have.

the

With the challenges to the social and

segregation of European American

Afrikan American urban youth were bursting

institutions,
at the seams,

as
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was evidenced by the numerous urban rebellions
Angeles,

Newark, Detroit,

Oakland,

and

Vietnam veterans were returning
entertaining
the armed

the

idea of using

services

programs

from war and

the skills they acquired

an organized

in which these people could work

avenue

Thomas McCreary and

The Black

through.

Landon and

For
Randy

Robert Webb the Party was an

in which to channel their skills and desires

the same organized

Hampton, Newton,

The Party also helped
and

into

efforts as college students such as

Assata Shakur, Fred

of prisoners

in

vehicle, with concrete

veterans such as Elmer Geronimo Pratt,
Williams,

New York City.

for political protest.

Panther Party presented

in Los

and

Bradley Greene.

facilitate the politicalization

former prisoners such as George Jackson,

Eldridge Cleaver,

Bunchy Carter,

and

Herman

(Noha)

Bell.

The Party's growth can be attributed more to the
social political climate than the organizational
skill/efforts of the B.P.P.
Oakland/S.F.
New York,

had

little

Philadelphia,

idea of the struggles
and

grew nationally

it began to

experiences and

ideas.

came closest to being
organization.
becoming

The original leadership

It

North Carolina.

in

in Chicago,
As the Party

incorporate a variety of
is

at this point that the Party

a revolutionary vanguard

By 1968-1969,

it had

the potential for

a truly revolutionary organization with the

capacity of leading not a protracted

revolution but a
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revolutionary movement.
strong

The Party had

international ties,

and growing support for community programs

expanding

and developing

potential.

the B.P.P.

from becoming more

of a movement with revolutionary

First, government attacks

forced

react rather then systemically initiate.
was

involved

the Party to

By 1970 the Party

in a defensive war with the government

(particularly the police) ,

and was unable to concentrate on

the objective needs and desires of the community.
this

With

hostile combative posture the Party was unable to

cultivate the

initial support for

Although many people supported
survive the government's war
this support was

level.

the Party

in

facilitate personal

the murderous treatment

the continuous

its struggle to

(Reference poll Newsweek),
It was active

involvement on a

Many Afrikan Americans could

the Party for

positive

its survival programs.

little more then sympathy.

support which would
mass

an

analysis of social conditions.

Three factors prevented
than the vanguard

and

sympathize with

inflicted

firefights with the police had

influence upon the community.

preoccupied with the government that
needs of the people.
with their own need

on

it, but

little

The Party became so

it lost sight of the

Leaders simply were too caught up
to survive to productively address the

people's needs.
As devastating
Panthers was,

as

the government's war against the

additional factors explained

the failings of
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the Party.

The historical record demonstrates amply that

any organization which seriously challenges the status quo
of this society will be met with whatever force is
necessary to suppress

it.

By implementing a campaign of

destruction against the Party, governmental agencies such
as the F.B.I. and C.I.A. were fulfilling their role as
protectors of the status quo.

It would, however, be a

grave mistake to credit the government alone for the
Party's demise since any organization which challenges the
state in the manner that the B.P.P., and claims to advocate
revolutionary change, must expect the government to attack
it.
If,

in fact,

the B.P.P. believed

its own rhetoric —

that the government was fascist and oppressive — then it
was the Party's responsibility to anticipate such
governmental actions and devise a plan of action to counter
it.

Nothing

in the history of the U.S. suggested that the

government would respond

in any other manner then it did.

The experiences of labor movements of the early
1900's,

the legal troubles of Gavery's Universal Negro

Improvement Association, and the Communists witch hunts
against Communists

in the 1950's are examples of other

organized political efforts being countered by government
attacks.

The scope and degree of attacks on the B.P.P. may

be more blatant and severe but the principle remains the
same:

seriously challenge the major institutions and you
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met by a repressive governmental response.

The

government will not tolerate political dissent which
challenges the very nature of the status quo.

The Party

met such a widespread and violent governmental response
because

it arose during such a volatile period

in history

and because it represented such a militant uncompromising
force.

Lack of National Leadership Development
Given the inevitable hostile governmental response,
the Party's response to these actions contributed to the
effectiveness of the government's campaign.

In particular

the B.P.P. leadership never established a democratic
practice which could facilitate the incorporation of the
many brilliant individuals who were attracted to the
Party.

While the national leadership remained stagnant the

Party ranks had grown and changed significantly since late
1967 and early 1968.

The Party membership had shifted from

Bay area street people to national militant youth willing
to study and organize.
original Party members

The

'homeboy' mentality of the

inhibited

its growth.

Regional

leaders like Hampton, Pratt, Dharuba, Michael Tabor, Connie
Mathews,

and Afani Shakur, could possibly have provided the

fresh leadership necessary to transform the Party into one
capable of waging a protracted struggle.
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If the Party leadership had been able to expand and
develop,

it is possible that leaders would have succeeded

in combating the unprincipled behavior within the
leadership itself.

If practice had continued to be the

criterion for national leadership, rather then personal
acquaintance of the original members, many regional leaders
would have replaced those in power.

These regional leaders

had proved that they were able to develop new programs and
generate new support in areas of which the original leaders
had little knowledge or conception.
By closing off the national leadership and not
incorporating regional leaders, the Party cut itself off
from its most valuable asset — its national rank and
file.

In effect,

the Party retarded

its own growth with an

inability to fully expand the original local efforts into a
national agenda.
violence were
involved

Issues such as housing, drugs, and gang

issues that various regional chapters were

in organizing around.

If they had been able to

develop national programs or initiatives around such issues
it would have enhanced the Party's growth.
Similar difficulties were also encountered
area of armed struggle.

Many members with far more

experience than the individuals
were inhibited

in the

in leadership positions

from developing concrete, long-run

strategies for the defense of the organization as well as
further development of political armed self defense.
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It is

ironic that the paranoia and defensive response

to the government's attacks prohibited the B.P.P.
leadership from trusting those who were most willing and
able to combat the government's campaign.

In effect, the

leadership played right into the hands of the state.
Many people have expressed their ideas on the
character and motivations of the individual leaders,
Epilogue and Appendix)

especially Huey Newton.

(see

It is my

analysis that,

like many who initiate a mass movement or

social change,

the original participants who first

sacrificed and dared

to act have a tendency to become

over-protective of their accomplishments.

Party leaders

grew fast in reputation with relatively little political
experience.

They acted and

impacted the movement but they

lacked an intimate knowledge of that movement.
Their participation was limited to a small area and
short period of time.

Within the B.P.P.

itself,

the

original leadership remained virtually intact, even when
others became far more experienced and knowledgeable about
the conditions facing the organization.
With the rank and
than the leadership,

file possessing far more potential

the Party was faced with the situation

of having dedicated experienced workers
ill-advised

involved

in

and sometimes counterproductive activities.

the same time,

At

the sophistication of the rank and file gave

birth to creativity and

innovation within local chapters.
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This resulted

in local efforts producing many successful

programs and generating a lot of support from the
community.

But without direction from the national

leadership many efforts did not translate into widespread
long-term initiatives.
In short,

the rank and file of the Party was by far

the most progressive and productive aspect of the Black
Panther Party.
allowed.

They developed as far as the limitations

It was their efforts which produced the most

fundamental and significant activities of the Party.

They

fed the children, withstood the police onslaughts, and
lived among the people.

They understood the mass and

attempted to articulate their concerns, and thus gained the
admiration and love of a large portion of the Afrikan
American community.
The qualities of the rank and file, however, must be
viewed with the understanding that there are inherent
limitations to what rank and

file can accomplish without

strong dedicated and knowledgeable leadership.

Rank and

file can only effect change on a limited scale without the
benefit of a strong national leadership.
The third and

final factor which inhabited the

long-term growth of the Black Panther Party was the
youthful nature of the organization.
have existed

The Party could only

for a short period of time because it was a

youth movement and thus by definition was lacking

in a
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historical perspective.
conditions
goals and

As an outgrowth of the objective

in the urban centers, and a rejection of the
tactics of the earlier civil rights movement, the

Black Panther Party was a product of this period and
had

thus

few qualities which led to longevity.
For many political activists of that era (Panthers

included) , the lack of historical perspective led to a
narrow-minded egocentric view of the Afrikan American
liberation struggle.

They did not place their actions

within the context of the hundreds of years of struggle.
Rather, many Panthers were guilty of believing that they
were involved

in action which had no precedent or

connection with the rest of Afrikan American history.
This lack of historical perspective led many members
to believe that their efforts would produce immediate
social change,
youth,

if not outright liberation.

Like many

they could not see beyond their own efforts and

realize that they were only one tiny part
how important)

(regardless of

of the total struggle for self determination

and social and economic justice.

Although members gave lip

service to the idea of long drawn-out struggle, many also
believed that the Party could lead the people to freedom in
the near future.
The lack of historical perspective on the part of
many members

inhibited the development of a long-term

integrative analysis of the tasks facing Afrikan Americans
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to militantly rebel against their conditions.

Many

Panthers were unaware of the historical events and
movements which preceded the 1960's Afrikan American human
rights movement.
The Party's ability to address the needs and desires
of the community on a contemporary basis allowed them to
lead a strong,

furious youth movement during 1967-1972, but

their historical perspective made it impossible for them to
place the movement within a historical context.
The Black Panther Party was not a vehicle which could
lead

the masses

in an extended struggle for liberation,

because such an organization was not and
possible.

is still not

Afrikan Americans have struggled for justice for

over three hundred and

fifty years;

however, they were

physically enslaved until only 101 years before the B.P.P.
was formed .

For the past one hundred years Afrikan

Americans have been involved

in the process of defining who

they are and what position they want in this society and
the world .
The 1960's represented a major turning point in
efforts of Afrikan Americans to define themselves as urban
wage workers.

The human rights movement of the late

sixties and early seventies
major participant)

helped

(in which the B.P.P. was a

further the demand for

fulfillment of basic needs such as housing, food,
education,

and physical safety.

It also introduced the
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concept of self determination as an alternative political
solution to their condition.

In the sixties Afrikan

Americans expanded the methods, tactics, and even the
conceptualization of social and economic justice.
It is within the context of expanding the
conceptualization of the causes of Afrikan American
oppression and

the utilization of bold and daring tactics

to address such conditions that the B.P.P. made its biggest
contributions to the liberation of Afrikan Americans.
Through their practice more then anything, the Party left
many examples of organizing the most oppressed

in society.

They also placed the use of arms as a political tool
permanently into the modern arena of Afrikan American
struggle.

This

is not to say that they convinced all

Afrikan Americans that the use of arms can be a legitimate
political tactic.

The Party succeeded

in providing the

movement with concrete examples of political armed self
defense.

People in the movement can utilize these real

events and actions

in an effort to further analyze the

usefulness of such tactics.
Before the B.P.P.,

the contemporary Afrikan American

liberation struggle had few concrete examples of the use of
arms as a political tool.

This limited any discussions on

the feasibility of such tactics to the area of pure
speculation.
Party provided

Through their actions, the Black Panther
the movement with vital examples.

In
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essence,

they were

to a higher
organizing

instrumental

level of struggle
of the masses,

and

the movement

in which the use of arms,
the demand

determination are now discussed
civil rights, equality,

in elevating

the

for self

and utilized

along with

and non-violent action within the

Afrikan American human rights struggle.

CHAPTER 14
EPILOGUE

In August of 1989,

Huey Newton was shot dead

West Oakland neighborhood where he had

in a

frequently organized

activities on behalf of the Black Panther Party.
Many people were devastated by the circumstances of
Newton's death.
blame upon

Some even uncritically placed complete

the government.

of dirty tricks,
took

their

arrests,

While

it

shoot-outs,

toll on Dr. Newton,

it

personal behavior

(over

destructive.

it was his drug

For

behavior which helped

is

true that the years

and prison terms,

is also true that his

the past 17 years)

was equally

habit and bizarre

the government succeed

in creating

the massive dissension which ultimately caused

the demise

of the Party.
As

long

ago as 1970, when some of the most loyal and

dedicated Panthers were engaged
save

the Party,

in a desperate battle to

Newton's main concern was to continue his

sex

and drug parties.

and

women was bad

that he attempted

The fact that Newton abused drugs

enough, but his major historic crime
to use the B.P.P.

is

for his personal

pleasures .
Looking back on the events of 1970 and 1971, Newton
expelled

(and

thereby destroyed
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the Party), Donald Cox,
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Kathleen and

Eldridge Cleaver,

the entire NY

21, Geronimo Pratt and

California Panthers,
Webb

Landon and

Randy Williams,

other

as well as ordered

all to protect his own personal

Southern

the death of Robert
interests.

I met Huey P. Newton for the first time on July 16,
1989

weeks before his death.

California home unannounced
he had
Being

told

to

I

arrived

at his Berkeley,

inquire about an

a second party he was willing

interview

to grant me.

a member of the NY chapter of the Party and

the anti-Newton actions of 1971,
reaction.

I was apprehensive of his

Much of what he said concerning

the Party contradicted

the

a part of

information I

the events of

had previously

gathered .
While I was
among

others

Oakland drug

in the Bay Area, many former Panthers

informed

me that Newton was known to frequent

hangouts.

associated with Oakland
trade.

I was also

informed

that he

youth on the fringe of the drug

At least five people told me that he was nothing

but a "druggy" who bullied young drug dealers.
One of the reasons that many are unable to come to
grips with the manner of Newton's passing
and

is that the BPP

many supporters built Huey up to be a super hero.

With

Eldridge Cleaver's masterful ability to manipulate European
American society

in general and

the Party produced
and

the media in particular,

the famous wicker chair and spear photo,

the poster of Newton and

Bobby Seale

in black uniforms.
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displaying
Black man
was
of

firearms.

image.

and

It was the chant of

this country

Huey's

incarceration as a major

the "baddest"

as

The Party used

They created

an image of

in history.

issue of the Panthers'

on the front page of

newspaper,

the great revolutionary leader.

and he was heralded

These tactics proved

in attracting people to the Party.

Thousands upon

thousands of people throughout the world came out
support
proved

for Newton and
successful when

Members

if he could say or do no

Newton's picture appeared

useful

that swept

rallying point of the A.A.

revolutionary

constantly quoted Newton as

every

"Free Huey"

in the late 1960's.

liberation movement of that era.

wrong.

thinking

the Panthers made Newton the focus

across

Newton as

and

ready to protect the Afrikan American community

a powerful one,
that

The image of an armed

the Party.

in

The Free Huey movement

in August of 1970 he was released

from prison.
By August of 1970
free-Huey organization

the BPP had been transformed
into a political party with

extensive community programs
free health clinics

and

from community self defense to

food programs.

For many members,

Newton was not the focus of the revolution;
people,

the Afrikan American community, was.

efforts

and

hard

focus on Newton and

to eliminate.

the Party cut short

from a

his

release,

instead,

The long
however, were

The same actions which worked
its development.

the

to build
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The realization that Newton was no super
revolutionary is one that many Panthers came to over 16
years ago.

To many former Panthers the manner of Newton's

death was tragic but not surprising.
struggle and

For through their

interaction over twenty plus years, they have

come to understand that projecting the people's power onto
one individual is counter productive to the ideas and
actions of the struggle.
Huey Newton and the Party fought to rid the community
of killer cops, poor housing, poor education, and drugs.
If Huey had been killed

instead of wounded by the Oakland

police during his arrest on October 26, 1967, no one would
have questioned

the identity and motives of his killers.

But killer police did not take Newton's life.

Another

killer with which the BPP was struggling against took him
— drugs .
If anything, the death of Newton illustrates that the
same genocidal conditions which propelled the BPP into an
international organization remain today.
Newton at one time had

Just because

identified and acted upon some

critical elements of our oppression does not mean he would
be immune to these same elements.
With the passing of Huey Percy Newton, many may
dismiss the great contributions the BPP made to the
struggle for Afrikan American liberation.
B.P.P.,

The ideas of the

however, did not die with Huey on that Oakland
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street, since the ideas of the Party were never the sole
possession of Newton.

In fact, many former members say

that Newton left the revolution many years ago.
The lesson of Newton's death is twofold;
Afrikan American community is involved
destruction and

first, the

in a war of

the principal tool at the moment happens to

be crack cocaine.

Drugs are destroying our youth and

communities just as they took the life of Huey P. Newton
and has Mr. Robinson

(Newton's 25 year old accused killer)

facing life in prison.

There go two strong Afrikan

Americans whose lives have been taken from us because drugs
are brought into our community and we did nothing effective
to stop it.
The second-lesson of Newton's death and life is that
Afrikan Americans must stop looking for a messiah who is
going to lead them to the promised land.
musician Gil Scott Heron once reminded us:
such thing as a superman."

As the poet and
"There ain't no

We as Black people must realize

that one man, one woman is unable to lead us.

We must

realize that liberation will only come from the hard work
and struggle of thousands of so-called ordinary people.
There are no secrets to our freedom, so we better wake up
and

realize that

it is we who will change our conditions.

The only thing that separated Newton and the Panthers from
any one of us was the fact that they were willing to take
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the first step, to be up front.

They dared to struggle and

seize the time.
In short, Newton was

idealized as a revolutionary

superhero and he could not live up to the billing.

He fell

victim to the conditions he had fought to eliminate. Now
Newton is dead and destructive and exploitative conditions
still face our people.
die

The question is not why did Newton

in the manner he did, but rather what are we doing to

do to deal with the conditions that led to his death.

It

is at this point, looking for solutions to today's menace,
that the Black Panther Party offers many examples and
lessons .
The conditions of today, although very different than
those

in the late sixties, confront present Afrikan

Americans with alarmingly similar problems.

As with the

heroin plague which swept the urban centers of the late
1960's,

today we are faced with a crack epidemic which is

tearing apart our communities.
outlook

The unemployment and future

for many Afrikan American youth are just as bleak

if not bleaker than twenty years ago.
terrorism have shifted
North.

Incidents of racial

from the rural South to the urban

Today the Klan has been replaced by skinheads and

working-class white youth.

Many of the artifacts and

players have changed but the misery and lack of control
within the Afrikan American community remains the same.
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It is within the context of searching for solutions
to contemporary problems and not a sense of nostalgia that
we should analyze or mourn Newton's death and the work of
the B.P.P.

The question of today should not be focused on

Newton the man but rather upon the B.P.P.
what relevance does the rank and

In particular,

file's grassroots

activities have in dealing with today's problems.
The BPP had a comprehensive program.

Although many

members were angry and hostile towards European American
society,

the Party always saw itself as an alternative to

spontaneous urban rebellion such as riots and
indiscriminate killing of whites.

The Black Panther Party

offered constructive programs to aid the community.

It

called upon the youth of the community to struggle in an
organized and systematic manner.
Unlike many earlier civil rights groups, the Party
did not work among the privileged sector of the Afrikan
American community.
wanted

They worked among those no others

to even recognize.

prisoners,

They organized prisons and

the homeless, the hungry, and the drug addicts.

The Party's motto was "Serve the People," and they
developed programs which demonstrated they were serious
about their revolutionary love for their people.
They did not ask for justice but demanded

it.

They

saw the manner in which Afrikan Americans were treated by
the police forces and

instead of crying to the government.
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the Party developed programs to educate the community to
methods of resisting racist attacks.
Conditions today call for an organized effort which
will address the desolate economic and political state of
the Afrikan American community.

We need to address the

discontent and self hatred produced by the conditions of
our colonial status.

The B.P.P. has presented us with

numerous examples of how to conduct grassroots political
organizing.

They also left us with many examples of the

militant stance necessary to effect change in a society
which concedes nothing without a political, military, or
economic consequence.
The Afrikan American liberation movement must begin
to reestablish a working relation with the working class
Afrikan American community

(the working poor, whether they

are fully-employed, marginally employed, or shut out of the
work force) .

We must reacquaint ourselves with the

day-to-day conditions of our community.

No longer can we

organize around abstract issues which have little obvious
relevance to the needs and desires of our people.
Specifically, we must begin to work with the section of our
youth who have been brought up with no respect for
themselves or others.

We must help them to see that we do

care about them and will not allow them to lose their
humanity.
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We cannot rely upon the state to care for our
children.

We cannot depend on the law-enforcement agencies

or the criminal-justice system to protect us from the
criminal activities of our youth.

This racist and

capitalist society has created these conditions within our
communities and therefore they cannot and will not solve
our problems.
The task of the 1990's

is for the Afrikan American

liberation movement to reclaim our youth and channel their
hostility into revolutionary consciousness.

As the B.P.P.

harnessed the energy of the rioters of the middle 1960's as
well as organized and politicized numerous street gangs,
the task of the 1990's

is for us to win our children away

from the C.I.A.-Bush backed drug trade.
In order to address the rampant drug use within our
community we must eliminate the human rights violations
inflicted upon our communities.

This means all genocidal

activities such as the murderous behavior of many local
police departments, dilapidated housing, unemployment, and
mis-education, as well as the drug trade.
We must stop expecting the state to solve programs
which it created.

Rather, we must take control of our own

lives and destiny and combat our oppression.

This does not

mean that our children should have amnesty against any
murderous complicity they might indulge in.

On the

contrary, we must be strong with them and force them
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(sometimes by way of heavy handed tactics)
positive force for liberation.

to become a

We must also provide them

with serious alternatives to the distractive and
materialistic behavior of the drug trade.

It is my belief

that the B.P.P. provides us with one of the best examples
of how to combat our oppressive circumstances.
Another important aspect of the B.P.P. which must be
addressed

is the continued

incarceration of former Panthers

and other political prisoners.

In particular, the cases of

Geronimo Pratt in San Quentin, CA and Dharuba Moore,
Napanack, NY.

in

These two individuals have remained behind

bars for over 18 years, while there is considerable
evidence of government improprieties in their cases.
Unlike Newton, Pratt and Moore sacrificed their
personal freedom while attempting to rebuild the B.P.P.
They,

along with countless others, did not succumb to

personal weakness.
The Afrikan American political prisoners should be
integrated

into any political movement which we develop.

Not only do they desire the support of our communities for
their commitment to struggle for our liberation, but they
have valuable insights and experiences with the power
structure and

its institutions.

Prisoners also have a

major role within our struggle for self determination.
Prisoners, particularly political prisoners, are in an
excellent position to work for and organize those segments
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of our communities which have been involved

in destructive

and collaborative behavior.
In short, political prisoners must be supported by
all Afrikan Americans.

For their part, political prisoners

have a responsibility to lend direction to those young
prisoners who have been involved
towards our own people.
heritage.

in negative behavior

To do so is to reenact the Panther

CHAPTER 15
CURRICULUM

Section I
Introduction
Goals:

I.
II.

To explain course requirements.
To have students gain background on knowledge of
political and socioeconomic climate of early 1960's
A.A. urban communities.
Student-Instructor Introductions
Course Requirements:
Class Participation — All students are required to
participate in class discussions.
These discussions
will take the form of small group as well as whole
class discussions.
Community Service/Practicum — Students will work
three hours a week for two months on a service
project.
Research, Written Work — Each student will be
required to do extensive research in library (see
individual lessons) .

Discussion of Urban Rebellions of_1960.'_s
What were the urban rebellions of the 1960's?
What were some causes of the rebellions?
Why had young people turned to violence?
What were police community relations like?
What were some of the social and economic conditions of
inner cities?
Educational conditions?
Employment?
Police brutality?
Housing?
Education?
Draft, military?
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Activities:
Film on Urban Rebellions
Readings:
Holder, History of BPP 1966-1971: Chapter
entitled Chronology.

History of Human Rights Activities in Early 1960's
Goals:

For students to become familiarized with the basic
thoughts of Malcolm X.
For students to gain information of SNCC activities
in Lowndes County.
Background information on A.A. armed self-defense
in early 1960's .

Discussion
Malcolm X:
What were Malcolm X’s central themes?
What did he mean by human rights?
What is the difference between human rights and civil
rights?
What was meant by "by any means necessary?"
What was meant by "The ballot or the bullet?"
What type of programs would Malcolm X have developed?
Nation of Islam
S .N.C .C ./Lowndes County B.P.P.
Mississippi Independent Democratic Party
Voter registration efforts, freedom schools, co-ops
Armed Defense

in Civil Rights Struggle Early 1960*s

Pre-S.C.L.C. armed defense, King
Armed community protecting movement people;
Robert Williams
Deacons for Defense
Readings:

_ - a
aT
Selma,

Holder , The History of BPP 1966-1971:
Chronology of the B.P.P. Ten Point Program
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Historical Growth of B.P.P,
Goals:

For students to familiarize themselves with the
B.P.P.'s Ten Point Program and Platform.
To examine the development of the party.
To become familiar with key events of early period
of party.

Early Years 1966-1968 Bay Area
Discussion Based on Readings:
Ten Point Program
Newton Seale developed it based on a door-to-door
survey of the A.A. community of Oakland in fall
1966.
The format is very similar to the Nation of
Islam's platform printed in the back of their weekly
newspaper. Muhammad Spe ak s .
Point by Point Examination of Program
1.

.

2

3 .

4.
5.

6

.

What did Party mean by 'freedom' and the 'power to
determine our own destiny?'
Does point #2 only address the U.S. government as an
obstacle to freedom?
This was later changed to read "end to robbery by the
capitalists."
What does the Party mean by "robbery" of the Black
community?
Was the Party calling for reparations?
By what means did Party propose to provide decent
housing?
What type of education was the Party calling for.
What is an education that teaches us "our role in
present-day society?"
Why should A.A.'s not serve in U.S. armed forces.
What role did the Party see the military having in
connection with the A.A. community?
What was the Party's position on Vietnam war.
What was the racial, gender makeup of most police
forces during early 1960's?
,
cPif
Do individuals or groups have a right to defend
or community against police misconduct?
Why did Party call for freedom of imprisoned.
How have A.A.'s not gotten a far trial.
What was the Party's major
ob:e<= ti
Was the Party calling for self determination.
Was the Party advocating revolution.

Discussion of Total Program
Is Ten Point Program and Platform revolutionary?
Is it reformist?
Does it reflect needs and desires of A.A. community
tod ay?
Early Activities of B.P.P.
Armed Patrols:
Panthers acted in legal fashion?
Why did Party develop armed patrols?
What were community-police relations like in Oakland?
What was reaction of police to legal Panther patrols?
What other community actions did Party engage in?
Traffic light?
Denzell incident?
Community control of police?
Political education classes?
Sacramento Action:
Why did Party go to Sacramento armed?
Did their presence seal the fate of the bill?
Was this action legal?
Why were they arrested?
What kind of coverage did the media give action?
Did party anticipate reaction of government, media?
The Shooting and Arrest of Newton:
What happened to Newton on 10/26/67?
Why was this a turning point in Party development?
How did this help and hurt the Party?
Free Huey Campaign
SNCC Alliance
What were Carmichael and Rap Brown's involvement in
the Party?
How did SNCC members assist the B.P.P. in Chicago,
N.Y., and Bay Area?
Did SNCC members join the Party?
What tactics and strategies did the Party learn from
SNCC and former SNCC members?
P.F.P. Alliance/Running for Political Office
What did the P.F.P. provide the Party?
What did the Party provide the P.F.P.?
Strike at San Francisco State College
What was Party's involvement at S.F.S..
Who was George Murray?

What role did the Panthers play in establishing the
San Francisco State University Black Student
Union?
Activities
Student develop three points which reflect the
current needs and desires of A.A. community.
Develop survey to assess needs and desires of A.A.
community.
Students research and bring an article from a daily
newspaper on an early Panther community or campus
activity.
Survey A.A. community on police relations.
Resources:

Movie:

Holder, History of BPP 1966-1971: Chronology
and the Ten Point Program and Platform of the
B.P.P.

Free May Day Huey and Off the Pig

Seale, Bobby.
Seize the Time.
Vintage Books, NY, 1970.
This is a narrative on the history of the early period of
the B.P.P.
Seale concentrates on the actions of Newton and
himself.
It is the best source of information on the first
two years of the Party.
Newton, Huey P.
Revolutionary Suicide.
Ballantine Books,
NY, Chapters 3 and 4.
These chapters deal with the early
years of the Party.
It is autobiographical form.
The book
is a good source for information on the individual thoughts
and motivations of Newton himself.
The book does not
center around the Party but rather Newton himself.
The Black Panther.
Holder, Kit.
Interviews with Land on Williams , __K . Cleaver.,
and Huev Newton.
These individuals were actively involved
with the Party in the San Francisco/Oakland Bay between
1966 and 1969.

National Organization
Goals:

To gain a perspective of the national scope of
To1identify the key elements in national expansion
To become familiarized with the emerging regiona
Tc^examine the measures taken by the party to
increase politicalization of members.
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Discussion Based on Readings
Early Expansion of Party Chapters
!•
What was focus of the first organizational
activities in L.A.?
2.
When and how was the New York Chapter formed?
3.
When and how was the Illinois Chapter
established?
4.
What were some of the early activities of the
Seattle Chapter?
5.
What other chapters were there in the Midwest
during 1968 and early 1969?
Rise of Regional Leaders
Who was Bunchy Carter?
How did he become involved with the Party?
What did he do in Southern California?
Who is Geronimo?
How did Geronimo get involved with Party?
What was his responsibilities in the Party?
Who is Landon Williams and how did he come to join
the Party?
What was his responsibilities in the Party?
Where did Pete O'Neal organize?
What was Fred Hampton's political experiences before
joining the Party?
What are some of the local organizing efforts
initiated by Hampton?
Did Hampton have a national role within the Party?
Who is David Brothers and Jordon Ford?
What role did Dharuba Moore play in the NY chapter
prior to 1969?
Did his role and position in the Party change once
released from jail in 1970?
Who decided which NY 21 members would be released on
bail?
Who is Doug Maranda?
. .
What was the extent of the Party's organizing
England?
„
.
,
What was the major focus of the New England
organizing efforts?

in New

ice
The Black Panther Black Community News Serv in the national
What role did The Black Panther, play
growth of Party?
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How would one characterize the extent of the
circulation and distribution of The Black Panther
paper?
Who was Sam Napier?
What was the rank and file role in the distribution
of the paper?
What was the average weekly circulation of the paper?
Who was the first editor of the paper?
What was the rank and file's role in writing the
paper?
What kinds of articles appeared in the paper?
Was the paper used as an educational tool for the
community?
What role did the paper play in the political
education of the rank and file?
Who is Emory Douglass and what role did he play in
the production of the paper?
Development of a Disciplined Political Organization —
Cadre Building
Why did the Party discontinue the wearing of
uniforms?
Why did the Party stop the public display of weapon
and police watches?
What was the primary daily community work of the rank
and file?
What was the difference between the Party's internal
political education in 1966 and 1967 and that of
1968, 1969, and 1970?
Full Time Involvement
When and where did the Party institute communal
living?
Was the Party self supportive?
Purge

(1969)
Why did leadership feel a need for increased Party
discipline?
Why were many of the original members expelled.
What role did government infiltration play in the
purge?
, .
Were the ranks of the Party completely closed in
196 9?
What chapters were closed?
Hnh1.Pn
Why did the Central Committee feel a need to tighten
control over regional chapters and local branches.

National Unification of Community Programs and the
Development of the Survival Programs
Party initiated
When did chapters begin focusing on
programs?
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Why did national headquarters begin a set agenda for
local organizing?
International Activities and Support
What did Party members do in Cuba and Afrika?
Why was Cleaver asked to leave Cuba?
What assistance did Cuba and Algeria give the Party?
What type of following did the Party have in the
Caribbean?
Who were the Black Berets?
What was the extent of contact between the Party and
Afrikan national and liberation struggles?
What was the Party's position on the Vietnam war?
Why did the Party establish strong ties with North
Korea and Vietnam?
What did the European Black Panther support
committees do?
Ac t iv it ies
Students write articles on a specific community
issue.
Using chronology, student document three community
programs initiated by local chapters.
Students find one grassroots political community
newspaper and compare it the The Black Panther.
Additional Resources
The Black Panther.
The paper is a good resource for
gaining national scope of Party.
Most chapters published
articles on their specific organizing efforts.
Foner, Philip.
(Editor)
The Black Panthers Speak.
Lippincott, NY, 1970 .
This is the best anthology of
Panther writings up until 1970 .
It has all the key works
of the national leaders as well as documentation of the
development of the national programs.
Milika
Holder, Kit.
Interviews with former Panthers:
K.
Cleaver,
Adams, McCeary, Landon Williams, Jamal Joseph,
and Huey Newton.
Mao Tsetung.
Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse;^‘book is
Foreign Languages Pres, Peking, China,
•
education
the one that the Party used as the main political education
tool for the rank and file.
The book provides insights
into the type of cadre building the Party was a
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Section II ,_Theory and Practice of the B.P.P.

Armed
Goals:

Self Defense

To understand the Party's position on armed self
defense.
For students to analyze and decide if the Party's
actions were consistent with its definition of
armed self defense.
For students to become familiar with the philosophy
and practice of domestic political violence during
1960's and early 1970's.

Discussion Based on Readings
In Defense of Self Defense
Self defense versus non violence.
What methods have been used to halt police brutality
and racial attacks?
(Party used police patrols
and community control, and armed self defense.)
Functional Definition of Politics
Arms as a political tool.
What was reaction to armed A.A.'s?
(Government,
white and Black society)
What was Party's political motive for being armed?
What role did Party see the police playing in
community?
Armed Patrols
What were the patrols?
Why did Party start patrols?
What did Party meet resistance by local police and
officials?
Defense of Panther Facilities
Why armed defense of offices?
What constituted a successful defense of Panther
offices?
Should the Party have abandoned practice of defending
facilities?
Should the Party have disarmed?
Guerrilla Warfare
e in
Was Newton calling for the Party to engag
of the
guerrilla warfare in "Correct Handling
Revolution?"
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What was Newton calling for in "Correct Handling of
the Revolution?"
What did Donald Cox mean by self defense units?
Was D.C. calling for the Party to organize such
units?
Was the Party involved in self-defense units?
What role did George Jackson envision for the 'armed
underground? '
Was the Party's armed actions purely defensive?
What is the concept of offensive-defensive actions?
Did organize defense units?
Jackson's "Blood in my Eye"?
Army to protect Party?
Was Party actions purely defensive?
Did Party advocate guerrilla warfare?
What is the concept of offensive-defensive actions?
Armed Resistance as a Legitimate Tactic in the A.A.
Liberation Struggle:
Historical Background of Armed
Resistance
What historical role has armed resistance played in
the Afrikan American liberation struggle?
What historical incidents which involved armed
struggle by Afrikan Americans?
What other third world organizations in the 1960's
and 1970's were involved in armed struggle?
Activities
Movie:
Black and Blue (on police brutality).
Research daily newspapers for armed actions during
period of 1968-1971.
Look up local laws for public possession of firearms.
Investigate right-wing groups who are armed.
Investigate local police—community relations.
Resources:
Blood
in Mv Eve.
Random House, NY
Jackson, George.
— --_
1970 .
This book deals in part with Jackson's philosophy of
armed struggle in the U.S.
It is comprised of liters he
wrote while in prison.
The book also includes letters
y
his brother Jonathan, who stormed the Mann County
courthouse and was killed in a shoot-out with FBI agents.
Jackson, George.
The Black Panth.gr, 12/1/70:1, \2/2S/1^'
and 1/9/71:15.
"Guerrilla Acts of Sabotage and Terrorism
in the United States, 1965-1970.
Reprinted From
Scanlon's."
This three part article is a chronology of
taken from
armed acts in U.S.
It is a reprint tinted as
section has
Scanlon's (A Ramparts Publication).
12/1//u.±
Party editorial.
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Newton, Huey.
"In Defense of Self Defense Executive
Mandate Number One."
The Black Panther. 6/2/67. Foner.
1-9 7. Q 1.40 «
Newton's 1967 order for Panthers to defend
themselves from police attacks.
Newton, Huey.
"The Correct Handling of the Revolution."
The_Black Panther. 5/18/68 and Foner. 1970:41.
Newton
states strategy for Party.
Denounces underground.
Calls
for A.A. community to become armed.
Newton, Huey.
"Functional definition of Politics."
The
Black Panther. 3/3/69 and Foner. 1790:45.
Newton discusses
political power of the gun.
Williams, Randy.
"Urban Guerillas."
The Black Panther.
6/6/70:6.
This article is a good example of the rank and
file's perspective of armed struggle.
Cox, Donald.
"Organizing Armed Self Defense Groups."
The
Black Panther. April and May 1970 .
This is a training
guide written by Field Marshal DC.
The manual appeared in
pamphlet form as well as in the paper over a two month
period.
Pratt, Geronimo.
"National Salvation."
The Black Panther,
1/31/70;4 .
This article deals with the developing concept
of offensive-defensive actions.

Survival Programs
Goals:

For students to understand the size and scope of
the survival program.
To explore the political goals of the survival
programs.
To become familiar with the particulars of each
program.

Discussion Based on Readings
Particulars of Each Program
When and

how did

.

the Party establish the Free

Breakfast Program?
QC(..hl:-v1
What skills and resources were necessary to establish
a Breakfast program?
What role did the rank and
Whatrwasath!
programs?

.
file play in the Breakfast

involvement of the community in the
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What governmental program was molded after the
Party's Breakfast program?
What sector of the community most benefited from this
program?
What were the Party's liberation schools?
Why were the schools first established?
What was the Party's major issue concerning A.A.
education?
What other organizations in the 1960's developed
independent schools?
What was the food distribution program?
Why did the Party initiate this program?
What resources were needed for this program?
What was the rank and file's role in this program?
What sector of the community did this program
address?
What were the medical and/or health clinics?
Did the Party run these centers by themselves?
What was the role of volunteers?
What was the educational goal of the clinics?
What role did the rank and file play in this program?
What long-lasting effect did the Panther
health/medical clinics on health care for
working-class third world communities?
Sickle Cell Anemia testing and research.
Serving the People as a Political Act
Why did Party focus on the needs of the poorest?
How did the Party address the people's needs?
How did the Party ensure it was in touch with the
people's needs?
What was the purpose of 'serving the people'?
What was the government's response to the programs?
People's Institutions as a Means of Community Control
What effect did the programs have on community
support of Party?
What role did the Party want the people to have

in

the programs?
What role did churches have with the programs?
(Many
churches used the programs as a vehicle °f
supporting the Party's work without supporting its
philosophy.)
How were the programs funded?
What was the role of the businesses

. . ?
in the community.

Reform Versus Revolution
changes
Did the programs produce any significant
the way society served the poor?

in
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Were the survival programs an effective way of
organizing and educating the community?
Did the Party view the programs as the answers to the
economic conditions of the community?
Activities:
As a major requirement of this course students must
participate in four hours of community service for a
period of two months.
Hopefully, the sponsoring
institution will provide economic assistance in the
form of work-study funds.
The class is to begin
identifying prospective sites two weeks into the
course.
Site choice should be consistent with the
type of work that the Party was involved in.
Criteria of Sites
1.
Group must be grassroots based.
2.
Group must address grassroots issues.
3.
Student must be involved in grassroots service.
4.
Student must have ability to serve full hours.
In addition to the forty hours of community service the
students are required to keep a journal of their
experiences of work.

Alliances and Coalitions
Goals:

To become familiar with the groups the Party worked
with.
To gain an understanding of the Party's position on
integrated organizations.
Gain knowledge of Party's international work.

Discussion Based on Readings
Party Membership, Targeted Community
What community did the Party target?
Were non A.A.'s allowed in Party?
What was the Party's position on organizational
integration?
.
Was Party opposed to all European Americans.
When and why did Party form coalition with P.F
__>
Was it consistent with Patty position on coalitions.
Why did Party form an alliance with S.N.c.t,..
Grassroots Working Alliances, 1968-1971
Why did Party work with youth gangs/
the youth gangs?
What role did the Party envision for
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Young Lords
Where and when was the original Young Lords
Organization formed?
When and where was the Young Lord Party formed?
What were the differences between these two
organizations?
Was the independence of P.R. the major focus of the
Lords?
What was the Y.L.P.'s political objectives?
Brown Berets
What Chapter (and individuals) established relations
with this organization?
Was the call for an independent homeland for Mexican
Americans consistent with Party politics?
Was the Party interested in working in Mexicans
American communities?
Red Guard
What was a major unifying factor between B.P.P. and
Red Guard?
Did Party develop ties to Asian community in L.A.,
S.F./Oakland Bay Area, N.Y., and Boston?
Young Patriots
Why did Party work with Y.P.?
What was the class background of Y.P.'s?
What community did the Patriots work in?
Was the relation with these groups different from
that with the P .F .P.?
Why did Party members have respect for these groups?
Were these groups clones of the Party?
What was their relationship to the Party?
International Bureau
What third world liberation movements did the Party
develop relations with?
What countries did the Party have official relations
with?
,
_
How did the Party use the international community to
combat the U.S. government's attacks?
What and where were organizations which emulated the
Party?
Activities
Young Lords
Movie:
presentation on
group
project:
Each group do a
Small
worked with;
one of the organizations the Party , Red Guard,
YLO, SNCC, PFP, Brown Berets
i .e
Y.P.P.
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Additional Resources:
Foner, Philip.
(Editor)
The Black Panthers Speak . Chapter
11.
This chapter covers the various organizations which
had coalitions with the Party.
The Young Lords
Organization and Party, Young Patriots Party, among
others.
The 13-Point Program and Platform of the Young
Lord Party is included.
Foner, Philip.
Palenque.
The story of the Young Lord
Party.
This book is a photo essay of the New York Based
Young Lord Party.
The events captured took place around
1969

.

Foner, Philip.
La Raza.
A 1960's 'underground' newspaper
published in Los Angeles.
Deals with the struggles of
Mexican Americans in the Southwest.

Student Organizing
Goals:

To familiarize students with the various
student-organizing efforts of the B.P.P.
To understand the party's view of student's role in
struggle.

Discussion Based on Readings
Party's Early Student Efforts
What was Newton's and Seale's political involvement
at Merritt College and in the Afro-American
Association?
What was the role of the Party in the San Francisco
State B.S.U. and strike?
What was the Party's position on local B.S.U.
organizing?
What role did the Party see third world student s
role being?
(Students were called upon to work in
community)
. ...
_
What role did students play in Party activities?
(Students joined and organized support on
campuses)
nrnanizina Efforts in Public Schools
.
.
What was the Party's position on community contro
WhaSt^oleSdid Panthers play in Brooklyn, New Vork-s
struggle for community control of schools/

-
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What did the Party have in struggling for inclusion
of progressive courses in high schools?
How did the Party combat racist treatment of students
by school authorities?
Ac t iv it ies
Movie:
Strike at S.F.S.
Small groups research one A.A. campus protest during
1966-1971.
Analyze demands to see if Party would have supported
protest.

Prison Organizing
Goals:

Understand why the Party organized with and around
prisoners .
To understand the Prison movement of the 1960's and
1970 's •
To analyze the B.P.P.'s position on A.A. prisoners
in European American society.

Discussion Based on Readings
What was the Party's definition of a political
prisoner?
Why did the Party feel all A.A.'s should be released
from jail?
What was its definition of a prisoner of war?
What body should judge prisoners of war (P.O.W.)?
What did many members do when incarcerated?
(Organized in prisons)
What was the major issue in the prisons?
(See Attica demand and Soledad)
What is the role of the community in prisons.
(Support resources a void/advocate)
What role do prisoners have towards the community.
(Educate youth, specific research)
Throughout history, what A.A. leaders have been
imprisoned?
.
.
_ .nof i.hp
What role did prison institutions play against th
Party?
(Treatment of Newton, NY 21, George
Jackson)
politically°act i ve'"people are'jailedband^he^onditions^
foster revolutionary spirit.
Activities
Movie:
Attica.
a political prisoner,
Students write a letter to
institution.
Class visit a correctional
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Governmental Campaign
Goals:

Students gain an understanding of the extent of
government actions against the Party.
To examine the reasons for government campaign.
The effect the government had on Party development.

Discussion Based on Readings
Historical Background:
Government Against Black Liberation
Movement
What did the government do to Garvey's UNIA
organization?
Why was Garvey sentenced to 5 years in prison?
What was the stated reason for the government's
attack on Garvey?
(J. Edgar Hoover stated he was
the "most prominent Negro agitator in the world
today and we have to stay on him" (O'Reilly,
1989:14) .)
What other organizations and individuals have been
the target of governmental attacks based on their
political activities?
Did the F.B.I. assist the southern activities of the
civil rights movement and Dr. Martin L. King, Jr.?
What role did the government have in the death of
Malcolm X?
Governmental Targeting the Black Movement
When did they begin spying on activists?
When did government start disrupting organizations?
What was the objective of government campaign?
To what degree was the government responsible for the
Party's demise?
Party's Relation to Law Enforcement
Did Party's action justify COINTELPRO?
Should Party have expected repression?
How could the Party have defused the government's
To what extent did government spies influence party
actions?
,
__
.
Were the Party's actions defensive or offensive.
Legality of B.P.P.-Government Actions
Did the Party act in a legal fashion?
Should Party have acted in a legal manner
exclusively?
Did government act in legal manner.
9
Is government obligated to act in legal manner.
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Are questions of legality relevant in a revolution or
struggle for self determination?
Contemporary Political Prisoners
What former Panthers remain imprisoned
Party activities?

for their

Activities
Discussion of above questions.
View Movie:
"The Murder of Fred Hampton."
Research newspaper for evidence of COINTELPRO
activities against Party.
Resources:
Movie:
"The Murder of Fred Hampton".
This is a
documentary of the investigation of the raid on the Chicago
Panther house where Mark Clark and Fred Hampton were
killed.
The movie includes a tour of the site, interviews
with Panthers, footage of Hampton and Clark as well as
interviews with government officials, including some of the
participating police officers.
O'Reilly, Kenneth.
Racial Matters: The FBI's Secret File
on Black America. 1960-1972.
The Free Press, Macmillan,
Inc., NY, 198.
This book explores the F.B.I.'s activities
against such organizations and individuals as King and
SCLC, Garvey UNIA, Malcolm OAAU, Elijah Muhammad N.O.I.,
Carmichael and Brown SNCC, and the B.P.P.
This book also
examines the knowledge and involvement of other government
agencies and individuals, from local police departments to
presidents like Nixon and Kennedy.
O'Reilly relies on FBI,
court, and other government documents as the basis of this
book .
Churchill, Ward and Vander Wall, Jim.
Agents of
Repression: The FBI's Secret Wars Against the Black Panther
Party and the American Indian Movement.
South End Press,
Boston, MA, 1988.
This book contains about 100 pages on
the government's COINTELPRO against the B.P.P.
Augmenting
government documents is information gathered by
conversations with a number of political prisoners.
The
book also contains a short history of the tactics and
actions of the FBI.
The remaining 300 plus pages are an
in-depth documentation of the FBI's involvement at Wounded
Knee/Pine Ridge.
I highly recommend this book for the
political context in which the authors documented the
evidence.
Blackstock, Nelson
Political Freedom.

COINTELPRO.
The FBI's Secret War..on
A Pathfinder Book, NY, 1988.
Based
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^?lUSively on FBI documents, this book concentrates
on the FBI s activities against the Socialist Workers Party
and Young Socialist Alliance.
(It was their lawsuit that
lorced the government to make the FBI files public.)
Book
contains photo copies of original FBI memos.
Glick, Brian.
War At Home Covert Action Against U.S.
activists .^nd What We can Do About It.
South End Press,
Boston, MA, 1989.
Book contains short history of
government covert actions against progressive activists.
It preliminarily deals with the particulars of the FBI's
tactics.
The book also contains many suggestions on how to
combat government tactics.
Book also deals with some FBI
actions during the 1970's and early 1980's.
Clark, Ramsey and Wilkins, Roy.
Search and Destroy.
Metropolitan Applied Research Center, N.Y., 1973.
This is
the documentation of the investigation of the raid on the
Chicago Panther home of Hampton and Clark.
The Black Panther. 2/21/70:2-27.
List of all arrests of
B.P.P. members and raids on facilities.
See Appendix #1 in
Holder, 1989.
The Black Panther has
Panther facilities.

in-depth accounts on all raids on

The Black Panther available from University of Conn, at
Storrs, CT; Howard University, Washington, D .C.; Schomburg
Library on Black Life and Culture, Harlem, NY.
Village Voice. 9/19/89:10 (New York).
"The Last Caged
Panther."
This article deals with an up-to-date assessment
of the case of Dhoruba Bin Wahad (formerly Richard Dhoruba
Moore of the NY 21) .
Dhoruba is quoted throughout the
article.
Amnesty International.
United States of America, May 1988,
AI Index:AMR 51/27/88.
The Case of Elmer "Geronimo"
Pratt.
This is Amnesty International's report on their
investigation of G's case.
They conclude that G was denied
a fair trial and therefore has been unjustly imprisoned.
They also conclude there is evidence of government
misconduct in their activities against Pratt for over
twenty years.
Chevigny, Paul.
Cops and Rebels.
Pantheon Books, NY,
1970 .
This book is about the court case of three Brooklyn,
New York Panthers who were set up by a NYPD undercover
agent.
The author (a lawyer for one of the Panthers) has a
keen insight into the rank and file attitudes of NY
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Panthers.
Revealing section on how police infiltrated
local branch.

the

Tackwood , Luis E.
Glasshouse Tapes.
The Storv of an Agent
■JIP.YPcateur endl.the Ney_Poljoe-intelligence Complex.
Avon
Press, NY, 1973.
This book is based on the experiences of
Luis Tackwood, who was an informer and agent for the
L.A,P.D ./FBI.
Although some of his accusations cannot be
corroborated and his credibility is suspect, this book is
very much worth reading.
It is full of details of the
tactics and the extent to which the government will go to
disrupt A.A. organizations.

Party National Leadership
Goals:

For students to be able to identify the differences
between the original national leadership and the
regional leadership.
For students to analyze the reasons for the Oakland
domination of the national leadership.
For students to examine the role of leadership in a
grassroots political organization.

Discussion Based on Readings
What actions propelled Newton and Seale into
leadership positions?
(10 Point Program and
Platform, patrols, police stand off)
What stage of its development was the Party in when
Newton was arrested?
What actions made Geronimo Pratt and Fred Hampton
leaders?
(Organized chapters, programs, developed
alliances)
Why were regional leaders not included on Central
Committee?
Why did national headquarters insist on Oakland
personnel replacing local leadership in New York?
What were the initial contradictions which led to
discontent among New York and Los Angeles
Panthers?
What was the government's role in creating dissension
in the Party?

APPENDIX A
SPLIT
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T1IK BLACK PANTHtN, SATUIIUAV, lANUAIIV M, lt?l

ON THE PURGE OF
GERONIMO FROM
THE BLACK
PANTHER PARTY

Tie
Black Panther Party is informing
all
Chapters,
Branches,
i/.C C.F.'s and the mass of People
that we are purging from our ranks
Elmer Gerard Pratt, more commonly
known as Gerommo or "G".
In addition to committing flagrant
violations of our Party’s principles,
this man ultimately showed that al¬
though he claimed allegiance and de¬
votion to the struggle of the People
from oppression and to the Black
Panther Party, Ins devotion and al¬
legiance was still to the ways and rules
of the Pig Power Structure. When he
left the Marine Corps' Special Forces
(having trained Green Bzrets), the

PALI

1

to town, forcing them to submit to him¬
self and the other fools; 2) left a

Elmer Gerard Pratt, more commonly
known as Gerommo or "G"

wide trail for the pigs to follow, there¬
by, exposing the Party to the pigs, by
letting most of the people he met know
he was a member of the Black Panther
Party; 3) harassed and intimidated
many of the people with whom he
came into contact, by demanding their
aid under the threat of their lives,
•)) purchased "Christmas" presents
C' Christmas" being the high holiday of
the pig capitalists, particularly the
avaricious
businessmen;
and, the
period during which the masses ol
People are exploited in the highest.),
to send to his and
the
others'
families and friends. In addition to
the counter-revolutionary nature of this
particular act, he would have provided
additional exposure of their location which was to have been clandestine
(secret).

Finally, Cerommo and the others
who are hereby purged - Will Stafford,
Wilfred "Crutch" Holiday, and George
of Staff, David Hilliard. This nape
Lloyd - attempted to organize other
further stated that he in fact didn’t renegades from our Party and them like the manner in which the Chief of selves inio a counter-revolutionary,
Staff conducted himself or the Party's
little rebel roving band, certainly not
business, and that he felt he needed adhering to the Party's principles or
to be removed anyway. He also men¬ orders, but also violating the masses
tioned that once hts forces were to¬ of People themselves. They are like
armed agency of the CIA, he joined
gether, he would also "get rid of snakes who crawled into a baby's crib.
llie Black Panther Party. But he has
(assassinate) our /Issistanf Chief of And we expel them from our ranks,
proven heyond a doubt that ha is as
Staff, June Hilliard.
as we would such snakes. We have no
dedicated today to that Pig Agency as
But, the most disgraceful, counter¬ word of good to say for them and have
he was when he was in Vietnam, kill¬
revolutionary, piggish and dog-like faith that the People will someday
ing innocent Vietnamese women and thing this pig has done is to state let these pigs like all other bum in the
children on various "search and de¬
openly that if the Party would not go Fires of Reaction.
stroy" missions.
along with his
ideas,
he would
Let it be known, then, that Gerommo
assassinate the Supreme Commander (Elmer Gerard Pratt), his wife Sandra
It is certain lluit we were under an
and Minister of Defense of the Black Lane Pratt 01 Sandra Holmes or "Red"
illusion
that he had switched alPanther Party, Huey P. Newton.
(who worked in concert with him),
legiQ/ices, for his lies (which he ad¬
,4 s if this were not sufficient, he Will Stafford. Wilfred "Crutch Holi¬
mitted he had been trained to tell) were
used money he had obtained through day and Ceorge Lloyd are forever
extremely convincing. For the Black
and in the name of the Party to pur¬ purged and expelled from the Black
Panther Party did everything in our
chase alcohol and narcotics for the Panther Party. Any Party member or
power to allow this man - who can
purpose of indulging himself and his community worker who attempts toaid
no longer be considered such, for he
stupid cohorts in nightly bourgeois, them or communicate with them many
lacks human compassion and under¬
orgiastic revelry. (Without the direct form or manner shall be considered
standing - to remain free from the
eye of the Party's leadership, he part of their conspiracy to undermine
vicious clutches of the pigs, ,4s a
maintained
a personally pleasure- and destroy the Black Panther Party.
result of our efforts, this jackanape
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
seeking life.)
informed the Central Committee of
During this period - that is, prior to
our Party of certain demands he had the arrests in Dallas, Texas on last
namely money. He advised the Party December 8th and after he left his
that he had organized some other
obvious Party tasks to avoid capture HUEY P. NEWTON
fools, that they were armed and that
if his demands were not met, he would
"move

on" ■ (assassinate)

our Chief

THE LUMPEN
BLACK

PINTHF.R

PARTY

by the pigs - during this period,
Gerommo I) violated many young Black
sisters he met while moving from town

SUPREME COMMANDER AND
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

AND THE FREEDOM MESSENGERS
PIUS
THE VANGUARDS
REVOLUTIONARY JAZZ ENSEMBLE

wfcl

FRIDAY, JAN. 23
7:30

P.M.

MERRITT COLLEGE GYM

SATURDAY, JAN. 33
Sl30 P.M.

PAULEY BALLROOM
U.C. BERKELEY

DONATION s.75 _ ^ DONATION 52.00
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ENEMIES OF
THE PEOPLE

MICH AIL CITIWAYO

TABOR

CONNII

MATTHIWJ

TABOR

RICHARD

DHARUBA

MOORI

The Black Panther Party denounce* and Revolutionary Intercommunal Soli¬
The fact that the Incarcerated mem- I
the counter-revolutionary actions of darity Day are key parts of the strategy bers of the New York 21 were ex¬
Jackanapes Connie Matthews Tabor, to defeat the government’s plan to put pelled from the Black Panther Parr/
her huaband. Michael Cetewayo Tabor Bobby and Erlcka In the electric chair. for their
attacks on the Party In
The Black Panther Party urges all their letter to the Weatherman* can |
and Richard Dharuba Moore, which
have Jeopardized the lives of the Intercommunal friends and solidarity In no way Jusclfy the dirty actions
Minister of Defense and Supreme committees to contact directly Huey of these dogs, Moore and Tabor,toward
Commander of the Black Panther Par¬ P. Newton and Eldrldge Cleaver so their "comrades'’. This vicious, backry,
Huey P. Newton and Chief of that Revolutionary Intercommunal Soli¬ stabbing act of Moore and Tabor dwarfs
Staff, David Hilliard, dealt a serious darity Day will be a success despite the differences between the New York
blow to Revolutionary tncercommunal the plans of Connie Matthews Tabor to 21 and the Black Panther Party. The
lowest circle of Hell Is reserved for
Solidarity Day for Bobby Seale, and* sabotage It.
caused Joan Byrd and Men! Shakur
If Connie Matthews Tabor has the those who betray their comrades.
to be thrown back Into maximum se¬ audacity to contact our Intercommunal
The fact that Connie Matthew* Tabor
curity, Jeopardizing the entire outcome friends or solidarity committees, con¬
left the Black Panther Parry without
of the New York 21 trial.
tact Black Panther Party Minister of regard for the Importance of the mo¬
Connie Matthews Tabor was the pri¬ Information, Eldrldge Cleaver, Imme¬ bilization campaign and that Michael
mary person responsible (or coordina¬ diately.
Cetewayo Tabor and Richard Dharuba
ting Huey P. Newton's current East
Moore Joined her at this time without
Coast speaking tour to mobilize sup¬
regard for the fate of their comrades
port for Bobby Seale and Erlcka HugOn Monday, February 8th, Michael In New York, shows the low-natured
gtns, currently on trial for their lives Cetewayo Tabor and Richard Dharuba Individualism,
Insensitivity
and
In New Haven. The day before she left, Moore failed to appear for another scheming minds of these Jackanapes.
Bobby
personally asked Connie to
The fact that Michael Cetewayo and
session of Murtagh's "circus". By
testify In his behalf.
their deserting their comrades, they Connie Matthews Tabor executed their
On Friday, February 5th, Huey spoke gave the pigs an excuse to throw plan of disappearing Immediately after
to a group of Black Student Unions at Joan Byrd and Afent Shakur, four- a public appearance of Huey and David
New Haven College. After the meeting, months pregnant, back Into maximum gravely Jeopardized the lives of our
he left for Boston. At this point, Connie security. They Jeopardized thechances Supreme Commander and Chief of Staff,
Matthews Tabor slipped away with her
of the other brothers getting ball and Besides this extreme act of napery,
husband, Michael Cetewayo Tabor, and they propped up the dying case of pig their disappearance also endangered
Eddie Jamal Joaephs. Connie Matthews Phillips against the New York 21. They the homes and offtces of all Party
Tabor never communicated again with fled Just at the ttme that the Dro*»- members by giving the pigs an excuse
David Hilliard or Huey P. Newton. She
cutlon was finishing parading Its pig ( as If they need one)
took with her details of the Supreme witnesses on the stand, showing to the
Remember the c*«e 0 G*«geS*ms.
Commander's speaking tour and stole
world the frame up they were perpe- his disappearance ^
the European contacts necessary for tracing to keep the brothers In Jail and wide-scale ratdson Black Panther P r
Revolutionary
Intercommunal Soli¬
the fltmelness of this show-case trial ty offices.
darity Day, March 5th. These acts could whose purpose Is
to Justify
pig
In retrospect. It Is now clear that
severely Jeopardize the mobilization Mitchell's attack* on the Black Panther this treachery Is not a haphazar ,
campaign In support of Bobby and pt
continued on next page
Erlcka. The East Coast speaking tour
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ON THE CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Thu

u

our

regularly

sc heduled
education

political

data.

We

have

today a very serious internal
crisis within the B.P.P. and
our clan today will be
devoted to a discussion, an

we have three members of
the Central

Committee of

• Well, it wqs
embarrassing for me.

very

HN

the BPP over here, is that
this action u regrettable, it
should
not
have
taken
place. It took place without
proper consultation
with

HN - But I think I have the

out of the, our embassy,

guns.

EC - Say Huey.

EC • I got some guns too.
brother.

problem,

the other members of the

HN -

certain

Central Committee and we

with it too because I think

hutoncaJ

elements

that

lay the responsibility at the

to be known and
to
be
thoroughly

feet of David Hilliard and

that it was unfair because
when you bring things like

we

demand

that

David

Well l have to deal
HN - And to put you in jail.

analysed in order to enable

Hilliard

us
to
deal
situation.

with
We

resign from the position of

that it should be brought to
the Central Committee and
discussed openly and not

Chief of Staff of the BPP so

outside, you know?

information

that

we've

the

the
have

be

dismissed

or

that

we can go about the

United

work

of pulling the Party

States via the telephone and

back

think

that

because

it

better

for

received

from
it

would

be

together
looks

to

the

results of the

by

David

B.P P . also some of our
comrades
who’ve
been
work mg in close harmony
with the BPP over a period

TELEPHONE

of time in various parts of
the
world are present —

SATION BETWEEN HUEY

Eld ndge

CLEA VER

Odmga.
Cox.

Cleaver.
Pete

Saku

O’Neal.

Don

Cox.

Dave

Barbara

Charlotte

Bill

Pcrr\,

O'Neal.

l.ily.

the Party has fallen apart at
the seams.

is expelled

A ELDRIDGE

•

the

present

utuution

hat exists inside the Black
I'anther

Party,

specifically

work,

Hutton

killed

what

you

brother.

want

But look

to

do,

here,

I

attacked the Chief. You
attacked
him
but
you
wanted to say my name,
you
see.
So
you 're
a
coward, you're a punk, you
understand.

Right on, if that's
HN - Well I think it will.
We ll see.

don't think you should take

EC ■ Say Huey.

such actions like that.

EC-OK., we'll see

HN

HN - And you know. I'd
like a battle brother. We'll

-

Well.

brother

EC • Hey man

bombshell
all
over
the
country now that there's a

HN

fraction, well I want the
fraction to be put to work,

Eldridgc

UN

You

Cm taking it.

UN - Hello.

because

I ;u*t want to comment

Bobby

EC - Hello ?

Ec

on

that's not going to
you know.

P NEWTON

Lil

attack me this morning, you

EC - / think you should
slow down brother, 'cause

ED

cause you ran off and got

a coward 'cause you didn 't

HN • Hello, you listening?
The Intercommunal Section

CONVER

mine to work, but Cm not a
coward like you brother,

the gas, you see But you're

EC ■ Say Huey.
HN - What?

over a long period of time,

Alright, you put
(o work and I'll put

and I stayed here to face

man.

Larry

Mack

morning.

Hilliard

Jacobs. Ian Black. Kathleen
Cleaver.

EC ■ Well the way a lot of
hasn't been done that way,

though

start

think you're full of acid this

stuff has been going down it

actions

to

HN •
yourt

HN - Like Timothy Leary, I

us as

by

us

You're a maniac brother.
EC - Soy, Huey

again,

listening to those messages.
Of course members of the

EC-Well see then OKI

the

with, man.

this

need
neea

Koreans,

the

Chinese, and the Algerians
and tell them to kick you

forth

of

.Cm going to

write

EC - Well It had to be dealt

tel ting

analysis

HN - What t.

I

dropped the

wish I could’ve

What 's happening'

devastated it if it exists but

• Well, you dropped a

I don't think it exists. As
far as you re concerned,

41bombshell

tin* morning

EC ■ Yeah.

you're

expelled,

Il\

Don 't you think so*

EC -

/ hope so

EC - Say Huey,

that's not

communications

will

EC •
your

I think
ability

you Ve lost
to
reason

brother

the best way to deal with
that
HS
HN - Well this is the wav
I'm going to deal with it

Hey

brother.

>ou

heard what I t ailed sou and
that 's what I feel about you
now. You're 0 punk'

all

EC

be

\ ou 're

stopped and that 's the end

expulsion of the N V
2/.
Our position over here, and

it out.

you van go to hell brother,
but

n reference to the purge of
brother (Jeronimo and the

battle

HN - You're a punk1

Well,
a

then

I

madman

think
too

brother

EC

■

that,

I

wouldn't

cull

'ou

you «*r

of it
IIS -OK. we‘II battle like

LUiCX,.

two. bplls, we ll lock horns^

Huey

hung

up

^OHWWWtWMl-*

End

of
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SlDRIDGE CLEAVER:

alternative way ot deal,™ with „

Within revolutionary
Marxist Leninist
ugamzations involved ,n people’s war t..tre has
.lwav« tested the problem of ma.ntain.n9 the
mity of the political and military leadership
deally.
a
revolutionary
Marxist Leninist
uganuation involved in the people s struggle
*nd

the

people s

war

does

away

with

the

lassical and bourgeois form of organization in
vhich

the

political

leadership

of

the

ugamaation is represented by one element and
he professional standing army exists to deal
v.th the military aspect

In a people’s struggle

here is no distinction between the military and
he political because everyone has to deal with
>oth of these elements.
Once upon a time the Black Panther Party
>ad no problem on that level. When the Party

m.

ol Jonathan Jackson And even thooeh Jon.th.n

SUPDOrtinQ the underground

On* of ihe primary responsibilities of those

Jack son wa> not a member ot the Black Panther

above

Party, we have no problem or contradiction ,n

underground hat the resources that it nerrn in

.relating to thc_gttat_ievolutionaru

ground

is

to

see

to

it

that

ik»

ft*

look. In the first plac*. the Black Panther Pa.ry
n a vanguard organnanon
membershio

organuation.

It ,t not a mas.
and

ill

,ob

..

to

.vanguard tactics and disseminate mlormation to
that the people will know how to move ami hm^
to move on

target.

The type ol action that

Jonathan Jackson took has evervth,™ in
with thgjtay the Black Panther Pa.m
moving, _nalpmg
helping
e*opl*

to

to

Ihe

tudiciarv

and

point of our whole epoeratui

and that i what

has to be related to because that s where oip
victory is going to coma from This drum, i
mean that wa don t still hava any nl if..
obligations end

create the right elimar.

discredit

against

m

Because the needs of our strugofe ere to w«p
the people s war and that s a valid .n,vr

the need to mobilize on the

above ground level around our political onsoners

turn

and to lords Wa mil have that naed Rut whan

it so that the gun wnr.lri h.

peoole have conflicts in their own mind when

glEfcil .UP .Jonathan Jackson reoresents topiy pi

they tee a contradiction

thare should he nn

gonuadiciiQn between the underground and ihe

vas a small organisation, it wasn't a very well
nown organization, it didn’t have any political

because

irisoners around which we had to indulge in
iuns.

And

the

leadership

was

a

it s

one

and

the

same

organization

moving. So when the divisions arise

nass activity. It was |ust Panthers, pigs, and

when we

relate only one tidedly. then we have a tendency

unitary

to begrudge everything on the other side

eadership that had to relate to the business of

we

have a tendency to be uncooperative all kinds

he Party. The problem did not arise until Huev
*as %/ested. It s very important to realize that

of little personality things come up which cause

*hei^uey was arrested, the Party no longer

these

nad on the streets a leadership focus. In the first

situation of life and death. And people who have

problems

and

we re

dealing

with

a

jlace. when Huey was arrested Bobby Seale was

transformed politics into war take a very dim

n prison. He was in tail serving time for the

View Of people Who don't

Sacramento bust, then in Alameda County for

dQQJ relate tp that and patience is very short

mother |rve gun charge that he had there. So at

and there is no real need for too much patience
or discussion.

he time Huey was busted in October of 1967.
Jobby

Seale

December

was

or

•ghtaround

m

the

then.

jail

until

the

beginning
We

of

didn’t

end
a

this was all united and pulled together m Huey.

very

Now

-ophisticated political analysis and machinery to

lhat_thcre

Of course, we had principles

And still
riticism

the

focus

out in August of

in error

developed.

The

Party

gotten

citing

out

publishing

leaflets,

and . all

of

that

widely

known

Sacramento

and

following
so

forth

the
and

Party was mobilized and developed and grew
from a very small nucleus into a national and

ELDR1DGE CLEAVER

international organization prior to Huey being
released in Auoust 197Q.

MINISTER OF INFORMATION

mass

Mobilization apparatus, rallies, the whole ability

be

in

even more widely known. The Black Panther

itself

newspapers^

1970. Now during the time

particularly when a pig. Frey, was found dead
on the ground in Oakland, i ne Party became

and

or dealing with mass demonstrations, around
prisoners,

to

incident

level oped into a very bureaucratic machinery
■optical

So that

1967 the Party was very small in numbers and

<een a continuing problem
and

mass

membership and very local in structure. It had

lose attention to the Party know that this has

ieve loped

the

that *Huey was on the streets before October

me. but still I think that those of us who paid

developed

to

Huey went to iail m Piiober of 1967 and he got

*as some attempt made to bring our practice

contradiction

relates

those who have transformed politics into war -

nore in harmony with our theory along that

the

that

constitute thejeft wing of the Party

loth ol these are mistakes in principle. There

Now

apparatus

■ nderground. those who have ootten down -

oo much involved in the political aspect of mass
are

ihe

and then the brothers_who are movmq| outlaws

to

ats who were more oriented to the military

both

was some, faith_apd hope m

organizing, the legal, above ground apparatus,

■'P*1* there were criticisms of those who were
Obiectively.

The

and a right wing. The right wing is based on the
wijoje

nove in a purely military fashion, and from the

Mobilization.

prison

You could tell

Black Panther Party has developed a left wing

of

there were always problems and

about some people who wanted

of

of this right wing hnreaucratic apparatus^ The

hannels between the Party and Huey. Bobby
ieale ot out. So. in effect, we were once again
together

out

bg able to deal *'tb it, _be able_to resolve the_
contradiction. But Huey came out into the arms_

he problems created by the fragmentation of
he leadership. We worked out communications

back

comes

brothers who had gotten down that Huey would

o guide us. but we were immediately aware of

•b»e to pull
eader ship.-*.

Huey

contradiction is already there

leal with things like that and we had to move in
erms of pral\ice

pH

Now this contradiction is something that
developed while Huey was m iail. because before

of

January,

have

unrterttand ifrAf

Now this doesn't mean that he doetn t know
lh/fruit of the work ol the Black Panther

Party.

anything about that, because he was in prison

$o that when brothers start oofinq the courjL

and he had certain information t_but if you look

ersonnet were channeled into that. Those who

going

at how this information came to him, through

/ere dedicated to mass mobilization tended to

scene there is still a need for mass mobilization.

Garry and these other lawyers, and from my

ivor and select people out of the mass of the

But it's not correct to say that the man who has

own experience I know that you can read all the

arty who were similarly oriented. And cats who

oiled

newspapers and listen to all the visitors you

idn t fit into that were kind of shuttled to the

longer has any politics, because that is politics.

want

de. dropped out ol_ihe Party. and all kinds of

that is the supreme form of politips - war. So

portion

iinqs.

that we have to look at all these elements to see

around in the environment outside. And n hurts

just what is going on.

It

This contradiction presented itself as a

riticaf situation that had to be resolved when
ic

Panthers

first

started

the

first

offing

the courts

underground, and rejecting that whole

the

courts

and

oone

underground

ng

to,

but
of

limits

you're

the

your

only

getting

information
ability

to

that's

a minute
floating

make decisions on

One of the charges brought against Gerommo

important problems. And you can feel it and

whole

was that he had the audacity to ask for money

you know it. You've got big problems in terms

intradiction arose over how to deal with the

from Central. It's clear that a brother living in

of keeping up on things. Y^u can get the broad

/stem. And the focus of our contact with the

that situation being searched for high and lovy

sweep of events, you can deal with that. you c3n

/stem was the court situation And all this mass

by the pigs has a great need for money, and

still move from iail and he in hnrmnnv on that

obligation

prisoners.

when politics is being transformed into war and

level, but in terms ol those details. m terms of

ials, court appearances, and so forth. So tha^

we know that this is the trend, this is the way

the daily conflicts and arguments that go down

« mass mobilization cam pa iqq

higtory is moving, the way we want it to move.

m the office, you are out of touch with that.

ecause

m

was

place

around

the

political

ie form ol dealing with that.
_ we ha

is

a symbol ot

then the duties ofthe above ground apparatus.

And

becomes one of relating to and enthusiastically

conflicts came up, the information that went to

you

can

believe

that -whftnfivp.L- these
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<uey didn l come from the people who were
tMItnojtietsed over—Huey s mlntmalmn r»m.
'Qnt Oavid Hilliard and
*opte

tntfl

tl^n

k£.-,

So that ihe information was mig yir^

-1 lhi» P"1” » nenod al 11mg you can tee how
e woulijnl have .111 Ihe inlofmation he would
iad_ to_make decisions pn those kinds nl
QdJtadlCllOns. those kind nt rnnli.^r,
Huey

h..

19ne_l ■*»«
statement on Getommn
nalytinq ihal documgnl wg teg tnai

Thai!

vgry

important,

because

R,.i
to..

ifiewance that the undermmind hroihen had
»erg against David Hilliatd and inn. [-|.u...-|
— lim demand was thalihgy had lo no. Than
on things devetooed and Ihgy said ih.u
ygrg_aoin9_iq pH Dayid and Jim. So ihai yn„
■afLs«..ihaf tht brothers were Imm m H.,i
vuh n and trying iq ret Hugy to relate tn

gm

I'!

li_ll^_B3CT with which Huey hat hggn mowing
md the lack ol knowledge ahout ihg dgiaiii nl
he situation, ihe laci ihal he hat n.,iy ,rni^
wen oul ol orison a lew nmnlhs ram him m ,
wntion where he Ihinks he untfentands
upturning. bul really doesn I

what «

m

And when Huey

fjl oul Ihe behavioi ol Q.ivid and hn crew was
■semplary

They dlrin I

oo jiound rkunn ihe

Jl"» lh" ihal h.id people up nohi They were
noOjbly very beaunlul brother' very helplul
■«iY .efficient,

doma whatever

Huey ta.,1 Hrs

>epl shn moymo so ihal was all riohr w.ih h.m
nai was_good. and ihal s
my way
«!

he d

warn

.ha: he need;

tr_

grievances^ were

1 never have related to the robot mentality
that's

U'»»»iioi«i while h»

/yainX^hsie^Became a
irked up
All kmda

ol

sU .lightened

Huey” ^wxilri

oul

o.c.

And

about whatever

and

ngs he saw were
ihinqs had lo Ire
have

able

to

produce

bv

an

erroneous

application of Marxism-Leninism because that
shit

when

it

is

used

mo'be. t -ker'i
mind
beutmq wjinebody
m

a

wrona

down
ihe

can

lock

lo look al these complaints at iust

■ nnelhrnq

Marxism-Leninism

ihal hail lo lie dealt wnh anti
so Ihal we niuIU qei ml Q| .,|| [hg

discipline and democratic centralism When you

nternal anlaqoimim
'hesrr
■

and

leievaoccs

desianed

to

insure

don t apply all of it. vou see it s not lust
centralism
involved,
in
a
Marxist Leninist

Bul Ihe uuonle who had

deep e* net mures

is

iliev

organization, you're a fool to relate to it if it s

'■‘HI in_ a uosilon lo fust lomei rh.ii

fim

lust centralism, it's democratic centralism And

dley held hack

And you see Ihal ihev rt.rl [mill

.f you have'fr organizational structure or theory

O.K-k

nothing happened dunno

ihai

oToroanizationand you mst take part_ol_iL ihen

lime and C.eionnnn was tight ihere when Hne~y

you re jivmq with it. If you're qoinq to apply the

because

ev«rynnr

and have him
head
wrmui

"ittfency
_jj.hu/kO

wfchave to understand absolutely that

Si us must understand all ol thq elements in the

^

about dialectical materialism
Jhe important thing is this: Marxism is the
economic

analysis. Lenmism1 and

the reason

ltfarxist*Leninist theory of organization to the
undemionnd then.

Black

^Another important thing is ihe cenlralteationhjtjTuejcjtarted in ihe Party aliet he r,

ou7

\

Jelore David, was ihety on ihe scene and Huey

,

S2i.9y.«' lht"

Panther

Orfvid

and

Lenin invented the form of the Party. When
thanq,

some of that practice. It's been centralism and

Bakunin and all those mother! -kers

no democratic practice.

wasn t workmq man. and Bakunin was steady

can

see

why

practiced

people

who

have

Marxism Leninism

put

was there he iust had a bio lat wanav
a

tearing

biq old

that

First

International, he had

mother f- ker

down,

that sh t

but

Lenin

studied the practice and experience of the first

Huey is right

emphasis on these things, that you must have

Intemmonal. he checked oul wliat Bakunin waj

internal criticism, and self-criticism, you have

domq is absolutely riqht and necessary, and what

iuthorny that he has so th.it he n able to do

unity, criticism, and unity. You can t neglect

Marx is domq is necessary, but - neither one of

hmgt and it s not iust automatically that Hnpy

that, if you neqlect that, you re qoinq to fall off

them was doina it riqht. Marx wasn t relatmq to

vould l>« able to see the effects of the choirs

into

•nd the decisions and the way things are moving

bullshit, and they say that, we read that, and we

Political

it wouldn't be able to detect it and connect

don't relate to it. some of us don t relate to it.

contradiction by creating the form of a Party.

hat

but cats who relate to if always end up arguing

that could move on both levels at the same time

with

of

That s how ht resolved that contradiction. He

expenenc* it |ust serves to expose what's wronq

analyzed that sh-t. wrote it down, people started

with the practice involved.

adopting that to apply to their own struqqle So

Still

Ihere

practice

jehmd him. back mg hint So that increases iht»

with

IS

only

m the Party and that s what s been wronq with

successfully
■Jow

and

Mai»

You

prison, and David was dealmg

Party

centralism, then vou re messma over the DeoDle

paR_ activity.

entrcmniy

mportant. because all th«.» thing* xt involved.
-

Whether

or

not

Oavid

and

June can

b*\

all

kinds

other

of

cats.

factionalism

But

throuqh

all

this

kind

kind

of

replaced^ii beyond a doubt. An organisation of I

1 think that this shows you, shows all of us

our type n supposed to be a self perpetuating I

very clearly that we have to first of all. it has

mechanism

and

it would be very shocking if 1

someone would say that the Life and death of
tKe Black Panther Party depended upon Oavid
Hjjjiard

and

June

Hilliard remaining Assistant Chief of Staff

And

this

remaining

becomes

demand

by

Chief

important

q(

Staff

because this was the

\

the underground brothers on the

cjse of David and June Hilliard, that they be y
removed.
-

So that what we re faced with brothers and

sisters,

is

sell destruction

ihe
of

possible
ihe

Black

destruction
Panther

Party

growing out of an inability to resolve ns own
internal contradictions It s not going to stop the /
progress of the struggle of black people lor their I
liberation

What

organization that

n s
is

going to do

is

eliminate

.in

not ,il>le to adapt itsell to

new conditions ol >tniggle

Zayd &0C

the military and Bakunin wasn t relatma to the
shl.

So

Lenin

resolved

Ihe

the cats who have understood that and applied it
right. Whew! they ve moved.
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Th* informal ten [full Wf fta.f ^grr ^ l/lal

they weranptlMd from the Black Panther Par,,
-Ittcma* if tht, open leu,, ,o ,he Wnthxrmnunderrromd from the Panther 21. Well, we hare
f cofy here of this statement, we hare It from
•event K*/r«. we re read If. nr n analrted I,
.
"r V "» reason, there's nothin. In the
^itele that would iustlfy anyone being expelled
The only -fhtng that the article reflects is the fact
that the foots within the Black Panther Party
,0 eni'clsm and ielf-cntlcum and
UsecWigu M sirucj.e So the brothers resorted to
the only method tht was amiable to them tust

*" 2TT

rt™u*A another organ to present
thekrldet^ptd new, and there Ye many very cor-

m'
ma">' **>*» that Should be studied
and enalyjed by member, of the Black Panther

ZmeZZ^ ^ "“ ”r~

KATHLEEN CLEAVER - REPLY TO Tilt
ARTICLE "FREE KATHLEEN"
t

w

It Isa very sad thing to see the Black Panther
Party newspaper, which started out as a revolunonary, vanguard newspaper that revolutionized

;.

there', nothing In the
warrant their expulsion and we
•^■■riJCaM.lhif they be reinstated Into Ihe
^eryi,nothing,

Bmtw Pmgihcfparly and publicly apologized to
Thm Ua+ ui to the next problem Here Michael
x>*wm ro' Tabor and Richard Dhamba Moore
and.Comata Mat thews. Alt of our information on
that dtumaon ttiU Hob not leUed but from what

** ***' tt km. repeat of the same thing. / think
that a meek before, there wa$ this article by
Connie Matthews In the paper and the next
week she’§ km enemy of the people Michael
Vetewayo' Tabor, who spoke at the Constitu¬
tional Convention and Dhamba who's very well
known W respected in New York - all of a
sudden they 're enemies of the people People
cannot make these rash lodgements and no off
of misinformation to do these things, there must
be proper Investigation, all people Involved
tmat be consulted - especially when you sign an
article. Ontral Committee of the Black Panther
Party ’. / say again, there are three IJ) members
of the Central Committee here in the Inter¬
national Section and we had no Information, we
were not consulted on that decision and we
don t know anything about It and we don t want
nothing to do with It and we say that they
•bould be reinstated and publicly apologized to
’ * "

jISO."

hare shed their blood for the freedom of Huey
P. Newton and for the Block Panther Party and
now they have betrayed Eldridge and they hove
betrayed me And they are betraying Bobby
Seale, they are betraying the Afro-American
Liberation Struggle and they 're betraying the
American Revolution The people are not stand¬
ing for their foolishness and blindness much .
longer and they're going to be swept away to
their proper place in oblivion
In our case, as in others, particularly In the
case of Geronlmo. David Hilliard and his
counter-re vt)lu i lonarv crew of snakes, have
played the role of aiding and abetting the pigs In
their efforts to crush revolutionary people and
revolutionary activity. Apparently it is not
enough for Ihe pigs to rip Panthers off left and
right, /all Panthers and murder Panthers, these
lackeys, under the direct leadership of David
Hilliard, seem lo feel that thev must help them
all that they can. / want to make It verv Hear to
everyone, that I am fully dedicated to the goals
espoused bv the Black Panther Party when u
stood as a vanguard force In the A fro-American
Liberation Struggle and phted a vanguard rule
In the American Revolution J have pledged my
life, to the liberation of Black people ui the
United Stales and I will never back up on thb
committment. But / want to make, it very clear,
it must be understood,- that the'cliques of
counter-revoluiionariei. Utkfh jhr leadership of
David Hilliard based In Oakland. California, and
the Black Panther Parry art-not synonymous
And when^dcad weight- Crops -up we haw to
move on tt
.
T..
The Black Panther Pang is a ftvulutlunarv
mai hinej)■, U_UcvflPBOl QUI OS Mu niqLuljIie
TihjraUuji qi filar k nr oak' within the Unitej
States and it hats been built by hundreds at th,>Unit aL Slain.
Whenever huiistlc^
HOmrftnnt
basic principles come forward It O the duty of a
T^jjnsm^JZZlunlnaie them as to

the entire underground press, being turned into
a low-down, scandal sheet to vent persona!
grudges and jealousy and make underhanded
backs fobbing, personal qt tacks. Here we witness,
the concern, the depth pf the concent for advan¬
cing any type of revolutionary Information at
/til If
il
ihe direction of David Milliard and his clique of
reactionaries and ihe paper has become bogged
down in petty, personal Issues, like some Holly¬
wood fomlp column. The last Issue of the Black
Panther newspaper, with thb ridiculous head¬
line, “Free Kathleen ", b absurd and It has been ^rty mtmbtn Tor rftt, own uifNlMncr at Hit
they 've taken a valid frolltltal shgdn knd runted
exptnse ol tht Innfcrnt .ictlminf thrtr mftit into something pathetic. And ridiculous. It lust AtjdejiMuntUn l *,iulwt
larcr. but I mull majt mrTtthrl"f puaibN
makes people want to disassociate themselves
from thb. It turns people off. But we re not sun - can to itup it Jrvm contlitulnt tnd drurovinx
l-euplff live, dmj tttunlc t llbtrlr. Now thb It
prbed by thb tactic, because It’s been progres¬
ib'Jlll. reason why I am not at thuTSmnXt
sively being used because there's an Inability to
Oakland Auditorium, which we over here were
express the political reality involved. In ihe case
Informed about until we read about It In Me
of Connie Matthews; Cetewayo. Dhamba. In the
Black Panther newspaper, as we-are not In¬
case of Geronlmo and most dangerously and
formed about so many other things that hap¬
most outrageously, now in the case of Eldridge
pened In the Black Panther Party. / feel that if
Geaver.
communications had been kept faithfully,
These vicious, distorted, perverse lies In the
honestly and openly, many sever* mu takes of
Black Panther newspaper have been presented
ludgement and betrayals of principles could haw
been avoided and many problems ' could /wve
specifically to destroy the fruits of labor that
been prevented. But It has become wry clear to
have gone Into building the International Sec¬
uj^fver
a long 'penod of itme I approx imaiefv
tion of the Black Panther Party and to dbcredlt
20 months) that thb block on communications
the solid working relationship we have establish¬
Is orily_jpqrf of tb( overall calculations of David
ed here with revolutionary governments and
Hilliard
<iir
r - clique
■
- and
_
-.-. r-counter-revolutionary
lo
liberation movements that support our struggle
distort and corrupt the basic Principles under^
But these tactics, which are devoid of all politi¬
lLnS.,* l.heLB!?ck
and to transform
cal content, not to mention revolutionary In¬ Mte Black Panther Party from a revolutionary'
spiration, are nothing new. Eldridge Cleaver has
vanguard organizaitog to a ridiculous showcase
of cowards and containment.
been subjected to very revolting Insults, threats
While these latest cases of slander, purge,
and ties, personally by Huey Newton over the
these attacks on hard working revolutionary
telephoae. These lac pcs just represent, a weird
comrades, who are facing seriout penalties for
last stand on the part ofDqvid Hilliard and hb
the contributions they've made to building the
revblanbf lackcyj to'main fain, a pos’iilon they
Black Panther Party and adtonclng the revolu¬
no longer deserve and > that they cannot carry
tionary struggle of Afro-American people within
out. We see these people-degenerating Into a
ihe United Slates, have received widespread,
concern for nothing but distortion and destruc¬
negative, publicity There have been hundreds of
tion on the part of >J)avid Milliard and his
other less dramatic, similar cases where the
lackeys. Whatever these revisionist dogs can t
victims have not been so well known and who
controlthey put themselves in a position where fell that they had no recourse after a long tram
ihe only allernailyg, they can use Is slander. of abusive, reactionary moves on thA part of thb
clique. jaHing itself the Central Committee.
\ahotage anUMesinicUoft.
Iiud^ dedicated their Ilvei dedicat'd ,hVr
As a result of their efforts over a long period ITieir hearts, every thine they had lo the struggle
of tone, all Ihe’ struggling, work, that has gone for Black people for their liberdllon Ui Ihe U S
into making the Black Panther Party and the have been forced out of the Party and prevented
lllack Panther Party newspaper a tool worthy of from finning with their comrades in fighting UlS.
serving the people has been stultified and sab¬ JuH iMli. Comrudcs In tail have been fronted off.
\luncd on Brothers in exile, brothers under
otaged. this is gomg to he dealt with David
lEJs
lldllurd and Ills counter revolutionary clique, "j/round haye_ been practically Ignored.
destructive
’structlve trend must be hoddciL
stopped, j/
it will Be
be
they have. betrayed Gcruninyj; thev have be¬
si±
QDDCd. me Party wiQ be strengthened again
trayed the Panther cadre jqiled in New York
g
will
he
able
to
march
forward-again
with
am
who

I

i

i

f
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In lima, tha ltd to what can gp(Y

Tf.* *' W'Awii/ioui

ou7,"„;“;,.3;..

a-g* >,,WJ °f '<■« p«>PitZZr^„'i£-zrW.

i^JisjsULssi i^t ihullthm

JUUL^t-ZUDimncailiinff

tTiu«t

IS* ifltfllWMl nlH m th« Party with iht >■
gwoncsts headad fry Qavid Hilliard and working
■n,dota contuntilQil with him.hu htothai Jnnf
Hilliard and seven! othary. On ona hand, tha
right udt that n, and on tha^ihtf hand, on th~#

ihr hlnrktnt n; ti^^TT.

-W.,.,,,f _,0 pu(-

tht so caltad Conatitutiowai Corwannon m Wt>
mgion. D C. in Novamaw 18 )Q -n .a ai ihai
, pomi ihai Iig nugg nl m«
in r» ffvg
. adig ol Iha Parly* tali Hal u wm now then
eduly,* indeed their Sbigalion. lo rtaid up and
.Oita ihau c'micumi would hmg 10 oridiaiwf

<nd ha mogfl yiry heavily aaeimt thpji hm\
■ilUfl »fl Iht P»TV who wart mi flywn bioihe.’i >
anj whq flid Ulan, m lacL to flVOlujtflnMy
pfinciplti
J

iiiQl me nrn.

lo'ld 1 plane ho na would hang to n yiw
UnUnmam lloHmuw am»~ Iha farm had ^
'uiily atwdontd Nl miliury aclniily unlw
"ona daaimdwith «dl.' Iha mmmun.i. pip*arm.
fl'l dantn naar lnm linns Emianeimm daelirw
Wllh. why OOimcal emonen wgp nnl nnm.
any lurmiin arnlwwlmiw adl.~Hiw« f Nam,
and 'Qavid Hilliard Horn wnh 'Jun. HHliwd
iQollnj|al,.ngIWa|ai^.n g!liVn ujuaiyigi

lift hand, than wart tha rtvolutionary brothan,
ibflia whose flleqnnce was to ravolutionarv
principles and to iht ideology, tha true idto Icxyy

n„, r.r.arn-SrY

ri ^
001 >0 WV on*
"ft dlllbtTIflv and knowing
\HM rtf flocked by Qivid Hilliard from estahlllgia ^ r** rapport with tha oaoola and
Irom dealing with tha pus in a nohitous ravolu
lionarv l*yhu^| |n ;lmf u t undtntyidablt that
many ot than brothers became many ostap
became dr ranch an ltd and their moralai be
cama tiutfttd ind rhav htoan tn rt«.|t awav Irnm
Ult Ptfly 8f]y dy pOI Thott who atiamnigd m
daal wnh tha situation, by using ravolurionary
ftflPM1** of cntunrfi and gjl-cnticam. and at
lamptad to anlorcd dtmocraiic cantTalism. a
.^pnncipla that had bttnSbandontd by tha Party
Oavd Hilliard bttamt m control ol iha
P»HI apparatut, wai^expelled tmm iht p»p1v
or, not only wart they t»o ailed Irom

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE/
Kathleen Cleaver
Communications Secretary

'ZTp^lrZT A",mAl"«‘

ca.Ih^ Hj"ri luuiii an Him -rrm^cmr.u.
mtdi and anna iha lull win it» canm Whw.
-MlY RlPIHtll).

wtial raaullad ai ihpr pp.ni
Jhan. pa iht pul ol Hmv Nawlon and Oend
Hillard and dial dioua m Older lo mwnlan
lhair power, mtt ^nagiiugung
min have blind nVwn.entr and unouasiraniw * '
loyally in ih. Wwww
II waa noi Iha data
Of Iha luncfion pi the caOit 10 .nouaa ■ ||
Whal lla leaden nl the Parry ware dome wnh
kiln money, how ihev ware Innng or what they
ware oil .mo li — mwiTjjjjg -yfi-—
t!aar. ihai anyone ihai wkod mow iypa ol pun
"ana would ba deall wnh aevarely. may mtfil
1 in fact h» nll»rt a.
fvy^in

but thay mrt brandtd itneoadtsand Hanon 10
tha ptopta and a long list of othtr namtt that I
wouion'l rvan wmt CHUoIq qH W ~

January of 1971 lo me ii hacama uni.
__
demably clear, Ihai Canim lundamanial and
banc changer had lo be alleciuiien m m. Hir)
Hanlher Paily. in Older lo leiiore ih. i..„

M^*L-J22LJangL-tft«r bainq ralaasad Irom"^
begni_ifl_dtilt oil mto iht tama
m(

ol Iha Pany lo iha people, m order lo become
Whal lh« Pane m onamaily inifnded ia ", t
■angynd Pmy. who a willma lo ley down ihni
iLvar la.twuil tta libnaiion ol mi mwiw ^
ilm in mm iht lime niaai ol mi omoir flm n
iwa alio dan u would be imonaaoia 10 y.mg

,__ Iht»
awdancad on a numbar ol
occasions and in many wavy then wf
C
marulasmions ol this. First ol allL ihay both
Jbpmd Ijpyry cold and callup atutuda tovyaids
-ha wH-btmg ol tha troops, tht cadrt. which it , ’
jha backbona of tha Black Pin.h^ iw Thty
offiew fnti
' rafusad to. anandHo
~~ visit»_•Party
w »» wamn
rn
Juimhaa. Tha a man ru«l, mwi .n 0,11,^
(' Caliloinia
i

mall, where

the

NalionW

room iharachanoeir lo come any lonaar wig gilaia *b*m and la pomi pul ip ihem ibwr
mniakai. became by tha mna ilwy two became
(Olally uniaipomiya lo any type ol enne
6ESo in iha Eaaiam pan el tta cmany Mi

fliidS

aanglflthgfaraMgiaaiiB^iililM

mowng on iha pluation m a diHaigrSguB.
yh began 10 imphawa m toe adiTdm dwir
JjagngJioyliL no] W

MICHAEL CETEWAYO TABOR
ON THE
CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN THE BLACK
PANTHER PARTY
Whit I tpiciliciily want to dm nith h«r« n
thi mtwnW contudictions that amt within tha
tanka ol tha Black Panthaa Party wid aavatal
other things. I think it i bait to bean with the
nma I WM lint ffitataH l,ont ml alttt the 21
dun. I aw out efound the latter pan ol July
H'ly Auaia IT?!! Thit wat aootoaimaialv a
weak batata the rrlttu ol the than Minimi nl
■ Palana ol tha Black Pemhet Paity Huav P.
Newton. II wat alio around tha time ol tha
Planning Simon 61 the
forthcoming
Constitutional Convention The Planning Saar ion
mi hatd at Wellington. O C Attar that the lor
mat Child ol Stall ol tha Bladt Panther Party.
Oand Hillard, inlflunid me to coma to tha Wni
Coat IP meat Huey P. Newton and to racanra
ml ructions a in how to mono on tha htuanon
m NY. My mi Hal imomuon ol Huav wa a
flood ont. it ww mht on. Honwwt HwMinan
irridod that tht brothtf ww bewildered ind
baffled as a result ot ttappmq out of iha pent
tantiarv ailff over 2% vcea ind finding himself
m
command of a natiomawde omaniiiiion.
Whereat poor to hd point to jail tht Party was a
until ont and a local ont consisting of tas than
30 mtmbtn. Ont of tha qravt timtakat and
anon that wt perpetrated at that lima was
that, upon hd roleae. tht onhr aaf that ht
htitd. tfl« only w in fact that ha would luiaii
10 WM that of tha than Dual nf Start David
Hilliard.

dunna tha nannrf nl Huaw't mm,

cat at tow and altar Eldridot had cut out and afta r
Bobby l ktbl hid anutntd full control ol tha
Party apparatus and was aim in control of dint
ranine tht poll Deal policies of Iht Party.
QtwdHiilitrd, during that panod of tima hatfN
‘perpetrated dttdlF that could only bellied
criminal. They
it tons of all

I

wtrt gross and'hidtomiviorevolutionary principles.-' Ha

iptadly and cansooudy set brothan up i6 be

.milled. We lailed lo ennrin ih„ nfgn«‘Y “*|
lailag ig gka a lirm liand nn u w. ^
.
.. nvir lllll
raralrno loo Heavily in w. mm ,no «. i.ij

JMtar. lo ihg gnnoilprgtfynu-iinnpj^^-g
.4

>

mlhui nui hum ihai m, .hnn nml Hlla» wtm
QR-Iinl 'nrmad 10 much lima ananiv tilnnd <
iwaai and inn lonaidi in a cunno hu mama ;
Mi'chJn lailed m Inra no 10. ihai ihc netmla h«|
■g-Uim. PQ1 Hie IMBSUliam 'Hal were lunei
.man, bul wa mn warned h,m 10 ha a nnhi.n...
and truly dedicaiad invent ol die paopla
✓
The condiuow and iha mualion 101
~ orogrnnvaiy wona JTa began in lata norm! it,.
'act tfiil a conuderabla amounl ol money
hamo devoted Inward iha buying ol dolhaa Wa
begin lo taka noli ol iha laci ihai S«n and tyi
and 160 waa being loam on braaklMB. Wa
10 laka note ol iha lad that oolilical
praonta, brothan and ustan. rtohtaoui dadi
cattd ravolubonanas who had shad blood mdl
.had risk than Irvat in ordar tn wiin tha lihtfa-,
lion of Bladt paopta in particular and all oppras-t
itd_J>aopla m qtnttif. wara Itll lanamth.no m\
p^nitentiarias throughout Babylon. Thasa bro \
jhars and cstaa had to. damn naar. oat on thau \
Jtn«« to oat S5 lor commissary, yyhila Huty P. 1
Nawton and Oavrd Hilliard kist rwdowd m lux
I
ury. Wa baoan [Q taka nonet of many othgr j
thintp. Tha contradictions bacama mort blatant
/nora blatant and mora ciaar
tsoaciafl7~in
vtaw of tha lag that tha cadras in tha itrattr tha
Dothan and smart, tha hackhona at tha P|rty
virtually njrvmy to daath. Marty of tham
MUn runninfl around with no shots on thair faat.
Jtony ofjhtm wara out on araat entnan, dav
and night, sat Imp pagan, damn naar ntfctd. But
bacauaa ol thaw dadication. baciuso of thay
baliaf m tha brpthtr. Huay P. Nawton and Jjf•

*

causa thay batiavad ha was right on. thty didn't
bat! about thu
- '
w
L.
Tha morala sijuation in tha Party
proytarvafy dattrtorVtd. it want from bad to*.
■**raa. Thra tuna u oiimmattd with tha fiaco ot

Another ygry tiagic aod demorWUing, m In,
humiliating occur lanes warn down m the lone
ol Ihg Party paper, which waa orginatty, lor
somatima. wat tha trua poiiticai organ by which
BJKk paopla wara aducatad as to tha roiibts ot
thnr situation in Babylon. Under tha leadership
and direction of Oavid Hilliard, tha Party pap«
deteriorated into a scandal shaat. full with r*
dundant artidaa that no lonptr aducatad tha
paopfa but rather only contused and turned
them oft. Attar tha rtleaw of Huav P. Newton,,
iha situation rather than mown progrygiyahs
Ipr tha batter, did just tha opponn, it bacan»
jam. An ordar waa handed down that tha
branches and chaoten of tha Black P-tht
Eirty would have to double the saia ol tht Prttv
flMy. It meant that also if a branch w ooa
penny short on thair paper bill, tha nnt wmi
they would racanra no papag at ail. Jha
situation dawlnnad |p such an aitaot whan

-i
l

-

• *
^
"

\

they baoan to maaaura iha revolutionary
anahtlilY and revolutionary linearity ol tha
adn bv wiv of how many oaoan the* said.
Tn«t bacama the yard nick lor jsdaa g brnr^
em IL U you sold 200 pagan a day, ycu we
right on. But if you tot out there and you realty
baoan tryma to ralata to tha paopla and dome
somathma mon than jug Mtlina tha paper thari
you ware subiatt to JprtrocTiticIsrm,wnf^Tn
many cases npulsion and owhans pom^injwduppiQiL Brothan and aitoq. tha cadre wara
subwetad AO all types of ahusa and humi^.
uom. Whan thay want out mto tha streets, the
paopfa would cawa to nlata to them as
Pan than, became they jw waran t relating to
the, paopla anymore. Not because thay djdrTt
awnt tn fui bacaua they wara betng canaoano
omfv and deliberately rmtpotdad by the laadjrJhip in the form of the dakJand dTeue. Thy__
oaocH Hopped coming up to them eolummiaa
>.udittaw»40AaU>t aapy e< Mia Bfact PmtHm

~
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Open

Letter to the Peopl e

From'Bobby Hutton,
T>”t mnu|t pertain* 10 the
’f'"'
Mpoiurt
of
1 n ' 1•d'fl1o n1
and
,4Ck '«*bbioo withm the Blark
jnihrr Party It ia directed to
nc world public in (antral and
J 'hr Black colonies of Babalor
1 particular
Following tht tapoaure of
try# contradiction*
there hu
ran an all-out campaign on tha
*?.

°!

jidance
• ■thbodd

d'*u#
California. under the
and dictatorship of
the

facta

U>
either
from tha

<«Pre or resort to slander and
nfanuto temper tantrum* It ia
•nly
necessary
to
mention
•tiefly the depths to which the
formerly)
Black
Panther
newspaper
haa
descended
in
•rder to distort withhold or lie
• bout
pertanent
fact*
It
w
herefore
necessary to break
hrougb
the
Oakland
"formation
block
and
shed
■ome Tight on the situation.
Focus your attention on the
*« pulsion
from
the
Black
i*anther Party of the New York
.'I
and
to
that of
Elmer
Geronimo ' Pratt. These a/e by
10 means the only cases worthy
if mention, but they are prime
‘samples
of
the
kinds
of
• nderhandedness and dirty work
hat ha been led by Dasid
-lilliard (ex Chief of Staff) and
rua gang of lackeya in Oakland.
,'alifomia
You will recall that the New
York 21 •■* busted on bomb
onapirscy charge*. They have
wen m the world a worst jail for
-nany montha. and dunng this
■ me
several
problems
of
a
mow nature have sprung up
ehich railed for scuve moves on
he pan of ihe Black Panther
*»rty
Some of the problems
•ere of a highly legal, technical
mure toast involved bail and
ome had to do with much
■■•ded coo lac la Members of the
\ew York 21 wrote letter after
eiter. addreaaed to the Central
.omoutlee of the Black Panther
*a/ty, stating their predicament
jrd
outlining
what
waa
■ecetaary to protect their lives
nd
1 heir
freedom.
David
lillia/d't ehque chase not only
o ignore those letter* but kept
hem
secret
from other key
rwrabwrt us the Party. Becaua*

lha Party aun t monn| on than
need* or their plea*, tha New
York 21 drafted a latter to the
underground Weathermen Thi*
letter to the Weathermen waa
labeled by Hilliard A Co as ai
"ineult". and the New York 21
were branded aa trait ora and pig*
and
purged from the
Black
Panther Party.
Now
thia
purge.
this
abandonment, along with other
recent abandonment*, waa given
U> the people aa originating from
the Central Committee of the
Black
/anther
Party.
It to

happen*, however, that Bobby
Seale. Eldridge Cleaver, hia wife
Kathleen and Don Co a D.C.) are
and have long been (since the
early begmmnp of the Black
Panther Party) active member*
of the Central Committee Yet
none
of
these
commute*
members were informed about
the purges and exputeiona, nor
were they consulted. They made
the shocking discoveries only
after reading about them m the
(formerly)
Black
Panther
newspaper. Thia ta a situation in
which
high-ranking.
faithful
members of tha Party srere kept
in the dark about mature that
were
of
the
mast
vital
impoctanae
and
concern
to
them, a situation in which two
or three individuals took it upon
themselves to act aa the whole
central committee, a situation in
which the lowest of deeds waa
committed
against
revolubonarses of the highest
order — brothers and nun
who. more than once, were tned
and found true.
The question to aak at this
point ia just who. then, is the
Central Committee of the Black
Panther Party’ If we judge from
the recent eipulaiona and purges
not only of individuals but also
of entire Party branches, then
we
must
conclude
that the
Central
Committee
is
David
Hilliard. Huey P Newton and
June Hilliard, supported by such
reactionary
lackeys
a*
Maaat
He wit.
"Big
Min",
Doug
Miranda and Emory Douglas
Well , . there's
only
on*
thing to say about that. Giver,
the
counter-revolutionary
manner
in
which
that
Oakland-based clique have deal*

uateri.
the
only
central
committee they could paaaibly
be on • that of the F B I
Let a more to the caac of
Elmer "Geronimo" Pratt He ia.
n the worda of Michael Tabor!
a right on brother who will get
iown, haa got down and know*
b°*
10
get
down
m
any
situation."
"Geronimo"
waa
lored by ererybody who e*er
rnti
him
on
the
leeel
of
rerotutlonary ttruggi*. and he
wapected by all At one
bme
Huey P
Newton eren
payed homage to thia brother a

dedication
by
saying.
"If
anything ever happens to me.
then "Geronimo" ia to take m>
position of leadership ia lh«
Black Panther Party."
The
Lna
Angeles
pig
department will also vouch for
“Gerommo's"
revolutionary
spint for he. along with severs
other nghUoua warriors, held
off a pig stuck for Fire hours —
shot (or shot — and walked asray
•liva
Following
tht*
armed
struggle with the Los Angela*
military.
"Geronimo"
was
indicted for • Item pled murder.
Thu forced him underground
and as soon aa he went into
hiding he discovered ihat he was
suddenly
abandoned by
that
Oakland gang on PeralU Street.
Without the much needed help
dunng thta period of urgent
desperauon.
Elmer Pratt waa
captured
in
Taxaa.
Soon
a/terward*. every revolutionary
in Babalon waa ahocked to read
that
"Geronimo"
had
been
labeled traitor by David Hilliard
A Co., and aa a final fiendish act
he waa purged from the Black
Panthar Party for lift!
Thia kind of thing violate*
every
revolutionary
principle
We can't hare it and we won't.
Elmer "Geronimo" Pratt ia a
revolutionary in the truest aenaa.
He devoted hu lift, put hia life
on the line, because he believed
in the Parly, had faith in the
people and beliered in what he
was doing. In return he was
seued by the pig Texas Rangers.
• direct result of betrayal by
David Hilliard and his clique in
Oakland. California.
And to what can ail of thia be
traced’
In October 1968. Huey P
Newton waa tried, convicted and

awiftly
di«p«M<>ed
tn
(he
penitentiary for manslaughter
resulting from the death of an
Oakland pig In November I9M
Eldndge Clearer waa forced to
change hu bur of operanona to
Algiers
Kathleen anon joined
her huaband there In August
1969. Bobby Seale waa indicted
and eatradtcled to Chicago for
conspiracy
to
murder
and
conspiracy
to
kidnap
These
condition* hurled Desid Hilliard
unexpectedly to the forefront of
the Black Panther Party
He
became not only the number

one spokesman for the Party,
but also Ihe sole advuer to Huey
P Newrton and attorney Charles
R. Garry, and it wa* David
Hilliard alone who determined
Party strategy and policy.
Like
a
man
craved
with
hunger for recognition, David
Hilliard seised the opportunity
to latch onto thia newfound
power and authority. Ha wielded
the power and authority like a
hatchet, taking the head of any
comrad
who
questioned
or
cnticixed hia actions. Slowly but
relentlessly he leaped on every
opportunity
to centralise all
power in Ihe grip of hu neatly
manicured
and
axpanairely
ringed finger*
During this same penod. the
Black
Panther
Party
waa
enjoying gtonoua days, and more
and more the people granted
that It waa indeed the vanguard
of the revolution in Amenkkka.
This summed largely from the
tremendous efforu put forth by
the
countless
thousands
of
people to "Free Huey"
For
thirty-three months Huey sat in
s pnaon cell aa the Black Panther
Party grew from a local cadre to
a national organisation.
And
throughout all of this, David
Hilliard's
mouth
whispered
distortions and mis-informatlon
into tha ear of Huey P. Newton.
When Huey waa released from
prison in August 1970. there waa
only one person who really
knew what was going on in the
Black
Panther
Parly
Daeid
Hilliard. He told Huey only what
he wanted him to know, and
Huey'* direction waa established
by the point of David's finger
Since August 1970. the Black
Panther Parly haa progressively
swerved from the position of

• ■"guard to cadre* of newspaper
venders and baby niter* For
thirty three long montha Huey
Newton talked every day with
political prisoner* rbo wanted
to strangle their raptor* and np
down
lha
walla
to
liberate
ihrmsrlrst Huey s response to
thi*1 A
bussing program
set
«P
U>
cart
people
to
the
pemtentianaa on naiUng day*
To be very blunt tboul •».
Huey
Newton
came out of
pnaon more like a kitten than a
Panther.
5°

•* return now to the

case of the New York 21 and to
the case of Elmer "Geronimo"
Pratt We add to those cases the
recent slur Uctica iu Kathleen
Cleaver describee them) to which
the (formerly) Black Panlhei
newspaper haa degenerated, we
add the record of the many
members who hare resigned in
droree from the Party; we recall
and
sdd
the
purges
and
expulsions of not only individual
members bu of entire branches
of the Party a* well And we add
to the top of it all the expulsion
from the Party of the entire
International Section in Algiers
Aa
for
the
so-called
"expulsion" of the Inumational
Section (which are nothing but a
lot of hot air. signifying nothing)
we note that It came in the wake
of Eldndge Qeaeer'a criticism of
the counter-reeoiuuonary acu
that were Uklng place, and It
only
serves
further
to
demonstrate the extent to which
that Oakland diqua will go u
wlence criticism
But the timpie fact ia that
neither the Black Panther Party
nor any person who is part of it
ts above or beyond criuciam
And. deipiU our lack of present
access to the news media, thaae
of
ua
who
constitute
the
extreme left wing of the Black
Panther Party will continue to
criticise whenever entimm 1*
needed
to
expose
counter-revolutionary acts.
With all of our love to the
revolutionary
people* of thr
world,
to all of the opprewed propli
of Babalon. to all of the black
people in the black colonies in
Babalon
ALL
POWER
TO
THE
PEOPLE!
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ON THE DEFECTION OF ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
FROM THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
AND THE DEFECTION OF
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
FROM THE BLACK COMMUNITY
By Huey P. Newton,
Mmtster of Defense of The

Black Panther Party

and

The Black Panther Party bases its
ideology and philosophy on a concrete
analysis of concrete conditions, using
dialectical
materialism
as
our
analytical method. As dialectical ma¬
terialists we recognise that contra¬
dictions can lead to development. The
internal struggle 0/ opposites based
upon their unity causes matter to have
motion as a part 0/ the process of de¬
velopment. We recognize that nothing
in nature stands outside of dialectics,
even the Black Panther Party. But we

and murders of some of our most adj
vanced comrades is because of the Tenl
Point Program -- our survival pro\
gram. Our programs would be mean¬
ingless and insignificant if they were
not community programs. This is why
it is my opinion that as long as the
Black community and oppressed people
are found in North America the Black
Panther Party will last. The Party
will survive as a structured vehicle,
because it serves the true interests
of oppressed people and administers to
their needs — this was the original
vision of the Party. The original vision
was not structured by rhetoric nor by
ideology. It u>as structured by the
practical needs of the people, and its

welcome these contradictions, because
they clarify and advance our struggle.
We had a contradiction unlh our former
Minister
of
Information, Eldridge
Cleaver. But we understand this as
necessary to our growth. Out of this
contradiction has come new growth
and a new return to the original vision
of the Party.
Early in the development of the Blach
Panther Party I wrote an essay titled
" The Correct Handling of a Revolu¬
tion". This was in response to another
contradiction - the criticisms raised
a;ams< the Party by the Revolutionary
Action Movement (RAM). At that time
RAM criticized us for our above¬
ground
action -- openly displaying
weapons
and
talking
about
the

Servant of The People

dreamers were armed with an ideology
which provided a systematic method of
analysis of how best to meet those
needs.
The original vision of the Party was
to develop a lifeline to the people, by!
serving their needs and defending them
against their oppressors who come tol
the community in many forms--from
armed police to capitalist exploiters. 1
We knew that this strategy would raise\
the consciousness of the people and
also give us their support. Then, if

When Bobby Seale and l came to¬
gether to launch the Black Panther
Party, we had been through many
groups. Most of them were so dedicated
to rhetoric and artistic rituals that they
had withdrawn from living in the
Twentieth Century. Sometimes their
analyses were beautiful, but they had
no practical programs which would
deliver their understandings to the
people. When they did try to develop
practical programs, they often failed,
because they lacked a systematic
ideology which would help them do
concrete analyses of concrete con¬
ditions to gain a full understanding of

we were driven underground by the
necessity for the community to arm oppressors, the people would support
itself for its own self-defense. RAM
us and defend us. They would know
said that they were underground, and that, in spite of the oppressor's inter¬
saw this as the correct way to handle pretations, that our only desire was to
a revolution. I responded to them by
serve their true interests; and they
pointing out that you must establish
would defend us. In this manner we
your organization above ground so that
might be forced underground, but there the community and its needs. H'iien /
the people will relate to it in a way
would be a lifeline to the community was in Donald Warden's Afro-Ameri¬
that will be positive and progressive
which would always sustain us, because can Association, I watched him try to
to them. When you go underground with¬
make a reality of community control
the people would identify with us and
out doing this, you bury yourself so
through Black Capitalism. But Warden
not with our common enemy.
deeply that the people can neither re¬
For a time the Black Panther Party did not have a systematic ideology, and
late to nor contact you. Then the lost its vision and defected from the his attempts to initiate his program
terrorism of the underground organi¬ community. With the defection of El¬ continually frustrated him and the com¬
zation will be just that—striking fear dridge Cleaver, however, we can move munity too. They did not know why
into the hearts of the very people again to a full scale development of capitalism would not work for them,
whose interest the organization claims our original vision and come out of even though it had worked for other
to be defending--because the people the twilight zone which the Party has ethnic groups.
cannot relate to them and there is no¬ been in during the recent past.
When we formed the Party, we did
body there to interpret their actions.
The only reason that the Party is so because we wanted to put theory
You have to
set up a program of still in existence at this time, and and practice together, in a systematic
practical action and be a model for the only reason that we have been able
continued on next page
the community to follow and appreciate. to survive the repression of the Party
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ON THE. DEFECTION OF ELDRIDGE CLEA VER
FROM THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
AND THE DEFECTION OF
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
FROM THE BLACK COMMUNITY
continued from last page
manner. We did this through our basic
Ten Point Program. In actuality it was
a 20-Point Program, with the practice
expressed in “ What We Want" and the
theory
expressed
in
"What
We
Believe”. This program uns designed
to serve as a basis for a structured
political vehicle.
The actions we engaged in at that
time were strictly strategic actions,
for political purposes. They were de¬
signed to mobilise the community. Any
action which does not mobilise the
community toward the goat is not a
revolutionary action. The action might
be a marvelous statement of courage,
but if it does not mobilise the people
toward the goal of a higher mani¬
festation of freedom, it is not making
a political statement and could even
be counter-revolutionary.
We realised at a very early point
in our development, that revolution is
a process. It is not a particular action,
nor is it a conclusion. It is a process.
This is why when feudalism wiped out
slavery, feudalism mas revolutionary.
This is why when capitalism wiped
out feudalism, capitalism mas revolutionary. The concrete analysis of con¬
crete conditions will reveal the true
nature of the situation and increase
our understanding. This process moves
in a dialectical manner and we under¬
stand
the struggle of the opposites
based upon their unity.
Many times people say that our
Ten-Point Program is reformist; but
they ignore the fact that revolution is
a process. We left the program openended, so that it could develop and
people could identify with it. We did
not offer it to them as a conclusion;
we offered it as a vehicle to move
them to a higher level. In their quest
for freedom, and in their attempts to
prevent the oppressor from stripping
them of all the things they need to exist,
the people see things as moving from

support of the people.
Our strategy ujos based on a con¬
sistent ideology, which helped us to
understand the conditions around us.
We knew that the law was not pre¬
pared for what we were doing and
policemen were so shucked that they
didn't know what to do. We sail' that
the people felt a new pride and strength
because of the example we set for them,
and they began to look toward the
vehicle we were building for answers.
Later we dropped the term "SelfDefense" from our name and just be¬
came the Black Panther Partv. We
discouraged actions tike Sacramento
and police observations because we
recognized that these were not the
things to do in every situation or on
every occasion. We never called these
revolutionary actions. The only time
I Inn P Smit*.
an action is revolutionary is when the
people relate to it in a revolutionary
have to guide them into this under¬ way. If they will not use the example
standing. But he can never take them you set, then no matter how many
from A to Z in one jump, because guns you have, your action is not re¬
it is too far ahead. Therefore, when volutionary.
The gun itself is not necessarily
the revolutionary begins to indulge in
Z, or final conclusions, the people revolutionary, because the fascists
do not relate to him. Therefore he carry guns--in fact they have more
is no longer a revolutionary, if re¬ guns. A lot of so-called revolutionaries
volution is a process. This makes simply do not understand the statement
any action or function which does noi by Chairman Mao that "Political power
promote the process - non-revolu¬
tionary.
- ^
When the Party went to Sacramentd,
when the Party faced down the policei
men tn front of the office of Rampartsl
magazine, and when the Party patrolled]
the police with arms, we were acting]
(in 1966) at a time when the people had
given up the philosophy of non-violenf
direct action and were beginning to deal
with sterner stuff. We wanted them to
see the virtues of disciplined and or¬
ganized armed self-defense, rather
than spontaneous and disorganized out¬
breaks and riots. There were Police
Alert Patrols all over the country,
but we were the first armed police

A to B to C; they do not see things
as moving from A to Z. In other patrol. We called ourselves the Black
words they have to see first some basic Panther Party for Self Defense. In all
accomplishments, in order to realize of this we had political and revolution¬
that
major successes are possible. ary objectives in mind, but we knew
Much of the time the revolutionary will that we could not succeed without the

grows out of the barrel of a gun.]’
They thought Chairman Mao said poli¬
tical power is the gun, but the empliasii
is
on
grows. The culmination bf
political power is the ownership and
control of the land and the institutions
thereon, so that you can then get rid
of the gun. That is why Chairman Mao
makes the statement that, "We are
advocates of the abolition of war, we
do not want war; but war can only be
abolished, through war, and in order
to get rid of the gun, it is necessary
to take up the gun." He is always
speaking of getting rid of it. If he did
not look at it in those terms, then he
surely would not be revolutionary. In
other
words, the gun by all re¬
volutionary principles is a tool to be
used in our strategy; it is not an end
continued on next page
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continued from last page
m itself. This
was a part of the
original vision of the Black Panther
Party.

in, even though we may not see these
particular
concerns as the final
answers to our problems. We will
I had asked Eldridge Cleaver to never run for political office, but we
join the Party a number of times. Bui will
endorse
and
support those
he did not join until after the con¬ candidates
who
are acting in the
frontation with the police in front of true interests of the people. We may
the office of Ramparts Magazine, where
the police were afraid to go for their
guns. Without my knowledge, he took
this as the. Revolution and the Party.
But in our haste program it was not
until Point 7 that we mentioned the
gun, and this was intentional. We were
trying to
build a political vehicle
through which the people could ex¬
press their revolutionary desires. We
recognized that no party or organiza¬
tion can make the revolution, only the
people can. All we could do was act
as a guide to the people. Because
revolution is a process, and because
the process moues in a dialectical
manner. At one point one thing might
be proper, but the same action could
be improper at another point. We al¬
ways emphasized a concrete analysis
of concrete conditions, and then an
appropriate response to these con¬
ditions as a way of mobilizing the
people and leading them to higher levels
of consciousness.
People constantly thought

that we

even provide campaign workers for
them and do voter registration and
basic precinct work. This would not
be out of a commitment to electoral
politics, however. It would be our way
of bringing the will of the people to
bear on situations in which they are
interested. We will also hold such
candidates responsible to the com¬
munity, no matter how far removed
their offices may be from the com¬
munity. So we lead the people by
following their interests, with a view
toward raising their consciousness to
see beyond particular goals.
When Eldridge joined the Party it was
after the police confrontation, which
left him fixated with the "either-or"
attitude. This was that either the com¬
munity picked up the gun with the Party
or else they were cowards and there
was no place for them. He did not
realize that if the people did not re¬
late lo the Party, then there xvas no
way that the Black Panther Party could
make
any revolution, because the

were security guards and community

record shows that the people are the

police or something like this. This is
why we dropped the term "Self De¬
fense" from our name and directed
the attention of the people to the fact
that the only way they would get sal¬
vation is through their control of the
institutions
which
serve the com¬
munity. This would require that they

makers of the revolution and of world
history.

organize a political vehicle which would
keep their support and endorsement
through
its
survival programs of
service.
They would look to it for
answers and guidance. It would not be
an organization which runs candidates
for political office, but it would serve
as a watchman over the administrators
whom the people have placed in office.
Because

the

Black

Panther Party

grows out of the conditions and needs
of oppressed people, we are interested
in everything the people are interested

Sometimes there are those who ex¬
press personal problems in political
terms, and if they are eloquent, then
these personal problems can sound
very political. We charge Eldridge
Cleaver with this. Much of it is pro¬
bably beyond his control, because it is
so personal. But we did not know that
when he joined the Party, he was doing
so only because of that act in front
of Ramparts. We weren't trying to
prove anything to ourselves, all we
were trying to do, at that particular
point, was defend Betty Shabazz. But
we were praised by the people.
Under the influence of Eldridge

was reactionary simply because the
community mas not at that point. In¬
stead of being a cultural cult group,
we became, by that act, a revolution¬
ary cult group. But this is a basic
contradiction, because revolution is a
process, and if the acts you commit do
not fall within the scope of the process
then they are non-revolutionary.
What the revolutionary movement
and the Black community needs is a
very strong structure. This structure
can only exist with the support of the
people and it can only get its support
through serving them. This is why we
have
the
service
to the people
program - the most important thing
in the Party. We will serve their
needs, so that they can survive through
this oppression. Then when they are
ready to pick up the gun, serious
business will happen. Eldridge Cleaver
influenced us lo isolate ourselves from
the Black community, so that it was
war between the oppressor and the
Black Panther Party, not war between
the oppressor and the oppressed com¬
munity.
The Black Panther Party defected
from the community long before El¬
dridge defected from the Party. Our
hook-up with white radicals did not
give us access to the white com¬
munity, because they do not guide
the white community. The Black com¬
munity does not relate to them, so
we were left in a twilight zone, where
we could not enter the community with
any real political education programs;
yet we were not doing anything to

mobilize whites. We had no influence
in raising the consciousness of the
Black community and that is the point
where we defected.
We went through a free speech
movement in the Party, which was not
necessary, and only further isolated
us from the Black community. We had
all sorts of profanity in our paper
and every other word which dropped
from our lips was profane. This did
not happen before l was jailed, because
Cleaver the Party gave the community l would not stand for it. But Eldridge's
no alternative for dealing with us, ex¬
continued on next page
cept by picking up the gun. This move
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influence brought this about. I do not
blame Aim altogether; l blame the
Party because the Party accepted it.
Eldridge was never fully in the
leadership of the Party. Even after
Bobby was snatched away from us, I

the support of the people through
serving their needs. Then when the
police
or
any
other
agency of

repression tries to destroy the pro- j
gram, the people will move to a higher!
level of consciousness and action. Then
did not place Eldridge in a position the organised structure canguide the
of leadership, because he was not in¬ people to the point where they are pre¬
terested in that. I made David Hilliard pared to deal in many ways. This was
administrator of programs. I knew that
the strategy we used in 1966 when we
Eldridge would not do anything to lift
were related to in a positive way.
the consciousness of the comrades in
So the Black Panther Party has
the Party. But l knew that he could
reached a contradiction with Eldridge
make a contribution; and t pressed him Cleaver and he has defected from the
to do so. I pressed him to write and Party, because we would not order
edit the paper, but he wouldn’t do it.
everyone into the streets tomorrow to
The paper did not even come out every
make a revolution. We recognise that
week until after Eldridge went to jail.
this
is
impossible
because our
But Eldridge Cleaver did make great
dialectics or ideology, our concrete
contributions to the Black Panther
analysis of concrete conditions say that
Party with his writing and speaking.
it is a fantasy, because the people are
We want to keep this in mind, because
not at that point now. This contradiction
there is a positive and negative side to
and conflict may seem unfortunate to
everything.
The correct handling of a revolution some, but it is a part of the dialectical
is not to offer the people an "either- process. The resolution of this contra¬
or" ultimatum. We must instead gam diction has freed us from incorrect

analyses and emphases.
We are now free to move toward
the building of a community structure
which will become a true voice of the
people, promoting their interests in
many ways. We can continue to push
our basic survival program., We can
continue to serve the people as ad¬
vocates of their true interests. We can
truely become apolitical revolutionary
vehicle which will lead the people to
a higher level of consciousness, so
that they will know what they must
really do in their quest for freedom,
and they will have the courage to adopt
any means necessary to seize the time
and obtain that freedom.

HUEY P. NEWTON
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE
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WE STAND ROCK FIRM BEHIND
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
OUR BELOVED AND
COURAGEOUS CENTRAL COMMITEE

”, y
we 'iaue had the utmost
of love, respect and reverence for the
Party and its principles. For we know
that our Party is based on /oul
serving and meeting the needs of alt
the people. And we never separate oursetves from the People. We have never
left the People, never stopped louinenr

AND OUR LEADER,
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
AND
SUPREME SERVANT OF
THE PEOPLE,
HUEY P.NEWTON

t.Mum nu4.i \s
kllnlatcr of (ulturt
•Hack Pandoer Porn

Recently we were noli tied through the

tapes) are falling off and purging them¬

news media's various electronic trap¬
pings (namely, video tape) that we,
Emory Douglas, Masai, Big Man, Bob
Rush, and Doug Miranda, as members
of the Black Panther Party, were
considered
"neutral"
and "vacil-

selves. Thus, they are cleansing our
Party, so t/iat we remain the strong,
invincible force we always were.
To use the words from our com¬
rades in the San Quentin Branch of
our Party, "We take our stand with

MASAt IILW1TT
Minister o( bducatton
11 lack I’anihsr Party

serving the People. And because the
Black Panther Party represents ulti¬
mate service to the People in the true
interest of the People, we have never
left the Party, And we have no in¬
tention of doing so. On this we have

\

I-

■ *i 'i: ill Ah
lV|» Minui-r
iVlci'v
llllnnt* i .. .i ter

Hu i. Mill win
• iluk i'•(•iiier

ill.ifk l iMiiicr r.im

latmg" in regard to our allegiance to
our Party and Central Committee, and,

the

P. Newton", and his invincible thoughts
and courageous leadership. "No ifs
or but's about it."

that we were to make our positions
clear and "cleanse" the Party from
top to bottom. /Is we are neither

mk; man

neutral nor vacilhlory, we take this
opportunity to make ourselves expli¬
citly clear:
Ever since the inception of the Black
Panther
Party by our courageous
leaders,
Minister of Defense, and
Supreme Servant of the People, Huey
P. Newton and our beloved Chairman

Minister (Supreme Servant) Huey

Oil Minister of InformJtlon
Mljck 1'jntlier I’.irtv

never

vacillated and never intend to.

In
terms
of the
Party’s being
"cleansed", the "sores" and "scabs"
of dead weight and other corrosive
elements of our Party (as were men¬
tioned in these mass media video

Rock Firm with Undying love for our
Party, our beloved Central Committee
and the people,
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
EMORY DOUGLAS, MAS/U HEWITT,
BIG MAN, BOB RUSH AND DOUG
MIRANDA

continued from pope 9

ANOTHER FASCIST

RAILROAD OF OUR

So on M.irch 5th, Jenson decided he
needed more time and he had David's
trial continued until May 3rd, 1971.
Just enough time to contrive some
"evidence” and far enough In advance
of the arrival of the attorney of David's
choice, who cannot be here until June
of this year. However, the court Is
"generously” going to allow Davtd
to discuss the fact that the attorney
of his choice cannot appear in court
on the date they've set for trial. On
April 5th, he returns to court to argue
that he be given the right to the at¬

torney of his choice.
All of this is part of a carefully
planned, fascist plot to destroy the
leadership of the Black Panther Party,
as this Is only one of a long series
of legal attacks that have been launched
against our Chief of Staff to Jail him:
the false charges from his Moratorium
Speech (November, 1969) of threatening
the life of the fascist president of the
U.S.; a phony gun charge from Febru¬
ary, 1968, (for which he was acquitted,
stood retrial, convicted and Is now
appealing); a six-month contempt of

CHIEF OF

STAFF

court charge (for which he served one
month, after the charge was dropped)
for betng a black man trying toobserve
the
fascist,
racist New Haven
court case of Chairman Bobby Seale
and Ertcka Huggins; and now, this
false charge stemming from April
6th, 1968.
But neither napery, pigs, nor any
force on earth can stop the Black
Panther Party,our courageous leaders
or the Peoplel
ALL POWER TO THF PEOPLE!
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On the Assassination of Comrade
Robert Webb (West Coast Ministry)

loberft lift uoa (okan from th* aarvlca of On
>ple
by
tevtn
(7)
cowardly
in tcr-rwuoiu tlonary
rt unionist
lackeys,
owing the orders of Huey Newton and David
lord. This was done because he had taken a
id with the true revolutionary forces In
iylon under the leadership of Chairman
•by_ Seale, Min. of Information, Eldrldge
iver.
Field
Marshall,
Don
Cox
and
nm unicat ions Secretary, Kathleen Cleaver.
lobert was a brother who saw and could not
te to expounding a lot of rhetoric withoutt
king it up with revolutionary action.

armed itrogflt when you don't attempt to get
out where the people are - while Black and all
oppressed people don't have proper housing,
food and the basic necessities of life, this
cowardly revisionist clique of Newton and
HilUard are
living In expensive, high-rise
ap&tmentx, homes paid for by brothers and
sisters subjecting themselves to all sorts of foul
conditions to raise money for the people's
struggle, money that could have been used to
feed those hungry children that you claimed to
love — you paid $30.00 a day for your meals
and
your
bad
rugs
ordered
from
Pons.: You say Robert Is dead — but we

h*
lives,fre lives in all of ua who loved
hrough education and first hand experience him. At Robert's funeral there were tears—not
tooling with people In the Black community, only tears of sorrow, the tears ran because
*7

knew that the will of the people and niggers were mad — killin’ mad — Robert was
desire for freedom should be first and shot from the back, cowardst I'm glad that you

Vrt
r

most m the minds of a true revolutionary, fools were afraid of Robert because there are so
some selfish whims — such as the ones many more of us like Him, who possess his
wn by Huey, David and their Oakland circus revolutionary love for the people, and no matter
queroding as servants of the people. It has how many you knock down — we will continue
i proven for a revolutionary to survive and
ck the oppeeesive system another day. he
t be able to move with the people as a fish
•ugh tha ivalor How can you bring about

to march forward, getting stronger by the
minute and serve the people. Robert’s principal
weapon was not his gun. but his relationship
with the people. When he went out In the

community he went out as a friend, a brother —
that’s why the people loved and respected him.
He always talked about how proud he felt
knowing that Huey was his leader - he
protected Huey with his own life everytime he
•food security for the man.

|

Robert was a warrior, it rang, and beautiful
I
every way possible, armed with the theory oA I
revolution> I’d just like to say this to you Robert) I
— your gun has been received and I shall go I
forward until I am tfopped by a bullet In myj
bmin — I will teach LIT Masai all that you havJ |
taught me. You came a long way Robert “from
New Orleans Louisiana, still a child, to Hunter'll]
Point, San Francisco, California — /tyltin#.
stealing, gang-wamng, partying, to the service —|
lived through it — came home and joined

die)

Party — you were sent to New Hasten, uwfctnd
to set me, Peggy, Lonnie, Bobby, ErtckmJ
George, London and Rory free, to set the peopld
fits.
King Man-Revolutionary
spuit lives onI

Warrior

—

Your \

To the leaders and tackles of the revisionist
camp — we will not be satisfied until your blood
floufs freely in the streets of Babylon!

West Coast Ministry of Information
DEATH TO THE SUTREME FOOLS.
NEWTON and HILLIARD!

.i.r. .
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FOR SAM
oam maae a commitment to the peo¬
ple; he dedicated his li/e to the better¬
ment of mankind. The vehicle through
which he served the people was the
Black Panther Party, and its organ the
Black Panther Intercommunal News
Service. He believed very strongly in
the Party and the work he did in serving the people. He would always say, the
Black Panther Intercommml News
Service was the life of the Party and
the People; and with that he did his best
to see that the paper circulated from
community to community throughout
this

fascist

empire and the world.

ONE WORD IS A THOUSAND WORDS TO A THOUSAND EARS.
SAM NAPIER SPREAD THE PEOPLE'S Wtm
EVEN NOW WE HEAR IT RESOUND TEN THOUSAND TIMES.

"CIRCULATE TO EDUCATE"
Sam Napier,

Black Panther Party,

Intercommunal News Service, Circulation Manager,
Murdered By Fascists, April 17, 1971 New York, New York

Telegram

western union
1048 Peralta

Central

Headquarters

Black Panther

Party
Our loss Is great one. Loss of one
comrade diminishes our number, yet
brutal crimes perpetrated against us by
oppressor only serves to heighten our
resolve and revolutionary fervor. Sam
has given most any human being can
give for his people-he has given his
life. Sam did not die In vain, he died
for the very thing he lived for-revolution. His murderers will not go un¬
punished on scales of eternity, for the
Just shall Inherit the earth, sweeping
away all Insane men. Long live the

1048 Peralta St.
Oakland Calif.
To the family and fellow comrades
of Samuel Napier we Join you in mourn¬
ing for our comrade in arms, his death
was heavter than Mount Tal, his spirit
of absolute selflessness and dedication
to the people will never die, wrath
of the people will surely avenge this
revolutionary servant of the people.

self but always devoted to the people
and the struggle.
Being his wife, I am very heart
broken over his death and regret the
loss the people will feel, and his two
sons, Stag and Huey, his comrades and
myself. But being a servant of the peo¬
ple, t feel the significance of his death
can only strengthen the Party and the
masses of people. And because of this
new strength, l am sure the work that
he and other brothers and sisters who
have been murdered by the reactionary
forces have left behind will be carried
out to the fullest and on a higher level.
And to you, Sam, I will do as you
hwve in the name of the revolution.
REVOLUTIONARY LOVE FOREVER I

East Coast Distribution and

Black Panther Party.

to Educate and Educate to Liberate."
Many nights Sam would set at home
jotting down ideas to increase circula¬
tion. That was Sam, always serving
the people. Never once thinking of him¬

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE I

spirit of Sam Napier.
MASS STATE CHAPTER

He knew that in order for the people
to be able to liberate themselves from
the enemy, that they would have to be
educated. Sam could only see the people
being educated through circulating the
Black Panther Party Intercommunal
News Service. Time after time l would
hear Sam in the office or in the streets
walking fast and shouting, "Circulate

Connecticut

ALL

POWER

State Chapter

Black Panther Party

Pauline Napier

TO

THE

PEOPLEI
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LETTER OF CONDOLENCE
TO: COMRADE SISTER PAULINE NAPIER, WIDOW
OF A TRUE REVOLUTIONARY AND ULTIMATE
SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE, COMRADE SAM NAPIER
We, the San Quentin Branch, Black
Panther Party would like to share with
you, our Comrade sister, all the aches
and pains you must have, not only as a
wife, but as a beautiful Black sister who
stood strong., not behind; but beside her
comrade, revolutionary husband, Sam
Napier, who has been more than active
in the Black Panther Party since 1966.
And there’s no doubt in our minds that
had there been a Huey P. Newton,
Bobby Seale and Black Panther Party a
hundred years ago Comrade Sam and
sister Pauline would have, if possible,
been front runners then in the people's
struggle for freedom and liberation
from capitalism,
which forced her
husband to die at the barbaric, inhu¬
mane, evil, filthy, merciless, cancer¬
carrying hands of power hungry and
coward warlocks, who will stop at no¬
thing to try and slow the wheels of the
Black Panther Party, for a DOLLAR
or POWER I
Comrade Sam Napier was the Circu¬
lation Manager of the Black Panther
paper, and was responsible for thou¬
sands and thousands of Black Panther
papers
being
distributed across
AmeriKKKa and other parts of the
world to enlighten and bring truth to
the Black and oppressed masses, serv¬
ing the people diligently in all his
ways and actions. The brother was
aware that one day his life would come
to a halt, as history shows, when one
brings the truth to the people. With
this knowledge the comrade continued
to serve the people to the fullest of one
man's capacity, sometimes even like
four or five; his primary interest was
not in himself but his people, whom he
knew needed strength and knowledge
from one who was willing, if necessary
to sacrifice his life for them.
Even though Comrade Sam Napier's
hands were tied and bound behind his
back and he was shot six times to as¬
sure his death, and the Black Panther
office was burnt down, by cowardly
enemies of the people who want to stop
the distribution of the Party's paper,
knowing that the sales of such papers
help FEED, CLOTHE, EDUCATE, and
give MEDICAL ASSISTANCE to tens of
thousands of Black babies and adults
across this jive imperialistic,dogmatic
AmenKKKan plantation, he died the
death of a man, a true revolutionary
soldier, on the fore-front, representing
his faith in the people... and for the peo¬
ple. The Black Panther Party and the

people will not let the thoughts and
services of Comrade Sam Napier pass
pene'd* *** "‘*W* asifnott,in*kashapComrade Sister, Pauline, you can
rest assured that history will repeat
itself and the assassins will be dealt
with accordingly, and all the people's
enemies. And there will be no com¬
promising, negotiations or any peace
loving sympathy for those who uphold
such genocidal plots as have occurred
in the past by any of the pigs. For
they chose to fight against the people,
so they must be chastised by the wrath
of the people. We have faith in the peo¬
ple, that's why we have dedicated our
lives to serving the people; and we have
faith in the Black Panther Party, that's
why we are members of- the Black
Panther Party; u>e also have faith in
you. Black revolutionary Queen, to be
the
strong
Black
mother of this
universe that comrade Sam really knew
you to be. He might not have told you
verbally or in a way you might have
understood, but he died for you and all
of us oppressed people. He gave his one
and only life to try and free us of the
chains of oppression, that are perpetu¬
ated by imperialism and its diabolical
methods. Hold strong, sister, like you
have done for over 400 years. You are
the very back bone, blood, life and
breath of the Black man's struggle. We
understand you have carried the toad of
our people for centuries and it gets
awfully heavy at times; but it’s the
strong sisters, like yourself, that give
us more drive and determination to
stand and fight back. We are just begin¬
ning to walk, and who knows better
than you, comrade Pauline. The people
love you and we love you, so please
do not turn loose our hands because we
need you.
When we in San Quentin heard of the
comrade's assassination on Saturday,
April 17, 1971 sister, if we might add,
we were as deeply and still are, af¬
fected as you. We felt and feel very
helpless here in maximum security,
not being able to be right there with
you, personally, makes us feel almost
useless; and not being able to do any¬
thing other than to give our moral sup¬
port to you and the people. It’s not
enough... it's just not enough. So, sis¬
ter, please join us in a little thought
and hope, that all of those cowardly,
back-stabbing running dogs that miss

the wrath of the people out there in
minimum security unil be extradited in
some way here to California and sent
here, especially their leader. We know
how to deal with the people's enemies,
effectively. And by our hands being
tied like they are, sister, we are looking for your moral and revolutionary
support, because we know you loved
your husband and love the people, and
we love you for it. To ium around
now would mean that Comrade Sam
died in vain, and that, he didn't be¬
cause we are going to keep pushing
straight ahead, stronger than ever. And
nothing, nor any oppressive force is go¬
ing to stop the free Breakfast, free Me¬
dical clinics, the Free Shoe Store and
any other of the people’s programs, and
papers that belong to the people. We are
fighting for total freedom from oppres¬
sion, and that means any oppressive
force whatsoever.
Let us make ourselves clear. We
are not, and will not cease our strug¬
gle, nor will we rest at nights until
JUSTICE has been dealt to the ones
involved in the brutal murder of a war¬
rior for the people. Naw, naw we ain't
going to let these vicious pig perpetrat¬
ed attacks stop us from our main ob¬
jective at all. We know the pigs and this
racist Government fear this paper; but
why? All we're doing is telling the
truth;so if they don't tike what's being
said, why don't they stop killing us. Be¬
cause the world is going to know the
truth, if we have to write papers and
pass them out by hand and on bicycles.
We are going to give up, if necessary,
our lives for the sake of our people,
like the great and truly dedicated war¬
rior and comrade toall anti-OPPRESSORS of the universe, comrade Sam Na¬
pier.
Sister Pauline, hold high the banner
of revolution, because we in S.Q. are
going to struggle for the very same
thing that your warrior, comrade and
husband fought for, until we get free¬
dom one way or the other. We all send
our revolutionary love to a strong and
courageous comrade and sister, Paul¬
ine Napier. Excuse our not being pre¬
sent, but soon we will be by your side
with our tools for liberation. Right Onl
WE LOVE YOUSISTERI

Asst. Lt of Education
San Quentin Branch
Black Panther Party
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OUR DIFFERENCES ARE ONES
OF STRATEGY
Normally we don’t air differences
between revolutionaries; especially
those differences propped upandpropangandlzed
through
the power
structure s
press.
Hcwever, the
power structure Is taking advantage
of the smaller differences between us
to set us all up and destroy us. A re¬
cent Incident In San Francisco pro¬
vided a perfect case In point, that
Incident Involving the arrest of Kath¬
leen Cleaver. Therefore, to deprive
the power structure of the use of this
weapon against us, that Is the Algiers
group and the Black Panther Party,
the Black Panther Party would like to
describe, briefly, what the real Is¬
sue Is, and why It Is that the idea that
the Black Panther Party would go out
to assassinate Kathleen Is absurd.

said, "the phase of legal defense Is
over...we must now use more ad¬
vanced tactics against the courts.
Now, we got to break 'em all out.”
(National Guardian, April 17, 1971).
Our response was not to hurl back
epithets, but to organize more vtgouously around what we understood,
which we felt would expose the In¬
correctness of theCleavers'position.
Wv believed they had lost touch with
the people, had placed their own de¬
sires and Ideas above those of the
people. Our task was to show the
Importance, the necessity, of a mass
Involvement In our struggle, eventual ly demonstrating the correctness of

The essence of the differences be¬
tween the Black Panther Party and
Fldrldge and Kathleen Cleaver are
over strategy.
We all agree that
those who control the United States
oppress Black people, other people
of color, the masses of people In
this country, and liberation from this
oppression can only come when the
power In the hands of those few Is
transferred to the hands of all of us,
together. We also agree that the use
of revolutionary violence will probab¬
ly be required to resolve this contra¬
diction. Therefore, the differences
boll down to strategic ones.
The Cleavers believed the hour
of decision had come; the time was
at hand to engage the
tactics of
guerrilla warfare to defeat our op¬
pressors. We believe not only that
the people were not presently ready
for such, but that the Black Panther
Party also was not ready; that Is,
the Black Panther Party had failed
to satisfy even the first prerequi¬
site for such a level of struggle,
a base in the Black community. When
these differences became uncontalnable - building a Black army as Eldrldge and Kathleen had wanted and
building a base In the Black commun¬
ity through services and survival pro¬
grams - separation hecame Inevit¬
able.
Ihe Algiers group denounced our
Party as revisionist. They pointed to
our efforts to defend our Jailed bro¬
thers through the courts, through free
bussing to prison and free commis¬
sary programs, through mass cam¬
paigns, as an example of our "re¬
visionism ",
Kathleen specifically

In view of these dlfferoicew, we
were surprised and astonished to find
out thst Brother Ruchell Magee re¬
jects the support of the Blsck Panther
Party and Instead authorized Kathleen
Cleaver to organize and direct a Ru¬
chell Magee Defense Committee.
We though that the principles tsught
by our fallen comrade, George Jackson. had been heard and Internalized
by Ruchell. From their first meet¬
ing until his assassination. Comrade
George had attempted to show Ruchell
that, rather than Isolate himself, Ru¬
chell should attempt to organize; bod
Inside and outside the San Quentin
walls. Comrade George knew that
without the support of the people,
gained through active practice, nothing
could be accomplished.
As the only survivor of the August
7th uprising In San Rafael, Ruchell
Magee laces a death sentence, or at
best, life Imprisonment. It Is dis¬
heartening, now, when support tor
his case is most needed, to realize
that Ruchell chooses to reject that
support. In his rejection of the aid
offered by the Black Panther Party.
Ruchell tells us of his rejection of the
concept of survival programs to meet
out people's needs.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
We are reprinting this excerpt from
Ruchell's letter;
September 13, 1972
Stale of Califomi i
County of Marin

RUCHELL MAGEE

our theory by getting Into closer
touch with the people.
Wv have done that. Wv are building
a real revolutionary base. We are
building support. Wv are running
for electoral offices. Wv have no
need, no desire to eliminate Eldridge
and KJthleen. They are not a threat
to us, to our efforts to build a base
tn the Black community.We know-hey
too understand this, for the Cleavers
are now appealing (more enthusi¬
astically and submissively than we
ever did) :o the very same courts
they attacked us for working through,
pleading the courts' permission to
allow Eldridge back Into America.

Public Notification
Ruchell (Cinque) Magee, residing in
the city of Tamal, California, San
Quentin
Prison, hereby authorize
KathleenCleaver.to organize and direct
Ruchell Defense Committee or Com¬
mittees.
Further, / hereby give notice to
the public that Kathleen Cleaver is
the only person until full authority
to raise and/or obtain defense funds
in my behalf, as I might or could
do if personally present.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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The article accuses the Black Panther Party
of a very serious crime. It la libelous per se and we here¬
by demand an Immediate retraction In the same prominent
setting In the front page as the original scurrilous article
appeared.
Your conduct In this disregards the commonest
form of decency and the negligent and careless handling of
the events leads my clients to believe that vou are part and
parcel of trying to create an Incident. Should vou decide to
Ignore this and not give the retraction the lull and complete
coverage that the Initial scurrilous article had, we will have
no other recourse than to prosecute this matter to the full
extent of the law.
Needless to tell you that Mr. Newton and the Black
Panther Party deny categorically and emphatically each and
every statement contained In that article which has been
carelessly and negligently and Intentionally written tocreate
the Idea In the reading public that the Black Panther Parry
and Huey P. Newton would resort to the low and underhanded
form of crime that you have indicated therein.
The writer of this letter believes in the right of
the freedom of the press and has on many occasions fought
for those rights; but your right of freedom of the press does
not permit you to Invade and destroy the reputation and the
Integrity of a groupof men and women fighting and struggling
for a better way of life. I hope that it will not be necessary
to litigate this matter. 1 am enclosing a copy of the article
so that you will not have any difficulty In finding It.
Very truly yours,

Charles R. Gerry

/

September 15, 1972
CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE
These are the excerpts taken from letters written to the
San Francisco Chronicle and Examiner, the San Francisco
Police Commission and the Chief of Police In San Francisco,
Attorney Charles Garry asked each of them to retract the
slanderous statements they made. The following are his
words:
September 15, 1972

Donald Scott
Chief of Police
850 Bryant Street
San Francisco, California
San Francisco Police Commission
850 Bryant Street
San Francisco, California
RE:

Huey P. Newton and the Black Panther Party

Gentlemen:
San Francisco Examiner
5th and Mission Streets
San Francisco, California
Mr. Ed Montgomery
c/o San Francisco Examiner
5th and Mission Streets
San Francisco, California
San Francisco Chronicle
5th and Mission Streets
San Francisco, California
RE:

Demand for Immediate retraction by Huey P. Newton
and the Black Panther Party

Gentlemen:
This office represents Huey P. Newton and the
Black Panther Party.
In the San Francisco Examiner Chronicle publication of Sunday, September 10, 1972, you
published scurrilous and defamatory criminal accusations
against Mr. Huey P. Newton and the Black Panther Party
In a feature article by Mr. Ed M mtgomery on the front
page and thereafter continued it on page 28, Section A.

1 call your attention particularly to that portion
of the San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle, September
10, 1972, which reads as follows:
"Authorities are convinced it marked another
chapter in the all out battle between the Black Panther
faction led by Huey Newton In Oakland and the offshoot led
by Cleaver. It has already been blamed for several kill¬
ings.”
On behalf of my clients, we hereby demand from
you a denial that you or your men under you made any such
statements. We demand an Immediate public statementdlsownlng such Irresponsible charges against my clients. On
the other hand If you believe that the paragraph herein
referred to Is along the lines that you believe than I would
Immediately demand on behalf of my clients evidence to
support such a scurrilous accusation.
Very truly yours.

APPENDIX B
GOVERNMENTAL CAMPAIGN
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HUEY P. NEWTON
Minister of Defense

Date

City & Stale

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
Minister of Information

Name

Charge or Act

Sacramento,

Bail

BOBBY SEALE
Chairman

Disposition Status

Charted with conspiracy to dis¬
turb the peace of assemble (re
demonstration In Capitol o* ri|t*
to bear arms after murder by
Richmond police of Denali Dowell,
and Increased repression afaiaet
Black people)

CiUf.

May 22. 1961

DAVID HILLIARD
Chief of Staff

Oakland,
Clllf.

Oct. 21. 1961

Oakland,
Clllf.

Huey P. Newton

Oct.. 1961 April, 1966

Oakland
San Francisco
Berkeley,
Calif.

Panther members

Statu*, Wash.

E\ elvn Henderson

Arrested for carrytnt tun near
a |aU

Convicted June 6. 1969
three years probation

Murder, assault with Intent to com¬
mit
murder
and
k!dnapptn«
(wounded by police)

Oe Sept 26, 1966, sentenced 3- IS |
years; now in prison

Constant harassment by police re
Panther vehicles

Held 36 hours, chirr** dropped I

Ro‘«ert I lender son
Jimmy Davis
Ruin Tale
Kav White

Jin. II, 1966

Seattle, Wash

Jin. 16, 1966

Oakland, Calif.

Jin. 16. I9GI

San Franclsco, Calif.

Attempt to kill police officer

David Hilliard

Passlnf out leaflets

Cldrlil^c n hath Icon

Police broke down door of home
without search warrant

I. leaver

Mb. 1568

Indianapolis. Indiana

Bruce Council
IMchard Mclteynolds
Han Gins

Trvspaaslni, disorderly
Sam*
Same

Case pendln| i juvenile)
l sse disposed of (juv )
P«mdlnc (Juvenile)

Chart* dropped

I Cb 1968

Indianapolis. Indiana

Robert Wrlfht

Mb 23. 1966

Oakland, Calif.

Bobby Seale

Conspiracy to
commit murder
(police broke down door of home
without search wsrrant)

Mb. 1968

San F ranclsco, Calif

Hester woods

Eorfery

April 3. 1968

Oakland, Calif

Father Nell's Church

Polle* broke into BPP meetlnf
at the church, shotfuns ready

Party members

Harassed while putllnf up election
campalcn posters

David Hilliard

Conspiracy
to commit
(police ambush)
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Ssme
(wounded) Same
(wounded) Same

April 6, 1966

Oakland. Calif

•* * • • < •».
Charles Bursty
Donnell Lankford
Wendel wad*
Terry Cotton
warren Wells
Eldrldc* Cleaver

6 months

Huey P. Newton,
Minister oi Delense
Bobby Seale,
Chairman
Founders of the
Black Panther Party
BOBOV HUTTON <4
BOBBY SEALE IN —
SAC TO. MAY 2, 1967

murder

20.000 (on Au*. 16,
Convicted, servinc time

2 hunf Juries, convicted thlrdtrla! |
Parols revoked - in estle
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City & Stale

April 7, leaa

SaatUa, Wio.

April 12, iaaa

Oakland, Calif.

Name

Victoria. B C

Bail

*1111# Braaiar
Cheater Nonhlngtoa
Tony Buford

Araon
Sama
Sama

Claa Stafford
Robert Qo,

Stoppad by pollca nhUa returning
from
Bobby Hutton-* funeral-.
®a«ad, bookadaarobbary auapncta

Tarry Clarldy
Richard Llnyard

via* 21, iota

Charge or Act

Hobtrr Whlta

1 000
6.000
6.000

HotOw Harding

Carrying offanelre weapon, con.
caalad naapoo, undar Influanca
LSD. poaaaaalon kaaklak

May, 1961

Seattle, Wu6.

Buddy Yalaa

Interference with arraat

jum, i9#a

Saatila. Weak.

Carl Halaoa

Prowling

SaatUa, wau

Aaron Dlioo

lotarfaraaca with arraat

Seattle. Waak.

Cary Owaae

Calling cop "pig'1,
)uaaa poaaaaalon

Jum. 1961

Jum. iota

than marl*

XBHUAKt II

■

BACK I

Oispotilion—Slalut
10 yaara
2 yaara probation
2 yaara probation

Hold 6 hour a. klcknd out of country

Dropped
1.000

Dropped

1.000

6 montka probation

Jum, 1966

San Franclaco, Calif.

Dealer Wooda

Curfaw

76

9 daya

Jum II, 1966

N Y . New York

Ronald Hill

Riot. FalonluaAaaault

1,000

Pending and bench warrant (aa«
capad jail)

N.Y , New York

William Hampton

Riot, Falonlua Aaaault

1,600

Pending and banco warrant (fuglUn)

Saatila, Waak.

Aaron Dlioo
Curtla Harrta

Grand larconey
Sama

16.000
19.000

Found not gullly
Sama

6 month* probation

Jum 16, 1966

July. 1966

July, 1968

SaatUa. weak

Cary Owena

Poaaaaaloo mariiuaiu

1,000

July, 1968

Sue » raartfrco, Calif.

Dealer wood*

Interference with pollca

122

aboveELDHIDGE CLEAVER
AFTER APRIL 6, 1968
right- HUEY P. NEWTON OCT. 28, 1967
SaatUa. waak.

Panthar oftlca

Pollca attack on office

Saatila, Weak

Bobby Whlta

Maced and beaten by pollca

ItllY, 1966

SaatUa, Waak.

Bobby Harding
Bobby whlta
Joa Atkina

Beaten by pollca
Sama
Sama

AU|

1966

SaatUa. Waak.

Joa Atkina

Concealed weapon

<10

Aug. 1966

SaatUa. waak.

Bobby Whlta
Sandy Randolph
Jimmy Da via
Earl Brooka

Aulo thafl
Sama
Sama
Sama

1,000

Aug. 14, 1966

Brooklyn. N Y

Cue (name unknown)

Dlaordarly conduct

Aug. 21. 1966

Brooklyn, N Y

Darryl Balnea

Falooloua aaaault, reflating ar*
raat and atolao property
Sam*
Sama
Sam*

July, 1969
July. 1066

Stare McKelly
Juan
Corail
fleet name a unknown)

Aug. 1966

Newark. N J

Vug. 1966

Detroit, Mich.

Panther office

Office flrebombed

Police*Panther gunflght
(no Inlurlaa)

Oppressed people, hear me. I speak loud so that all fascist
Babylon can hear me. I practice what I preach, yet I m not a
preacher
/ will die so that you may gain your freedom, and
I'm not a god. Who dm 17 / AM A REVOLUTIONARY, a Black
Panther, and my purpose in life is to SeizeJheJTirne^^^^^^^^^

• month* probation
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Dale
Auf, 1068

Aug, IS. 1061

City & Stale
Seattle, Waah

Meilco City

Name
Ptnther leader

David Hilliard
Georg* Murray
Landon william*

Charge or Acl
Conaptrecy (following
rlalng)

Bail
Black

up-

Jailed

Kidnapped bp fDl

Aug. IT. 1068

Hawaii

Kathleen Cleaver

Refuted entrance u> Japan

Aug. 1666

Seattle, Waah.

Earl Net eon
Robert Menderaon
Jimmy Da via
Aaron 01 ion

Stopped In car bp police, hareaeed

N Y . New York

Darryl Balnea
John Martinet
George Correa

F elonlua Aaaaull
Sam#
Same

N Y . New York

12 Paninere

Off dulp pollca attack In Orooklpn
courthouaa (lacaratlona, one free*
•uratf tkuil)

New tork 4 Baltimore

Jamea Morrla
Jimmy Williams
Shanora Allllama
Kim Molllngaworlh

Out of atata flight, conaptrecy to 2,000 (New York)
commit arson
29.000* 9M.wi(DeMlmnre)
Sana
Sama
Santa

AU(. 1, 1066

Sept. 4, 1066

Sept. 0, 1068

Sept. 20. 1068

Omaha, Neb

Panther members

Stolan car warrant

S«pt

Milwaukee, W|s

Earl Levervite
Jeaae while
llooker Colllna

Attempted murder
attempted murder
attempted murder

Oakland, Calif,

Panther office

Police ahootup of headquarter'a
(nlfht of lluep Newton* a eentencti*)

22, I960

Sept. 21, 1906

Sept. 30, 1064

Brooklyn. N Y

Joudon ford

Falontoua aaaaull. obstruction of
|ov. idm. and restating arreat

Sept

Seattle, Waah.

Lewie Jackann

Snot at bp police In car peaeing
Ilia home

1968

Disposition - Status

10,000
90,000
11,900

10,000
io'ooo
10.000

Ulapoaed of caa«
Same
Santa

oo.

pandlitf
pending
pending
Police were on dutp and admltiedlp
drunk

2,000

Sept. 1066

N Y . New York

Joudon Ford

Obatrnetlng for. adm.

900

Out on bell, pendtne

Sept. 1068

NY . New York

Joudon ford

Haraaament, realetlna arreat

1.900

Out on ball, pendlnc

Sept. 1964

Seattle, Waah.

Buddy Yalta

Threatening officer

1,000

Sept. 1066

Seattle, Waah.

Robert Henderson

Concealed weapon

1.000

Oct. 1066

Seattle, Waah.

Bobby While
Tony Buford

Hitchhiking, then pone, marijuana
Sama

Oct

Seattle, Waah

Mike Nelaon

Aaaaultlng officer

Seattle, Waah.

Cornell Gerdoer
vietor Stoveii

Armed robbery
Seme

1066

Oct. 1966

OCt. 1966

Seattle, Waih.

Oct. 1966

Seattle, Waah.

Aaron Dlion
Buddy Yalta

Then
Seme

Lewla Jaekaoe

Suaplclon of robbery, then another
robbery charge

Oct. IT. 1968

Orooklyn, N Y

Victor Parraa

Charged
with machine gunning
police Italian In New Jeriap

Oct

1066

Denver, Colo.

Panther office

Offlca ahot up In pollca attack
on Black community and Penthere

Oct. 1966

Denver, Colo.

Lauren weieon

Conap. to commit areon(re eame
Incident above)

Oct

N Y.. New York

Panther headquartt

Police haraaamenl over ueeofbnll
horn

1966

relate*

119 fine, • moa. probation
Ralaaaed

6 month a youth detention
Dropped chargea
1,000
1,000

Chargea dropped
Chargea dropped
Pending, in jail

90,000

PIGS
VAMP ON
SACHFMENTO
OFFICE
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Oct. 1969

N Y.. Now York

Wilbur wjmo

Robbery

Oct. 1949

N Y . Now York

Kim Holllof aworto

Arson (Boltlmoro - tougbi oairo¬
il 111 oo)
Sobo
Sobo
Saao
(At trial la Baltimore, boll aot
(or aU lour at 25,000 aacb. Loallo
William# tad Morrla found Dot
CUllly; Hllllngswortb and Jimmy
Wliuaaa found guilty, aantoncod
to 8 ytara aacb, ibon ralaaaod II
promlao not to appeal)

Joaoo Morrla
Loollo Williams
Jimmy Williams

Oct

21. 1988

10.000

iervtng 8 yoora

Loot oat radii loo
i.ooo

|,ooo
2.500

Same
Same
Same

N Y . Now York

Lumumba Shekur
Nathanial Burns
Michael Tabor

Burflary and burg. tools
Same
Same

Released without bed. pemung
Same
Sam*

San 1 rartcisco. Call!.

James Durford

Resisting
traffic

30 days

Nov. 1968

Seattle, wash

Buddy Yates

Armed robbery
Past chare*

5.000
12,500

20 yaara

Nov. I9C6

Seattlo. wash.

Curtla Harris
Billy Jackson

Threatening to murder
Same

500
500

Charge dropped
Two months prolniton

Nov

Seattle, Was*.

Willy Brasier
Curtis Harris

Robbery, concealed weapon
Same

Nov. 1968

Sao Fram-lsco. Colli.

Do iter woods

Profanity

Nov

Oft

1968

1908

1968

arrest,

obstructing

Son Francisco. CalU.

VIrun Bowman •

Assault with deadly weapon

Nov. 1969

Seattle, Wasb.

Kathy Nefaal llslley

Assaulted by police In courthouse,
not arrested

Charges dropped
Same

250

Pending

Nov. 4. 1968

N Y . New York

William H amp*on

attempted robbery (Coon.)

10.000

Nov 4, 1968

N Y., New York

Nathaniel Burns

Attempted robbery (Conn.)

10.000

Pending

Nov S. 1969

N Y.. Now York

Ronald lllll

Poes, weapon (Conn.)

10.000

Plea, probettoo

NOV. 5, 1969

N Y., New York

Lumumhe Shakur

Poas. weapon (Conn.)

10,000

Pending

Nov. 1968

N.Y., New York

Jerfe Aponte

Pose marl|uana

500

Pending

Nov. 1966

N.Y., Now York

Tom Henderson

lotert with police

Nov. 1969

N Y., New York

Martin Harowood

Disorderly conduct

Nov. 12. 1969

Brooklyn, N Y

Trule Simpson

Pose, eiplosives

DOC. 5, 1969

Jersey City, N J

Isaiah Rowley

Charles Hicks
victor Perea

Alter. Id wot. Nos. NJS2A - SI - IS, 30.000
pose, firearm* NJS2A ISI •6, as90-3,
sault with weapon NJS2A
poos, eiplosives NJS2A 151-59.
151-00
25,000
Sam*
30,000
Sam*

Plea, prooetlon

Case dismissed

Case dismissed
25.000

In Jail

Court date: 10/27/49

Doc. 7, 1946

Newark, N J.

Panther office

Police bomb office

Ooc. 7. 1969

Denver, Colo.

Panther office

Office raided

Dm. 18, 1966

Chicago, Illinois

12 Panthers
(names not listed)

MIsdemwMAurs sod weapons
chanree

frum 7.000 to 14,000 each

Doc

Indiana poll#, iDtuano

Dan Clns
Mike Cannon

lotlinldatlac officer
Sam*

10,000 (reduced to 2.000)
25,000 (reduced to 2,000)

1 »•« probation
1 year probation

Indianapolis. Indiana

Lawrence Huberts

Disorderly conduct

2,500

850

1909

14. 1906

Indianapolis. Indiana

Panther ofllcc

Office raided, ransacked and tear
(j»s*d

19, 1909

Doc. 19

Hoc

(in*

and

6 mos

•

probation
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Dale
D*e. ii. 1999

DtC. II, lid

City & Stale

Name

Indian*polls, Indians

Thrtt Panthers
(already la Jsll)

Indianapolis, Indians

Lswr*nc* C

Charge or Act

ilobtris

Cannoa
Qlns

Dtc. II, 1901

Denver. Colo.

Psalter oliict

Dtc

II, 1961

Denver, Colo.

Dtc

17. 1991

Des Molnts, lows

Psntter oliict

indlsnspolls, Indians

Abram Sharrll

Dtc. 29, 196 9

four Psninors

Bail

Dispotilion —Status

Charged conspiracy to atealsrma,
• nd aasaaainata pollct cMal (rt
Indldant above)

Olsordtrlr conduct. Interfering
*iOi arroti (re indideni above)
Poaa. deadly weaponira asms met*
dont)
Poaa. dsedlywaapan(rs tarns inrl«
dant)

i.jjo
in ooo
w
9 000

Offlc* raldad bp polle* (19.000
damtft and 11 SO s(olta)

Arraalad (ra Incident abova)

Pollct attach on ofllca

Unlawful ua* sound device, and
violation flraarma act

1,500
1,500

Cats pending

.vn» O'se.. -,/-_•..**•%** .
un>* 'WHVJnj'.A '.'
.
.ev»
1 uw)i.y. .1.
*/. *•
•Jtei
i<
fa
• ,*;>,»•*. • .
.
V
• .,«• . « If Jr», ,M ..
•>Ar aw
,.m « *>t.
W WI
^
1r
*>*•«,
\ *. « ../si .(, / m>
•
' an. u •*.••••/•-*» a .
mxnvui.fcm.rviA,.. >**.*..» ,
«*><
*»;.(%»,. >m .-wu •
• i
ihJMAAfm*... ,.■*
*—

MUllDEUED IN TIIE SWEETS
Ian I0O

Stadia. Wash

Jamas Cruspa

Status, Wash

Bobby llardlna

Jan

1999

Jeraey City, N J.

Floyd Tylar

Jan

1999

San Francisco,
Calif

Doctor Wooda

Jan. 1999

Chlcafo, III.

Nathanlal Junior
Bob Rush
William O'Neal

Unlawful uao of weapon
Unlawful us* of weapon and poaa.
Unlawful us* of weapon

Jan

San rrsnclsco,
Calif.

oeorgt Murrav

Charted breaking parol*, post,
flraarma anddrlvtns motor vehicle

Jan. I***

Now York

Lumumba Shakur
Timothy F radar

Poaa of weapon
Sam*

Jan. 1, 1999

Saw York

Ana Stewart

Attempted
murdar

John Clark

Jan. 4, 1999

t.w *

.

Poaa. amoks and sttemptad murdar

Jan. I960

1999

*

Charges
parent*

Plmptnf and pandarlni

dropped,

released

Released

Kidnapped by pollct, lakan to d*<

45

5 days

1.000
1.000
1,000

5,000
5.000

Plea • released
Plat • serving time

7,500

Out on ball, case pending

Burglary

9,000

Pendln*

Paul Moaattt

Eaploslvas

10,000

Billy "Che" Brooks

Acaraveled batlarv

Cricks llugglna

Post deadly weapon with lotanl
to commit assault with
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*

robbery,

attamptad

Calif

Jan 10.1999

Los Anfalas,
Calif

Jan. II, 1000

CMcaio, III.

Jan

17, 1909

Los Anfalas,
Calif

Clmar *C’ Pratt
Clalna Brown
Juan Kelly
Janlct Culberson
Nathanlal Clark
Itunald freeman
Melvin Carl Smith

9,250
9,250
9.250
9.250
9.250
9,250
9,250
9,250

g

\i A

l year probation

VI^1

■ Dropped

~

Dropped
.
Dropped
^ Dropped
V Dropped
A. Pending
B Dropped
“1 Dropped

I
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fumiu,

UTVTO,,,

FtUUilV l|. |,» >U| ,

Disposition - Status
Murder, robbery
dropped
Jan 17, 1909

Jan 17, 1909

Jan >7, tvoM

Loa Angeles,
Calif

Boftr Louia

Loa Angelas,
Calif.

Vvonna Moor#

n«» Vora

Joan Rlrtl
Lumumba Shakur
Clark* Squire

l«9

P C

Interfering with arreat

Poaa. deadly weapon

Attempted
murder,
(salted and beaten)

029

.000

conspiracy

f4'**

20.000
20.000
20.000

S4ra#

*■ • •• dismissed (now pen of N V
•'21 • cam
Sam*
Same

Jin. 20,1909
JouOon Ford
Tyrone Smith
Jan. 21. 1900

Jan. 22, 1909

Bo»*on, Man.

toa Angeles,
Calif.

Poaa weapon on plan*
(Federal charge)

90.UUO induced to 10.000) Out on ball, case pending

Same

90 000 (r.duced (o 10.000)

Delano Farrar
Michael Atkina

Purae
Same

Larry Neveie

20 . 249 P C

4,290

Charted with failure to appear In
court

7 000

Earl Brook a

enaichlng

and

Ado theft and failure to show up
In court

R. Chaka Walla

Aggravated aaaaull

San Francisco,
Calif.

Oeaxer Woods

Attempted Hijack

Fnb. 1909

Saa * raocisco,
Calif.

John Brown

Trespassing

F*b. 1909

Harrisburgb. Pa.

Two Panthers

Arrested by FBI for circulation
of "Crlma In Streets*' bill

»*b

Loa Angeles, Calif.

Michael Pennyweli

1909

» *b. 1900

I'eekaklll, N V

Douglas Drlckhous*

Kobbery

eb. I9C9

NY, New lork

Truddy Simpson

Poaa. dynamlts

teb. 1909

s.\ , New turk

Diehard Harris
Donald Weems

Robbery, siiempied
Sam*

Sam*

martluana

Held 24 hours, released

On bail, case pending

2S.000
29,000

In (all. rase pending
Sam*
(Doth indicted In N Y "2r

case*
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Dale
It*. 1069

City & Stale

Name

N Y.. New York

Joan Bird

Attempted robbery, conspiracy

1.000

Lumumba Shakur
Clark Squire

Sam*
Sam*

7,100
MOO

Charge or Act

Bail

F*b. 1909

N.Y., New \ork

John Thomaa

Pose, unregistered weapon

1 «b. 2, 1060

NY,

Joudon Ford
Tyrone Smith

Same

New York

V eb. 8, I960

Baltimore, Md.

jamea Foxwonh

Trespassing, poss

F ob. S, 1969

Baltimore. Md.

Charles Butler
Elijah Cunningham Boyd

Trespassing, tnterf.
Same
Same
Sam*

weapon

with arrest

rase
casei

1.000
1,000

Out on nail, rsee rending
lame

lesdint

I.IOU

Pending

Pending
Pending
Rending
Pending
Pending
Tending

Sentenced to 1 yr»r«,no» In prison

Allen Salisbury
Robert Ford

Sam*
Sam*

7.800

F «b 8, 1969

Baltimore. Md

Arnold Chaney

Burglary

1 ob I960

ChlcafO, III
(Champaign-1 riuna,

Ted Boston
Bob Hush

Sam*

2.000
2.000

500 iliMen also ax
>00 (listed also as 1.5001

uuw

Out
on
'all,
tnow part of-'ll
Same
Same
Out. still pending

1,200
1,200
1.200
1 200
1,200
1.200

Charles Williams
Gregory Ferguson

Disposition- Status

III. Univ.,111 )

1 Hr It, I'Jti'l

same

Ullly ••the" Brooks
William Uunn

LKordorly conduct
Sam*

1 -»> 9, nca

Same

Phyllis Uarxe
Christina May
Nathaniel Junior
Hobert Oruce
Ronald Satchel
william Dunn
Jerry F.ldrldge
F red Hampton
Donna Washington
Ted Boston
Bobby Hush

Charge defrauding Inheeper
Same
Same
Same
Same
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Same

Feb. 12. I960

Loi Anieles, Calif.

Roger Louis

Post, concealed weapon

2.128

1 ob 17. I960

Chlcafo, 111.

Ronald Satchel

Arreat*d selling newspapers

28

Feb. 26. 1969

Los Anfelea. Calif.

Reymond williams

12020 P C
concealed weapon

1.280

Acquitted

Feb. 27, I960

Jaraty City, New Jer**y

Russell Blaca

R reel ring stolon goods, posa. dangerous weapon, posa. mart|uana

1.000

Pending

F eb 21.1969

Baltimore. Md.

Dental Corner

Desertion from
Army (approbonded •( trial of 4 N.Y PanU»*re)

' inr-d : 25 and ?I5 cost*
J25 and »|? i out
Sante
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Seme
Same
Same

Acquitted

Courtmartlaled May 14. 1969,
MrvwJ 4 month* hard labor
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Dale

City & State

March. I960

1 UgCtte. Ore.

Name
Howard Anderaoo

Charge or Act

Bail

Three charges:
1) Threat lo commit (elnny
2) 2 counts threatening police
ofllesr
3) 2 counts assault and baitery

Lirop|>ed

3.000

Pending - 2 mistrials

1,000

Dropped

5.00C

Pending (aa of Sept

Marc*. I960

1ugene. Ore

Tommy Anderson

Assault with deadly weapon

Marti, 1909

Chicago, ill.

a 1 vino Shinn
Iris Shinn
C. May
Michael Harrison
Jerry Ihmnlgan

Arrested In a car, charged UUW
Sams
Same
Sams
Sams

Marc*. 1969

Chicago. Ill

Sam Latson
Hank Caddis

Posting hs~ibilla
Same

30
90

March, 1969

Chicago, 111.

itonald Satchel
Bobby Tyler
Sam Latson
Hobart Campbell

Arrested In car, UUW
Sams • UUW (2 counts)
U UW and unsal# vehicle
UUW

300
300
300
300

March. I9u*

San 1 rancUcn, Call!

Van Taylor

Concealed weapon

March. 1969

Kansas City. Mo.

Pete O' Neal and
(our other Panthers

Arrested (charge?)

300 each dotal 2,300)

March. 1969

K.Y , New York

Carlton \cat-wood
Barbara Bolton

tasaull
Same

SOO
100

March 3, 1969

Chicago, III.

Bob Hush

Post, narcotic* (stopped while til¬
ing (lat lire)
Same
Same
Same

1,000

Nathaniel Junior
william O'Neal
Sattruta-a inch

Mare* ", 1969

Loa Angeles. CalM.

Huger Louts

Chargt dropped

HI PC, Interfering

623

Dropped

Pending

Went to trial, fined 569.30

Lo» Angeles, calif.

Tommy Horne

Poas. D.W

March 12. 1969

Baltimore, kid.

(alias Banal!)

Suspicion larcency, resisting ar
rest and imerf. with arrest

2,000

March 21

Chicago, III

Dob Hush

No firearms II) card

3,000 (appeal bond)

Mirth 32, 1969

Chicago, III.

1 red Hampton

tggravaied battery

1,000

March 24. 1969

I.os Augi'lv*. Call!

Larry Scales

12031A PC

1 000

vault Jo

1969

( hlt-ago. Ill

william Dunn

Traffic violation

M.iuli il

l*>69

Chicago, III.

Mickey White

Wicuipted toutiln , MA\ Jtul ag .
grivaled battery

in.ooo

art'll Jl. >96»

( hit ago. III.

1.osier Drown

\tiling amt abetting ire Mickey
Mlilte attempted inuroer casei
same

i ,o0C

l< It hard MIMOr

Gerry filer

l harged with letHeiiing

23

ivuv

v lilr.itfo. III.

Out on ball, case pending
Same

1.000
1 000
1.000

March 10, 1969

Maun •»

iCi

1.300
300
300
300 (also listed aa 1,300)
1.300

6,230

1966

Disposition- Status

10,000

1 .000

Not pending
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Dale

FEBRUARY 21. 1970 PAGE 10

City & Slate

Name

April. 1969

Seattle, Wash.

Lynatta Yales

April, 1989

Jersey City, N J

Da*id williams

i

Charge or Act

Posa. sawed
beaten)

off

Bail

shotfua.

Dispotilion - Status

(was

"el*see*

harass*

of pregnane*

Fred Hllaman

April. 1989

Chlcafo, III,

Jamas Whits
David Valentina
william O’Neal
Richard Pow*||
Nathaniel Junior
Merlll Harvey

April, 1989

CMcafO, 111.

Jacil* Robinson
Randle Rollins
Lancs Ball

April, 1989

Conspiracy to commit
armed robbery and UUW
Sam*
Sam*
Sama
Sam*
Same

murder,

10,000
5,000
10,000
10.000
Previous bond revoked, warned and
at large
Previous bond, revoked, wanted
and at targe

Disorderly conduct and raaletln«
arrest (harassed and baa lea)
Sam*
Sam*

1,000

5ft

Chic*co. Ql.

Michael McCarty

Stopped la ear, charted with dis¬
orderly conduct and restating ar¬
rest

April, 1989

Saa Francisco. Call!

Jamas Borford

Lollerlsf

April. 1969

San Francisco. CalK.

Henry Williams

Disturbing peace and malicious be¬
havior

April. 1969

San Francisco, calif.

Dealer Woods

Not reporting (or draft (FBI)

April, 1969

Los Anceles, Calif.

Panther office

Office attacked (re arrest 2 Pan¬
thers on consp. to commit murder
charge)

April 1, 1969

Chlcafo, III.

Boh Rush
AM no Shinn
Jamas Veal

1,000
1,000

Pending

100

/

Pendlne

*t

UUW
Same
Same

10.000
10 000
10,000

V

wm
NEW YORK FASCIST LAUNCH MASS ROUND UPs AND INCAMPMENT
Harlem, N Y.

Lumumba Shakur

Richard Moor*
Michael Tabor
Curtis Powell
Robert Collier
Afenl Shakur
Walter Johnson
All Bey Hasaan
Alei McKlever
Lddle Josephs
Lonnlne Eppa
Clare oquire
Lee Perry
Joan Bird
Richard Harris
Donald Weems
Lee Hoper

N.Y. 21 case, chare* with consplracy
to blow up department
Korea, a pollc* precinct, rail¬
road r!|Ma of way, and lh« Orona
Botanical Gardena
Sama
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Same
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Same
Sam*
Sim*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*

100,000

Trial set for 12. 15. 69

100,000
100,000
100 0(0
100,000
100,000
Out on ball
100,000
100,000
100,000
50,000',reduced (roml00,0001 Out on hall
10.000(r*ducedfroml00.000) Oul on ball

,

30,000( reduced fromlOO.OOO)
100,000
100,000
Held In N.J
Held In N.J

on
on

Still at larc*

other of •' 21“

Rosemary Byrd

Arrested night
Charge, poss. i

Dolores Paterson
Sharou Williams

Poss. weapon,
Poas. weapon,

Rosalind Bennett
Kenal* Soanes

Poss. weapon
Poaa. weapon

500

Out. case pendtnc

1.500
10,000(reduced to 3,500)

Out, case pendlne
Out, case pendlne

5,000(reduced to 2,500)

Out, caa* pendlne
Be In* deported

5,000 (reduced to 0)

robbery chare"
robbery rharg.
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TMl BLA

Date

April

City & Stale

2, isos

April t, 19C9

April 4. 1909

April 11, 1949

April 11. 1949

Name

CWcijo, 111.

Jawal Cook

Lfl» Angeles, Calif.

J loss Johnson

Paekshiu. N.Y.

Lawraaca Newkirk

Loa Angelas, Calif.

• imea Brown

Charge or Ad

CK PANTHIH SATUMUAY riDRUAMV 21. 1910 PAGl II

Bail

Poaa. of drugs. Illegally parked car

1.000

Disturbing peace

129

Disposition - Status

l>9 ticket

Conspiracy to overthrow governmeet

Robbary

1,124

SaaiUa, Wash.
Harasamant by pollen of Panther
fund-raising event

April 12, 1949

April 12. 1949

Chicago. Ul.

Mama Jooaa

Chicago. Ul.

Nathaalel Junior
Mertll D Harvey
Mickey While

April 12, 1949

April 12. 1949

1.000

100 000

Same
Same

100,000

Roger Louis

249 P.C.

Loa Aagalaa, Calif.

□aar Prall

Poe see a too destructive device

April 14, 1949

Paahahlll, N Y.

Chicago, Ul.

April 19, 1949

Jarsay City, N. J.

April 20, 1949

Baltimore, Md.

Jerry Saunders

Robbery (wttb three other persona)

F reddle RoMason

Burglary

P setae r office

Mohoaaey Klsalaa Kebe

Chicago, III.

11,900 (reset from ISO)

Joseph Gray

Assault, dlaordarly

100

9.000

and aggravated

Al Armour

Suspicion murder, i«2 p.c

Loa Aagalaa, Ctlli.

Byraa Bartlett
Charles James
Jsmee Roy Lae
John Washington

Suspicion murder, 112 P.C.
Same
Same
Sams

April 24. I9C9

Das aiolnes, Iowa

Panther office

Totally dastroyad In bombing

April 21, 1949

Sao 1 rancisco. Calif

Panther office

Van Taylor

Police attack on offlcs re sound
equipment use
Re above: Illegal use sound equip¬
ment
Inciting to riot, unlawful aasambly, failure to disperse, swearing
In public
Same Incident arre«ted in office

Barbara Lestoy
Belinda Booker
Sam Napier
Cleveland Brooks
Lddie Griffin
Lsrlaoa Coleman
Kosiya Cooper
Lyon Daniels
Gilbert I'oe
Maurice Powell
Dell Martini

Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

Lucky Jenkins

Serving time

Armed robbery
battery

Loa Aagalaa, Calll.

Daster Woods

Pending

12,300 (reset from 1.000) Pending

Office attacked

April 29. 1949

29.

Same

5.000

April 29. 1949

April

Released on OH

No OH because of previous mur
dsr Charge
Loa Angtlas, CalU.

April 11, 1949

April 22. I94S

Theft (of garbage can)

Conspiracy to purebaaa machine

5.000

Found guilty, iioo line, lost appeal

Paodlng

Held 2 hours
123

Pending

Held 2 hours

1949

Loa Aogalaa. CalU.

Charles Jamas

Disturbing peace

125

April JO. 1909

Los Aoc<-las. Calif.

Al Armour

12029 l» C

I oon

V
., "-■'

jS’swfe'i-ft-*'

lifiMi VOiU/ .■*

“»w

£>£S MONINES, IOWA OFFICE TOTALL Y DESTROYED

•yV.I.. ’ i'

J;* /VO.
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Dale

May, 1969

May, 1969

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY II

City & Stale

Name

Charge or Ad

Bail

Disposition — Slalui

Eufena, Ora.

Jullua Hural

Fallura to raaialar for draft

10,000

POBdlWf

Eugene, Ora.

May. 1969

Eugene, Ora.

May, 1969

1970 PACE II

Chlcaco, III.

Bill Groan

* eoania fallura to report for pro- 10.000
Induction phyalcal, I corn* fallura
to ropon for Irvdaction

Art|a Coa

Acpoiited

Throat to commit folony

Garry Tylar

Pellca ram mad back of car, than
tlckal for bo laU llchta

May. 1969

Chicago. III.

Jackay Roblnaan
Randla Rolllna
Lanca Ball

Dlaordarly conduct
Sama
Sama

1.000
1,000
1.000

Ricardo DaLaaa
Jaroma Waal

Aaaault
Sama

300
vtn

Out on ball, caat
Sama

Lao wiikaraon
Ralph Cobb
Marion Flalda
Jimmy York

*■ al' l'>
Samn
Sama
Sama

300
J00
loo
Joo

Pending

Brooklyn, N Y

Rteardo DeLeon
Jaroma Wait

Aaaault, dlaordarly conduct
Sama

230
230

Loa Angela*. Calif

Richard Jonaa
Ronald F reemin

236.211, 243 P C.
Sama

3.000
3,000

Robert Muwell

Arraalad
on offtca
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama

May, 1969

New York

May 1, 1969

Jaraay City, N.J

May 1. 1969

May 1. 1969

Loa Anfelea, Calif.

Alvin Maiwetl
Carl Bevarly
Andrew Jonea
Ray Efan*
Mlchaal win.
Carloa Hodrlfuai
Oevodle Banaon
Harbart Pryor

o (Ivt accout Nit 2-170-1

In connactlon with raid

Sonay Evans
Slava McKelly

F alontoua aaaault
Sama

VJU
3 00

Loa Anfelea, ( all!

Nathanial Clark
Elmar "C" prall
Roftr Loo la
John Waahlnyton
Julio Bullar

236. 211, 249 P C
Sama
Sama
Sama
Samo

3.000
10,000
10,000
»,000
3.000

Pandint
Pending
Tandlnc
Pending
Pandlnf

Loa Anfelea, Calif.

Charlaa Jamaa
Luaay Irvtnf
Owlfht Hutchlnaon
Jamaa Johnaon
John Edward a

243 - Robbary
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama

1,230
1,230
1.230
1,230
1.230

Dropped
Droppad
Dropped
Dropt<ed
Dropped

1,230

Pandlnf

\lay 6. 1969

Loa Anfelea. Calif.

Nathanial Clark

12029

I.oa Ancoloa, Calif.

John Waahlnfton

249 - Robbary

May 12. 1969

Jaraay City. N.J.

Ralph Cobb

Arreatad (charft?)

May 12. 1969

Jaraay CHy. N.J.

David willlama

In precinct, threatened by of near

May 13. 1969

JirH? City. H i.

David Willlama

Haraaaad by pollea for (Ivina oat
Ivor at •
Sama

Marlon Flalda
Peehaklll, N Y

Varnon C. Saundara

P

C

aawud off ahotgun

Mada clttaana arraat chariad with
aaaault (trial Sapt. 23, 1969)

May 16, 1909

[•loa, Calif,

Rusaall Washington

vlay 21, 1969

[•lea. Calif.

Raymond llawltl
Joa Hill

Conap. India riot, 192 P C
Sama

Erlckt llufftna

Lonap. lo commit
or murdar
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama

May 22. 1969

New Hawn. Conn

George F.dwarda
Rosa Smith
Sylvia Klmbro
Jaannla Wilson
Maude Franela
F ranela Cartar
Peggy Hudflna

GEORGE

llald I day
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama
Sama

May I, 1969

May 16, 1969

Pending
Pandlna

JEANNIE

MAUDE

Ptaa cullty, fine $30

murder and/

FRANCIS

ROSE

rECG r
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Dale
May 22, 1069

May 23. 1060

May 24. I960
May 26. I960

May 23, 1969

May 26, I960

City & Slate

Name

New Ha*wn. Conn.

Panther oOlce

Charge or Ad

Bail

he arrest* above, raid on office.
coeflacated equipment

Chicago, III.

Lyna French

Loa Angeles, CallC

Leroy CMpley

ADW

Loa Aageiea, Call*.

Levodle Denso.

it!

* laierferlAg

06

Nathaniel Clark

416 • Disturbing peace

116

F red Hampton

Charged ate a ling ice cream

George A. Galnea

Charged dlatrublng peace and misdemeanor betiery

Melvtn Carl Smith

Poae deadly weapon,
12026 P C

Loa Anfelea, Calif.

Chicago, III.

Disposition - Status

lOlAg thru i*i

rued 626
1,000

Pending

released on appeal bo«U
May 21, I960

May 29. I960

Sauaalllo, Calif

Loa Angelea, Calif

1.600

June. I960

Seatilt, want.

Larry flelno

Curfew violation

June. 1969

Milwaukee, Wlscooaln

Panther mtmlwr

Disorderly conduct
Harassed by police while selling

Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Indianapolis, Indian*

0° OK 10. in, cao.tciM o. nil
Chafe sentencing Jan » 19301 uwraJ
not guilty 2nd cheife
Pending

Heteased to parents

623 fine

Disorderly condoci/poltce Irled to
uk* leaflets stopped in car and
searched
Fred Crawford

Indianapolis 16 and arrest of C raw.
ford (police raid followed two

.r'-Sv»/--i^AN v

JAMES YORK
J«M ( ')

Indianapolis, Indiana

Panther office

Due lo caminuai harassment owner
of building sold oet and Party was
without headquarters

June. 1969

San Franclaco. California

Jamee Burford

violation probation

June 1, 1969

Chicago, Illinois

Richard Black

Arrested driving vehicle failure to
use signals

>.000

June 2, 1909

Chicago. Illinois

Larry Moody

Robbery

1.000

June 2. 1969

Jersey City, N.J

Jamee York

Interstate
viol. 3922

Juoe. 1969

New York. New York

Ronald Evmna
Sieve McKelly

June 3. 1969

Chicago. Illinois

June 4, 1969

OciroU, Michigan

90 days

30.000

Incarcerated

Felonious aaaaull
Sam*

1.000
1,000

(XI oo ball, cnee pending
Same

Willie Calvin

Interfering wttn officer

23

Office

Police raided oUlca, claim Panthere harboring fugitive. >23.000
damage
Arrested in raid, charge harbor*
lag fugitive, pose, firearms
Sams
Sams
Sams
Same
Same
Same
Sam*

Patrick Kean
Bruce Dlioo
Larry Robertson
Jessie ward
Andrea Graves
George Washington
Harvey Holt
Lockett Bibbs

iranap.

of firearms;

Assault of police officer, disorderly person

June 3. 1969

Jersey City, N.J.

Floyd Tvler

June 3, 1909

Indianapolis, Indiana

Fred Crawford

Aaaaull and taiiery

r red Crawford

Called loll for fed. grand |ury
appearance, (Smith Act)

Danltl Mike Lynem

162 • murder

June 4, 1909

Los .tngwles. California

Bond forfeited, new hell set

Dropped

Juoe

20.

1969

4,000

3.000

300

25

Dropped June 20
Same
Same
Sam*
Sara*
Same
Sam*

1969

Pending

To be tried 9/23, 69

Dropped
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Dale
Jun# 3. 1

Cily & Stale

Name

D#n*#r, Colorado

„or_

Landon Williams
I olhara

Charge or Ad

Disposition — Status

Charged connects* *1111 cons# r#
NY
II and Conn I. alao •HU
unlawful flight (• avoid proa#««Hon
Sam*
Arraaiod ra tam*

N# ball

in ariso# a«nii*| trial

Rory Hilhe ■ .:

i!!!!!!ilijij!!jj!j!5!!!!!!!!!ii!!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii!!
IllliiHiiliffii!

::::::::::::::::::::::

*****

lune V

Or 7

1 0* Anarir«, r allfnrnta

Jo* Hill

Snip. 143 • robb»ry

1290

tune 9

9G3

Los Angelas, California

Carl D#v#rly
Hobart Maawall

Suap 249 - Hobbery
Sam#

1,230
1,230

Dropped

Sail Lak# cily, Utah

Lonnl* McLucaa

Alleged «onn#cilon with Conn. •
caa*

100.000

L.,.r revoked

tndlanapolli. Indiana

mu# Prathtr

Arraaiod In Panlh«r headquarter a. IS
chart# disorderly conduct
Sam#
IS
Sam#
2,500
Sam#
Sam#
23
Sam#
23
Sams
23

Jun# 0, l

Jun# 1. II

Jo# Murray
Abram Sharrlf
MadPlln# Smith
Donald Campb#ll
Uennis Webstar
D#nls» williams
lune 1, I

tndlanapolli, Indiana

l a* r#nce Doherta

Larry Wellington
Stanford Patton
Arnold Council
Donald tlughley
•Donald Bovver
J«aa# Wilson
Tommy wiaa
Tommy Samnaon

Jun# 7, I

Chtcaao. Illlnola

ll|!M •

I,

I

Chicago, Illlnola

Loa An|*l#a, California

Sam* caa*
Sam#
Sama
Sam#
Sam#
Sama
Sama
Sama
Arreated
narcotics chare* and
Hopped twice for iraffle viola¬
tion* alnc# June arraa*

Andr#a Crav##

Charfad harboring fuglllv«(lnfirst
pollc# raid on offlc#)
Sam#
Sams
Sama
Sam#
Sam#
Sams
Sam#

Tarry U anon
Sam Laiaon
Andrao Graves
J#«a# Ward
w a liar Johnson
Caraall Jon#a
Dandl# Dollina
Tondalaya Prrklna
Or#nda Harris
llonna Washington

stopped In car, chargad poaa.
hypo n##dl#s, narcotic# and #■•
ploilvn#
(klek#d and
luffrrrd
bl##dlng kldn«y • 2 montha preg.
null)
Sam# charfta
Sam*
Sams
Sam*
Sam"
Sam#
Sama
Sam* Incident
Sam# Incident
Sain# Incident

Wain# Pharr

Suap. murd#r • 112

Saundra inch

To b» trl#d 9 It 49
Sam#
Sam#
Out on OD 10 b# mad 9
Trial 9-IS «9
Out on Oil. ipi lor 1 IS
DlipntPd of in luvenlle

Arrested In Panther heidquariert
Charge disorderly conduri

‘Donald Doycer

Lock#tl Blbba
J#tal# Ward
Georgia Washington
Harvey Moll
Patrick K##n
Drue# Dtion
Larrv Doher ion

no ball

IS

is
2,300
23
is
as

H»l#as»d on Oil. char
Sam#
Sam*
Sam#
Sam#
Sam#
Sam#
Sam#

1.000

Charg## not dropped

1,000
1.000
500
1.000
1.000
1,000
1.000

Charg«a dropped
Dropped
Dropped
Dropped
Dropped
Dropped
Dropped
H#l#aaed to par#nia
Del#aa#d lo parents
Deleaaed lo parents

Dropped
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SATUMDAY

r I UMU4NT It l>10 r*OK It

N- Y- PICS TAKING PANTHER 21 TO PIC PEN

TWO OF N. Y. 21 — LEE ROPER (LEFT)
A LI-DA Y HASS AN (RIGHT)

.V. J\ 21 RUST

S'u

°* ciuaStiiat

UITK5 Tilt hand that utDs
IT,

LIL* BOBBY HUTTON.- AMBUSHED AND
SLAUGHTERED BY OAKLAND PICS

A

FOUL

8 PANTHERS DEFENDED THEMSEL YES AND
THE COMMUNITY FROM 400 FASCIST STORM

DUMUVkO

TnAoucin, usually found
:.*!.!> I) AS Tllk. VICTIM
Ol*’ AN UNPHOVOKF. ) AT.*A' « "

TROOPERS FOR 5 HOURS,FROM THIS OFFICE.
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Tilt BLACK PANTHtH SATUIIDAY. riUllUAHV II, l»10 PACE II

MINISTER OF IN FORMA TION, F.I.DRIDGE Cl FA Vl.lt ST\NI)S IN
FRONT OF OAKLAND OFFICII AFTER DRUNKEN DU..S iIIOT IT I'D

INSANE. FOOL DIGS BROKE DOWN DOOIt
TO ITU UOML OF III. Dill DCF AND
^ \ I II l. !■ /• \ Cl. LA VER ONCE.

DIGS BLOCKING OFF ENTRANCE TO
BLACK PANTHER PARTY. S. F. OFFIC1

/ITTCWTinpj
Mil

Ml
lu I'lC Htl'IUSSlON
Wtllh
\UL l
IO PlIlM XLL OF Tilt UAIU
.\ IS Kl MAX L ULLN SUUJtC TtUTO.

iNim> >hth, mail pics ulock our
MAIL »Mi HI HAW. NUT UtCILVtO ALL
OF rilF iiakassmf.KT lists hiom all
oi rill CTI.Xl'TtllS ANl)OKAKClIKSi TIILHL
MU MANX IIIATIIAXk NOT ULLN HLCOH&LO. IIOXXkXLII TIIOSF 1 IIA VM L HAVE COMl-ILMi MU I XIDLNLF. tNOUCII TO PHOVL
Mill I Ilk PUI III MU l AM. 1ST GASTAPO
iMl.s
llll
HU IL
\MOUNT UF MOSF.Y
.»l :i v\ I r llli • *N II Ml S XNU I INF S MNl I.
llll HI i,|NMM. "I HU III. XX K I'ANTIII H
I M. I X I Sill IJO'J IS XI'IMIOMNA II l X

4U,5kS.(X)

< ■

RACIST PIGS SHOOT UP HOUSES IN THE BLACK COMMUNlT\
DURING APRIL 6. 1968 SHOOTOUT
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Dale

Ci«Y & Stale

Name

Charge or Ad

Cbtcaco, Illinois

Id
Panthers Indicted charted
UUW . conap sad htdnapt.ia«, a«.
| rs vs tad ballary
Sams
Saras
Samp

Y KXM Kill
Chrtettaa May
Fred Htmptos
Jirry Du»u<u
Hettuui jmiot
Merlll Harvey
William CNM
David V destine
Jamas waits
wumar a 04 rum
Richard PoweU
Robart Brace
Willis aa I vary
Harlor Walton
rhariaa Mama

Sams
Sams
Sama
Saaaa
Sams
Sams
lams
dams
dams
Sams
Sams

Bail

Brooklyn, M.Y.

Harold Btdlar

Arrsstsd lor baresamaat

900

Loa Aarslsa, California

Robes Cadall

Md - robbery

1.210

Loa Aatalaa, California

Ro«ar Law la

fttsp. murder - Id!

Juaa II, 1980

Saa Dtero. California

Pent her office

Office raided

Juaa id, tool

Sacrnmaato, California

Pminer office

Office raided

-una Id. 1019

San Frnaclaco, California

Lauryn willUma

Traffic Uckal

9 00

Juns 17, 1090

Chlcaco. Illinois

William O'Neal
Robert Brncs

Pose, narcotics
Same

1,000
1,000

Juaa Id, ltd!

Chlcafo.UUaola

David Smith

Arrested eelllnt papers

25

Juaa 23, iddd

Los Aocalaa, California

Rocsr Lewis

Stiap, murder - 111

Juaa 23, I960

Loa Aacslaa. California

Juaa >4. 1900

Milwaukee. Wlaconala

Snap, murder • 102

Jessie While
Leslie Mays
Ray mood Oases

Carrylac concealed weepoo
Same
Same

Dcspoiilioa-Slalus

100.000
100,000
100,000
10,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100.000
100,000
100,000
100.000
100,000
1.000
1,000

Juao 11, iddd

tlmar*,G“ Prmfi

me »tu n

10.1

Jmm 10, ltdd

Juaa id, 1910

a.

Dropped

i

*

390
390
300

Tx_V

ending reduced to imerlvrinj

Cha rise Millar
Sister Shamir
Rooms Cartar

Saa Dtaco. California
Ronald Freemaa
Gloria Shields

July 17. lilt

Saa Diego, California

Robart Williams

July 17, lilt

Saa Dla«o, California

Ormca MlUar

July 17, idld

Chlaaco. Illinois

Larry Robaraon
Grady Moors

Coacsalsd weapons and (read auto
theft
Sama
Sams
Rslsaasd, lack of evidsnca

Ralaaaeo

Attempted murder (shot la laf,
stomach aad lb 1(b)
Also arrsstsd rs above

No bond
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Dale
July 17. 1969

July 17, 1969

CiIY 4 State

Name

Charge or Act

Bail

Loa .Angeles, Calif.

Artier Utrv

lit R.C. murder

Loa Angalaa, Calif.

Otla Crimea

Fad charge, harboring fugitive,
failure lo dlaperae

26.129

Dropped

600

W

1.000

Noe guilt r

Disposition-Status
Incarcerated ■ evading. (two to
plan II. 26/69 • an trial date ere

July 17, 1949

Jaraay City, N J.

Lao WlUeraon

Interfering eitk police officer

July 22, 1969

Albany, N.Y.

Vernon tsowen

FBI »ent lo home u> mwetian about
BPP

Baltimore. Maryland

M aho«M>ey Klsalma Kahn

Poas. deadly weapon (carrying ma¬
chete - full vteel

Thelma Onvla

Arreatad at Panther Nouse. police
(oread uny Into honaa

Caaa dlamlaaed aRar held 4 daya

Caae continued

July 23, 1999

July 23, 1969

Broai, N.Y.

July 29. 1969

Chicago, Illinois

Blllln • Che” Brook.

Violation of probation

July 30. 1969

Chicago, Ullnola

Locked Blbba

Traffic notation

July 30. 1969

Chicago. Dllnola

John Brnkea
Tom Maya
Jobs Preston
Larry Moody
Hand Gaddi a

Poaa. of marttuana
Same
Same
Same
Sama

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

July 30. 1969

Jaraay City. N J.

Leo WUkerson

Defacing public monument

600

July 31, 1969

Chicago, Ullnola

Second omen raid

Alvin Jeflarlaa
Larry While

46 mlo. ahootmt, police attempt
to twra oOlca (town. »SOO atom
end food destroyed
R* *bora, charged ettemptednerdar and UUW (beaten and rod. boaplUllsatloa)
Sam#
Sam#

Pete Haymaa (or Hynam)

tar

Oct

U.

1999

129

Set

lor

Oct

22.

1949

20,000

20,000
JO OOO

July 31. 1969

Loa Angeles, Calif.

Henry Christian

ADW. dropped to 416 and battery

626

Pending

July 31. 1969

Loa An«alaa. Calif.

LemJaraaa

ADW, dropped to 419 and battery

126

Pending
I'rndlna

■released to parents
Released to parents

I9G9

Lugena. Oregon

Richard Smith

Arrested crossing incorrectly at
Interaction

Richard Smith

Arrested Investigating arrest of
two slaters,

Richard Smith

Arrested selling papers, for lit¬
tering. jaywalking or Just walking

Artie Cos

1) Charged es-con in poas. of fire¬
arm
2) Threat to commit felony

'UC

I960

Chicago. Ullnola

william a Neal

Aug

I960

Chicago. Ullnola

Handle Rollins
Jacks Robtnaoa

Murder
Same

Aug

1969

San Franelsco. Calif.

Lucky Jenkins

Blocking
sidewalk,
peace, obscenity

5.000

Pending 1st etorge
Not guilty 2nd charge

Was refused sale of firearms

disturbing

136

Pending

A*«

1969

San Francisco, Calif.

Sharia Hampton

Loitering

22.60

Pending

Aog

1969

San Francisco. Calif.

Gall Spill a rd

Lottaring

22.50

Pending

AUg

1969

Los Angelas. CalU.

Paul Cross

Mnrder(dropped to manslaughter7)

Been
in Old County Jail since
1/12,
parole
hold, trial set
11/24/99

Aug. 1949

Los Angela*. CalU.

Rower Lewis

Murder - dropped to manslaughter

Estradlled from Teas* 6/12. In
Nre County Jail and (rial set for
11/24/69

Alt

New York. N.Y.

Robert Moore

Selling pnpera without permit

Out. caae pending

Out. case pending

1969

Aug. 1969

New York. N.Y.

Enin May Fischer

Selling papers without permit

Aug. 2. 1969

Milwaukee, wise.

Lovwtta X. Brown

Slopped by police, submitted to
search after having r* pointed
at her:

tug. 2. I9C9

Chicago. Illinois

Emanuel Dollar

Attempted murder, resisting ar¬
rest, failure lo register firearm

Aug. 3. 1969

Milwaukee. Wise.

Lovetts X

Stopped la car

tug 4

Brooklyn. N.Y.

Ricardo DeLeon

1969

Brown

Consp armed robbery, poaa. eeapons

410
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)ale

City & Slate

Charge or Act
Conap. (o commit armed robbery.
poaa. danferoua weapons, assault
poaa. aaolea car

Chlcafo. Illinois

William Jackaoo
Oouflaa Miranda
John C keel urn
Ida Watson

Milwaukee, wise

Lari W

Laveretta

ir»o f acl ii

Oispoiition—Status
30,000 and IS 000

Chare* of fictitious llceaaa plates,
no clly nicker and poaa aiolen
property

l.soo

Car than, talareiai* ira**| ta etolen car, conap to ateal car
Sam*
Sam*
Sam*
Sam* (driver of car)

9.000
7 jo
13,000
13 000
100,000

Sopped la car, held (or ao hour,
thea charred »lih (orrery

Haraaaed aelllnr p*p*ra
Sam*
Sam*
Ktchmond, Calif.

Attempted raid, police withdrawal
after attempt announced on radio

Oaltlmore. Md

Oakland, Calif.

JUNE illLLl\RD
ASST. CHIEF OF STAFF
B.P.P.
right

Chart** Jackaoo

Disorderly conduct

Aa««Ua* Ldlaoa

DI*ord*rly conduct

Larry Wallace

Dleorderly conduct and poaa ***•

i,300

3uapeoo*d a moi , 19 montha pro* |
ballon

June Hilliard and "G"

a rreeled poaa. danreroua dru(»

3,000 bond
3,000 bond

luotped medicine

Dlaorderty cooduct

Aec. 19. 1999

ChlatfO, llllnola

Joseph Gray

Affravated battery

Auf

Milwaukee. Wtac.

Nate Bellamy

Threatened with parkin* ticket;
threatened with arrest for lalklnc
with people about arrest of alster
lor lay-welkin*

Arreated (or dlaorderly conduct
about far*a Ik Ine ticket

Milwaukee, Wise

Brooklyn, N.Y

Leroy Fludd

Itealatinr arrest felonious asaault

Oakland, Calif.

Bobby Seale

Kidnapped by FBI, charred mur¬
der. torture, kldnappln* and un¬
lawful nt(tu (led. char*ea)

Auf

1969

Oakland, Calif.

Bobby Seal*

Denied ball on new char**

21. 1090

Oakland. Calif.

Latory Ooualaa

AaanelllM police officer

Oakland. Calif

Jymbo Sudan

Contempt of court (clenched flat salute le court)

Aim. 21. 1099

300

Keleaaed on 29.000 caab ball, arreeled aa left courtroom, on aute
warrant - chare* "fUflitv* from
Justice'' and rearreated

Oakland. Calif

AM. 21

had prvacripuon lor

BOBBY SEALE CHAIRMAN B.P.P.
POLITICAL PRISONER
Sandra Sharp

19. I960

Dropped

DEFENSE B.P.P.

Baltimore. Md.

kwf

I Ined 939. suspended sentence

“C" DEP. MINISTER OF

AM. It. I96C (trial date)

l«, 1999

900

5 days and *900

411
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Dale

City & Slate

1910 PACI 22

Name

Charge or Ad

Bail

Au«. 19 or 20, 1099

Milwaukee. Wisc

Lowlia X. Brown

*U|. 28, 1989

Chlctfo, Illinois

Billy ••Che” Brooks

VU( 29, 1909

Milwaukee, wise.

J«M While

Police tried to take papers, and
harassed In several Incidents

Auf. 1089

Milwaukee. wise

Jakl Simpson

Haraated,

Au| 31. 1989

New Haven. Conn.

Vernon Miller
Henry Mitchell

Breach

Dispotilion - Slali

Slopped in car

Attempted murder

ol

red

1.000

batted oy police

peace,

and loltertitf

28 and 500 bond
Same

PendUtf. aet 9 I) 89
Same

90.000

Still

^ipt

1989

New York

David Conyer

Attempted murder, conspiracy

Sept

1969

Brotti. N Y

Butch Innta

Arrealad aelllnf papers

Released

San Francisco, calif

Kathleen Burner
Lucky Jenkins

U turn

919 00

Clarence Johnson

Breach of peace abuslnf police
officer, realattnf arraai
Same

Sept

Sept

1. 1969

2. 1089

New Haven. Conn

Henry Mitchell
Sept. 3, 1989

New Haven. Conn.

Elisabeth Bract

incarcerated, tea* pet

lit 00

ADualnf police ofOcer, breach of
paaca

10 and 100 bond

Trial date 9 23/8*

10 and

200 bond

Same

10 and

200 bond

Suspended sentence. 1 year
ballon

Sept. 3. 1969

San Franclaco. Calif.

F red Bennett

Sect. 3

San F ranclaco. Calif.

Lucky Jenkins

Sept. 9. 1969

Baltimore, Md.

Stave McOKcbee

Realattnf arreat. hinder inf arrest

900

Pendlnc

Sept. 9. 1969

Baltimore. Md.

Sandra Wallace

AeeaultlRf polleeomcer, realattnf
a r root

300

Found fullty. lined 9120

Sept

9, 1089

Baltimore, Md.

John Clark

Healatinf, hlndarlnf arreat (beaten
when apprehended)

1.000

Pandinf

Sept

9. I960

Baltimore. Md.

Sandra Wallaca

A rreated folnf to aid of brothera
John Clark and Steve McCotchen
(re prevloua arreat caae)

900

Found evilly

Sept

5. I960

. Baltimore. Md.

Sharry Drown

Healatinf,
above)

1.000 plua 1.500

On Sept
(In nil)

Sept

5. I960

Daniel Halney

No ID

Sept

9

Georff Smith

Poss.

Lammlel Jones
Melvin Johson
waiter Itay Pope
Bruce Edwards

fast Program)
Same
Same
Stme
Same

I960

1069

Loa Anceles. Calif.

Althea Me Iasi
Vlr*ll Smith

S3 traffic ticket

93 trtfflc ticket

hlndarlnf

tllecal

weapon,

(re

suspicion

12, ball ralard lo

Released,

charfe

dropped

Dropped,

reteaaed

9 10

Stme
Stme
Stme, r. leased 9 I
Same, released 9 9

Taken for quealloninf. no charfe
liven, auap robbery end traffic

Attempted murder,
ktdnapplnf

^ Lot Anfelna, Caltt

arreat

fined 1120

robbery and

iteleated
Released 9 10 520 nr two dj
on iralilc »airant other char
dropped

vri3t(n«-d
•-••rated

»rrr<-ll)

mr.i

THE MU11DEH OF BLACK PEOPLE

n:Attempted murder,
kldnapplnc

New Haven, Conn

Vernt lltmpton

robbery

tnd

Keckleaa abuse ot htjhway by pedeatrlan (aelllnf BPP papers)

Arralcned
ce rated

9/11 secretly Incar

Trial set 9/19/89
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Dale

Cily & Slate

Name

Charge or Act

Bail

Coasp to commit murder, const
to commit trmed robbery, at*
(emoted armed robbery

30,000

I9T0 RACt D

Dispoiilion - Status

Sept 10. 1989
(Dai# of convict km)

Chicago. Illinois

Robart Whlit

Armed robbery

Sept

10. I«M

Loa Anfsiss, Cam.

Robert Bryan

Grand theft - |-*a

Sept. 10. 1966

Loa Anrslss. Calif.

Vlritl Smith

Graad theft • (on

Released on OR

Sept

10. IMS

Saa Disco, Calif.

Willis wart

Train* ticket

11.90

Sept. II, ISSt

Saa Ditto. CalU.

Deborah DeRoven

Armed robbery

Chare# dropped, released a/ll

l. II. IMS

Saa Ditto. Calif.

Gloria Bolien

isss

Saa Ditto. Calif.

Plat Bolden

Armed robbery

II, ISSt

Saa Oftfo, Calif.

Gloria Green

Same as above

Held
Hall

Sept. II, 1969

Loa Anctlta. Calif

Broca Edward#

No ID

Chart* dropped

Sept. II. 1969

Loo Afictlsa. Calif

AI A moor

SUsp. burflary, recelvlnf stolen
foods (went to coon 9/16)
Traffic warrant
(went to court
9/13)

Seot

While Plains, N Y.

sept. it.

->P<

12

1969

ijfvcs ATTAl
rSfi s,i V DIF.CO
FFICF

S™
['

-

r '

3tt

Thomas Bennett
Theodora Corbetl

found twillT of armed rwatery la
Detroit. Mich

an

Pendlnf

Re above (Da Row** ease), bald
for aaeetlaniof at Juvenile Hall
(since thee charred elth batn< a
runaway, and attempted murder)

In custody

Ball revoked, arrowed In court
for betnc lata, ball reinstated

for enemioninf

Jsvsnlle

Found evilly, HO fine
Same

Harassment
Same

*

Jl
§:|l
ill tin!

|||'n
jl

-■ t
■■

it

fii .
Sin l)lc«o. < SHI

Gloria Shields

Setltnc newspapers

Jude* ordered ’••ll•a** on Olt.
rbarer* ilropivwl 9 10

*•1*. 16. I960

Los Anceles. Calif

hvon Anderson

Tea traffic warrants

Nine suspended, one 810 fin*

S-pt

14

1969

Lot Anieles, Calif.

Charles Jamoa

No. ID. later traffic warrant

9/16 - llckn suspended

14. 1969

Loa Anfeles. Calif

Waller Ray Pope

Harbortn* fucltlve

9/14 ehart* dropped

Seot

Loa Anfelea. Calif.

Bruce Richards

Soap, robbery

Dropped 9/16

Los Anceles. Calif.

Waller Ray Pope
Glenda Joseph
Brenda Frank
Robart Bryan
Crate williams

Susp. robbery
Same
Same
Same
Same

Saa Dleco. Calif.

willle Ward

Dlalarbtni peace and disorderly
conduct

Sept. 16. 1909

Sept. IT. 1909

Loa Ancelea
(nr Saa Ulefo) Calif.

Henry Chrlttaln

Dlsturbtnc peace
Sam#

Sept. 20. 1969

l. a. or San Uleto. Calif.

Willie Ward
Sonny Darnel
Jeffrey Jcnnlnts
Hobart Callmee
Anthony Dumae
Oaslmond Miller
Moe Moran
Gloria Shields
waltvr Wallace
Tamlka warren

Susp. armed robbery
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

I960

sept

20. • 909

I..A. or San Dleco

llriuibltn N.Y.

Ronnie Carter

JudC* ordered release on OR

Released 9/IT. ehar«*a dropped

St'pt. 19. 1969

23

08

Sonny Barnet

Sept. IT, I960

<ept

Chare# dropped thal MfUt
Same
Same
Dropped, released 9/11
Dropped, releaeed 9/»T

123
123

Pendln*
Released OR. ehareea dropped

Released on OR. chart* dropped
Same
Same
Same
Sima
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same

i.uno
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Date

Sei*

panther. Saturday, » ldruaiiy ii, i910 pace 2«

CilV & Stale

2<. 1969

Nept. in. 1969

Lot Angeles or San Diego

LA. or .San Dlegn

Name

Charge or Ad

Odla Moran

Wllllt Ward
/eke Tatt
Jimmy Johnson
Anthony Dumaa
Sonny Bat net
On cal Achlta

Sept. 26. 1069

Sop*

Oct

1900

A

1909

Oct. «. IOO’i

"cl

4.

1909

Lot Angele*. Calif.

Romalne

S»n Erancltco. calif

y ittctraM

warrant

Swap larglar). receiving atulen
goods
Same
Same
Same
Santa
Stmt

San Dlegn or L. A.. Cam.

O'Neal Action

Bench warrant

San Dli-go or 1

/eke Tate

Loitering

Third office raid
Ut lhove
Dill) “Che Brooks
Terry Watson
Brad Creen
Morris Brown
Larry Moudy
Wade y risen
Jerri Hawkins

Sevan arrtated

Chicago, Illinois

Drift****!
lirMffvtM
Drnpprd
Dropped
Drupped
Dropped

T«o charges ntoidtr, i*o t*i>i.
rate rase a

Bench warrant

calif

Disposition - Slalus

25

John Brown

\

Bail

1'Irked

«.

t » (A

«l 90

Dtuplsrd

l*»l<t {ad

Attempt ad murarr
Same
Same
Same
Same
Stmt
Santo

10 000
20 900
20 000
10 000
10 000
10 900
10 ooo

OH.

4.

1909

Ahltp Plain*. S V

tlernaril Clark

Unlawful

'»«l

0

1*109

San Diego or L \ . Calif

Moe Moran

Bench wart ant

Imi<|wt

Chicago, Illinois

Robert

Armed lobbrry

Ni-nirnt ia| m Ibinni |J.*at mm is

Oct

6

1909

While

table in front of office

500

t "und guilty

llie nl yj*!

Oct. *J. 1909

Brona. NY.

Oct. 10. I9C9

Lot Angeles, Calif.

Uobtiy Davit

Spitting on aidesalk

f'land on lumlr hold.then *»•«
fenced in 9 mo* l*-taus> t«*eai
guardian
refused
to take into
custody

whit* Plaint. N.Y.

Theodora Corbett
William Cuok
Daniel Ptare

Obstructing gov. adm.. trespass¬
ing and loitering
Same
Same

Jury trial set 12/j 09
Out on tall
Same
Sam*

Oct. 15. 1909

Ort

16. I960

riielmt Davis

Harassed by police while selling
papers

Chicago, Illinois

Cararll Jones

Theft

OCt. 1C. 1909

White

William Cook

Picked up by police, taken toheadquartera, told not to sell papers
released

Oct

17. 1909

Plain*. N Y.

50

Jamaica. N.Y.

Lenny Spriggs

Harassment

Oct. ti. 1909

San Dltgo or L A.. Calif.

William Perlfoy

Disturbing peace

Oct. 16

Sat Dltgo or L.A.. Calif.

Charles Jam-s

Poaa. sawed off shotgun

1,500

Pending

1909

Released
62S

on

OR.

16. 1909

Lot Angele*. Caltf.

Virgil Smith

In raid on Watts ulflce, charged
poaa. Illegal weapoo

No ball

Due to pa rule hold

• let

20. 1909

San Dltgo or 1. A . C alif.

Uruee lilt hards

Attempted murder

15.000

I'ainle hold-landing

"Cl

2U. 1909

San Dir go or I...A.. Calif.

Gwen Goodloe

Disturbing peace

■ 25

Pending

Oct

22. 1909

san Diego or L.A., Calif.

Jloim\ Johnson

Disturbing peace

129

Pending

*ict. 22. 1909

san Dltgo or L.A . Calif.

llorrowese Moore

Disturbing peace

125

Pendlne

Oet

san Diego or L.A.. Calif.

llrrnantd Smith

No ID

Dropped

san Diego oi L V

Will Stallorrt

No ID

0 runted

29. 1909

C alll.

<Vt

29. IOC

San Diego or L A . Calif.

Paul Redd

No ID

Dron>eil

Oct

29

1909

San lilegu or 1 A

Isalh Huston

No ID

Drnpidd

ort. II

I'M/'

sjn Diego or 1 ..V . • Jllf

John Washington

Disturbing pcan'

PteEaklll. N V.

Law ronre Newkirk

C arrying dt-adlv ut-apon

ort

1*109

Calif

r.25

pendtnr

Pending

Oct

Ort. .*9. 1909

case

Pi'titlinr

i mimths iwnt underground*
'•lar«l

ALL OPPRESSED PLOPLL. II'LRL )OLR
LYLS OPENED. OR WILL YOL lit TRICKED
AGAIN. AGAIN AND AGAIN-
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JUDl

1610 PAG l It

DON COX

DOUGLAS

FIELD
MARSHAL

late
Nov.1909

Name

Charge or Act

Parla. Franca

City & Stale

tmory Douglas
Jodi Dou|laa
Don Coa

Trip lo Algiers, harassed by cuatoms officials at Air Franc*,
(brealeood with arrest, materials
confiscated.
belongings
photo.
Crapbed. Jody strip searched.

Ne* Haven, Connecticut

Ells*

Arrested while putting up posters,
which were tom down by police;
crowd fathered. Lllae told people
to fo home, was arrested for say.
Inf "All Power to the People”

Beatea re above incident for ask*
Inf
wny sister
under arrest
clubbed In lefs and stomach (Is
five months pregnant) Others also
arrested and heaten

Nov

It. I960

New lUven Connecticut

Itegtna liurruss

Nov

it. 1969

Los Angeles. Calif

Russell Washlncton

Los Angeles. Calif.

John Washington
MU* Kyn*m

Bail

Disturbing peace and traffic war.
rants

J1

l.O' Wtgelv» Calil

New lurk

(. i ulg William*

Traffle warrants

I’author offlr*

Office shot at, bricks thrown
through windows (office lust opened
Nov 10)

San Diego, Calif.
Clorla Shields
Karon Bridges
wiill* Ward
De«imond Millar
O’Neal Acklaa
Vernon Cornea
Cer*n Randolph

Oakland. Calif.

Plus S2S traffic ticket

Dropped
Droned

Los \ngvlcs, i allf.
\llany

Disposition - Status

David Hilliard

»l9u 90 (needed > Held

Office raided all persons present
arrested
Re above, poss sewed off shotgun
Sam*
Sam*
Sara*
Sam*
Same
Same

Released on Oft
Sam*
Same
Sam*
Held oo traffic warrants
Released on OK
Sam*

Charged (Fed. Indictment) threat,
enlng Ilf* of president
Hefueed entry

into w

Germany

“ We will
kill
anyone
who stands
in the way
of our
Ireedom."

DEP. MINISTER OF INFORMATION
SURROUNDED 3Y W. GERMAN PICS

DA VID HILLIARD CHIEF OF STAFF B.P.P.
Doc. 2. 1900

Urooa. N V

Nat Shanks

Followed by police officer while
asking merchants for donations lo
breakfast program merchants told
ny ulflcer not to donate
Appro*.
10 cases pending In
Queens, offenses stern from sell¬
ing Panther papers

Manhattan .N 1

Seven
pa|«rv

new

arrests

(or selling

All balled oul. cases pending

I HE BLACK PANTWCW, SATURDAY, f EBRUARY «l. 1*70 f AG! M

Dale

City & Stale

Name

Charge or Act

Bail

Disposition - Slalu'

Chlctfo, Illinois

BOBBY SEALE CHAIRMAN B.P.P. POLITICAL PRISONER

PICS RANSACKED THE WHOLE OFFICE.

SHACKLED LIKE A SLAVE
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Dale
Dm. i. itn

Cily & Slate

Name

Uu AAffMa. CUU.

Pont, raid cm

Charge or Ad

Bail

Umar "O' Frau
Robert Iryu
Paul HaOd
M«l*la SisIIb
Raise# Moor#
Georfa yoaag
Barcart Smith
war** PMrr
Jackie Johnson
Lloyd Mima
Willie Salford
Roland F rearsaa
Sauadra Prati
Craif williams
Al Armour
Sharon Williams
laAlh How aloe
Tommy# Wtihama
Kalby Kimbrough
Eton Andareoa
lohn Washings on

AO 000
10 000

10.000

10.000
9.000
9.000

Owl on Mil
Marina s<m4 (AWOi.)

10.000

Owl on MU

9.000
10 000
10,000
10.000
to 000

9,000
9,000
10.000
9,000
9,000

10.000

ELMER

BERNARD

Disposition - Status

"C”

Owl M Mil
Owl o* Mil
Owl on Mil
Owl M Mil
Owl on Mil
Owl on MU
Ralaaaad
Hllllltl
Rales and

PRATT

EVON

JOHN

TO MM YE

WILLIE

RENEE

ISAIH

WAYNE

KATHY

1
PAUL

L.A.P.D. IN FRONT OF OFFICE

MELVIN
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